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Abstract
This thesis investigates the 'Little Ice Age' (LIA) glacial maximum in southeast Iceland through
integration of the glaciological, climatological and historical records of change in order to enhance
current understanding about the timing, expression and consequences of glacier-climate interactions.

Previous opinions have differed regarding the timing of the LIA maximum extension of Icelandic
glaciers with possibilities generally ranging from the mid-/late- 18th to late 19th centuries. Moraines
along the margins of Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull, two Vatnajokull outlet glaciers in
southeast Iceland, were dated in order to examine whether disparities may have arisen due to differing
glacier response rates, selective preservation of evidence or unreliable dating techniques.
Approximately 12,000 lichens were measured on 40 moraine fragments to provide surface age
proxies. The population gradient lichenometric technique yields late 18th to early 19th century moraine
dates, whereas the conventional 'average of the five largest' method clusters moraine dates to the late
19th century. Subsequently, an updated tephrochronology for southeast Iceland (based on
geochemistry and tephrastratigraphy) obtained from 25 reference soil profiles was used to identify
tephra layers within 15 additional soil profiles dug around the LIA moraines. Tephrochronology is
consistent with the LIA maximum extent for both glaciers occurred between AD 1755 and 1873. A
late 18th to early 19th century LIA maximum at Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull accords with
widespread glacial maxima across Iceland, indicative of a pervasive response to climatic deterioration.

A positive degree-day mass balance model was implemented for Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull
and Lambatungnajokull to assess the linkages between spatial expression of LIA glacier maxima with
potential climatic envelopes during the late 18th to early 19th centuries. Reconstructions suggest that
LIA maximum glacier mass balance was induced by a ~1-1.5°C temperature reduction associated with
severe sea-ice years during the 1780s. Equilibrium line altitudes may have lowered by -140 m during
the LIA maximum. The model also indicates that glacier hypsometry significantly affects differential
response of the three Vatnajokull outlet glaciers under various climatic regimes. Additional statistical
tests (Watson's U2 and cluster analysis) of lichenometric data, undertaken to identify
contemporaneous moraine clusters and reconstruct the detailed pattern of past ice margins, support the
idea of inferences regarding differential glacier response at Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull

Consequences of the LIA glacial maximum were also explored to illustrate the relationship between
glacial maxima and environmental changes perceived by residents of southeast Iceland. An intensive
ethnographic survey incorporating local narrative and perception indicates that, although climatic
deterioration during the 17,h-19th centuries ultimately affected farming viability, it was the interplay of
climate with concomitant cultural and socio-economic factors that ensured effective strategies were

emplaced to preserve life and livelihood. Ethnographic survey and local literature investigations are
strongly coherent with the glacial chronology and point to a LIA maximum during the late 18th to
early 19th centuries. However, sensitive landscapes can 'store memories' through the accumulation of
disturbances during periods of climatic variability, eventually reaching a critical threshold and
inducing landscape instability, such as occurred during the 19th century. This may have led to
previous conclusions implying widespread late 19th century LIA glacier maxima across the region.
It appears that the Icelandic LIA glacial maximum occurred only slightly later than that in Norway or
Greenland and implies differential regional responses to secular changes in the NAO. A negative
phase of the NAO during the late 18th century, in conjunction with extensive sea-ice, led to prolonged
cold conditions across Iceland conducive to glacier advance. The Icelandic LIA glacial chronology is
in-phase with that of the Pacific Northwest and out-of-phase with Alaska due to synoptic climatic
associations across the Northern Hemisphere, although maximum extents were reached earlier in the
latter locations. However, an apparent asynchrony between Iceland and New Zealand in both the
timing of LIA glacial maxima and temperatures associated with the individual chronologies implies a
complicated global signal. At present, it remains impossible to attribute the direct cause of the LIA,
although extant evidence suggests that forcing factors linked to the internal dynamics of the climate
system itself may have been responsible for the LIA, though external factors enhanced LIA climate
variability.
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Chapter 1 1

Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Overall thesis aims

The main purpose of this thesis is to investigate the 'Little Ice Age' (LIA) glacial
maximum in southeast Iceland by integrating the glaciological, climatological and
historical records of change in order to enhance our current understanding about the

timing, expression and consequences of the LIA in the North Atlantic (Figure 1.1).
This is important because Iceland lies in one of the world's most sensitive locations
to climatic change, and fluctuations of Icelandic glaciers provide one of the clearest

signals of ocean-atmospheric interactions at a range of different time-scales.

Currently, opinions differ as to when the maximum extension of Icelandic glaciers

occurred, with possibilities generally ranging from the mid-/late 18th to late 19th
centuries. This variation may be explained by differing glacier responses, selective

preservation of evidence or unreliable dating techniques. It is crucial to determine
which of these factors is responsible and then to delimit the extent to which Icelandic

glacier fluctuations may be used as an indicator of changes in the state of the earth's
climate.

This thesis aims to add to the debate through the investigation of the following:

I. Clironolozx of the LIA (i.e. timing of the glacial maximum)

(1) testing the reliability of different lichenometric approaches previously used
to estimate the timing of LIA glacial maxima in southeast Iceland, which
have yielded a discrepancy of-100 years (i.e. late 18th to late 19th centuries);

(2) utilisation of the tephrochronological record in southeast Iceland, unapplied
across most of the glacier forelands, to constrain different lichenometric
dates;
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II. Expression of the LIA (i.e. spatial records and climate

interactions)

(3) development of a novel statistical approach using lichen size-frequency
distributions to geomorphologically reconstruct patterns of previous glacier

margins, which, in turn, helps to elucidate possible ice dynamics;

(4) utilisation of a mass balance model to investigate the potential linkages
between LIA glacier mass balance and climate, and determine how these

relationships may have influenced the timing of maximum advances;

III. Consequences of the LIA (i.e. chronology and impact)

(5) exploration of the human dimension of the LIA through perceptions of

landscape and climate change and to critically assess their coherence with
other proxy records of glacier expansion.

Figure 1.1. The three intertwined facets of this thesis: LIA chronology, expression
and consequences. Solid arrows indicate direct relationships, whereas hashed lines
denote linkages across the different components.

It is impossible to investigate the timing, expression or consequences of the LIA
individually, as they are critically intertwined (Figure 1.1). Thus, a full assessment
of the linkages between these facets in a location of climatic sensitivity allows an
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essential exploration regarding not only the dimensions of change through the

timing of events such as the LIA glacial maximum, but also highlights the expression
that climate had upon the landscape and the way in which such changes impacted
human civilizations. Overall, the LIA provides a unique opportunity within

palaeoclimatic studies because records of all three intertwined facets abound.

Therefore, this thesis is designed to be a holistic study which critically examines
these issues together.

Chapter 1 provides a background to the overall thesis aims stated above and places
these aims in a scientific context to explain the rationale for undertaking this
research.

1.2 Glacier terminus fluctuations and climate

1.2.1 Linkages between glaciers and climate

Glaciers are sensitive indicators of climatic change. Variations in climate, primarily

temperature and precipitation, lead to changes in the amount of snow accumulation
and glacier ablation, altering the overall volume of the glacier. This, in turn, initiates

changes in ice flow and ultimately causes fluctuations in the position of the glacier
terminus (Paterson 1994). Changes in temperature directly affect glacier melt

through perturbation of downward fluxes of sensible heat and long-wave radiation

(Oerlemans 1992), as well as dictate the proportion of precipitation falling as snow.

Additionally, different atmospheric circulation patterns alter the amount of

precipitation across the region, and thus directly affect glacier accumulation.

However, the exact relationship between glaciers and climate is complicated (Figure

1.2). Although glaciers react to regional climatic changes, they may also modify
their own local climatic conditions, particularly in the case of large glaciers where

cold, katabatic winds may reduce the amount of melt in the ablation zone, or

redistribute substantial amounts of snow in the accumulation area. Glacier response

to climatic change may also vary depending upon topography, glacier geometry and
debris cover (e.g. Furbish and Andrews 1994; Kuhn et al. 1985; Oerlemans 1989).
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Figure 1.2. Schematic diagram illustrating the relationship between climate and
glacier terminus position. 'General climate' refers to regional conditions, whereas
'local climate' refers to conditions on the glacier and within its immediate vicinity.
Solid arrows indicate a direct 'flow-on' effect, while broken lines represent more
indirect connections. Source: After Paterson 1994 (p. 54).

The sensitivity of glacier mass balance (the balance between the amount of mass
accumulated through snowfall and its transformation into ice, and the amount of
mass lost to ablation each year) is primarily related to the climatic regime in which
the glacier resides and the mass balance gradient of the individual glacier (Paterson

1994). For instance, the mass balance of small ice caps and temperate, maritime

glaciers, especially those that descend into low elevation coastal areas or are located
at lower latitudes, e.g. Iceland, maritime Scandinavia and New Zealand, are

particularly sensitive to climatic perturbations due to their high rates of accumulation
and ablation compared to those that are large, or reside in continental and higher
latitudinal sites (Bjornsson 1979; Rosqvist and 0strem 1989; Oerlemans and Fortuin
1992; Dowdeswell et al. 1997; Fitzharris et al. 1999). Authors often use migration
of the equilibrium line altitude (ELA, or zone of zero net mass balance) to discuss

changes in glacier mass balance in relation to climatic change (e.g. Porter 1975;
Caseldine and Stotter 1993; Torsnes et al. 1993).

Annual accumulation and ablation of glacier mass is rarely equal, and cumulative
imbalances over several years propagate through the glacier, eventually initiating
fluctuations at the terminus (c.f Nye 1960). The response time of a glacier pertains
to the amount of time taken for the mass balance to achieve a new equilibrium state

following a given climatic change (Johannesson et al. 1989; Patterson 1994). The
time lag between a change in mass balance and the onset of a significant change in
terminus behaviour (i.e. advance or retreat not related to the immediate effects of
seasonal variations in ablation) is called the 'terminus response time' (Chinn 1996).
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Both the response time and the delayed response at the glacier terminus are related,

though the terminus response depends on the mass balance history of the glacier, as

well as the physical properties of the glacier itself such as slope, terminus velocity,
ice thickness and accumulation rate.

The glacier terminus may begin to fluctuate following a change in climate within a

matter of a few years, though the response time of the mass balance varies depending
on the size and mass balance gradient of the glacier. For instance, the mass balance

response of small to medium-sized temperate valley glaciers to climate change
occurs over several years to decades, whilst the largest glaciers and ice sheets may

take many tens of thousands of years to reach a new equilibrium (Paterson 1994;
Fitzharris et al. 1999). Thus, the response time is often used to gauge a glacier's

sensitivity to climatic change. The length of time that a glacier terminus continues to

advance or retreat after a given climatic change has occurred provides a lower limit
on a glacier's response time (Sigurdsson and Jonsson 1995).

7.2.2 Glaciers as global climatic indicators

Records of glacier fluctuations contribute important palaeoclimatic information
about both the range of natural variability and the rates of change with respect to

energy fluxes at the earth's surface over different time-scales (Nesje and Dahl 2000).
Furthermore, their widespread distribution allows the procurement of proxy climate
data from a range of environments and permits inferences to be made about the
nature of global climatic change. Records of glacier fluctuations have often been
utilised in the debate over synchrony of climatic changes between the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres during, for example, the Quaternary and Holocene periods
(Porter and Denton 1967; Nelson et al. 1985; Denton et al. 1999; Ivy-Ochs et al.

1999; Luckman and Villalba 2001; Schmittner et al. 2003). Presently, glaciers are of

increasing interest because they act as long-term archives of integrated

climatological information which can be extracted to help predict potential future
climate changes. Additionally, they store large quantities of water as ice, and

widespread glacier melting may play a significant role in global sea-level rise over

the next 100 years (Oerlemans and Reichert 2000). Due to significant rates of glacier
recession around the world since ~AD 1900, it is especially pertinent to derive
detailed and accurate chronologies of former glacier extents particularly from recent
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centuries when it is possible to obtain independent evidence of change (e.g.
historical records, meteorological data), so that outcomes of anthropogenic-induced
global warming on glacial retreat may be disentangled from natural forcing
mechanisms (Haeberli 1994).

1.3 'The Little Ice Age' - a matter of scale

1.3.1 The LIA concept - a global phenomenon?

Studies of glacier fluctuations have provided important information regarding the
climatic history of the Holocene period (the last 10,000 years Figure 1.3). Late
Holocene (the last 1000 years) climate has often been divided into two distinct
climatic intervals primarily based on a relatively short period of 'optimal' climate
~AD 1000-1200, the 'Medieval Warm Period' (MWP), and a relatively long period
of renewed glacier growth during the last several centuries, the 'Little Ice Age'

(LIA). The term LIA, first coined by Matthes (1939) and used originally to describe
the cooler, 'Neoglacial' period about 8000 years ago, has more recently been
ascribed to include only the late Holocene glacier advances of the last millennium

(c.f Lamb 1977). Despite connotations that the terminology of the LIA implies, it
was not a global interval of unbroken cold, since climate varied both spatially and

temporally at smaller scales (Grove 1988; 2001; 2004). However, abrupt cold

periods were sufficiently prolonged so that glaciers around the world fluctuated
sometimes by several kilometres about more advanced positions than those they had

occupied for several centuries or even millennia. Ice fronts oscillated about these
LIA maxima until the warming phase near the beginning of the 20th century returned
them to earlier Holocene positions (Grove 1988; Bradley 2000).

The overall significance of the LIA glacial maximum concept is that it indicates a

'turning point' or culmination from one state to another in Earth's climatic history.
In this sense, the timing of this 'turning point' provides key data which are widely
used as the basis for the interpretation of past events (e.g. the Last Glacial Maximum
-18,000 years BP) and helps to elucidate understanding of the operation of the global

18
climate system. According to temperature proxy data based on oxygen isotope ( O)
values extracted from the Greenland Ice Sheet, temperatures in the 14th century were
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the coldest during the last 8000 years (BP), only surpassed by departures during the
Younger Dryas period (Figure 1.3). This highlights the significance of the LIA in
terms of long-term climatic change. Alternatively, another view based on the

magnitude of temperature change during the LIA c.f. temperatures during the the
Last Glacial Maximum states that the LIA was a relatively minor event, an argument

also underpinned by problems relating to terminology. These problems have arisen
from (1) the spatial scale under scrutiny; (2) the substantial climatic variability
contained within the overall LIA period; and (3) the lack of a clear definition

regarding the initiation of the LIA e.g. up to a 400 year discrepancy between AD
1200-1600 (Ogilvie and Jonsson 2001) usually bracketed according to the onset of
renewed glacier advance.

In terms of spatial scale, an exhaustive review of the literature concerning proxy

climatic and environmental indicators by Soon and Baliunas (2003) demonstrated
that the LIA was a global event, as distinguishable climatic anomalies were found
from all regions of the globe. However, global to hemispheric-scale compilations of
annual temperature show little significant change throughout the LIA period. A

report published in 2001 by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
discusses long-term Northern Hemisphere cooling from AD 1000-1900 using a

dendrochronologically-based reconstruction by Mann et al. (1999). The
reconstructed series indicates a maximum lowering of temperature by only ~ -0.5°C
from the present-day during the latter half of the 15th century (Figure 1.4). Other

dendrochronological annual temperature reconstructions support a temperature

decline of approximately this magnitude (Briffa 2000; Crowley and Lowery 2000;
Briffa et al. 2001). Part of the explanation may be that such broad-scale series use

data from the tropics where temperature variability at any time-scale is minimal. The
IPCC report also states that a lack of evidence for globally-synchronous periods of
anomalous cold or warmth during the past 1000 years precludes the applicability of
the LIA and MWP terms (Folland and Karl 2001).
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extracted from the Greenland Ice Sheet which represent hemispheric-scale
18

temperature variations. The lower the O value, the colder the climate. The upper
panel displays temperature proxy data over the last 15,000 years (BP) and clearly
shows the Younger Dryas and 8.2 ka BP cold events. The lower panel depicts data
from AD 800-1950 which includes the LIA period (bounded by hashed lines). Black
lines show a running mean of 50 years (upper) and 10 years (lower). Interestingly,
the temperature decline during the 14th century is the coldest since -8000 years ago
with departures only greater during the Younger Dryas. This suggests that the LIA
was an important large-scale event during the Holocene. Data from:
http://www. climate, unibe. ch/clim_recon/data/grip. txt.
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However, Esper et al. (2002) more recently interpreted a different tree-ring series

using data exclusively from the extra-tropical Northern Hemisphere and discovered
that extracted lower frequency signals depicted greater amplitude changes in

temperature with a maximum depression of at least -1°C reached multiple times over

the past several centuries. It appears from Esper et al.'s (2002) reconstruction that

temperatures were cold across the Northern Hemisphere during the late 13th and late
14th centuries, the 17th century and the early 19th century (Figure 1.4), and it was

during these periods that LIA glacier advances generally occurred (Grove 2004). A
clear MWP is also defined in the reconstruction centred around AD 1000 and

indicates that temperatures during this interval were similar to 20th century warmth
until -AD 1980, after which warmer temperatures were unprecedented (Cook et al.

2004). In the Southern Hemisphere, the MWP signal is not clearly expressed

(Bradley 2000), although the data suggest a widespread cold interval from -AD
1200-1850 with smaller scale regional variability superimposed (Bradley et al. 2003;
Grove 2004). The predominant oceanic influence on Southern Hemisphere
landmasses and shifts in the location of the westerly wind belt may have induced
LIA glacier advances more significantly related to changes in hydrological
conditions than to major changes in temperature (c.f Schulmeister et al. 2004).

800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

Year AD

Figure 1.4. A comparison of late Holocene Northern Hemisphere temperature
reconstructions based on tree-ring data. The hashed line shows the Mann et al.
(1999) reconstruction, and the solid line depicts the reconstruction by Esper et al.
(2002). Both series are closely related although Esper et al. 's (2002) curve depicts
fluctuations of a greater magnitude. Periods of widespread glacier advances are
indicated by the black arrows. After Grove (2004), p. 401.
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Confusion regarding the initiation of the LIA period has also caused much debate

(e.g. Jones et al. 1998; Mann et al. 1999; Ogilvie and Jonsson 2001; Jones and Mann

2004). The aforementioned late Holocene hemispheric-scale annual temperature

reconstructions not only vary in their amplitude of change, but also in their
identification of the onset to the LIA (Ogilvie and Jonsson 2001; Figure 1.4). Rather
than a sudden transition, climatic deterioration may have been a gradual process

depending upon region and locality. As temperatures cooled, a threshold for positive

glacier mass balance and subsequent advance may have been reached in some areas

earlier than others, thus leading to heterogeneous regional signals (Bradley et al.

2003). However, it is also possible that the uncertainty in the timing of the onset of
the LIA may stem from the uneven distribution and character of available evidence
and the nature and limitations of dating techniques used (Grove 2001).

Overall, the most detailed evidence of the initiation of the LIA comes from Europe,

especially the Swiss Alps and parts of Norway, primarily due to the multitude of
available historical documents (see Holzhauser and Zumbtihl 1999; Grove 1988;

2004). Old maps, tax records, diaries and chronicles have provided valuable
information regarding commencement of the LIA, as the onset of glacier expansion
often triggered hazards to human settlements, including the overrunning or

destruction of agricultural land by rapidly encroaching ice and jokulhlaups (glacial
outburst floods). Based on such records, the LIA was first considered to have begun
in the European Alps during the mid-1500-1600s, although more recent evidence

suggests that it began ~AD 1280-1290 (Grove 2001). Other proxy evidence from the
North Atlantic including archaeology, foraminifera and diatom assemblages, marine
sediments, moraine series, tephrochronology, lake sediments, and stratigraphic

sequences also suggests that LIA glacial advances began in a few locations across

Greenland, Iceland, Svalbard and Norway as early as the 13th and 14th centuries (e.g.
Hass 1996; Svendsen and Mangerud 1997; Grove 2001; Kirkbride and Dugmore
2001 a,b; Jones and Birks 2004; Knudsen et al. 2004). Outside of northern Europe,

historical documents usually go back to, at best, the late 1700 to early 1800s, and in
some sparsely populated regions, if records do exist, only date from the late 1800s.

Deciphering the initiation of the LIA for regions outside of Europe has relied almost

solely upon interpretations of moraine and stratigraphic sequences, radiocarbon

dating, lichenometry and tree-ring records. These kinds of data suggest that the LIA
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in the Western Cordillera of North and South America, New Zealand and South

Georgia (sub-Antarctic Islands) also began during the 1200-1300s (e.g. Porter and
Denton 1967; Gellatly et al. 1988; Clapperton et al. 1989; Luckman and Villalba

2001).

By the late 16th century, glacier advances had occurred across many regions around
the globe and continued throughout the 19th century which implies that the LIA term

is ubiquitous for at least this period (Bradley et al. 2003). Jones and Mann (2004)
have argued that regionally distinctive and sometimes opposed climatic variability
inherent within the LIA cancel one another when trends are averaged to produce

global or hemispheric-scale signals. However, it is not a globally pervasive LIA

signature that is of importance when considering the impact that persistent climatic

variability and its linkages with glacier fluctuations had on people and the
environment. It is the regional signal that becomes not only of interest, but also of

significance to the ways in which smaller-scale patterns of change may be

geographically related to provide greater detail about global climatic variability, as

well as to highlight the human dimension of the LIA. Unfortunately, in searching for
a globally-synchronous LIA pattern and debating its conceptual utility (c.f Bradley
and Jones 1993; Jones and Bradley 1995; Ogilvie and Jonsson 2001; Jones and Mann

2004), the processes underlying smaller-scale LIA climatic variability become less

meaningful, and thereby undermines the reality of those who lived through this

period.

1.3.2 Regional-scale LIA glacier maxima

Timing of the largest magnitude, or maximum, LIA advances differed significantly
around the globe (Table 1.1), especially depending upon the time-scale under

investigation. At the centennial-scale, it appears that glaciers around the North
Atlantic, with the exception of the European Alps, reached their LIA maxima during
the 18th and 19th centuries, whilst the glaciers around the maritime Pacific (New
Zealand and Alaska) and parts of the sub-Antarctic had undergone their LIA maxima
before ~AD 1600. It appears that, although fewer locations have been investigated in
the south, large parts of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres were asynchronous
in terms of the timing of their LIA glacial maxima (Table 1.1). This suggests that
glacier-climate relationships during the LIA were complicated by internal system
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Table 1.1. Comparison ofLIA glacier maxima from selected locations.
Location Region LIA maximum Dating Author(s)

(AD) method*
North Atlantic
Greenland
Miki & I.C. E Greenland 17th to 18th C LM Geirsdottir et al. (2000)
Jacobsen Fjords
Qipisarqo Lake S Greenland >1750 LS Kaplan et al. (2002)
Iceland
outlets of SE Iceland 18th-19th C HR + TC Porarinsson (1943)
Vatnajokull

late 19th C;outlets of SE Iceland LM; Evans et al. (1999);
Vatnajokull late 18th C LM + TC Bradwell (2001a, b;

early/mid-18lh C
2004)

outlets of S Iceland LM + TC Kirkbride and Dugmore
Eyjafjallajokull

late 18th to early
(2001a)

outlets of S Iceland LM + TC Casely and Dugmore
Myrdalsjokull 19th C (2004)
Norway
Sagabreen, S Norway mid-15th to early RC Matthews (1991)
Storbreen, 16th C
Bpverbreen,
Haugabreen

late 18th-mid-19th
P

Breheimen S Norway LM + SH Shakesby et al. (2004)

Jotunheimen S Norway 1743-1750; LM; Matthews (2005);
-1750 LTHS Matthews et al. (2005)

Hardangerj0kulen central-S -1300 RC + LS Dahl and Nesje (1994)
Norway

Folgefonna W Norway 1750 LS Bakke et al. (2005)
Lyngshalvoya NW Norway mid-18'hC LS, DC + Ballantyne (1990)

HR

Svartisen, N Norway mid-18th C HR + RC Winkler (2003)
Okstindan

Linnebreen, Svalbard 19th C LS Svendsen and Mangerud
Spitsbergen (1997) & Snyder et al.

(2000)
Continental Europe
Sweden
Various N Sweden 17th to early 18th LS, RC + Karlen (1988)

C LM

European Alps
Vadret dal Swiss Alps -1850; LS Leeman and Niessen

Tremoggia, Fex & (1994)
Giiz
Grosser Aletsch Swiss Alps 1370-1380 DC Various - summarised in

Grove (2001)
Various Swiss Alps 14,hC HR + DC Various - summarised in

Grove (2004)
Mer de Glace & France, W -1600 HR Various - summarised in
Glacier Alps Grove (2004)
D'Argentiniere
Vernagtferner Otzal, E -1600 HR Various - summarised in

Alps Grove (2004)
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Other areas (Southern Hemisphere and Northern Pacific)
West Coast Westland, -1600; TRD; Wardle (1973);
glaciers including South Island -1450; TS; Burrows (1990);
Franz Josef <1600 TRD + TS McKinzey et al. (2004a)
Tasman & Mt. Cook, -1370; LM + RC; Gellatly (1982) &
Mueller South Island -1730 LM Burrows (1989);

Winkler (2000)
Antarctica

South Shetland sub- late 13th to early RC + LM Clapperton and Sugden
(King George & Antarctic 16th centuries (1988)
Livingston Islands

Islands)
13th to 14thSouth Georgia sub- RC + LM Clapperton and Sugden

(Cumberland Antarctic centuries (1988)
Bay) Islands
South America
Soler Glacier Northern 1222-1342 DC Glasser et al. (2002)

Patagonian
Icefield

Various land- Northern & -1600-1700 various Luckman and Villalba

terminating Southern (2001)
glaciers Patagonian

Icefields
Gran Campo S Chile 1280-1460 DC Koch and Kilian (2005)
Nevado
Mendoza Andes Argentina -1450-1650 RC Espizua (2005)
Alaska
Kenai Peninsula SW Alaska <1500 DC Wiles and Calkin (1993)
Gulkana Central early 19th century LM + TC Beget (1994)

Alaska

Range
PrinceWilliam SW Alaska <1500 DC Wiles et al. (1999)
Sound
NE Ahklun SW Alaska 13th century LS Levy et al. (2004)
Mountains

*LM = lichenometry; LS = lacustrine sediments; HR = historical records; TC — tephrochronology;
RC = radiocarbon dating; SH = Schmidt hammer; LTHS = lithostratigraphy; DC =
dendrochronology; TRD = tree-ring dating; TS = tree size
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dynamics (e.g. oceanic-atmospheric variability or interactions) and external

forcing factors (e.g. solar variations and volcanic eruptions).1

In most regions, LIA glacier advances were multi-phased, sometimes undergoing at

least two to three advance periods during the past several hundred years. In the

European Alps, for example, glaciers expanded to nearly the same extent each time
since the end of Medieval times (e.g. Grove 2004), thus implying possible contention

regarding which advance was actually the greatest during the late Holocene.

However, closer examination of regional LIA glacial maxima also indicates that
substantial decadal-scale variability also occurred within the same regions, such as

Alaska, Norway and New Zealand, usually as a result of maritime versus more

continental localities, marine- versus land-terminating termini or the impact of debris
cover on glacier dynamics (Winkler 2000; Barclay et al. 2001; Calkin et al. 2001;
Grove 2001; Luckman and Villalba 2001). Moreover, such local variation may also
be explained by differing glacier responses, geomorphological censoring of
landforms or unreliable dating techniques (c.f Kirkbride and Brazier 1998). It is
crucial to determine which of these factors is responsible in order to understand the
extent in which glacier fluctuations are representative of true LIA climate change.
The choice of location to study LIA glacial maxima also becomes paramount, as

some regions are more sensitive to climate change than others.

1.4 'The Little Ice Age' in Iceland

1.4.1 Why Iceland?

Situated in the sub-Arctic, just south of the Arctic circle, Iceland is the largest island
in the North Atlantic outside of Greenland, and fluctuations of Iceland's climate are

indicative of those across a much wider area, particularly northwest Europe (Stotter
et al. 1999). Due to its position astride the atmospheric Arctic Lront (the

1 As this hypothesis is not the main focus of this thesis, but an interesting contextual counterpart of
results arising from the overall study, they will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 7.
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convergence zone between temperate-maritime and cold-polar air masses) and the
oceanic Polar Front (the boundary between warm waters of the Atlantic and cold

Arctic waters; Bjornsson 1979; Ogilvie 1992; Knudsen et al. 2004), Iceland is well-

placed to register climatic shifts of the LIA. Migration of the oceanic Polar Front

throughout the Holocene has been associated with decadal- to millennial-scale

climatic fluctuations (Lamb 1979) and has influenced the southern extent of Arctic

sea-ice. Recent warming has revealed that high latitude regions are more sensitive to

changes than lower latitude areas (e.g. Overpeck et al. 1997) and results from the

interplay of significant regional ocean-atmosphere interactions in which the
thermohaline circulation and the Arctic Oscillation are key facets.

The most important component of the earth's ocean system is a conveyor-like
circulation that, as a result of temperature and salinity gradients, delivers an

enormous amount of tropical heat to the North Atlantic. This heat is released to the

overlying east-northeast moving air masses during winter, thereby greatly

ameliorating temperatures across the region (Broecker 1997). The warm water is

quickly cooled when reaching the cold polar waters near Iceland, salinity increases

which, in turn, causes the cooled water to become very dense, and thus it sinks below
the surface waters. This overturning produces North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW),

generally believed to drive the global thermohaline conveyor, and strongly influences
the decadal-scale climatology of Northern Europe and the North Atlantic islands

(Moritz et al. 2002). The Arctic Oscillation, an important mode of Northern

Hemisphere wintertime atmospheric variability poleward of 20°N (also called the
Northern Hemisphere Annular Mode), indicates the strength of the polar vortex

(Thompson and Wallace 1998). Although expressed across the entire extra-tropical
Northern Hemisphere (Thompson and Wallace 2001), the Arctic Oscillation most

significantly influences the climate across northern Europe. The signature of the
Arctic Oscillation within the North Atlantic region, called the North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO), represents a dipole in atmospheric pressure between Lisbon,

Portugal, and Iceland, and is strongly linked to interannual to interdecadal-scale
climatic variability in the region (Wanner et al. 2001; Cook et al. 2003).

Historical records about in Iceland which document in detail changes in both
Icelandic landscape and climate during the LIA period. Europe's largest ice cap,

Vatnajokull, (-8100 km2), is located in southeast Iceland (Figure 1.5), and
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fluctuations of the ice cap have been documented over the past several centuries in

prolific writings by gifted field scientists, such as Eggert Olafsson and Bjarni Palsson

(mid-18th century), Sveinn Palsson (late 18th century), Porvaldur Thoroddsen (late
19th century) and Sigurdur Porarinsson (20th century). This unique literary trove

permits an unusually detailed synopsis into glacier and climate changes during the
time when Icelandic glaciers are thought to have undergone their LIA maximum
advances (Table 1.1). Northern peripheral areas where agriculture has traditionally
been marginal, such as Iceland, also prove vital locations to investigate the impacts
that climate-glacier relationships, such as during the LIA, had on human affairs.

Figure 1.5. Location maps of Iceland, Vatnajokull including its major southeastern
outlets and Orcefajokull. Volcanic centres (black) and locations of the longest-
running time series ofmeasured climatic data (grey) mentioned in the text are also
displayed.

Hence, it appears that the North Atlantic is a 'hotspot' for investigation of LIA

glacier-climatic linkages. Within the region, Iceland is the key location for

extracting evidence regarding the timing and magnitude of LIA glacial maxima due
to its proximity to the production of NADW, the driving component of the global
thermohaline circulation, and the NAO, the primary expression of the hemispheric-
scale Arctic Oscillation. Lurthermore, Iceland also contains a uniquely detailed and

long time-series of historical documents, recorded climatic data and other proxy
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climate data that help to elucidate the timing, expression and consequences of the
LIA.

1.4.2 Icelandic climate and the NAO

Significant evidence based on the 14th century extinction of the indicator species

Hydraena britteni, a post-glacial, wet sphagnum moss-loving beetle in southern

Iceland, suggests that the Icelandic LIA cooling was the most extreme over the last
several thousand years (Buckland et al. 1986; Erlendsson pers. comm.).

Unfortunately, continuous Icelandic instrumental climate records do not extend back

through the entire LIA period. However, 19th century instrumental data do shed
some light on Icelandic climate during the end of the LIA. Stykkisholmur located in
western Iceland (Fig. 1.4), the station with the longest recorded temperature and

precipitation series, dates back to AD 1845 and 1857, respectively. Additionally,

Reykjavik temperature data from AD 1822 to 1854 have been used to extend the

Stykkisholmur series back further to AD 1823 (Jonsson and Gardarsson 2001).

Teigarhorn located in the eastern fjords (Fig. 1.4) also has a long time series of
recorded temperature and precipitation dating back to AD 1873. Despite both
stations being located on opposite sides of the country, thus causing their annual

temperature and precipitation range to vary in magnitude, Hanna et al. (2004) have
demonstrated that post-AD 1870 station data are highly correlated.

Within the instrumental record, the overall coldest years at Stykkisholmur occurred
in AD 1859 and 1866 (mean annual temperature ~1°C) and AD 1881 and 1892

(mean annual temperature 0.8°C) at Teigarhorn. The highest mean annual

precipitation occurred in AD 1933 (-1187 mm) at Stykkisholmur and in 1930 (-1953
mm) at Teigarhorn. The wettest periods are usually warm, as increased precipitation
is generally related to a strengthening of atmospheric circulation across Iceland and
increased maritime west-southwest winds (Hanna et al. 2004). Nineteenth century

instrumental climate data from Stykkisholmur and Teigarhorn indicate that episodes
of documented glacier expansion (late-1860s, mid-1870s, and -1880-1890) often

corresponded to cold years with shortened summers.

Icelandic climate is strongly influenced by synoptic conditions due to its sensitive
location in the North Atlantic. Modern climate variability in the North Atlantic at
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interannual to interdecadal time-scales has been linked to the NAO measured as an

index of fluctuations in sea-level pressure between the subtropical Azores High
centred at Lisbon, Portugal, and the Icelandic Low centred over Stykkisholmur
(Hurrell 1995). The NAO is more pronounced during winter due to a deepening of
the Icelandic Low and intensification of the subtropical high, thus producing an

extreme pressure gradient. The NAO tends to be persistent at the interannual time-
scale in either a positive or negative phase, and an index is used to describe these
states. In general, when the NAO index is positive, a strong pressure gradient exists
across the North Atlantic resulting in strong westerly winds bringing heavy

precipitation and warm temperatures to Iceland and Scandinavia and cold

temperatures to Europe. During negative phases of the NAO index, the westerlies
decrease due to a weakened pressure gradient across the Atlantic, precipitation is
reduced across Iceland and Scandinavia, and Iceland in particular experiences
extreme cold as the Polar Front moves south (Glueck and Stockton 2001; Bradwell

2001a). However, this general relationship between Iceland's climate and state of
the NAO may sometimes become 'reversed' depending on the exact location of the
Icelandic Low. Because Iceland is the only landmass in proximity to the Icelandic

Low, variations in the position of the low pressure centre may alternate Iceland's

position on either side of the climatic 'see-saw' (Kirkbride 2002). Overall, sea-ice
often develops in the Denmark Strait between Greenland and Iceland during negative
NAO phases due to severe cold, decreased storminess and calmer seas.

Dendrochronological and multi-proxy reconstructions of the winter NAO index and
correlation with ice core data from Greenland indicate persistent negative phases of
the NAO during the LIA period, with extreme negative indices during the late 1690s,
~AD 1760, the 1780s, -AD 1830 and 1870 (e.g. Appenzeller et al. 1998; Cook et al.

1998; Cook et al. 2002a, 2003).2

2 Cook et al. (2003 - based on Cook et al 2002a) combined previously available multi-proxy winter

(December-March) NAO records from the extra-tropical Northern Hemisphere, using only those that
verified well against independent records of early European instrumental (e.g. Jones et al. 1999;
Luterbacher et al. 1999) and non-instrumental (Luterbacher et al. 2001) data, to produce a new and

strongly validated reconstruction of the NAO index.
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Iceland is situated where warm Atlantic water and cold Arctic water converge (i.e.
the oceanic Polar Front). The Irminger Current, a branch of the warm North Atlantic

Current, is deflected by a submarine ridge offshore and brings warm temperate water

along the south and west coasts before sinking beneath the cold East Greenland
Current (Figure 1.6). The East Iceland Current diverges from the East Greenland
Current and sweeps cold polar water to the north and east coasts (Krauss 1986;
Knudsen et al. 2004). Both the East Greenland Current and East Iceland Current are

responsible for bringing sea-ice close to land. Sea-ice incidence has varied

throughout historic times, but in a 'normal' ice year, the ice edge is located -100 km

away from northwest Iceland, whereas in a 'mild' ice year, the front is 200-240 km
offshore. However, in a 'severe' ice year, sea-ice extends along the northern coast,

and in an 'extremely severe' ice year, the East Iceland Current carries sea-ice all the

way around the eastern and southern coasts (Eyjiorrsson and Sigtryggsson 1971).
Sea-ice usually occurs during the late winter to early spring, but may remain into the
summer and autumn during severe years (Ogilvie 1984). Thermal conditions on land
in Iceland are very strongly, but not always, linked to the incidence of sea-ice at the
coast (Bergfwrsson 1969; Ogilvie 1992). An intensification of the Icelandic Low

(i.e. positive NAO phase) tends to lead to negligible sea-ice conditions at the coast

(Bjornsson 1969).

A thorough picture of changes in sea-ice extent over the past 1000 years has been

developed based on historical records prior to AD 1920, after which the ice was

regularly observed. Thoroddsen (1916-1917) was the first to assemble information

regarding sea-ice incidence through the collation of material from Icelandic sagas,

annals and manuscripts, though he did not critically assess the reliability of his
sources (e.g. many were not contemporary accounts of the period in which they were

thought to originate from and some texts duplicated records). However, from this
initial compilation, Koch (1945) excluded those records which did not explicitly
mention the presence of sea-ice, and thus reproduced figures displaying changes in
sea-ice over time. Bergjiorsson's (1969) sea-ice index was similar to that by Koch

(1945) as it was based on Thoroddsen's (1916-1917) work.
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Figure 1.6. Location of Iceland in the North Atlantic. Also depicted are the
predominant surficial ocean currents that affect the country. The warm Irminger
Current (IC), part of the North Atlantic Current (NAC), maintains Iceland's mild and
wet conditions, although colder and drier conditions, usually associated with sea-ice,
occur when the cold East Greenland (EGC) and East Icelandic (EIC) Currents
descendfarther south.

More recently, Ogilvie (1984; 1992) reconsidered the documents used in previous
reconstructions in great detail by conducting source analyses and reliability tests and

produced a new proxy record from AD 1500-1800 based on unequivocally extracted

data, as well as from a wealth of new records, often anecdotal, dating from the 18th
century. At the broadest time-scale, all of the aforementioned sea-ice reconstructions
are similar in terms of generally cold and warm periods. However, at the decadal-

scale, Ogilvie's (1984; 1994) sea-ice proxy record is the most reliable and indicates
that the 1690s, 1740s-1750s and especially the late 18th century were the coldest,

although sea-ice was again extensive during the late 19th century (Bergjrorsson 1969;

Figure 1.7).
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Figure 1.7. Extreme periods ofmaximum sea-ice extent around Iceland over the past
1000 years. Maps are based on Ogilvie (1984; 1992) and Begrporsson (1969).
Although the extent of sea-ice was similar in the 1690s and 1780s, the former was
less persistent than during the latter. Note the estimated conditions -AD 1000
during the period ofNorse colonisation of Iceland and Greenland compared to the
LIA period.

1.4.4 Reconstructing Icelandic LIA glacierfluctuations

Moraines deposited along ice margins are commonly used to identify sequences of

past glacier fluctuations and to help develop interpretations about previous changes
in glacier mass balance in response to climatic variability. Dating of these surfaces
enables the reconstruction of glacier fluctuations and assists the projection of past
trends onto future predictions about climate change and the stability of landscapes

(Pillans et al. 1992; Hallet and Putkonen 1994). Clearly, direct observations provide
the most accurate means of dating LIA glacier advance and retreat. In Iceland,
historical records from the last few centuries that describe landscape changes are

prolific, although their accuracy has sometimes been questioned (c.f Ogilvie 1984;

Kugelmann 1991). In the absence of unequivocal historical documentation, other
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independent dating techniques, such as lichenometry and tephrochronology, must
be used.

1.4.4.1 Lichenometrically-dated LIA glacier maxima in southeast
Iceland

Lichenometry has often been used to date surfaces associated with LIA glacier
fluctuations (e.g. Gellatly 1982; Maizels and Petch 1985; Matthews 2005; Winkler

2000). Lichenometric dating, pioneered by Beschel in 1950, uses either lichen size
or another index, such as lichen size-frequency distributions, to indicate the age of a
moraine surface (Benedict 1967; 1985; Caseldine 1991). Most researchers study

yellow-green Rhizocarpon lichens in high altitude or high latitude environments
where other types of vegetation are lacking, thus rendering lichenometry the only

dating tool available in many glacier forelands. However, these locations are often
remote or uninhabited, which, due to the absence of calibration surfaces of known

age, sometimes restricts the use of the technique.

The premise of the conventional lichenometric method is that the diameter of the

largest lichen thallus growing on a surface is proportional to the time elapsed since
the surface has been exposed to colonisation and growth (Gellatly 1982). Therefore,
the largest lichens provide a minimum age for the length of time of substrate

stability. However, environmental controls on lichen growth necessitate careful
calibration with surfaces of known age for the production of a lichen age-size curve

at a particular location. Assuming that the calibration curve is constructed using

unequivocally dated surfaces formed within the last 250 years, an accuracy of -5%
(Beschel 1950) or ±5-10 years may be estimated (Matthews 1992). In Iceland, the

largest or average of the five largest lichen thalli growing on a surface has

conventionally been used to estimate age (e.g. Jaksch 1970; 1975; Gordon and Sharp
1983; Maizels and Dugmore 1985; Thompson and Jones 1986; Haberle 1991;

Kugelmann 1991; Gudmundsson 1998a, b; Evans et al. 1999). This approach relies

upon finding the largest lichen(s) among potential multiple lichen populations and is
limited by a small data set that is not statistically robust. Despite these concerns,

several authors have constructed 'age-size' lichen calibration curves based on

surfaces of supposedly known age using the conventional method (Table 1.2).
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However, Benedict (1967; 1985), Caseldine (1991) and more recently, Bradwell

(2001b; 2004), have advocated an alternative approach using statistically more

reliable lichen size-frequency distributions (>200 individuals measured per site) to
calculate the population gradient, an intrinsic and non-biased characteristic of the

lichen population, at each location as an indicator of age.3 The 'population gradient'

(or 'size-frequency') method ensures that reliable moraine dates are determined only
from sites containing single, undisturbed lichen populations, which the conventional
lichenometric method does not address. Moreover, Bradwell (2001b) critically re¬

evaluated historically dated surfaces throughout southeast Iceland in order to

calibrate an 'age-size' dating curve that is based on the largest lichen in a single

population. Using the gradient of the size-frequency distributions collected from his
control points, Bradwell (2004) also constructed an 'age-gradient' curve, which plots
the age of reliably dated surfaces (c.f Bradwell 2001b) against the slope of lichen

population size-frequency distributions. Overall, steep gradients indicate immature

populations and, hence younger surfaces; whilst shallow gradients reflect mature
lichen populations growing on older surfaces.

Also notable is both the antiquity of Icelandic lichen growth curves and the

disagreement in their shape, as authors have derived both linear and curvilinear
trends for the same part of the country (Table 1.2). Depending on surfaces used for
calibration, growth curves can be used to date moraines in southeast Iceland dating
between the early 18th to late 19th centuries, a discrepancy of -150 years.

Furthermore, growth rates for long-living crustose lichens are not constant over time
and often exhibit non-linear, three-phase or exponentially declining growth

(Bradwell 2001b). Lichen growth varies across the Icelandic landscape

(Gudmundsson 1997), with development more rapid in the temperate, maritime
south/southeast and slower in the colder, more arid north. Therefore, it is also

possible that lichen growth in the southeast was reduced during the LIA relative to

the 20th century due to changes in climatic conditions over time (Bradwell 2001a).

3 A critical review regarding use of the 'population gradient' (or 'size-frequency') method as an

improvement over the conventional lichenometric technique is presented in Chapter 2.
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Table1.2.LichenometricmethodspreviouslyusedtocalibratelichendatingcurvesinsoutheastIceland.AfterBradwell(2001a),p.]39. Author(s)

Locationin
Lichen

Parameter
Number

Area

Calibration
Calibration

Oldest

Ecesis

Growth

Growthrate

Iceland

species

measured

measured1
(m2)2

surfaces*

method

surface (AD)

(years)3

curveshape
(mm/yr)

Jaksch(1975)
Flaajokull

R.geog.

Longaxis

1

Entire

MOR

Largestlichen
-1890

<15

Linear

0.65(mmper 100yrs)

Gordonand

Skalafells-

R.geog.

Long&

1

150

MOR

Largestlichen
1887

15

Linear

0.769

Sharp(1983)
jokull

shortaxis

Thompsonand
Oraefi

R.geog.

Shortaxis

5

Entire

MOR

Averageof5
1870

-

Non-linear

0.585-0.725

Jones(1986)

agg-

largestlichens

Gudmundsson
Orasfi

R. geog.

Shortaxis

5

Entire

Combined4

Averageof5
1889

-

Linear

0.73

(1998a)

agg.

largestlichens

Evansetal.

S,SE

R.geog.

Longaxis

5

Entire

MOR;LS

Averageof5
-1870-

6.5

Linear

0.8

(1999)

(including Heinabergs- jokull)andE
s.l.

GS

largest lichens; Linear

1890

Bradwell

SE

R.

Longaxis

-300

30

GB;MOR;

Size-

1727

<10

Non-linear

-

(2001a,b)

Section R.(incl. R. geog.)

RF;LF;JD

frequency population gradient Largestlichen

BradwellSER.Longaxis-30030GB;MOR;Size-1727<10Non-linear (2004)SectionRF;LF;JDfrequency R.(incl.population R.geog.)gradient
' -numberoflichensusedtoderivesurfaceage,e.g.5=the5largestlichenswereaveragedtodeterminesurfaceage;2 -sizeoftheareawherelichensweremeasured,e.g. entire=theentiresurfacewassearched;3 -timelagforalichensporetoarriveonandsuccessfullycolonizeasurface;4 -Gudmundsson(1998a)combinedthegrowthrates forsoutheastIcelandderivedbyGordonandSharp(1983)andThompsonandJones(1986);*MOR—moraines;LS=lakeshorelines;GS—gravestones;GB=glacial bedrock;RF=rockfalls;LF=lavaflows;JD=jokulhlaupdeposits
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Jaksch (1970; 1975) was the first to use lichenometry to date Icelandic glacier
moraines, and since his work, more recent studies investigating LIA glacier
fluctuations in southeast Iceland have reached conflicting results. Employing the
conventional lichenometric technique (average of the 5 largest lichens per surface),
Evans et al. (1999) sampled lichens growing on moraines, sandur and lake shorelines
in the proglacial areas of Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull, two adjacent outlet

glaciers (Figure 1.5), and, in conjunction with earlier lichen measurements collected

using different field techniques by Gordon and Sharp (1983), concluded that these
outlets reached their LIA maxima in AD 1887. This concurs with conclusions

reached by Sharp (1982) using the same lichenometric approach and Eorarinsson

(1943) based on his interpretation of the historical record in the area. Using the same

conventional methodology, Dqbski (2002) determined that Flaajokull, the outlet

neighbouring Heinabergsjokull (Figure 1.5), reached its LIA maximum extent in AD
1894 which is similar to results obtained by Jaksch (1975). After the production of
the population based age-size and age-gradient curves, Bradwell (2004) investigated
the outermost undated moraines at some of the Oraefajokull outlet glaciers, as well as
at Lambatungnajokull (Bradwell 2001a; Figure 1.5). Dates derived using both

approaches corroborated one another and indicates late 18th century (~AD 1770-

1800) LIA glacier maxima at these sites. Independent dating control using

tephrochronology with previous lichenometrically-dated moraines elsewhere in
Iceland have shown that the conventional average of the 5 largest lichens method

may substantially underestimate landform age (Kirkbride and Dugmore 2001a).
Thus, discrepancies arising in the lichenometrically-derived timing of LIA maxima
across southeast Iceland suggests that another independent and corroborative method
must be used to ascertain whether differences are attributable to glacier response

time, preservation of moraines or dating limitations.

1.4.4.2 Tephrochronology and LIA glacier fluctuations in
southeast Iceland

The combination of a divergent plate boundary (the North American and Eurasian

plates) and the location of a mantle plume centred beneath east-central Iceland
controls volcanism in Iceland (Larsen et al. 1998). Geographically distinctive

systems usually consisting of a central volcano and associated fissure swarms
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disperse material which retain specific geochemical characteristics, or

'fingerprints,' that allow the origin of individual layers of ash to be determined

(Larsen 1981). Eruptions of subglacial volcanoes are also common in Iceland, such

as Grfmsvotn and Katla (Figure 1.5), both of which have been extremely active in
historical time. The Grfmsvotn system has the highest eruption frequency of at least
7-8 events per century on average. These events have included the Skaftar fires

which produced the 15 km3 Laki lava flow in AD 1783-1784, and the Veidivotn

eruption in AD 1477 (Larsen et al. 1998). Although not always associated,

subglacial eruptions frequently produce jokulhlaups mainly due to the melting of ice

during the eruption (Torarinsson and Saemundsson 1979), and these often have had

catastrophic impacts in southern and southeastern Iceland (e.g. the Grfmsvotn

eruption-induced jokulhlaup in AD 1996).

The explosive tendency of subglacial eruptions leads to the production of tephra, or
volcanic ash, due to the mixing of magma with water. Torarinsson (1944) pioneered
the methodology of using tephra layers to date and correlate soil stratigraphy across

Iceland, now known as tephrochronology, due to widespread fallout from frequent,
well-documented volcanic eruptions and the numerous tephra layers visible in the
soil. Essentially, tephra layers are time markers or isochrones which provide a three-
dimensional reference to geomorphological processes over time. The ability to

geochemically fingerprint tephra layers back to their source volcanoes makes

tephrochronology an especially precise dating tool when looking to correlate events,

such as glacier fluctuations, across an area. The underlying premise of

tephrochronology is that the basal tephra layer found in a soil profile provides a

minimum date for the timing of deposition of the underlying surface (Eorarinsson

1958). However, tephra dispersal is also affected by wind direction and topography,
and frequent post-depositional removal or re-working of tephra due to water, wind,

slope failure, solifluction and farming disturbance necessitates careful correlation
between profiles (Torarinsson 1979).

Critically, tephrochronology can be used as an independent dating control to

constrain lichenometrically-derived surficial moraine dates (Figure 1.8). Within a

moraine sequence, aeolian and volcanogenic sedimentation within inter-moraine
hollows begins following deposition of the younger bounding moraine (Kirkbride
and Dugmore 2001a). The basal (oldest) tephra layer found within the soil profile
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inside the outermost moraine provides a minimum age for moraine deposition.
The oldest tephra layer found in soils immediately beyond the outermost moraine
that is missing from the inside sequence provides a maximum date for moraine

deposition. However, on its own, tephrochronology has also been widely used across

Iceland (e.g. Dugmore 1989; Kirkbride and Dugmore 2001b), and specifically within
the southeastern part of the country, to reconstruct glacier fluctuations which pre¬

date the LIA, including at some of Orsefajokull's outlets (Lorarinsson 1956a;
Gudmundsson 1998a), Skalafellsjokull (Sharp and Dugmore 1985), Bruarjokull

(Lorarinsson 1964) and Lambatungnajokull (Bradwell 2001a; Figure 1.5).

In terms of LIA glacial advances, studies that have coupled the population gradient
lichenometric approach with tephrochronology have shown that the often-cited late
19th century Icelandic LIA glacial maximum (c.f Evans et al. 1999) may not be as

widespread as formerly thought, and in particular, date LIA maxima at

Lambatungnajokull, Eyjafjallajokull and Myrdalsjokull outlets (southern Iceland) to
the 18th - early 19th centuries (Bradwell 2001a; Kirkbride and Dugmore 2001a;

Casely and Dugmore 2004). Tephrochronological constraint of the LIA moraines at

Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull has never been investigated, despite the
numerous tephra layers that may be found in the area (e.g. Lorarinsson 1958; Larsen
2000), and if undertaken, may shed light on the seeming discrepancy in
lichenometric dating of LIA maximum moraines along Vatnajokull's southeastern

margin.
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Figure 1.8. A multi-parameter approach used to date the effect of climate change
causing periods of positive and negative mass balance, which leads to glacial
advance and retreat. Tephrochronology provides bracketing maximum and
minimum dates of the moraine, whereas lichenometry provides a minimum surficial
date of the moraine. After Grove 1988 (p. 6).

1.4.5 Consequences of the LIA

Assessment of the impacts of climate change on human affairs have often been

difficult, partially because climatology and history are very different disciplines

using differing types of data (e.g. quantitative versus qualitative), and partly because
of the complexity of interactions between climate, the biosphere and human activity

(Crumley 1994; Grove 2004). Description sometimes has a tendency to become

'explanation' (McGovern 1991). Fagan's (2000) treatise The Little Ice Age: How
Climate Made History 1300-1850 has popularised images of the brutality that LIA
climate change and glacier fluctuations wrought on European peasants, including

famine, pestilence, riots and the rise of despotic leaders. A common adage,

specifically in the case of the extinction of the Norse Greenland colonies ~AD 1500

(McGovern 1981), is that 'it got cold and they died.' Closer examination of other
factors such as societal, cultural and political structures reveals that climate may not
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be the sole player. For example, in the case of Greenland, climatic deterioration

did not render the land uninhabitable during the LIA. Rather, climate became

significantly more hostile to a firmly established (~AD 985-1500) Norse subsistence

regime, particularly when the elite were, unfortunately, unwilling to adapt tradition
and employ Inuit technologies which may have effectively meant their survival

(McGovern 1991; 1994). Prevailing politics, climate and society were also
intertwined elsewhere during the LIA. In Europe, an interesting theory links the

development of witchcraft with the most severe peaks of the LIA during the 16th and
17th centuries. Behringer (1999) postulates that LIA meteorological disasters, crop
failures and the popular demand for witch-hunts were fundamentally interdependent

upon one another, and that 'witchcraft was the unique crime of the LIA' (p. 346).

During the pre-industrial period, agrarian societies were most intimately linked with

climate, thereby being hardest hit during times of climatic instability. Sensitivities of

produce to seemingly minor swings in temperature (e.g. ~1°C) or precipitation during
different seasons easily induced harvest failures that, if repeated over a succession of

years, could be disastrous for life and livelihood. However, subsistence crises in
Switzerland, resulting from extreme meteorological stress during the 18th century,

did not lead to widespread mortality as might be expected. Buffers emplaced to

mitigate the impacts of harvest failures, such as government stocks, imports and
substitution of other types of food reduced the threat of starvation (Pfister 1978).

Migration also played a significant role - when times were hard, many Europeans
had the option of moving, including overseas, since either land was abundant
elsewhere or present-day constraints controlling settlement patterns were not in
existence. But is there a more direct correlation between LIA climate and people,

especially those living on islands, or in smaller, simpler societies, closer to climatic
and societal fringes, such as in Iceland?

To answer this question, trends in Icelandic agriculture and fishing, on which the

country's economy is traditionally based, in recent decades may be helpful. During
the 1960s, the oceanic Polar Front moved south, bringing with it a much farther
extended sea-ice margin than at any time since the end of the LIA and induced

atmospheric conditions and cold temperatures reminiscent of the 19th century.

Icelandic agriculture is heavily dependent upon grazing and haymaking, and grass

yield depends on air temperatures both during the growing season and the previous
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winter. Thus, decreased temperatures instigate lower grass yields, thus affecting
livestock numbers and the productivity of grazing land (Bergjrorsson 1985; Figure
1.9). The estimated cost to the country as a result of reduced productivity due to the
severe ice year in AD 1968 was -20 million Icelandic kronur (Fridriksson 1969).

Moreover, based on correlation with 19th century data, a 1°C temperature reduction

(relative to the AD 1901-1930 mean) reduces the number of Icelandic livestock by
-30% which has been corroborated by actual changes in livestock numbers during
the period AD 1962-1982 (Berg^orsson 1985). This suggests that despite advances
in technology and improved farming practices since the termination of the LLA,
Icelandic agriculture is still heavily reliant upon climate, particularly when
influenced by the presence of sea-ice (Fridriksson 1969).

Changes in sea temperatures around Iceland during the mid-20th century related to

the changes in ocean circulation also fundamentally affected the country's fisheries.
Icelanders have been exporting fish catches since the 14th century due to the
abundance of herring stocks off the coast. However, during the 1960s, intrusion of

polar water around the Icelandic coastline induced migration of the herring farther
north and northeast in the North Atlantic to warmer areas nearer to Norway (Figure

1.9). By AD 1968, the Icelandic herring catch was five times less than the usual

750,000 tonne catch earlier in the decade (Jakobsson 1969).

Based on such significant changes to the Icelandic economy in modern times, LIA

living conditions and livelihoods must have been strongly influenced by climatic

variability in the North Atlantic over the past several centuries (Fridriksson 1969;
Jakobsson 1969; Bergjjorsson 1985). Dugmore et al. (in review) have recently
determined that the unpredictable nature of climatic variability during the LIA most

greatly affected farming settlements in the Faroe Islands. Major fluctuations of
Icelandic glaciers and associated environmental changes (e.g. encroaching and

overrunning by ice, flooding and sedimentation) would have exacerbated already
stressful farming conditions (Porarinsson 1956b). The transmission of cultural

information, such as memories and opinions of living peoples about their

surroundings, is a rich and relatively untapped resource in current environmental

impact studies (Crumley 1994).
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Figure 1.9. A simplified flow chart identifying the major linkages between climate
changes, effects on local resources and their anticipated impact on components of
Icelandic society and the economy. After McGovern (1991), p. 82.

The Icelandic tradition of recording local events and changes within their
environment and passing this knowledge down over the generations implies that the

perceptions and memories of present-day farmers are likely to yield insightful
information regarding specific linkages between LIA climate, glacier fluctuations
and society, particularly in southeast Iceland where the landscape is dominated by

Vatnajokull and frequent volcanic activity. Moreover, the region provides a key
location to assess whether or not the human experience of the LIA maximum, in
relation to its significance as a critical 'turning point,' contrasts or coheres with the
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environmental record, as both sources of data will express their own individual
sensitivities to change.

1.5 Thesis objectives and structure

The overall purpose of this thesis is to investigate the LIA glacial maximum in
southeast Iceland by integrating the glaciological, climatological and historical
records of change in order to enhance our current understanding about the timing,

expression and consequences of the LIA in the North Atlantic.

A specific set of objectives related to the thesis aims set out in Section 1.1 are

described below.

1.5.1 Thesis objectives

Thesis Aim 1 - related to the chronology of the LIA: The reliability of different
lichenometric approaches previously used in southeast Iceland to reconstruct LIA

glacial maxima is tested.

Objectives:

(1) Moraines at Skalafellsjokull (including Sultartungnajokull, which has not

previously been investigated) and Heinabergsjokull are re-dated using the

dating curves established by Evans et al. (1999) and Bradwell (2001a; 2004).

(2) Any disparities apparent in the LIA chronologies that may result from the
different lichenometric techniques are evaluated.

(3) A consideration of whether the reassessed LIA maxima accurately reflects
the timing of glacier response to climate change, or whether it is an artifact
of landscape disturbance or dating technique is undertaken.

Thesis Aim 2 - related to the chronology of the LIA: The tephrochronological
record in southeast Iceland is applied to constrain different lichenometric dates.

Objectives:
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(1) borarinsson's (1958) southeast Iceland tephrochronology is updated with
additional tephra layers found throughout the region and are identified by

geochemical 'fingerprinting.'

(2) This updated tephrochronological record is used to resolve the debate

surrounding the timing of the LIA maximum at Skalafellsjokull (including

Sultartungnajokull) and Heinabergsjokull, which, in turn, has important

implications regarding fluctuations of Vatnajokull during the LIA.

Thesis Aim 3- related to the expression of the LIA: Develop a novel statistical

approach using lichen size-frequency distributions to geomorphologically reconstruct

patterns of previous glacier margins, which, in turn, helps to elucidate possible ice

dynamics.

Objectives:

(1) Lichenometric data used earlier in the thesis are analysed using additional
statistical techniques to assess whether moraines at Skalafellsjokull

(including Sultartungnajokull) and Heinabergsjokull may be spatially
associated solely on the basis of the structure of their lichen populations.

(2) Associated lichen populations are mapped to delimit patterns of previous ice

margins, and, in conjunction with previously coupled lichenometric and

tephrochronological dating, inferences about the dynamics of the glaciers
since the LIA maximum advance are made.

Thesis Aim 4 - related to the expression of the LIA: Produce a mass balance

model to investigate the potential linkages between LIA glacier mass balance and
climate, and determine how these relationships may have influenced the timing of
maximum advances.

Objectives:

(1) A degree-day mass balance model is developed for Skalafellsjokull,

Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungjajokull to be used as an explanatory tool to

investigate the relative mass balance sensitivity of these glaciers to climatic
variability apparent in the Icelandic instrumental record.
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(2) An investigation of the potential effects of tephra cover on the net mass

balance of Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull is
undertaken.

(3) Reconstruction of a net mass balance time series corresponding to the
interannual changes apparent in the instrumental climate record is

undertaken, and, in addition to estimated potential ELAs, assessment of the
different mass balance trends between the glaciers are discussed to help

clarify individual sensitivities to LLA climate change.

Thesis Aim 5 - related to the chronology and consequences of the LIA: Explore
the human dimension of the LIA through perceptions of landscape and climate

change and critically assess their coherence with other proxy records of glacier

expansion.

Objectives:

(1) An ethnographic case study from Austur-Skaftafellssysla, southeast Iceland,
is used to examine the possible impact that the LIA may have had on the
local population through contemporary perceptions of landscape and climate

change.

(2) A critical exploration of the coherence of environmental records of glacier

expansion, instrumental records of temperature and precipitation, proxy

records of sea-ice extent based on written sources, reconstructions of

contemporaneous synoptic conditions, the historical record and results from
the ethnographic survey is undertaken.

(3) The way in which different trajectories of perception may converge on

similar conclusions regarding both the LIA climate and environment is
examined.

Results of the diverse components of this thesis are then integrated to contextualise
the significance of the LIA glacial maximum in southeast Iceland and to understand
the scientific and human dimensions of change (Ligure 1.10).
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Evidence of the LIA glacial maximum in southeast Iceland

Figure 1.10. Evidence used in this thesis to collate the diverse range of information
available regarding the LIA glacial maximum in southeast Iceland. Solid arrows
indicate direct linkages, whereas hashed arrows indicate relationships across both
types of records. Methodological approaches, such as chronology, ethnography and
modeling, are highlighted.

1.5.2 Study area

Vatnajokull, the largest European ice cap (8100 km2; Bjornsson et al. 1998;

Sigurdsson 1998), is situated in southeast Iceland and extends -150 km from west to

east, and -100 km from north the south (Figure 1.5, 1.11). The ice is temperate and
drains several domes -1400-2000 masl down to -600-800 masl along the western

and northern margins and -50-100 masl along the eastern and southern margins.
However, the northeastern sector is almost a separate glacial centre, as the outlets are

not fed by the central dome of the ice cap (Bradwell 2001a). Oraefajokull,

technically a separate ice cap, drains into the southernmost part of Vatnajokull and is
the location of Iceland's highest peak at 2119 masl. Vatnajokull's mean altitude is
-1300 masl, and the ELA in the south and east of Vatnajokull lies at -1100 masl

(Bjornsson 1979). The western sector of the ice cap is underlain by an active neo-

volcanic zone and is characterised by several large central volcanoes, including

Grlmsvotn, and multiple geothermal systems (Larsen et al. 1998).

Breidamerkurjokull, the largest southeastern outlet, currently overlies a subglacial

trough -300 m below sea level which is believed to have been excavated during its
LIA advances (Bjornsson 1996).



Figure 1.11. Location map of the study area in southeast Iceland including: (A)
Vatnajokull, depicting lobate outlets mentioned in the text, as well as the outlets
descending from Orcefajokull, and the two main eruption centres, Grimsvotn and
Orcefi; (B) a close-up of the southeastern margin of the ice cap and its named
outlets; (C) the specific study area including Skdlafellsjokull (with
Sultartungnajokull) and Heinabergsjokull. Former ice-dammed lakes Vatnsdalur
and Dalvatn, as well as the river Kolgrima, are also shown. The location of LIA
moraine suites investigated in this project are depicted by the following: 'HJ
moraines' 'SJ moraines' and 'SH moraines' are the Heinabergsjokull,
Skalafellsjokull and Sultartungnajokull sampling sites, respectively. Contours are
drawn at 100 m intervals. (For a more detailed view of each moraine sampled, see
Figures 2.1 and 3.1.)

In the southeast, annual precipitation is ~4-7 m and mean annual temperature is 4°C,
whereas along the northern margin, annual precipitation is 0.4 m and mean annual

temperature is only ~0°C (Figure 1.12; GuSmundsson 2000). Over the past twenty

years, net mass balance in the central areas of Vatnajokull was typically ~2 to 3
metres water equivalent (mwe) a"1. However, at least 8 mwe a"1 of ablation along the
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southern and southeastern margin was measured during the 1990s (Bjornsson et al.

1998; Bjornsson et al. 2002).

40. mynd: Arsurkoma a fslandi 1931—1960. (EftirOddu BaruSigfusddttur).

Figure 1.12. Official Icelandic climate maps showing (A) mean annual temperature
(°C) for the period AD 1961-1990, and (B) mean annual precipitation (mm) for the
period AD 1930-1960. Note the overall southeast-northwest trend in temperature
and precipitation, with the southern and southeast coasts receiving the warmest and
wettest conditions. Figuresfrom Vedurstofa Islands.
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Vatnajokull possesses at least 38 discrete outlet glaciers. In contrast to the large,
lobate, surging outlets draining the north and west of Vatnajokull, the smaller and

steeper outlet glaciers draining the southeast margin of the ice cap, including

Skalafellsjokull (-100 km2) and Heinabergsjokull (-85 km2), are non-surging. Both

Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull are characterized by high-elevation neves

(-1500 masl) and long tongues (-25 km) which terminate at -60 masl on the sandur

plain (Sigurdsson 1998). Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull share an ice divide
with Bruarjokull, the main northern surging outlet of Vatnajokull. Thus, fluctuations
of the southeastern outlets may be partially influenced by the influence of the surging

Bruarjokull on overall ice supply to glacier accumulation areas (Figure 1.11;
Kirkbride and Dugmore 2001b). The response time of Icelandic glaciers following

changes in mass balance has been estimated at >30 years (Sigurdsson and Jonsson

1995). Heinabergsjokull currently calves into a proglacial lake, thus complicating
the relationship between terminus fluctuations and climate. Sultartungnajokull (also
called Eyvindstungnajokull) is a small lobe that diverges from the southern margin of

Skalafellsjokull and currently terminates above -500 masl (Figure 1.11).

Fluctuations of Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull over the 20th century show
marked contrast (Figure 1.13). The two glaciers were first mapped by the Danish
General Survey in AD 1905, after which information does not exist throughout the

intervening 25 years. However, by the time monitoring of the respective ice fronts

began in AD 1930, the glaciers had undergone several hundred metres of retreat.

Sultartungnajokull was only monitored between AD 1935 and 1966 (Sigurdsson
1998; 2002). Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull were coalesced at the beginning
of the monitoring period and separated by the time aerial photographs were first
taken in AD 1946.
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Figure 1.13. 2Cfh century fluctuations measured at the termini of Skalafellsjokull
(including Sultartungnajokull) and Heinabergsjokull. The glaciers were united as a
piedmont lobe until sometime between AD 1930-1946. The Sultartungnajokull
terminus was only measured between AD 1935-1966. Terminus movement at
Heinabergsjokull registers more extreme distances during advance and retreat after
formation of its proglacial lake in the 1960s. After Sigurdsson (1998; 2002).

The glaciers have undergone gradual retreat since ~AD 1930, although

Heinabergsjokull, especially its northerly margin, has retreated more rapidly since
the formation of its proglacial lake in AD 1967. Short-lived and minor re-advances
occurred during the late 1960s and 1990s at both glaciers. In total, Skalafellsjokull
has lost -1100 m (Sultartungnajokull >300 m) and Heinabergsjokull -1500-1700 m

in length during the past -70 years. However, it appears that ablation at the termini

during the last decade has been dominated by down-wasting and thinning rather than

by retreat. Tentative evidence for a pre-LLA (early Holocene) advance at

Skalafellsjokull exists based on solifluction activity radiocarbon-dated to 2820 ± 40
BP, indicative of climatic deterioration (Sharp and Dugmore 1985), and relationships
between glaciotectonic and glaciofluvial sediments within excavated stratigraphic

profiles suggestive of earlier glacier overriding (Evans 2000).

Supraglacial debris is minimal on Skalafellsjokull, apart from an unevenly
distributed tephra mantle that is currently melting out in the ablation zone, whereas

Heinabergsjokull exhibits a prominent medial moraine. However, large lateral and
terminal moraines are absent, although a complicated assemblage of discontinuous,
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nested moraines exist in the forelands of each glacier (Figure 1.14). Active

periglacial activity is evident by the numerous frost shattered boulders partially

veneering moraine complexes, and sorted stone-banked terraces are also found.
Numerous 20th century annual push moraines interspersed by fluted till surfaces
occur closer to the glacier termini and are typically comprised of subglacial
deformation tills (Sharp 1984; Evans 2000). The superficial geomorphology of the
area is dominated by heavily dissected sandur plains indicative of past glaciofluvial

activity and recorded jokulhlaups (Figure 1.14). Frequent emptying of Vatnsdalur
and Dalvatn, (the previous an ice-dammed lake that still periodically exists, and the
latter formerly dammed when Heinabergsjokull was more extended), between AD
1897 and the 1920s initiated multiple incision phases of the sandur and destruction of

previously deposited moraines (Eirklsson 1932). Twelve shorelines over a 90 m

range in altitude are apparent at Vatnsdalur, and eight at the former site of Dalvatn

(Bennett et al. 2000).

Iceland sits astride the mid-Atlantic ridge and has formed from continual volcanic
action over the past 60 million years (Ma). A mantle plume controls volcanism in
Iceland, and it is centred in the east-central part of the country partially overlain by

Vatnajokull (Larsen et al. 1998). The local bedrock geology mainly consists of west-
dipping basaltic lavas interspersed with tuffs and tillites. Palagonite boulders, a

glassy brecciated conglomeratic rock indicative of subglacial eruptions, are also
strewn across the proglacial zone at Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull having
been eroded and transported by the ice from the upper part of the catchment (Sharp
1984).
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Figure 1.14. Local geomorphology at Skalafellsjokull (64°16'N, 15°40'W) and
Heinabergsjokull (64°17'N, 15°40'W) in southeast Iceland, and the geomorphology
at the higher elevation Sultartungnajokull lobe which diverges from the southern
margin ofSkalafellsjokull (see also Figure 1.11). Lichen measurements and tephra
pits (see Figures 2.2 and 3.1) are located within the surveyed terminal moraines.
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1.6 Thesis structure
42

Chapter 1 included a discussion regarding the general nature of the relationship
between climate and glacier fluctuations. It has also presented both a summary of
the significance of the LIA, a period of global glacier expansion during the last
millennium that varied across regions in relation to the timing and magnitude of
maximum glacier extent, and a discussion on the terminology. Previous research
into Icelandic LIA glacier fluctuations using lichenometry or tephrochronology are

reviewed, which clarifies not only the need for a reassessment of the timing of the
LIA maximum, but also for an understanding of the expression and consequences of
the LIA, in southeast Iceland. Thesis aims and approaches address this requirement,
and a study area chosen along the southeastern margin of Vatnajokull is rationalised.

The remainder of this thesis is divided into six chapters followed by an overall
conclusion. The majority of the chapters are structured according to a series of

papers either published (Chapters 2, 3, and 6) or submitted (Chapter 4) that

specifically address individual thesis aims and objectives. The ordering of chapters
is designed to highlight integral links between the three intertwined facets of this
thesis (Figure 1.1). The rationale of each of the following chapters is briefly
discussed below.

Chapter 2 pertains to the re-dating of LIA moraines along the margins of

Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull to critically test the reliability of different
lichenometric approaches. This chapter provides a benchmark on which further

independent geomorphological dating of glacial moraines can be conducted. Chapter
3 focuses on updating the tephrochronological record in southeast Iceland first
described by Lorarinsson (1958) in order to constrain different lichenometric dates
for LIA moraines at Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull. This chapter is central to
the debate surrounding the most appropriate choice of lichenometric dating method
of glacial moraines in southeast Iceland and has implications regarding the timing of
the LIA glacial maximum in the region. Chapter 4 explains how a novel statistical
method utilising lichenometric data can be used to spatially reconstruct former ice

marginal limits and make inferences regarding ice dynamics subsequent to the LIA

maximum, whilst Chapter 5 attempts to elucidate the mass balance sensitivities of

Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull to climatic change with the implementation of a
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positive degree-day mass balance model and to help explain the record of terminus
fluctuations particularly during the 19th century. These results are tested against the
mass balance sensitivity and terminus fluctuation record of Lambatungnajokull
where the LIA glacial chronology is tightly constrained. Chapter 6 explores the
human dimension of the LIA in order to describe the impact of LIA climate and
environmental change in southeast Iceland, as well as addresses the integration of
local human perceptions, historical records and scientific evidence to assess whether
different data sources record the LIA glacial maximum in the same way. Chapter 7

integrates the diverse results of this thesis regarding the record of LIA glacier
fluctuations and mass balance, associated climate change and impact on the human

population and surrounding environment in southeast Iceland into the wider context
of LIA variability across the North Atlantic, as well as globally. Chapter 8 contains a

summary of significant findings and the overall conclusions arising from this thesis,
and implications for future research in Iceland are discussed.
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Chapter 2 - Paper I

Re-dating the moraines at Skalafellsjokull and

Heinabergsjokull using different lichenometric
methods: implications for the timing of the
Icelandic Little Ice Age maximum

Chapter 2 is based on the paper by McKinzey, K.M., Orwin, J.F. and Bradwell, T.

(2004) published in Geografiska Annaler 86A: 319-335. It is reprinted with the

permission ofBlackwell Publishing.

The work involved in the production of this paper (research, design, fieldwork,

analyses, interpretation and paper production) was carried out by myself. J.F.
Orwin assisted in the fieldwork, and both J.F. Orwin and T. Bradwell helpfully
commented on the manuscript prior to submission to Geografiska Annaler.

Preface

LIA moraines along the margins of Skdlafellsjbkull (including Sultartungnajokull)
and Heinabergsjokull are re-dated to critically test the reliability of different
lichenometric approaches previously used in southeast Iceland. This chapter

provides a benchmark on which further independent geomorphological dating of

glacial moraines, e.g. using tephrochronology, can be conducted and has

implications regarding the timing of the LIA glacial maximum in southeast Iceland.
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2.1 Introduction

Iceland is ideally located to study the timing of LIA glacier response to climate

change. It lies astride the Arctic Front, the convergence zone between temperate-

maritime and cold-polar air masses, and is also affected by the oceanic Polar Front,
the boundary between warm waters of the Atlantic and cold Arctic waters (Bjornsson

1979; Ogilvie 1992). Consequently, Icelandic glaciers have shown sensitivity to

boundary shifts through fluctuations of ice margin positions due to mass balance

changes (GuSmundsson 1998b; Kirkbride and Dugmore 2001a). Accurate age dating
of moraine fragments associated with the former extent of these ice margins should,

therefore, reflect changes in glacier mass balance and provide a means of

establishing the timing of maximum terminus positions for different glaciers. The

timing of these maxima may help elucidate effects of climate change in the North
Atlantic during the LIA and aid in assessing potential future impacts of climate

change on glacial systems in this region, such as contributions to global sea-level rise

(Dowdeswell et al. 1997). However, this requires a reliable, and accurate, method
for dating moraine surfaces.

2.1.1 Lichenometric dating ofkey Vatnajokull outlet glaciers

Lichenometric dating of moraine surfaces, using either lichen size or another index,
such as lichen size-frequency distributions, as an indicator of surface age (Beschel
1950; Benedict 1967; 1985) is often the only dating tool available in glacial
environments. Several different lichenometric methods have been applied to dating
Icelandic LIA moraines, although the largest or average of the five largest lichen
thalli growing on a surface has conventionally been used to estimate age based on

locally calibrated lichen growth curves (e.g. Jaksch 1970; 1975; Gordon and Sharp

1983; Maizels and Dugmore 1985; Thompson and Jones 1986; Haberle 1991;

Kugelmann 1991; Gudmundsson 1998b; Evans et al. 1999). However, this approach
relies upon finding the largest lichen(s) among potential multiple lichen populations
and is limited by a small data set that is not statistically robust. Despite these

concerns, several authors have constructed lichen calibration curves for southeast

Iceland, particularly from locations surrounding Vatnajokull, using this approach

(Figure 2.1a; Table 2.1).
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Table2.1.SummaryoflichenometricmethodspreviouslyusedtocalibratelichendatingcurvesinsoutheastIceland.AfterBradwell(2001b),p.139. Author(s)

Survey

Location

Lichen

Lichen

Number

Survey

Calibration

Calibration

Oldest

Ecesis

Growth

date

species

parameter measured

oflichens measured1
area(m2)2
surfaces

method

surface (AD)

(years)3

rate (mm/yr)

Gordonand
1980

Skalafellsjokull
R.geog.

Longaxis

1

150

Moraines

Largestlichen
1887

15

0.769

Sharp(1983) Thompson

1984

Oraefi

R.geog.agg.
Shortaxis

5

Entire

Moraines

Averageof5

1870

-

0.585-

andJones

largestlichens

0.725

(1986) Evansetal.
1993

South,southeast
R.geog.s.l.

Longaxis

5

Entire

Moraines

Averageof5

-1870-

6.5

0.8

(1999)

(including Heinabergsjokull) andeasternIceland

Lakeshorelines Gravestones

largestlichens
1890

Bradwell

1999

SoutheastIceland
R.SectionR.
Longaxis

-300

30

Glacialbedrock
Size-frequency
1727

<10

-

(2001a,b)

(includesR. geog.)

Moraines Rockfall Lavaflow Jokulhlaupdeposit
population gradient Largestlichen

Bradwell

1999

SoutheastIceland
R.SectionR.
Longaxis

-300

30

Glacialbedrock
Size-frequency
1727

<10

-

(2004)

(includesR. geog.)

Moraines Rockfall Lavaflow Jokulhlaupdeposit
population gradient

' -numberoflichensusedtoderivesurfaceage,e.g.5=the5largestlichenswereaveragedtodeterminesurfaceage 2 -sizeoftheareawherelichensweremeasured,e.g.entire=theentiresurfacewassearched 3 -timelagforalichensporetoarriveonandsuccessfullycolonizeasurface
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For example, a linear 'age-size' curve calibrated by Evans et al. (1999; Figure
2.1a) uses Rhizocarpon geographicum s.l. and is based on the average of the 5 largest
lichens per surface from control points in the vicinity of Heinabergsjokull,

Skalafellsjokull and Flaajokull (lichens up to 80 mm diameter long axis from
surfaces thought to be -120 years old). These calibration points include 'historically
dated' surfaces from the year AD 1887, such as old shorelines from the lake Dalvatn

(see Figure 1.11) and the outermost Heinabergsjokull moraine. Lichen
measurements from gravestones scattered around the southern, southeastern and
eastern coastlines were also included. However, three major problems exist with
these calibration points used by Evans et al. (1999). Firstly, the AD 1887 date for
the abandonment of Dalvatn is taken from Porarinsson (1943) which is based on

work by Thoroddsen (1905-1906; 1916-1917), of which many records appear to be
unreliable or controversial, causing doubt by several authors as to the reliability of
his 'historically dated' landforms (e.g. Kugelmann 1991; Gudmundsson 1997;
Bradwell 2001a, b; Sigurdsson 2005; see also Section 1.4.3). For instance,

Kugelmann's (1991) assessment of the Dalvatn shoreline based on historical records

places the abandonment of the lake prior to AD 1860 rather than AD 1887.

Secondly, Thoroddsen (1905-1906; 1916-1917) does not discriminate between

maximum LIA glacier extents and generally advanced positions, thus placing

uncertainty c.f. Porarinsson's (1943) conclusion regarding the AD 1887 LIA
maximum limit for Heinabergsjokull. Thirdly, lichen measurements taken from

gravestones at such a distance around the Icelandic coastline renders all but those

from the southeastern coast unsuitable for calibration curve construction, as different

climatic characteristics across the different regions lead to variability in lichen

growth rates. Despite such major concerns, Evans et al. (1999) produced a lichen

dating curve to conclude from their own lichen measurements throughout the
forelands of Heinabergsjokull, in conjunction with those collected by Gordon and

Sharp (1983) from Skalafellsjokull who used different field techniques (Table 2.1),
that both glaciers reached their LIA maxima in AD 1887 (Evans et al. 1999).

Benedict (1967; 1985), and more recently, Caseldine (1991) and Bradwell (2001b;

2004), have instead advocated a lichen ^ize-frequency approach as a statistically
more reliable dating method since it involves sample sizes of >200 individuals per

site and relies on plotting size-frequency distributions to examine whether each
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location consists of a single or disturbed and composite population. If it is not a

singular population and the conventional lichenometric approach described above is
applied, then the respective lichen dating curve and subsequently derived surface age

estimates could be severely misinterpreted or erroneous.

Bradwell (2001b) critically examined dated historical surfaces exclusively within
southeast Iceland (hence, within the same climatic regime) in order to calibrate an

'age-size' dating curve that uses Rhizocarpon Section Rhizocarpon and is based on

the largest lichen in a single population (Figure 2.1a). Between 231 and 307 lichens
were measured on landforms from Oraefi to Lambatungnajokull (Figure 1.11) that
were unequivocally depicted in aerial photographs (AD 1945-1967 - moraines,
bedrock steps and roche moutonnes), maps by the Danish General Survey (AD 1903-
1930 - moraines), or historical photographs (AD 1890-1891 - moraines), and, for the
oldest surfaces, extensively detailed accounts and exact locations of a rockfall
formed in AD 1789, exposures of the AD 1783 lava flow deposited by the volcanic

eruption of Laki in southeast Iceland, and the formation of a debris fan immediately

following the eruption of Oraefi in AD 1727 (Bradwell 2001b). Dates at the oldest
sites were corroborated by tephrochronology (Porarinsson 1956). Because the three
oldest calibration sites were originally referenced from historical documentation,
records were also cross-checked amongst other multiple historical sources to ensure

their reliability and locational accuracy before lichen measurements were taken.

Notably, Bradwell (2001b) did not include the historical references by Porarinsson

(1943) in his choice of sampling sites and the subsequent derivation of his dating
curve.

Thus, lichen data from Bradwell's (2001b) nine undisputed historical control points
were first examined using the size-frequency approach to ensure that lichens

comprised a single population (lichens up to 95 mm diameter long axis; surfaces up

to 272 years old) before construction of an 'age-size' lichen dating curve that is
based on the single largest lichen from one coherent population. The dating curve is
curvilinear and illustrates that the relationship between largest-lichen diameter and
surface age is best described by a third-order polynomial function, rather than a

linear relationship as previous authors employing the conventional lichenometric

approach suggest. The apparent decline in growth rates of older lichens may reflect
the impact of climate change on lichen growth in southeast Iceland during the past
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three centuries, or may represent an inherent phase of slower growth (Innes 1985;
Bradwell 2001b).

Figure 2.1. Lichen dating curves for southeast Iceland including (a) 'age-size'
curves (Evans et al. 1999; Bradwell 2001b), and (b) the 'age-gradient' curve
(Bradwell 2004). The antiquity of dated surfaces used by Bradwell (2001b; 2004) is
much older than those used by Evans et al. (1999). Note also that both curves by
Bradwell (2001b; 2004) are curvilinear, which suggests that growth of Section
Rhizocarpon lichens decreases with time, rather than increasing at a consistent
linear rate.

Alternatively, a different lichenometric index such as the 'population gradient' of a

single lichen population can be calculated in order to estimate surface age as

originally proposed by Benedict (1967; 1985). The population gradient, generated
from linear regression analysis using the least-squares method, or best-fit slope of the
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size-frequency (log)0) distribution, is more rigorous than the hypothetical '1 in
1000' thallus as promoted by Locke et al. (1979) because the latter is an arbitrary

figure derived through extrapolation of the best-fit slope and is strongly dependent
on the size of class intervals chosen for the size-frequency histograms. In contrast,

calculation of the population gradient is an intrinsic and non-biased characteristic of
the lichen population uninfluenced by the chosen size of class intervals (Benedict
1985; Innes 1986; Bradwell 2001b).

Using his reliably dated control points (c.f Bradwell 2001b), Bradwell (2004)
constructed a curvilinear 'age-gradient' curve, which plots surface age against the
lichen population gradient derived from the size-frequency distributions of

Rhizocarpon Section Rhizocarpon (Figure 2.1b). Overall, steep gradients indicate
immature populations and, hence younger surfaces, whilst shallow gradients reflect
mature lichen populations growing on older surfaces (Benedict 1967; 1985; Bradwell

2004). As a test, lichen data from moraines of known age at two Orasfajokull outlet

glaciers, Holarjokull and Fjallsjokull (a separate ice cap that merges with

Vatnajokull; Figures 1.5 and 1.11) were analysed using Bradwell's (2004) 'age-

gradient' curve and compared against age predictions derived using the 'age-size'

dating curve presented in Bradwell (2001b). Results indicate that the population

gradient method reproduces the actual ages of the surfaces between the exact year

and ten years for moraines at least 150 years old, and closely match dates derived

using the single largest lichen based 'age-size' curve. This highlights their strength
as an alternative approach for lichenometric dating in southeast Iceland.

Subsequently, both curves were used to determine the ages of the outermost undated
moraines at Fjallsjokull (Bradwell 2004), as well as at Lambatungnajokull (Bradwell
et al. 2006). Dates derived using both approaches again corroborated one another
and indicate late 18lh century (AD -1770-1800) LIA glacier maxima at these sites.

2.1.2 Study aim

The aim of this study is to test the reliability of different lichenometric approaches

previously used to estimate the timing of LIA glacier maxima in southeast Iceland,
which has yielded a discrepancy of -100 years (i.e. late 18th to late 19th century).

Specifically, this study attempts to:
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(1) re-date the moraines at Skalafellsjokull (including Sultartungnajokull,
which has not previously been investigated) and Heinabergsjokull using
the dating curves established by Evans et al. (1999) and Bradwell

(2001b; 2004);

(2) evaluate any disparities in LIA chronologies that may result from the
different lichenometric techniques;

(3) consider whether the reassessed LIA maxima accurately reflect the timing
of glacier response to climate change, or whether it is an artifact of

landscape disturbance or dating technique.

2.1.3 Study area

Vatnajokull, the largest European ice cap (8100 km2; Bjornsson et al. 1998;

Sigurdsson 1998), is situated in southeast Iceland (Figure 2.1) and comprises
different types of glaciers. In contrast to the large, lobate, surging outlets draining
the north and west of Vatnajokull, the smaller and steeper outlet glaciers draining
the southeast margin of the ice cap, including Skalafellsjokull (-100 km2) and

Heinabergsjokull (-85 km2), are non-surging, and their mass balance is directly
affected by the direction and magnitude of climatic change. The equilibrium line
altitude (ELA, or zone of zero net mass balance) in the south and east of Vatnajokull
lies at -1100 masl (Bjornsson 1979). Both Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull are
characterized by high-elevation neves (-1500 masl) and long tongues (-25 km)
which terminate at -60 masl on the sandur plain (Sigurdsson 1998). The mass

balance response time of Icelandic glaciers has been generally estimated at -30

years, though the terminus may begin to fluctuate more immediately to changes in

temperature (Sigurdsson and Jonsson 1995). Heinabergsjokull currently calves into a

proglacial lake, thus complicating its present-day relationship between terminus
fluctuations and climate. Sultartungnajokull (also called Eyvindstungnajokull) is a

small lobe that diverges from the south margin of Skalafellsjokull and currently
terminates -500 masl above the road Joklasel.

Although these glaciers are not strictly confined within valleys, prominent nested
moraines are abundant in the forelands and ice marginal locations (Figures 1.14 and

2.2). Thus, the geomorphology in the area indicates that the outermost band of
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nested LIA moraines at Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull are ideal locations
to assess different lichenometric methods for dating moraine fragments in southeast

Iceland.

2.2 Methods

During summer 2003, yellow-green Rhizocarpon Section Rhizocarpon were

measured on each of 40 moraine fragments (12,000 lichens in total) along the

margins of Skalafellsjokull, including Sultartungnajokull, and Heinabergsjokull.

Sampling site nomenclature is as follows (Figure 2.2): at Skalafellsjokull, 'SJ87A-
H' relate to the moraines cited as dating from AD 1887 by Evans et al. (1999), whilst
'SJ87LM1-2' relate to the outermost ice marginal limit which consists of two

fragments; 'SJLMOA-D' pertain to the Skalafellsjokull moraines that have been
dissected and/or fragmented from their contemporary counterparts as seen by
incision of an old palaeochannel (see Figure 1.14); at Sultartungnajokull, 'SHMOR1-
3' distinguishes a set of identifiable nested moraines, whereas 'SHM1L2-3L2' relate
to sampling sites taken on a more complicated set of fragmented moraines where it
was uncertain in the field exactly which previous ice margin these sites may have
delimited (see Figure 1.14); at Heinabergsjokull, sites 'HJ871-22' pertain to heavily

fragmented moraines from both the former northern and southern margins of the

glacier, many of which may be potentially disturbed from past glaciofluvial activity

(see Figure 1.14).

Due to the difficulties surrounding field identification to the species level, thalli were

only identified to the section level as recommended by Innes (1982; 1985) using the
criteria of Poelt (1988). Rhizocarpon Section Rhizocarpon includes the species

> 2
Rhizocarpon geographicum (L.) DC. (Cernohorsky 1977). A fixed area of 30 m"

was delimited on the proximal side of each fragment, and a sample lichen population
of 300 individuals was measured per designated site (Figure 2.1)4. The longest axis

4 Bradwell (2001a) tested various plot sizes from 10 m2 to 200 m2 in order to determine the most

appropriate fixed area for sampling, and his results confirmed Innes' (1984) conclusion that as search
area increases, the size of lichen thallus will also increase but at a diminishing rate due to the log-
normal shape of the population distribution.
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per lichen thalli >5 mm was recorded to the nearest millimetre using a clear plastic
ruler. Elongate and irregular shaped thalli were included in the survey, although
coalescent thalli were disregarded. Thalli were only measured on non-vesicular,
basaltic rocks, which are abundant in the study area.
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Figure 2.2. Lichen size-frequency distributions for bracketing LIA moraines are
shown for (A) Heinabergsjokull and Skalafellsjokull, as well as for (B) the higher
elevation Sultartungnajokull lobe. (See Figure 1.14 for the geomorphological
context of these LIA moraines in the glacierforelands).

Following the method of Bradwell (2001b; 2004), size-frequency classes were

produced using a class interval of 3 mm (c.f Innes 1986) in order to examine the
lichen population distribution, e.g. whether populations were singular or composite.

Subsequent graphs were constructed using the logarithm (base 10) of the frequency
(%) as the dependent variable, and lichen diameter as the independent variable.
Lichens falling below the modal class on each moraine fragment were excluded.

Regression lines fitted to the data using the least-squares method enabled size-

frequency distributions to be described in the form y=mx+c with the slope of the
regression line indicating population age (Figure 2.3).

For comparison, three different lichenometric dating curves previously constructed
for southeast Iceland were used to derive possible surface ages in our study area

(Table 2.2). These included both of the 'age-size' curves produced by Evans et al.

(1999) and Bradwell (2001b) respectively (Figure 2.1a), and Bradwell's (2004) 'age-

gradient' curve (Figure 2.1b). Error analyses were conducted in two ways: (1)

statistically calculating the average standard error (±6.5%, see Bradwell et al. 2006)
around Bradwell's (2001b) 'age-size' and (2004) 'age-gradient' curves; and (2)
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calculating ±1 mm precision around the actual lichen measurements themselves, as
even using a clear plastic ruler, measurement precision should still remain within 1

mm (Bradwell 2001a; Table 2.2). The Evans et al. (1999) dating curve did not

include a published estimate of error associated with it. Admittedly, the problems
involved in construction of the Evans et al. (1999) dating curve imply that statistical

application of an error estimate, as well as an error calculation around the precision
of lichen measurement as done for the Bradwell (2001b; 2004) curves is unlikely to

be accurate. However, to preserve consistency, error analyses were conducted in the
same manner (Table 2.2).

2.3 Lichenometric analyses

2.3.1 The'age-gradient'approach

All lichen populations show strong correlations between size and logio frequency (r
= 0.8027 to 0.9467). Applying either the average standard error or ±1 mm

measurement precision produces age estimates within -10 years for moraines -200

years old (Table 2.2). This conforms well with Caseldine's (1991) assertion that ±7

year accuracy over a period of 100 years in Iceland is an excellent result, as well as
with Beschel's (1950) error estimate of -5% and Matthews (1992) of ±5-10 years for
surfaces of known age up to 250 years old. Regression analyses also show that, the
shallower the gradient, the older the lichen population (Figure 2.3), which
corroborates previous research throughout Iceland (Caseldine 1991; Bradwell 2001b;

2004). However, inspection of size-frequency histograms and related modal size
classes also reveal the complexity of lichen distributions (Figure 2.2; Table 2.2). For

example, lichen populations are apparently bi-modal at site HJ8718 (possibly also
site SJ87LM2), and multi-modal at several others (e.g. SJ87MORH, SHM1L2,

HJ8704, HJ8722).
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Table2.2.DerivedsurfacedatesforallLIAmorainefragmentsatSultartungnajokull,SkalafellsjokullandHeinabergsjokullusingdifferentlichen datingcurvesforSEIceland.Erroranalysisforthe'age-size'(Bradwell2001b)and'age-gradient'(Bradwell2004)curvesareshownthrough calculationoftheaveragestandarderror(±6.5%)aroundeachdatingcurve(c.fBradwelletal.2006).Evansetal.(1999)didnotprovideany estimateoferrorontheirderivations,sotomaintainconsistency,thesameerroranalysiswasperformedonagesderivedusingtheir'age-size'curve. Potentialerrorsresultingfrom±1mmlichenmeasurementimprecisionarewithin10yearsfortheoldestsurfacesandconformwelltothecalculation
oftheaveragestandarderror. Morainefragment

Population
Modalsizeclass
YearADusing'age-
Largestlichen
YearADusing'age-
Averageof5largest
YearADusing'age-

(seeFigure3for
gradient

gradient'curve

diameter-long
size'curve

lichendiameters-
size'curve(Evanset

location)

(negative)

(Bradwell2004)

axis(mm)

(Bradwell2001b)
longaxis(mm)

al.1999)

Sultartungnajokull SHMOR1*

0.0291

34

1838±9t

89

1753+15

83

1884+7

SHMOR2

0.0255

37

1800±12

86

1769+14

80

1886+7

SHMOR3

0.0421

31

1873+7

70

1842+9

62

1906+6

SHM1L2*

0.0253

31and-40,-43
1799±12

82

1790+13

78

1891+7

SHM2L2*

0.0282

31

1818+11

70

1842+9

68

1906+6

SHM3L2*

0.0292

22

1823+10

68

1849+9

62

1909+6

Skalafellsjokull SJ87LM1*

0.0289

31

1822+10

78

1809+11

76

1897+7

SJ87LM2*

0.0285

31and-40

1819+lit

92

1735+16

88

1877+8

SJ87MORA

0.0349

25and-28

1849+9t

82

1790+13

73

1889+7

SJ87MORB

0.0441

25

1878+7

66

1856+9

61

1910±6

SJ87MORC

0.047

22

1884+7

64

1862+8

51

1912+6

SJ87MORD

0.0564

22

1902+6

53

1894+6

48

1924+5

SJ87MORE

0.0313

25and-22to31
1834+19

71

1838+10

69

1907+6

SJ87MORF

0.0402

25

1867+8

70

1842+9

62

1906+6

SJ87MORG*

0.0511

25and-19

1893+6

54

1891+6

50

1923+5

SJ87MORH*

0.0412

19and-13to22
1870+8

61

1872+8

55

1914+6

SJLMOA

0.0457

19

1882+7

51

1899+6

49

1927+5

SJLMOB

0.0363

19and-25

1855+8

66

1856+9

56

1910+6

SJLMOC

0.0414

22and25

1871+8

63

1866+8

58

1913+6

SJLMOD

0.0305

22

1830+10

78

1809±11

74

1897+7
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Heinabergsjokull HJ8701

0.0583

16and-22

1905+6

47

1908+5

45

1931+4

HJ8702*

0.0352

19

1850+9

74

1826+10

61

1901+6

HJ8703

0.0592

16

1906±5

46

1910+5

43

1933+4

HJ8704*

0.0336

19and-40,-43
1844+9

71

1838+10

61

1903+6

HJ8705

0.0527

16

1896+6

50

1901+6

47

1928+5

HJ8706

0.0454

19

1881+7

61

1872+8

55

1914+6

HJ8707

0.0441

19

1878+7

56

1886+7

51

1922+5

HJ8708*

0.0465

19

1883+7

53

1894+6

46

1926+5

HJ8709

0.043

16and-19to22
1875+7

52

1896+6

49

1927+5

HJ8710

0.0399

22

1866+8

62

1869+8

56

1913+6

HJ8711*

0.035

22

1850+9

76

1818+11

63

1898+6

HJ8712

0.0475

22and-13to16
1886+7

56

1886+7

48

1922+5

HJ8714

0.0404

22

1868+8

63

1866+8

60

1912+6

HJ8715

0.0483

19

1887+7

60

1875+7

51

1915+5

HJ8716

0.0435

22

1876+7

64

1862+8

57

1911+6

HJ8718*

0.0336

22and-28

1844+9f

85

1775+13

71

1887+7

HJ8719

0.0404

25

1868+8

55

1889±7

54

1923+5

HJ8720

0.0537

22and-16to19
1897+6

55

1889+7

49

1923+5

HJ8721*

0.0454

22

1881+7

61

1872±8

55

1914+6

HJ8722*

0.0477

22and-19to25
1886+7

60

1875+7

52

1915+5

*indicatesbracketingL1Amorainefragment(i.e.spatiallyandtemporallyJ findicatesdiscrepancies>50yearsinderiveddatesbasedonBradwell(2001a;2004)
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Figure 2.3. Lichen size-frequency plots for moraines used to date the outermost and
innermost LIA moraines at (a) Skalafellsjokull (including Sultartungnajokull) and (b)
Heinabergsjokull. Dates are derived using the 'age-gradient' curve (see Figure
2.1b).
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If sites where composite populations exist are omitted to provide conservative

estimates, then the 'age-gradient' curve predicts a minimum date of ~AD 1820 (site

SJ87LM1) and -AD 1850 (sites HJ8702 and HJ8711) for the LIA maximum of

Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull respectively (Figure 2.2a; Table 2.2). Modal
class values should increase in age as lichen populations mature (Gellatly 1982),
hence the older the modal size class, the older the surface. Thus, a relative

comparison between modal class values from the outermost moraines of

Skalafellsjokull (31 mm) and Heinabergsjokull (19 to 21 mm) implies the occurrence

of an older LIA glacier maximum at Skalafellsjokull (Table 2.2).

The 'age-gradient' curve predicts a minimum estimate of -AD 1800 and -AD 1840
for both outermost moraine fragments, SHM1L2 and SHMOR1 respectively at the

marginal lobe Sultartungnajokull (Figure 2.2b; Table 2.2). However, using the older
date to infer the timing of the LIA maximum may not be reliable, as site SHM1L2
contained a multi-modal lichen population (modal class of 31 and -40, -43 mm).

Furthermore, the subdued appearance of moraine fragment SHMOR1 suggests that

post-depositional disturbance may have affected lichen growth, thus yielding a

younger surface age. However, the lichen population at site SHM2L2 (Figure 2.2b)
is unimodal (31 mm) and dates to AD 1818 ±11 (gradient of 0.0282). Although a

LIA maximum of -AD 1800 at Sultartungnajokull may be equivocal, the 'age-

gradient' approach suggests that this lobe was in an advanced position (-50 m inside
the outermost moraine) in -AD 1820, which corresponds to the timing of the
maximum advance at the Skalafellsjokull terminus.

2.3.2 The 'age-size'approach

The choice of 'age-size' dating curve used to derive moraine age estimates has a

significant impact on the inferred timing of LIA maxima for Skalafellsjokull

(including Sultartungnajokull) and Heinabergsjokull due to the antiquity of surfaces
used to construct the dating curves (Figure 2.1a; Table 2.2). Using Bradwell's

(2001b) dating curve, Skalafellsjokull's LIA maximum extent was reached by AD
1735 (AD 1753 for the Sultartungnajokull lobe), whereas Heinabergsjokull's
maximum did not occur until AD 1775. However, these dates are based on the

largest lichens found in bi-modal lichen populations (e.g. sites SJ87LM2 and
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HJ8718; Figure 2.2a), as shown in the size-frequency distributions. At

Sultartungnajokull, lichens growing at SHMOR1 consist of a single population,
which seemingly provides support for an AD 1753 LIA maximum, although the
subdued appearance of the moraine fragment implies that post-depositional
disturbance has affected the site. If site SHM2L2 is used instead as a conservative

estimate, then Sultartungnajokull's maximum limit occurred by AD 1842 (Table

2.2). Error estimates determined either through application of the average standard
error (±6.5%) or ±1 mm lichen measurement imprecision remain within -10 years

for surfaces -200 years old (Table 2.2)

Overall, when composite lichen populations are excluded, Bradwell's (2001b) 'age-
size' dating curve predicts an early 19th century LIA maxima for Skalafellsjokull and

Heinabergsjokull (i.e. AD 1809 and AD 1818 respectively; Figure 2.2a; Table 2.2).
In contrast, Evans et al.'s (1999) dating curve predicts a late 19th century LIA
maximum (i.e. AD 1897 and AD 1898 respectively) that corresponds to their

previous estimate. Evans et al.'s (1999) dating curve also predicts that

Sultartungnajokull was just inside the LIA maximum limit during the early 20th
century (i.e. AD 1906; Figure 2.2b; Table 2.2). Thus, discrepancies in the timing of
LIA maxima between 'age-size' dating curves are at least -60 to 90 years.

2.4 Discussion

Dates obtained using both of Bradwell's (2001b; 2004) curves appear to corroborate
one another and suggest that Skalafellsjokull's LIA maximum occurred by the early
19th century, while Heinabergsjokull advanced to its LIA maximum extent slightly
later. Most dates derived using Bradwell's (2001b) 'age-size' method are close to or

within the range of error resulting from the 'age-gradient' method, except when

composite lichen populations or landform disturbance appears at a site. This

supports Bradwell's (2004) conclusion that both curves can be used in tandem in
order to test the reliability of lichenometric dating in southeast Iceland. Dates
derived from Evans et al.'s (1999) dating curve are consistently younger and place
the timing of LIA maxima for both glaciers at the end of the 19th century (Table 2.3),

although this accords well with the purported late 19th century glacier maxima along
southeastern Vatnajokull described in borarinsson (1943). Following the LIA

maxima, all three lichenometric methods used to re-date the LIA moraines in this
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study yield evidence of overall glacial retreat that was generally sustained

throughout the early 20th century.

Table 2.3. Minimum estimates ofLIA maxima obtained from different lichenometric
methods. Derivations from sites of questionable reliability (i.e. composite lichen
populations) are included to produce an overall range ofpossible dates.

Lichenometric method Timing of LIA maximum* for
Skalafellsjokull (including
Sultartungnajokull)

Timing of LIA maximum*
for Heinabergsjokull

'Age-gradient' curve early 19,h C (~AD 1800 to 1820) mid-19th C (~AD 1840 to
(Bradwell 2004) 1850)

'Age-size' curve mid-18th to early 19th C (~AD 1740 late 18th to early 19,hC(~AD
(Bradwell 2001b) to 1810) 1780 to 1820)

'Age-size' curve (Evans et late 19th to early 20th C (~AD 1880 late 19th to early 20th C (~AD
al. 1999) to 1910) 1890 to 1900)

*dates have been rounded to the nearest decade

Clearly, the shape of dating curves produced by different authors plays a key role in

explaining the discrepancies between lichenometric methods, and the choice of
lichen calibration curve used to date moraines in the study area significantly impacts
the interpretation of the timing of LIA glacier maxima (Table 2.3). Bradwell's

(2001b; 2004) 'age-size' and 'age-gradient' curves imply that both the lichen growth
rate and lichen population gradient decrease with time. This corroborates Benedict's

(1967) assertion that lichens do not grow at a constant rate throughout their lifespan.

Although the portion of the 'age-size' curve younger than ~AD 1890 also

approximates to a linear function, it does not conform to the rapidity of lichen growth
that is suggested by Evans et al. (1999). Lichen growth varies across the Icelandic

landscape (Gudmundsson 1997), with development more rapid in the temperate,

maritime south/southeast and slower in the colder, more arid north. It is also

possible that lichen growth in the southeast was reduced during the LIA relative to

the 20th century (Bradwell, 2001b). Such a potential growth history sheds doubt on
the pattern of constant linear lichen growth derived by Evans et al. (1999).

According to Bradwell et al. (2006) and as calculated from data in this study, the
standard errors associated with both the age-size and age-gradient curves (Bradwell

2001b; 2004) are comparable between AD 1800-1925, after which the precision of
the age-gradient curve decreases significantly on surfaces younger than 70 years old
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because of its exponential form. However, surfaces of interest in this study are

older than AD 1925, thus the population gradient technique remains a more accurate

and precise age indicator of older surfaces than the largest lichen in a single

population. The Evans et al. (1999) lichen dating curve based on the average of the
five largest lichens is restricted by the uncertainty involved in choice of calibration

points rendering their derived dates questionable.

Anomalously young dates within the LIA moraines at both glacier forelands may be
the result of landscape disturbance (Table 2.2). Relaxation in ice-cored moraines, a

common feature around the present-day Skalafellsjokull margin, is modified over

time as the ice core eventually melts away and the ice-proximal slope readjusts

(Sharp 1984). This can delay ecesis, as lichens will not successfully colonize a

surface until it has become stable (Benedict 1967). Furthermore, periglacial
modification of surfaces is apparent at sites HJ8701, 03, 07 and 15. Evidence for this
modification includes frost shattered boulders and moraines partially veneered by
small (<10 cm diameter long axis), angular shards. Individual lichens growing on

these boulders prior to shattering are subsequently fragmented, thus arresting growth

(c.f Maizels and Dugmore 1985; Thompson and Jones 1986), and shard re-

colonization by second generation lichens will cause age misinterpretation.

Additionally, sorted stone-banked terraces were observed among sites SJ87MORD
and SJLMOA-D, which indicate downslope movement by freeze-thaw action

(French 1996). Other authors have also found evidence of periglacial activity

inhibiting lichen growth on moraines at Flaajokull (Jaksch 1975; Dqbski 2002). All
of these processes may lead to substantial underestimation of surface age estimates

using conventional lichenometry if the shape of the lichen population distribution is
not examined.

Landform censoring may also have impacted lichen populations growing on the
outermost moraine fragments (Kirkbride and Brazier 1998). Orientation of terminal
moraines at both Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull demarcate a coalesced ice
front during the LIA. On one hand, the discrepancy between lichen modal size
classes at the outermost Skalafellsjokull moraine (31 mm) and the corresponding

Heinabergsjokull moraine (22 mm) implies that despite coalescence, the

Skalafellsjokull margin reached its LIA maximum and began subsequent retreat
earlier than the Heinabergsjokull margin. Different glaciological characteristics
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between sites indicate the possibility of varying rates of frontal movement between
the two glaciers. Thus, the apparent disparity in timing between neighbouring

glaciers may reflect a true glaciological response to LIA climate change. However,
moraine preservation beyond the Heinabergsjokull limit is questionable due to the
existence of a heavily incised sandur plain resulting from glaciofluvial activity.

Preceding a switch during the mid-20th century to the dominant north-south drainage,
meltwater was directed through various palaeo-channels carved into the sandur and

likely destroyed any moraines in its path. Bi-modal lichen size classes on the

perceived outermost Heinabergsjokull moraines may then be interpreted as a remnant

inherited from a censored outermost moraine. The northern extension of LIA

moraines at Heinabergsjokull has also been lost due to emptying of a former ice-
dammed lake, Dalvatn, which significantly modified the sandur surface during the
1920s (Evans et al. 1999). Overall, the appearance of the Skalafellsjokull and

Heinabergsjokull proglacial areas indicates a dynamic glaciofluvial landscape.

Ice dynamics may also help explain the existence of composite lichen populations.
Nested moraines in the forelands of Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull are closely

spaced (<30 m apart), and many are double crested in places where overriding has
occurred during successive glacier re-advances. The Icelandic LIA climate was

characterized by frequent variability (Ogilvie 1986; 1992; GuSmundsson 1997;
Jonsson and GarSarsson 2001), and each period conducive to glacier growth allowed
termini to advance to positions of similar extent (Kirkbride and Dugmore 2001a).
Thus, the closer the moraine spacing, the more likely that remnants of older lichen

populations growing on reworked sediments may have been incorporated into

younger LIA moraine deposits. Inheritance can only be revealed by examining lichen

size-frequency distributions and is an issue that is not addressed using conventional
lichenometric techniques.
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2.5 Implications for the timing of LIA glacier
maxima

Despite these potential problems, all three dating curves at the very least provide a

minimum estimate of the timing of glacier fluctuations in southeast Iceland.

However, resolving disparities c.f the timing of the LIA maxima for Skalafellsjokull
and Heinabergsjokull suggested by the different lichenometric methods is crucial, as

it provides the benchmark on which further independent dating studies may be

applied to validate the results presented in this study. Moreover, resolving the exact

period of the LIA maximum in southeast Iceland is central to the identification of
associated climatic influences during the past several centuries and results from the

potential for the Icelandic landscape to register large-scale shifts in climate due to its
sensitive location in the North Atlantic

Sigurdsson (2005) reports in a summary of Porarinsson's (1943) historical

compendium that the southeast Vatnajokull outlets from Heinabergsjokull (at that
time coalesced with Skalafellsjokull) to Lambatungnajokull had reached their LIA
maxima ~AD 1890. The lichenometric dates derived in the present study utilizing
the Evans et al. (1999) dating curve support this suggestion, although such historical
references are interpreted differently by different authors (e.g. Porarinsson 1943;

Kugelmann 1991) and must be used with caution. Porarinsson (1943) implies that
the spatial extent of glacier advances between the mid-18th to late 19th centuries was

similar, thus raising the question whether or not the true LIA maximum limit in many

areas of southeast Iceland is identifiable in the landscape. Distances between

surveyed terminal moraines in the present study dating from the LIA spanned -200-
300 m with several fragments in between (Figure 2.2). Error estimates around at

least the Bradwell (2001b; 2004) dating curves are within -10 years for surfaces
-200 years old, and thus imply differentiation at the decadal scale between the
outermost and innermost bracketing moraines in the glacier forelands, as well as the

fragmented moraines in between. This is supported by tests conducted on moraines
of the Oraefajokull outlets of known age in which the Bradwell (2001b; 2004) curves

reproduced correct age assignments (see Section 2.1.1). Such dating resolution

implies that the lichenometric methods of Bradwell (2001b; 2004) can resolve which
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episode of glacier advance during the LIA brought termini to their maximum
limits in southeast Iceland.

Therefore, results from the present study incorporating Bradwell's (2001b; 2004)
tandem lichenometric method provide increasing support for an earlier LIA
maximum (late 18th to mid- 19th century) in southeast Iceland. Accordingly, at least
the Skalafellsjokull lobe (and Sultartungnajokull) of the coalesced Heinabergsjokull
piedmont glacier may have attained its LIA maximum during this period, as did

Lambatungnajokull and Fjallsjokull (Bradwell 2004; Bradwell et al. 2006). More

widely, this evidence also supports conclusions by Kirkbride and Dugmore (2001a)
and Casely and Dugmore (2004) regarding revised mid-/late 18th to early 19th century
LIA maxima at outlet glaciers draining Eyjafjallajokull and Myrdalsjokull (southern
Iceland) using the lichen population gradient approach constrained by a well-
established regional tephrochronology. Overall, Kirkbride and Dugmore (2001a)
conclude that conventional lichenometry-based chronologies unconstrained by

independent dating methods may underestimate actual landform age by >100 years

and misleadingly cluster LIA maxima in the mid- to late 19th century.

Climatic conditions favourable for glacier growth in Iceland occurred several times

during recent centuries, including the late 17th century, 1780s, mid- and late 19th
century, during the 1920s, and in some locations after 1960. Southeast Iceland's

glaciers are most sensitive to variations in summer temperature (Johannesson and

Sigurdsson 1998). A strong correlation between sea-ice incidence and land

temperature has previously been demonstrated (Bergjsorsson 1969; Ogilvie 1984),
and the greatest extent (surrounding all coasts) and duration (persisting from winter

through summer) of sea-ice occurred during the 1780s (Ogilvie 1992). Although
instrumental data do not extend back into the late 18th century, information derived
from the sea-ice record implies a considerable reduction in summer temperature

during this time, thereby reducing ablation at glacier termini and allowing more

precipitation to fall as snow. Recent reconstructions of the ELA at Solheimajokull

(an outlet of the Myrdalsjokull ice cap) indicate that the overall cold peak between
the 1780s-1790s corresponded to a temperature decrease of 1.6°C compared to the
1960-1990 mean (Mackinstosh et al. 2002).
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Furthermore, 19th and 20th century instrumental temperature and precipitation
records from Stykkisholmur (western Iceland) and Teigarhorn (eastern Iceland)
reveal that episodes of glacier expansion (including results obtained from this study)
often coincided with consecutive years of cold, short summers and reduced winter

precipitation (Figure 2.4), a scenario characteristic of the negative mode of the North
Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). Changes in the amount of precipitation may be less

important to Icelandic glacier mass balance and consequent terminus fluctuations
than the prevailing temperature, as it is the latter which ultimately determines
whether or not precipitation falls as snow and subsequently impacts accumulation

(Bradwell 2001a; Mackintosh et al. 2002). Elsewhere in the North Atlantic, such as

southern Norway, a prevailing positive NAO mode results in positive glacier mass
balance primarily due to increased maritime advection and major increases in

precipitation (Pohjola and Rogers 1997; Nesje and Dahl 2003; Winkler 2003; Nesje

2005).

Figure 2.4. Instrumental climate data recorded from Stykkisholmur (black lines) and
Teigarhorn (grey lines) during the 19th and 20th century (from the Icelandic
Meteorological Office). Hashed vertical lines indicate general periods of known
glacier advance (including results from this study) from locations throughout
Iceland.
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LIA moraines along the margins of Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull, two

neighboring outlet glaciers flowing from the Vatnajokull ice cap, have been re-dated
to test the reliability of different lichenometric approaches. Overall findings are

summarized as follows:

(1) The choice of lichen dating curve has a significant impact on the estimated

timing of LIA maxima at Skalafellsjokull (including Sultartungnajokull) and

Heinabergsjokull. Possible discrepancies between methods span the entire
19th century. This is important given how often the late 19th century appears

in texts regarding the LIA maximum in southeast Iceland.

(2) A critical comparison of limitations involved in the various dating curve

construction and methodological approaches between different
lichenometric methods tested suggests that Bradwell's (2001b; 2004)
tandem approach using both 'age-size' and 'age-gradient' curves yield
reliable dates ±10 over the past 200 years. In contrast, the Evans et al.

(1999) dating curve contains inherent limitations due to controversial and

potentially erroneous control points, which severely restricts its use in

dating glaciogenic landforms in southeast Iceland.

(3) An early to mid-19th century LIA maximum at Skalafellsjokull and

Heinabergsjokull respectively as determined in this study accords well with
other emerging evidence based on geochronological reconstructions that

suggest a more widespread late 18th to early 19th century LIA Icelandic

glacier maximum coincident with years of severe sea-ice extent and

persistent negative NAO indices. Additional refinement to these

chronologies using independent dating constraints, such as

tephrochronology, will further elucidate the precise timing of the Icelandic
LIA glacier maximum and shed increasing light on glacier-climate
interactions in the North Atlantic.
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Chapter 3 - Paper II

A revised chronology of key Vatnajokull outlet

glaciers during the Little Ice Age

Chapter 3 is based on the paper by McKinzey, K.M., Orwin, J.F., Bradxvell, T. and

Dugmore, A.J. (2006) published in the Annals of Glaciology 42: 1-9. It is reprinted
with the permission of the International Glaciological Society.

The work involved in the production of this paper (research, design, fieldwork,

analyses, interpretation and paper production) was carried out by myself. J.F.
Orwin assisted in the fieldwork, and J.F. Orwin, T. Bradwell and A.J. Dugmore

helpfully commented on the manuscript prior to submission to the Annals of

Glaciology.

Preface
The tephrochronological record in southeast Iceland first described by Porarinsson

(1958) is updated in order to constrain different lichenometric dates previously
derived for LIA moraines at Skalafellsjokull (including Sultartungnajokull) and

Heinabergsjokull (Chapter 2, Paper 1). Results from the tephra analyses in this

chapter are central to the debate surrounding the most appropriate choice of
lichenometric dating method of glacial moraines in southeast Iceland, and, as such,

increasingly supports interpretations about the timing of the LIA glacial maximum in

the region and its linkages with climate.
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Different lichenometric methods using either lichen size or another index, such as

lichen size-frequency distributions, as an indicator of surface age have been applied
to dating Icelandic LIA moraines, especially at Vatnajokull in southeast Iceland (see

Figures 1.5 and 1.11). As a result, different methods have yielded different
conclusions regarding the timing of the Icelandic LIA maximum. For example, in

Chapter 2, both lichenometric approaches were tested at previously dated non-

surging outlets, Skalafellsjokull (including the Sultartungnajokull lobe) and

Heinabergsjokull, flowing from the southeast margin of Vatnajokull. Depending on

the chosen method of analysis, Skalafellsjokull reached its LIA maximum in the late
18th to early 19th century (population gradient) or the late 19th century (average of 5

largest lichens), whereas the LIA maximum of Heinabergsjokull occurred by the
mid-19th (population gradient) or late 19th century (average of 5 largest lichens).

Discrepancies of at least -80 years for Skalafellsjokull and -40 years for

Heinabergsjokull suggest that the previously cited AD 1887 LIA maxima for both

glaciers should be reassessed, particularly given the unreliability surrounding
calibration points used in the construction of the Evans et al. (1999) dating curve on

which this date is oft-attributed (see Section 2.1.1). Crucially, different lichen dates
must be constrained by an independent dating method to deduce the precise timing
and extent of the LIA maximum in southeast Iceland.

3.1.1 Study aim

Most volcanic eruptions in Iceland occur in areas covered by ice and are partly or

wholly explosive due to interaction between water and magma. This style of

phreatic eruption produces large amounts of tephra. As a result, tephrochronology

(the technique of using tephra layers for correlation and dating) is a valuable tool in
Iceland due to widespread fallout from frequent, well-documented volcanic eruptions
and the numerous tephra layers visible in the soil separated by layers of aeolian
sediment (Forarinsson 1981). The basal tephra layer provides a minimum date for
the timing of deposition of the underlying surface.
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In this study, the tephrochronological record in southeast Iceland is utilised to

constrain different lichenometric dates for moraines at Skalafellsjokull (including the

Sultartungnajokull lobe) and Heinabergsjokull. The specific aims are to:

(1) update Torarinsson's (1958) southeast Iceland tephrochronology with
additional tephra layers found throughout the region and geochemically

fingerprinted for the first time;

(2) resolve the debate surrounding the timing of the LIA maximum at

Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull, which, in turn, has important

implications regarding fluctuations of Vatnajokull during the LIA;

(3) place the revised glacier chronologies in the wider context of changes

throughout Iceland and across the North Atlantic during the LIA.

3.2 The tephrochronological record in southeast
Iceland

In this study, 25 reference soil profiles (REFP01-25) were dug between

Breidamerkurjokull to just north of Hofn to determine which tephra layers were

present in the area (Table 3.1; Figure 3.1). Tephra dispersal is affected by wind
direction and topography, and frequent post-depositional removal or re-working of

tephra due to water, wind, slope failure, solifluction and farming necessitates careful
correlation between profiles. Those containing the most clearly distinguishable

tephra layers (e.g. REFP25) were added to the regional tephrochronology originally
established by Torarinsson (1958) who based his interpretation on a combination of

stratigraphy, precise historical records of volcanic eruptions, and most critically,

geochemical analyses of key layers. The updated profile as determined using results

gained from the present study is depicted in Figure 3.2.

Overall, eighteen of the 25 profiles contained the white 01362 layer corresponding
to a devastating eruption of the Oraefajokull volcano in AD 1362 (Torarinsson 1958;
see Figure 1.5 for location of the volcano). This layer, made of fine (particle size ~1
mm diameter) white ash forms a discrete isochrone widespread throughout the study

area, and, in conjunction with a thin layer of coarse (particle size >1 mm diameter)
black ash found directly below of previously uncertain origin, can be traced
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throughout southeast Iceland. The white 01362 layer has especially been used for

separating glacier fluctuations of the last millennium from those earlier in the
Holocene (e.g. Gudmundsson 1998; Bradwell 2001a; Bradwell et al. 2006). In

general, the number of layers above the white and black couplet identifies whether a

profile contains a relatively complete record of volcanic eruptions in the region

during the LIA (Table 3.1).

Figure 3.1. Location of the reference tephra profiles examined in this study.
Italicised names indicate landforms or features of the region (e.g. valleys or hills),
whereas the remaining names relate either farms or towns. Outlet glaciers in
southeast Iceland are denoted by blue lettering. (See Table 3.1 forfurther detail, e.g.
site ID and description).

Vatnajokull

Lambatungnajokull

Hoffellsjokull

Flaajokull

Heinabergsjdkull

Skalafellsjokull

Breidamerkerjokull
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REFP16

stratiqraphic profiles

Aeolian sediment
Fine black tephra (<1 mm)
Coarse biack tephra (>1 mm)
Fine grey tephra (<1 mm)
Fine white tephra (-1 mm)
01362 & G1354 mixed layer
Till deposit

Glacio-fluvial deposit

HHHHii Glacial silt deposit
Reworked K1755 layer
Trace of black tephra (layer <0.2 cm)
Erosional unconformity

? • Base of profile

Figure 3.2. Stratigraphic sections of the most complete reference tephra profiles in
the study area outside LIA glacier limits. G - Grimsvotn, K - Katla, O - Orcefajbkull
and V - Veidivotn. REFP25 is indicative of the updated tephrochronology for
southeast Iceland (post-AD 1362). (See Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1 for location of the
profiles in southeast Iceland, and Table 3.2 for the chemical composition of tephra
layers).

All tephra layers were logged and samples were geochemically fingerprinted to their
volcanic source according to Larsen (1982) using a Cameca SX 100 electron

microprobe. The chemical signatures of black or grey basaltic tephras can be used to

differentiate between sources such as Katla (K), which lies beneath the

Myrdalsjokull ice cap, and Grfmsvotn (G), which lies beneath Vatnajokull,

particularly using the relative abundance of iron and titanium elements (Figure 3.3;
see Figure 1.5 for volcano location). Katla tephras are distinguished primarily by a

range of ~4 to 5% particle weight of titanium (Ti02) and -14 to 16.75% weight from
iron (FeO), whereas Grimsvotn tephras consist of -2 to 3.3% weight TiCF and -11.5
to 14.5% weight FeO (Figure 3.3; Forarinsson 1958; Larsen 1982; Gudmundsson

1998a). A common feature found in both previous and current analyses of the



Chapter3 Table3.1DetailsofreferencetephraprofilesthroughoutsoutheastIcelandfromthisstudy.(SeealsoFigure3.1formappedlocationofsite). Reference
ID

Locationname

Geographiccoordinates
Altitude (masl)

Exposure orientation

Exposure description

Numberoftephralayers above01362+G1354

REFP01

Skalafell

64°15'006"N,15°39'819"W
36

SE

Roadside

4

REFP02

Vagnasstadir

64°10'964"N,15°48'193"W
15

NW

Drainageditch

3

REFP03

Skalafell

64°14'798"N,15°40'641"W
20

S

Kolgrima

NA*

REFP04

OffJoklasel

64°13'875"N,15°47'380"W
295

w

Soilerosion

NA*

REFP05

Skalafellshnuta

64°15'006"N,15°39'819"W
70

sw

Creek

3

REFP06

Hestgerdi

64°10'776"N,15°46'473"W
5

NW

Coastline

10

REFP07

Dynjandi

64°17'541"N,15°6'609"W
17

NW

Soilerosion

9

REFP08

Dynjandi

64°17'541"N,15°6'609"W
20

NE

Creek

4

REFP09

Bjarnanes

64°19'508"N,15°14'984"W
20

SW

Soilerosion

3

REFPIO

Bjamanes

64°19'508"N,15°14'984"W
23

sw

Creek

7

REFP11

Vidbordssel

64°19'807"N,15°24'694"W
18

SE

Soilerosion

7

REFP12

Vidbordssel

64°19'807"N,15°24'694"W
19

SW

Soilerosion

5

REFP13

Breidabinsstadur

64°7'679"N,15°3'416"W
34

E

Soilerosion

7

REFP14

Breidabinsstadur

64°7'679"N,15C3'416"W
26

E

Soilerosion

NA*

REFP15

Gerdi

64°7'814"N,15C,0'747"W
15

W

Soilerosion

5

REFP16

Sunnuhlidf

64°12'525"N,15°43'182"W
46

E

Creek

5

REFP17

Sunnuhlid

64°12'525"N,15°43'182"W
40

N

Soilerosion

NA*

REFP18

Skalafell-Flateyborder
64°15'790"N,15°38'864"W
70

SE

Soilerosion

NA*

REFP19

Skalafell-Flatey

64°15'512"N,15°39'484"W
70

S

Soilerosion

7

borderf

REFP20

Skalafell-Flateyborder
64°15'574"N,15°39'352"W
70

NE

Soilerosion

NA*

REFP21

Skalafell-Flateyborder
64°15'690"N,15°39'001"W
56

E

Soilerosion

NA*

REFP22

Skalafell-Flatey

64°16'007"N,15°38'189"W
59

S

Creek

7

border!

REFP23

Hofn

64°15'229"N,15°12'874"W
4

E

Coastline

4

REFP24

Heinabergsfjoll

64°18'546"N,15°38'266"W
100

NE

Soilerosion

8

REFP25

Heinabergsfjollf

64°18'412"N,15°38'820"W
100

NW

Soilerosion

13

*01362layernotpresent fStratigraphicsectiondrawninFigure3.2
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Grfmsvotn particles is that they show a slightly more dispersed range in their
chemical signature relative to the Katla particles (Figure 3.3; Larsen 1980), although
the standard deviations for particles from both sources are very low (Table 3.2). This
indicates that chemical signatures may be confidently assigned to the correct

volcanic source. The white 01362 layer is clearly distinguishable from all of the
other LIA tephras dispersed throughout the region not only by its colour, but also by
its silicic (SiCh) content making up -70% of its particle weight (Table 3.2).

16.0

15.5 -

15.0 -

14.5 -

14.0 -

O 135
s
LL

13.0 -

12.5 -

12.0

11.5 -

11.0

2.0

Grimsvotn

2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

Ti02 (%)

□ G1934

a G1922

OG1873

A K1755*5* ; a K1625

\ a / □ G1619

a G1496

Katla
□ G1354

Qmean G1934
Xmean G1922

jgmean G1873
Amean K1755

Amean K1625

Qmean G1619
Hmean G1419

Sgjmean G1354

4.5 5.0 5.5

Figure 3.3. Plots of HO2 % wt. against FeO % wt. from all microprobe analyses
demonstrate that distinctly different ionic compositions are used to chemically
distinguish between glass shards from the Grimsvotn and Katla volcanoes. The
Katla shards are more tightly grouped in their chemical composition than the
Grimsvotn shards (Larsen 1982). Table 3.2 displays the complete chemical
composition of individual glass shards within the tephra layers.

Individual tephra layer depth in the excavated profile, its stratigraphic position
relative to other tephra layers in the same profile (i.e. higher or lower) and

comparison to previous investigations in southeast Iceland established the age of key

layers. Identifying characteristics of the key tephra layers are shown in Table 3.3.
The frequency of volcanic eruptions from the Katla, and in particular, Grfmsvotn,
volcanoes were numerous throughout the LIA (see Larsen et al. 1998). However,
most eruptions occurred sub-glacially, and, for example, out of -20 Gnmsvotn

eruptions per century, only 3-4 on average produced sub-aerial tephra (borarinsson
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Table3.2Chemicalcompositionexpressedasweight%ofindividualglassshardswithintephralayersdeterminedusingaCamecaSX100 electronmicroprobeandbeamcurrentof10nAonbasalticshards(Grimsvbtn(G)andKatla(K))and15nAonsilicicshards(Orcefajokull (Of).Distinguishingelementsusedtoidentifythesourcevolcanoarehighlightedinbold.ThestandarddeviationaroundthemeanofTi02 andFeOperlayerisalsoshown.(SeealsoFigures3.2and3.3.) Tephralayers
Analysedprofiles
Allsample
Si02

Ti02

(SD)

Al203

FeO

(SD)

MnO

MgO

CaO

NaO

K20

PiOs

Total

G1934

REFP25

Mean

49.58

3.14

0.17

12.97

14.07

0.38

0.24

5.55

9.83

2.93

0.45

0.41

98.75

3s

II

Oj

SJTP01,SHM1TA
Min

48.66

2.64

12.42

13.02

0.17

4.81

9.17

1.88

0.29

0.30

97.73

HJTP02,HJTP03
Max

50.47

3.35

13.91

14.71

0.31

6.78

11.39

3.19

0.59

0.48

99.87

G1922

REFP25

Mean

49.42

3.11

0.13

12.94

13.99

0.26

0.23

5.62

9.84

2.96

0.45

0.41

98.68

(n=51)

SJTP01,SHM1TA
Min

48.45

2.49

12.08

13.28

0.16

5.84

8.96

2.65

0.29

0.34

96.07

HJTP02,HJTP03
Max

50.57

3.25

13.84

14.58

0.28

7.02

11.49

3.20

0.54

0.47

100.12

G1873

REFP25

Mean

49.38

3.04

0.15

12.99

13.82

0.38

0.24

5.67

9.90

2.94

0.45

0.41

98.65

(n =39)

SJTP01,SHM1TA
Min

48.70

2.78

12.63

13.11

0.12

4.91

9.06

2.64

0.25

0.32

97.81

HJTP02

Max

49.81

3.34

13.87

14.39

0.32

6.71

11.23

3.09

0.57

0.47

99.51

K1755*

REFP22,REFP25
Mean

46.78

4.78

0.04

12.55

14.91

0.24

0.24

5.10

9.60

3.21

0.72

0.76

98.66

oo

II

SHM1TA

Min

46.23

4.68

12.07

14.45

0.18

4.87

9.41

2.76

0.68

0.70

97.60

Max

47.45

4.87

13.12

15.35

0.28

5.29

9.76

3.50

0.86

0.81

99.38

K1625

REFP22,

Mean

46.38

4.79

0.05

12.35

14.98

0.18

0.25

5.10

9.58

3.27

0.74

0.88

98.31

(n =21)

REFP25

Min

45.93

4.70

12.00

14.63

0.20

4.90

9.44

3.16

0.68

0.77

97.44

Max

46.84

4.94

12.61

15.33

0.31

5.25

9.72

3.38

0.83

0.96

98.93

G1619

REFP22,

Mean

49.11

2.67

0.10

13.25

12.86

0.30

0.23

6.26

10.62

2.77

0.36

0.40

98.50

(n =20)

REFP25

Min

48.75

2.60

12.64

12.41

0.19

5.41

9.93

2.61

0.21

0.33

97.82

Max

49.53

3.06

13.42

13.62

0.26

6.71

11.05

2.92

0.46

0.45

99.26

G1496

REFP19,

Mean

48.97

2.72

0.19

13.16

13.17

0.49

0.23

5.86

10.24

2.80

0.39

0.42

98.23

(n =30)

REFP22,

Min

47.80

2.51

12.30

12.12

0.17

4.52

8.70

2.38

0.24

0.34

97.20

REFP25

Max

50.00

3.20

15.41

14.26

0.31

7.04

11.47

3.30

0.57

0.59

99.30

01362*

REFP22

Mean

71.09

0.23

0.02

13.10

3.19

0.07

0.11

0.02

0.98

5.57

3.39

0.01

97.68

(n =20)

REFP25

Min

70.08

0.19

12.60

3.02

0.07

0.00

0.92

5.01

3.21

0.00

95.88

Max

72.11

0.26

13.56

3.33

0.15

0.04

1.02

6.15

3.87

0.05

99.52

G1354

REFP22

Mean

49.12

2.83

0.22

13.15

13.29

0.49

0.23

5.71

10.22

2.82

0.40

0.42

98.19

(n =20)

REFP25

Min

47.90

2.41

12.24

12.44

0.19

4.94

9.56

2.51

0.31

0.35

96.67

Max

49.61

3.21

13.51

14.03

0.29

6.37

11.11

3.00

0.51

0.47

99.14

*PreviousanalysesalsoinPorarinsson(1958)



Chapter3 Table3.3IdentifyingcharacteristicsofthekeytephraisochronesfoundinsoutheastIceland. TephraID

Colour

Bulkcharacteristics
Particlesize diameter(mm)

Dispersalaxis orientation

Volumeoftephra ejected(km3)

Reference(s)

G1934

Black

Fine-grained; -0.5-3cmlayerthick
<1

E

0.01-0.02

Forarinsson(1958;1981) Bradwell(2001a)

G1922

Black

Fine-grained; -0.5-3cmlayerthick
<1

E

NA

Forarinsson(1958;1981) Larsen(1982)

G1873

Black

Coarse-grained; -1-3cmlayerthick
>1

E

-0.3

Forarinsson(1958)

K1755

Black

Coarse-grained; -0.5-1.5cmlayerthick
>1

ENE

1.5

Forarinsson(1956a;1958;1980;1981) Larsen(2000);Gudmundsson(1998a)

K1625

Black

Coarse-grained; -0.5-1.5cmlayerthick
>1

ENE

-0.5

Forarinsson(1958;1980;1981) Larsen(2000);Gudmundsson(1998a)

G1619

Black

Fine-grained; -1cmlayerthick

<1

E

NA

Forarinsson(1958;1981) Larsen(1980)

G1496

Grey

Fine-grained; -1-3cmlayerthick
<1

ENE

NA

Forarinsson(1958)

01362

White

Fine-grained; -2-5cmlayerthick
-1

E

-10

Forarinsson(1958;1981) Larsen(1982);Bradwell(2001a)

G1354

Black

Coarse-grained; -1-2cmlayerthick
>1

E

NA

Larsen(1982)
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and Sasmundsson 1979; Gudmundsson and Bjornsson 1991). Of these, depending

upon wind-direction, and hence dispersal axis orientation, only a handful of
Grfmsvotn tephras can be convincingly found in southeast Iceland (Table 3.3). Of

particular interest is a tephra dating from the Grimsvotn eruption in AD 1873 which

produced -0.3 km3 of fallout over Sudursveit and Myar (i.e. the area depicted in

Figure 3.1), much more than any other event during the previous 200 years, and a

tephra dating from the AD 1619 eruption of Grfmsvotn which deposited tephra as far

away as Denmark and Sweden (Porarinsson 1958; Larsen 1980). The lesser

magnitude and more recent eruptions of Grimsvotn in AD 1922 and 1934 ejected

tephra that is documented to have fallen in thin layers across the study area and

pertains to the uppermost horizons found (Porarinsson 1958; Bradwell 2001a).

Notably, the Laki-Grfmsvotn tephra is absent from the study area. This devastating

eruption in AD 1783 produced -14 km3 of lava, though only small amounts of tephra

(Porarinsson 1956a) which blew south or southwest and thus are not within the

present area of study (Gudmundsson 1998a). The major Katla eruptions of AD 1755
and 1625 dispersed tephra that has been discovered as far away as Norway and the
Faroe Islands due to a dispersal axis orientation of east-northeast (Porarinsson 1980;
Larsen 2000) are the only major Katla deposits found in southeast Iceland

(Porarinsson 1956a; 1958; Gudmundsson 1998a; Bradwell 2001a).

Only two tephras were initially difficult to identify. Porarinsson (1958) describes a

distinctly grey layer as located only a few centimetres above the 01362 horizon

throughout southeast Iceland and hypothesises that it is derived from an eruption of
Grimsvotn in AD 1496 (fable 3.3). Geochemical analyses conducted in the present

study confirm that the source for this layer is indeed Grimsvotn (Table 3.2), and
hence the tephra layer has been ascribed as G1496. The second Grimsvotn tephra

originally difficult to define is consistently located directly beneath the 01362 layer.
This forms the distinctive white and black couplet that is found throughout southeast
Iceland. The black tephra layer had not previously been geochemically analysed,
and once performed, it clearly belonged to an eruption of Grimsvotn. The only event

that occurred immediately before deposition of the 01362 was in AD 1354 (Larsen

1980). Thus, the identity of the G1354+01362 couplet has been formally recognised
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for the first time and may now be used as an enhanced isochrone throughout
southeast Iceland for future dating studies.

As a cross-check due to the multiple Grfmsvotn eruptions that occurred during the
18th and 19th centuries, soil accumulation rates (SAR) were extrapolated to confirm
the presence of G1873 in REFP25 (c.f Dugmore 1987; Gudmundsson 1998a;
Bradwell 2001a). SAR between conclusively dated layers K1755 and G1934

(excluding tephra layer thickness) totalled 3.1 mm a"1, producing age estimates of
AD 1920 and 1878 for the second and third Gnmsvotn layers respectively, which
corroborates the existence of G1922 and G1873 in the area.

3.3 Revising the LIA glacier chronologies

A total of 15 profiles were dug within LIA glacier limits at both Skalafellsjokull

(including Sultartungnajokull) and Heinabergsjokull to search for tephras that would

provide a constraint on lichenometric dates (Figures 3.4 and 3.5). Sampling site
nomenclature is as follows: 'SJTP01-06' relate to tephra pits dug around the LIA
moraines at Skalafellsjokull; 'SHM1TA-C' identify excavations at the

Sultartungnajokull LIA moraines; and 'HJTP01-09' pertain to the Heinabergsjokull,
LIA moraines tephra pits. Profiles containing the most tephra layers were correlated
with the updated regional tephrochronology by geochemical fingerprinting (Table

3.2).

Overall, the presence of the 01362 and G1354 couplet in soils immediately beyond
the outermost moraines at Skalafellsjokull (REFP22) and Heinabergsjokull

(REFP25), and the absence of layers older than AD 1873 within these moraines,
indicates that the glaciers extended ~2km beyond their present limits during the LIA
maximum. It also suggests that these limits were not exceeded anytime at least

during the last -650 years (Figures 3.2 and 3.5).
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Figure 3.4. Excavated tephra pit locations for LIA moraines are shown for (A)
Heinabergsjokull and Skdlafellsjokull, as well as for (B) the higher elevation
Sultartungnajokull lobe. Locations of reference tephra pits REFTP18-22 and
REFTP25 are also shown. Numbered potential ice limits are depicted by moraines
denoted by M. (See Figure 1.14 for the geomorphological context of these LIA
moraines in the glacierforelands).

3.3.1 Skalafellsjokull

Tephrochronology reveals that the outermost nested LIA moraines in the forelands of

Skalafellsjokull and the Sultartungnajokull lobe were deposited within the span of
118 years after the eruption of Katla in AD 1755, but prior to the Grimsvotn eruption
in AD 1873 (Figure 3.5). This date suggests an earlier LIA maximum than the

widely-cited timing of AD 1887 (c.f Evans et al. 1999), especially given the

uncertainty involved in its derivation, and hence, its unreliability in age estimate (see
Section 2.1.1). The K1755 layer in REFP22 and its re-worked, and subsequently re-

deposited, counterpart provide a maximum date for moraine Ml. However, all three
basaltic tephra layers found within SJTP01, the first profile inside Ml, display the
chemical characteristics of Gnmsvotn, thus matching the revised regional

tephrochronology. The basal layer, G1873, is draped directly over glacial till and

produces a minimum date for Ml. This sequence is repeated over a distance of -290
m between moraines M2-M5. A distinct boundary occurs at M5, where only G1934
is draped directly on top of glaciofluvial material. The Skalafellsjokull terminus had

already retreated -30 m inside M5 before the first map was drawn in AD 1904. The

absence of G1922 in profile SJTP04 implies that glacier meltwater had ceased to

inundate the area sometime between the Grfmsvotn eruptions of AD 1922 and 1934.
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Figure 3.5. Tephra profiles within LIA moraine sequences at Skdlafellsjokull
(including Sultartungnajokull) and Heinabergsjokull. Tephra layer notation as in
Figure 3.2. (See Table 3.2 for chemical composition of tephra layers). Moraine
dates (year AD) derived by various lichenometric methods are assigned to
corresponding moraines (see Chapter 2).
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Although it is not possible to confirm precisely when during the 118 year time-span
from AD 1755-1873 that Skalafellsjokull moraines M1-M5 formed using the

tephrochronological record, it is clear that the glacier retreated -300 m from its
maximum LIA extent before AD 1873. Lichenometric dates derived using the

population gradient approach for moraines Ml and M5, -AD 1820 and 1890

respectively (Figure 3.5), are verified by the tephrochronology. These dates suggest

that retreat over -70 years was interspersed with short-term still-stands or re-

advances during the waning stages of the LIA in the late 19th century (c.f
Porarinsson 1943). In contrast, dates for the deposition of moraines Ml and M5
derived using the lichenometric technique of Evans et al. (1999), AD 1897 and 1923

respectively (Figure 3.5), are inconsistent with both the minimum bracketing date
derived from tephrochronology (<AD 1873) and the terminus position in AD 1904

according to the first map of the area produced by the Danish General Survey. At

higher altitudes (>300 masl), the dearth of soil between moraines M2-M5 at the

Sultartungnajokull lobe preclude tephrochronological constraint of

lichenometrically-derived dates younger than the LIA maximum, although the lobe

appears to have behaved sympathetically with fluctuations of the Skalafellsjokull
terminus (i.e. <AD 1873; Figure 3.5).

3.3.2 Heinabergsjokull

The tephrochronological record from Heinabergsjokull also shows that the maximum
LIA moraine was deposited after AD 1755 (REFP25), but prior to AD 1873

(HJTP02; Figure 3.5). Moraines M1-M5 delimiting a coalesced ice front with

Skalafellsjokull are adjacent to part of the sandur that was still active at the

beginning of the 20th century as depicted in the AD 1904 map. However, this area

must have stabilized before the Grfmsvotn eruptions of AD 1922 and 1934 to allow

deposition of these tephra layers (profile HJTP01). G1873 appears draped directly
above a glacial till layer within profile HJTP02, which suggests that this tephra was

removed by meltwater outside of Ml, and thus implies that landform preservation

along this ice margin has been prone to censoring. The presence of G1873 provides
a minimum date for Ml and validates an earlier LIA maximum at the

Heinabergsjokull margin than the previously published AD 1887 (c.f Evans et al.
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1999). The presence of G1934 within profile HJTP06 also closely corresponds to the

timing of innermost LIA moraine formation at Skalafellsjokull.

Occurrence of bi-modal lichen populations on the outermost Heinabergsjokull
moraine (see Section 2.3.1), in addition to poor preservation potential suggested by
the tephrochronological record, implies (1) disturbance to the lichen population at

this site (i.e. older lichens have been inherited into a younger population); and (2)
that the oldest outermost LIA moraine has probably been destroyed by more recent

glaciofluvial activity. Lichenometrically-derived dates based on the population

gradient approach place deposition ofMl, the extant outermost LIA moraine, at ~AD
1850 (Figure 3.5) and M5 to ~AD 1880. These dates are broadly consistent with the
revised Skalafellsjokull chronology (Chapter 2). The Evans et al. (1999)
lichenometric method (Figure 3.5) again produces an inconsistent date (AD 1898)
for the timing of deposition of Ml when compared with the minimum bracketing
date derived from the tephrochronological record (<AD 1873). Overall,

tephrochronology suggests that the moraine record at Heinabergsjokull is incomplete
and that both glaciers may have reached their LIA maxima at a similar time (i.e.
within a matter of years to decades).

The northern extension of LIA moraines at Heinabergsjokull has been lost due to

emptying of a former ice-dammed lake, Dalvatn (see Figure 1.11), which

significantly modified the sandur surface during the 1920s (Evans et al. 1999). Soil

profiles between remnant moraines M1-M3 deposited on top of a bedrock outcrop in
the middle of the sandur plain suggest deposition before AD 1922 (Figure 3.5).

However, lichenometrically-derived dates using either method are inconsistent with
the tephrochronological record and appear to be anomalous. Extrapolation of the
southern Heinabergsjokull ice margin at the LIA maximum across the sandur plain
would intuitively place the extent of its eastern counterpart across the bedrock

outcrop (Figure 3.5), although this currently remains unsubstantiated.

3.4 Implications of an earlier LIA maximum

Tephrochronological evidence presented in this study indicates that both the

Skalafellsjokull (including Sultartungnajokull) and Heinabergsjokull lobes of the
former piedmont glacier attained their LIA maxima before AD 1873. Integration
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with lichenometric dates using the more reliable population gradient approach

strongly suggests that this event occurred during the early 19th century (Figure 3.6).

Along the northeast margin of Vatnajokull, Bradwell et al. (2006) determined with
the lichen population gradient technique that the previously undated LIA maximum
of Lambatungnajokull occurred during the late 18th century. More widely, Kirkbride
and Dugmore (2001), Casely and Dugmore (2004) and Bradwell (2004) report mid-
date 18th and early 19th century LIA maxima at outlet glaciers draining

Eyjafjallajokull and Myrdalsjokull (southern Iceland) and Oraefajokull respectively,

using the lichen size-frequency approach constrained by tephrochronology. Thus,

emerging field evidence strengthens the view that Icelandic glaciers reached their
LIA maxima earlier than formerly cited.

Figure 3.6. Approximate reconstruction of former glacier limits since the LIA
maximum at Skalafellsjokull (including Sultartungnajokull) and Heinabergsjokull
based on evidence in this study, and maps by the Danish General Survey (1904) and
Landmacelingar Islands (1946; 1990). Bracketing dates are provided by
tephrochronology. Italicized dates are lichenometrically-derived using the
population gradient approach (see Figure 3.5)
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A late 18th to early 19th century Icelandic LIA maximum also agrees well with
climatic evidence. Reconstruction of glacier equilibrium line altitudes at

Solheimajokull (a Myrdalsjokull outlet) indicates that a cold peak between AD 1780-
1800 corresponded to a temperature depression of -1.6°C compared to the 1960-1990
mean (Mackintosh et al. 2002). According to the 19th century Icelandic instrumental

record, episodic glacier expansion (~AD 1850, late 1860s, mid-1870s, and ~ 1880-

1890) occurred between within a few to -30 years after cold years with shortened
summers and cold, dry winters, a scenario characteristic of the negative mode of the
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO; see Section 2.5; Bradwell et al. 2006).

Dendrochronological reconstructions of the winter NAO index and correlation with
ice core data from Greenland indicate persistent negative phases of the NAO during
the 1780s (most negative index), 1810s, 1840s and of lesser duration periodically

throughout the second half of the 19th century (e.g. Appenzeller et al. 1998; Cook et

al. 2003; see Figure 7.3). The sea-ice and meteorological records suggest that
Iceland was cold during the same periods as these phases of negative NAO indices,

especially during the 1780s (Ogilvie 1992; Jonsson and Gardarsson 2001), which

implies that overall cold years with shortened summers significantly decreased the

glacier ablation window, consequently increasing the opportunity for precipitation to

fall as snow, and thus enhancing glacier accumulation and mass balance. The

importance of seasonality in temperature and the length of the ablation season, rather
than the amount of winter precipitation, may be the controlling factors in Icelandic

glacier mass balance, and hence terminus fluctuations (Johannesson 1997;
Johannesson and Sigurdsson 1998; Mackintosh 2000; Mackintosh et al. 2002;
Bradwell et al. 2006). Although an exact relationship between Icelandic glacier
fluctuations and the NAO index has yet to be demonstrated due to the variability in
the geographical location of the centre of the Icelandic Low (see Kirkbride 2002;
Hanna et al. 2004), it appears that successive negative NAO years were coincident
with Icelandic glacier advances during the later stages of the LIA (i.e. late 18th and
19th centuries).

In contrast, the LIA glacial maximum in maritime southern Norway is strongly
centred around AD 1750 (Ballantyne 1990; Bickerton and Matthews 1993; Winkler

2003; Lie et al. 2004), notably earlier than the widespread glacial maxima in Iceland.
It is possible to attribute this discrepancy to differing glaciological responses of
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different sized glaciers. However, many of the smaller outlets of the Icelandic ice¬

caps are of similar size to the Norwegian valley glaciers and outlets, so intuitively,
the causal mechanisms may be more complicated than as an artifact of glacier size
alone. A convincing link has been determined between periods of positive NAO

indices, and positive Norwegian glacier mass balance primarily due to major
increases in winter precipitation (e.g. Nesje and Dahl 2003; Chinn et al. 2005; Nesje

2005). Overall, the complicated pattern of glacier fluctuations across the North
Atlantic, and the data derived from historical and instrumental records and climatic

reconstructions indicate that additional work is necessary to advance our

understanding of North Atlantic glacier-climate interactions during the LIA.

3.5 Conclusions

The tephrochronological record in southeast Iceland has been used to constrain
different lichenometric dates for LIA moraines at Skalafellsjokull (including the

Sultartungnajokull lobe) and Heinabergsjokull. The findings are summarised as

follows:

(1) Updating Lorarinsson's (1958) southeast Iceland tephrochronology (both
the number of tephra layers present and determining their geochemical

signature) provides a more complete record of volcanic eruptions that have
affected the region. Most significantly, it can now be used as an enhanced

dating tool.

(2) Tephrochronological evidence indicates that both the Skalafellsjokull and

Heinabergsjokull lobes of the former piedmont glacier attained their LIA
maxima between AD 1755-1873. The population gradient lichenometric
method narrows this window to the early 19th century (~AD 1820), thus now

clarifying the timing of the LIA maximum at Skalafellsjokull and

Heinabergsjokull.

(3) The application of tephrochronology also allows examination of the sub¬
surface record of LIA glacier fluctuations and, as such, highlights the
likelihood that glacier ice margins that terminate on sandar, in themselves

dynamic environments, may be prone to censoring by glaciofluvial activity.
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This appears to have occurred at Heinabergsjokull. Thus, a LIA glacial

chronology based solely on the surficial lichenometric record should be
corroborated by independent evidence if possible.

(4) The revised glacier chronologies are compatible with evidence of earlier
LIA maxima elsewhere in Iceland, including other Vatnajokull margins.

Proxy sources, including sea-ice, historical and instrumental records, in
addition to reconstructions of the NAO and the climatic conditions associated,

strongly support a late 18th to early 19th century LIA maximum. This is in
contrast to the situation in Norway, where most glaciers had already reached
their LIA maxima by AD 1750. Thus, LIA glacier-climate interactions across

the North Atlantic were complex, and various climatic conditions associated
with the NAO may have influenced glacier fluctuations throughout the region

differently.
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Chapter 4 - Paper III

Lichen size-frequency distributions and the U2
statistic: application to mapping former ice

margins

Chapter 4 is based on the paper by Orwin, J.F., McKinzey, K.M., Stephens, M.A.
and Dugmore, A.J. submitted to Geomorphology in January 2006. It is reprinted
with the permission ofDr. John Orwin.

The ideas behind this paper were developed by myselfand J.F. Orwin during Iceland

fieldwork in 2003 - the severely fragmented moraine suites made contiguous
delineation of former ice margins difficult. Serendipitously, J.F. Orwin worked
with statistician M.A. Stephens at Simon Fraser University (British Columbia) who
had been looking for a large set of size-frequency distribution data over the past

several decades with which he could test the U2 statistic. My 12,000 lichen
measurements provided just the data, thus through most timely international

collaboration, the paper was developed and is a critical addition to this thesis. J.F.

Orwin undertook paper production, whilst I contributed to the manuscript before it

was submitted to Geomorphology. M.A. Stephen also assisted in the analyses and

interpretation, and A.J. Dugmore helpfully commented on the manuscript.

Preface
Lichen size-frequency distributions (Chapter 2, Study 1) are used in a novel

statistical approach that permits spatial correlation across multiple moraine

fragments. As such, the U2 method allows precise demarcation of ice margins

subsequent to the LIA glacial maxima at Skdlafellsjbkull (including

Sultartimgnajokull) and Heinabergsjokull and interpretations regarding ice

dynamics to be made. Crucially, the U2 statistical approach can also be utilised to

resolve discrepancies in previous 'anomalous' lichen and tephra data from

Heinabergsjokull (Chapter 3, Study 2).
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4.1 Introduction

Maps of moraine ridges found at ice margins are commonly used to identify past

glacier ice margin positions and so infer changes in glacier mass balance in response

to climatic variability. Establishing the timing and sequence of these mass balance

changes requires both accurate maps of the moraine crest positions and accurate

determination of their ages. However, the highly fragmented and complex nature of

many moraine suites makes delineating contiguous ice margins difficult.

Furthermore, most moraine stratigraphic dating techniques, such as 14C radiocarbon,
are susceptible to spatial and temporal variability and post-depositional censoring
which often results in unreliable dates. Application of these techniques also
assumes that the moraine ridges are emplaced by a single depositional event and the
date obtained refers to this deposition. However, in many glacial environments
moraines are compound features that reflect, for example, deposition during several
minor advance and retreat phases or post-depositional reworking by glacial, mass

movement or fluvial processes (Sharp 1984). These compound moraines are a

particular problem in closely spaced, complex suites of moraine fragments.
Correlation and mapping of moraine fragments on the basis of depositional age is,

therefore, difficult. Seeking novel ways to map glacier ice margins using moraine

deposits is important as this data, along with accurate ages, are key to understanding
both glacier dynamics and climate change through their use in numerical modeling.

A common solution to these issues has been to surface date, and therefore map,

moraines using the growth rates of the lichen Rhizocarpon Section Rhizocarpon

(including Rhizocarpon geographicum (L.) DC. (Cernohorsky 1977)). This lichen is
common to many glacial environments and as a result, lichen dating techniques

(lichenometry) are applied to moraine surfaces worldwide (e.g. Orwin 1970;

Gellatly 1982; Evans et al. 1999; Luckman and Villalba 2001). Lichenometry uses

either lichen size or another index such as lichen size-frequency distributions to

determine the age of a moraine surface (Beschel 1950; Benedict 1967; 1985). A
surface age is determined by comparing lichen size data to a locally calibrated lichen

growth rate established from surfaces of known age (Innes 1985). A number of
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lichenometry techniques exist but lichen size-frequency distributions are

statistically more robust as they are generated from large sample sizes, commonly
>100 individuals per site. In comparison, lichen size techniques are often restricted
to the largest lichen or average of the five largest lichens per site (Bradwell 2001b;
2004). Statistically, the large sample sizes of the size-frequency approach are

representative of the entire lichen population on a particular moraine fragment. The
mode of each lichen distribution represents, therefore, the most likely age of the
stable moraine surface.

Although many moraine lichen distributions have a single mode, the highly

fragmented and complex depositional and geomorphic history of many moraine

deposits often results in poly-modal distributions. Poly-modal distributions render
lichen data inappropriate for dating as the lack of a clear modal size, or largest

lichen, prevents a singular surface age being assigned using the lichen size-frequency
distribution or lichen size methods (e.g., Bull and Brandon 1998; Bradwell, 2001b;

2004). These poly-modal distributions usually are not apparent until after data

processing. Multiple modes indicate post-depositional moraine disturbance or

episodic surface settling, inheritance of older boulders, environmental effects on

growth rates and morphology (such as multiple minor glacial overriding phases) or

multiple populations (e.g. Chapter 2; Sharp 1984; Bull and Brandon 1998; Kirkbride
and Brazier 1998; Dqbski 2002). Poly-modal and single mode moraine lichen size-

frequency distributions reflect, therefore, periods of environmental and geomorphic

changes specific to the behaviour of an individual glacier ice margin.

If these single and poly-modal lichen size-frequency distributions are a 'unique'

product of the environmental and geomorphic history of each moraine fragment, then
the distributions may provide a novel way to map former ice margin limits in the
absence of reliable dates. By statistically comparing the size-frequency distributions
from each fragment, it may be possible to associate 'like' moraines based on the

similarity of their distributions. This approach assumes that moraines deposited at

an ice margin as it retreats or advances will have a similar age, geomorphic and

depositional history, growth environment and, therefore, similar lichen size
distributions (Benedict 1967). If this is true, then the spatial distribution of these
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statistical associations may result in new insights into ice margin oscillations using

maps of the 'like' fragmented moraines. However, to do this requires an appropriate
statistical technique that can be applied to both single and poly-modal lichen size
distributions. Watson's U2 statistic is a measure of 'closeness' between two sample

frequency distributions and was originally proposed to test whether the samples
come from the same parent distribution (Watson 1961; Stephens 1963). An

important feature of this statistic is that the sample distributions do not have to be

normally distributed. As a result, this statistic is ideal for application to both single
and poly-modal lichen distributions.

The purpose of this study is to test if the U2 statistic can be used to map 'like'
moraines by applying the statistic to lichen size-frequency data collected from the

complex, fragmented LIA moraine suites of Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull.
The lichen size distributions from these glaciers were able to be used to gain new

insight into the ice margin oscillations of the two glaciers. This objective was

achieved by using cluster analysis to group the U2 measures of 'closeness' to identify
and map 'like' moraine fragment on the basis of their lichen distributions.

Interpretations of ice margin oscillations based on the maps of the U2 clustering
results were then independently corroborated using previously published lichen and

tephra dates for some of the moraine fragments along with historical observations

(McKinzey et al. 2004b; 2006).

4.1.1 Field Area

Skalafellsjokull (-100 km2 (including Sultartungnajokull)) and Heinabergsjokull

(-85 km"), are two adjacent, non-surging, steep outlet glaciers that descend from the
southeast margin of Vatnajokull ice cap, Iceland (Figure 4.1; Bjornsson et al. 1998;

Sigurdsson 1998). Both glacier neves are at -1500 masl and the glaciers currently
terminate -25 km down valley on an extensive sandur surface at -60 masl

(Sigurdsson 1998). Fluctuations in the position of each glacier's terminus due to

mass balance changes can take at least 30 years (Sigurdsson and Jonsson 1995).

Heinabergsjokull currently calves into a proglacial lake. Sultartungnajokull (also
called Eyvindstungnajokull) is a small lobe that diverges from the south margin of
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Skalafellsjokull and currently terminates -500 mask These glaciers reached their
LIA maximum in the late 18th to early 19th centuries, and Skalafellsjokull and

Heinabergsjokull were coalesced at that time on a sandur surface -2 km beyond their
current termini (Chapters 2 and 3). This sandur surface is characterized by complex
suites of nested LIA terminal and lateral moraine fragments that extend for several
kilometres (Figures 4.1 and 4.2).

Vatnajokull
ice cap

Reykjavik

Heinabergsjokull

Skalafellsjokul

SultartungnajoKuil

1 1 1 1—r- Little Ice Age terminal moraine
500 1000 1500 2000 m M

Approximate ice margin position in 1904
(Danish General Survey)

Glacial position as of 1989, Landmselingar islands air photograph L DAGS/009 31.07.89

Figure 4.1. Location map of Sultartungnajokull, Skalafellsjokull (64°16'N,
15°40'W) and Heinabergsjokull (64°17'N, 15°40'W) in southeast Iceland.
Sultartungnajokull (also called Eyvindstungnajokull) is a small lobe that diverges
along the south margin of Skdlafellsjokull between ~500 masl and is located ~6 km
from the Skdlafellsjokull terminus.
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Figure 4.2. Photograph of a suite of moraine fragments on the southwest LIA
margin ofSkalafellsjokull.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Mapping

A total of 40 moraine fragments were selected for lichen measurement on the sandur
surface in front of Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull and on the bedrock benches
in front of Sultartungnajokull. A survey of these and other major moraine crests

using a Garmin Etrex™ Legend Global Positioning System (GPS) attached to a Sony
hand-held computer was completed and each lichen survey grid marked. The
moraine crest data was then exported to a Geographic Information System and maps

produced.

4.2.2 Lichen Measurement

Yellow-green Rhizocarpon Section Rhizocarpon (including Rhizocarpon

geographicum) lichens were measured on each of the 40 moraine fragments. Due to

field identification difficulties, lichen thalli were only identified to the section level
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as recommended by Innes (1982; 1985) using the criteria of Poelt (1988). A 30 m2
grid on the proximal side of each moraine fragment was used to measure a sample
lichen population of 300 individuals. Thalli measurement was restricted to lichen

growth on non-vesicular, basaltic rocks fragments greater than 30 cm diameter with
all lichens >5 mm measured on each rock fragment. Elongate and irregular shaped
thalli were included in each survey but coalesced thalli were disregarded. The

longest axis per lichen thalli was recorded to the nearest millimetre using a clear

plastic ruler with a measurement error of approximately ± 0.5 mm. Although the use

of plastic rulers may introduce some bias to the lichen measurements, logistical and
time constraints precluded more precise measurements using digital callipers. It is
also suggested that the accuracy of large sample sizes representing the lichen

population for each moraine fragment outweighs any disadvantages arising from less

precise measurements of lichen size.

A class interval of 3 mm was used to produce size-frequency classes and to visually

identify single or poly-modal samples as per the method of Bradwell (2001b; 2004).

However, the individual lichen size measurements from all moraine fragments,

regardless of modality, were used in the U statistical analysis.

4.3 Statistical Analysis

2
4.3.1 The U statistic

The U statistic was originally proposed to test the null hypothesis that two samples
of M, N observations are from the same distribution (Watson 1961; 1962). This

goodness-of-fit statistic was intended for distributions on a circle as its value does

not depend on the measurement origin but it is also appropriate for observations on a

straight line (Stephens 1963; 1964; 1965). The U2 statistic provides a measure of
closeness between two empirical distributions and is dependent on comparisons of
the relative ranks of samples M and N, both within each sample and the two

combined samples. The smaller the value of U2, the less probability of a difference
between the two distributions.
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The calculation of the two-sample U2 statistic presented by Stephens (1965) was
the basis for this analysis. Suppose i is the rank of an observation A in sample 1 of
Size M, and suppose j is the rank order of an observation B in Sample 2 of Size N.
When the samples are combined and ranked, let n be the rank of A and sj the rank of
B in the combined sample. The values are then listed by: i, j, (r,-i), (Sj-j), (r,-i) , and

(sj-j)2.

The sums of the last four terms are used to calculate:

M N ( N
Q =MYj(ri-i)2 + (Sj - j)2 - jr(Sj - j) —

i=l j=1 7=1 ^
(1)

The last bracket in equation 1 is equally:

\tCi-o-^r (2)

and U2 is calculated by:

Q 4MN -1U2= 1
M + N MN

(3)

The open-source statistical analysis language, R, was used to write a programme,

LichenPro (available from the corresponding author), to run the U2 statistic and
cluster analysis (see below; Ihaka and Gentleman 1996). The programme calculates
all possible combinations of U2 values by reading each moraine fragment's lichen
size data, as comma separated values, from an Excel spreadsheet into R. Addition of
a very small, random noise factor to each lichen measurement was necessary to

prevent computational problems in calculating U2 from repeat whole numbers. This
addition is calculated in LichenPro by generating random numbers from a normal
distribution with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 0.0001. The values

generated are, therefore, very small and do not significantly affect the U2 results. If
deemed necessary, higher precision lichen width measurements, for example from

digital callipers, would circumvent this step.
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Once the U2 closeness values are calculated, the LichenPro programme then runs a

cluster analysis (CA) to cluster the moraine fragments into 'like' groups.

4.3.2 Cluster Analysis

The objective of CA is to reduce n original observations into relatively homogenous
'like' groups (Rogerson 2001; Davis 2002). To do this, a measure of similarity is
defined between two measurable variables. The variables are grouped into clusters
based on these similarities where the greater the similarity, or 'likeness', the more

likely the variables will fall into the same cluster. By choosing various similarity
levels the groups can be clustered into larger or smaller 'like' groups (Rogerson

2001). For example, hierarchical clustering forms groups by merging observations
with the highest similarities from an n x n matrix of similarities between all
observation pairs. The matrix is then recalculated and the pairs with the next highest

similarity joined. This process is reiterated until the similarity matrix is reduced to 2
x 2 (Davis 2002). Dendrogram plots show each progressive level of similarity where
the number of 'like' groups is determined by visually identifying breaks in the

dendrogram (Figure 4.3). The raw data contained in each of these clusters identifies
the variables that are statistically associated with each other. As the U2 statistic

provides a natural measure of similarity, CA applied to these measures should allow
the identification of 'like' moraines using their lichen size distributions.

The U closeness values were clustered into 'like' moraine fragments using the
Ward's hierarchical criterion of CA and labelled dendrograms plotted. Ward's
criterion is based on concepts related to analysis of variance and is ideal for studies
with high sample numbers (n > 100; Ward 1963). Ward's criterion is particularly
useful in the current application as the method results in the smallest increase in the
within-sum of squares thus maintaining the within-group variability to a minimum
whilst maximizing between-group variability. This increases the likelihood of 'like'
moraines being in the correct cluster.

The sum of squares within a cluster, k, is:

(4)
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Where xk is the centroid of cluster k and xik is an individual object within the

cluster.

The sum of squares between two clusters, 1 and 2 is:

SSl2 = Yj(x> ~xi)2 (5)

The hierarchical clustering process is driven by the change in the sums of squares
between clusters (Ward 1963; Davis 2002). As a result, clusters that minimize

changes in the within-sum of squares and maximize between group variability will

merge.

Cluster 1

Cluster 3

SJ87LM2

SJ87LM1

SJ87MORA

SJ87MORE

SJLMOC

Cluster 2 SJLMOD

SJ87MORB

SJ87MORF

SJLMOA

SJLMOB

SJ87MORC

SJ87MORG

SJ87MORD

SJ87MORH

h

y

v
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Figure 4.3. Cluster analysis dendrogram for Skdlafellsjokull showing the division of
the clustered U2 closeness statistics into three dominant clusters. Statistically, the
moraines in each cluster are similar. This similarity indicates that the moraines are
ofa similar age and geomorphic and environmental history.
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Following clustering, breaks in the dendrograms were visually identified and the
clustered moraine crests mapped along for interpretation. The combined single and

poly-modal lichen datasets from Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull and

Sultartungnajokull were analyzed separately to prevent any bias in the measurement

data from different lichen growth and micro-environmental conditions for each

glacier.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Lichen Measurement

A total of 1800 lichens on six moraine fragments were measured on the LIA terminal
moraine suites for Sultartungnajokull, 4200 lichen on 14 fragments for

Skalafellsjokull and 6000 lichen on 20 fragments for Heinabergsjokull. The lichen

size-frequency histograms for each moraine fragment show that poly-modal
distributions are characteristic of the lichen distributions on many of the moraine

fragments (Figure 4.4). For example, on Heinabergsjokull moraine fragment

HJ8701, dominant modal peaks occur at 16 and -22 mm. Similarly on

Skalafellsjokull moraine fragment SJHM1L2, peaks occur at 31, and -40 and 43
mm. A total of 22 moraine fragments (55%) from the combined datasets were

identified as having poly-modal distributions with the remaining 18 (45%) moraine

fragments identified as having single modes. The high percentage of poly-modal
distributions suggests that post-depositional disturbance, inheritance of older

boulders, and environmental affects on growth rates (such as glacial overriding) is

significant in southeast Iceland.
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Figure 4.4. Lichen size-frequency distributions for all sampled moraine fragments.
Frequency bins are 3 mm as per the method of Bradwell (2001b; 2004). The
diamond indicates poly-modal distributions. These poly-modal distributions account
for 55% of the moraines sampled.
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Figure 4.5. The spatial distribution of clustered moraines as identified by the U2
cluster analysis showing linear, spatial coherence of moraine crests as would be
expected for an ice margin. The solid and dashed black lines indicate U2 clustered
moraine crests and the grey hatched lines indicate surveyed moraines crests without
lichen analysis. The dates in brackets are based on previously published lichen and
tephra dates (McKinzey et al. 2004b;2006).

2
4.4.2 U Statistic and Cluster Analysis
CA on the U2 values for each dataset identified four clusters for Sultartungnajokull
and three each for Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull (Tables 4.1 and 4.2).

Mapping of the clustered moraines shows a complex pattern for all three ice margins

(Figure 4.5). The spatial distributions of the moraines identified in each cluster are

interpreted as indicating a complex sequence of ice margin advance oscillations.

However, the U clustering results did show strong, linear spatial coherence between
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22
Table4.1.UstatisticresultsforSultartungnajokull,SkalafellsjokullandHeinabergsjokull.SmallerUvaluesindicateacloserfitbetweenlichen distributions. Sultartungnajokull SJHM1L2SJHMOR3SJHMOR2SJHM2L2SJHM3L2

SJHMOR3 SJHMOR2 SJHM2L2 SJHM3L2 SJHMOR1

0.284 0.06 0.281 1.175 0.198

Skalafellsjokull
0.599 0.036 0.547 0.06

0.57 1.707 0.429

0.626 0.093

SJ87MORD

SJ87MORC

SJ87MORB

SJ87MORA

SJ87LM2

SJ87LM1

SJ87MORE

SJ87MORG

SJ87MORH

SJLMOA

SJLMOB

SJ87MORC

0.138

SJ87MORB

1.307

0.617

SJ87MORA

2.947

1.943

0.654

SJ87LM2

4.984

4.341

3.192

1.134

SJ87LM1

2.657

2.204

1.548

0.381

0.41

SJ87MORE

2.041

1.382

0.532

0.181

1.137

0.251

SJ87MORG

0.221

0.063

0.471

1.548

3.65

1.735

0.985

SJ87MORH

0.185

0.444

2.124

4.245

6.212

3.737

3.126

0.647

SJLMOA

0.161

0.146

0.721

1.683

3.978

1.79

1.11

0.104

0.393

SJLMOB

0.211

0.117

0.559

1.568

3.631

1.711

0.985

0.064

0.545

0.037

SJLMOC

0.45

0.398

0.652

1.133

2.726

1.054

0.577

0.21

0.877

0.147

0.142

SJLMOD

0.989

0.612

0.425

0.596

1.809

0.591

0.197

0.379

1.81

0.458

0.348

SJ87MORF

0.66

0.235

0.162

0.861

2.936

1.274

0.523

0.118

1.262

0.292

0.212

Heinabergsjokull

0.142 0.253

HJ8701

HJ8703

HJ8702

HJ8704

HJ8707

HJ8705

HJ8718

HJ8715

HJ8714

HJ8708

HJ8709

HJ8722

HJ8721

HJ8719

HJ8711

HJ8706

HJ8710

HJ8703

0.087

HJ8702

0.096

0.19

HJ8704

0.22

0.388

0.102

HJ8707

0.117

0.284

0.059

0.05

HJ8705

0.396

0.173

0.557

0.974

0.839

HJ8718

1.851

2.189

1.527

1.066

1.112

3.778

HJ8715

0.178

0.317

0.173

0.169

0.067

1.009

0.857

HJ8714

0.217

0.464

0.246

0.229

0.12

1.21

1.081

0.069

HJ8708

0.19

0.348

0.094

0.059

0.025

0.952

0.914

0.053

0.135

HJ8709

0.032

0.146

0.082

0.138

0.058

0.595

1.418

0.085

0.115

0.101

HJ8722

0.569

0.716

0.387

0.222

0.232

1.579

0.357

0.255

0.365

0.183

0.421

HJ8721

0.499

0.716

0.278

0.131

0.17

1.447

0.573

0.252

0.343

0.147

0.371

0.064

HJ8719

1.674

1.998

1.466

1.141

1.037

3.763

0.195

0.731

0.802

0.88

1.251

0.474

0.71

HJ8711

0.345

0.571

0.169

0.088

0.132

1.136

0.972

0.313

0.353

0.167

0.307

0.185

0.074

1.09

HJ8706

0.103

0.25

0.182

0.21

0.107

0.812

1.317

0.064

0.064

0.126

0.044

0.435

0.42

1.118

0.401

HJ8710

0.282

0.5

0.116

0.044

0.075

1.071

1.023

0.229

0.261

0.096

0.219

0.173

0.074

1.098

0.019

0.323

HJ8712

0.066

0.103

0.187

0.383

0.265

0.264

2.512

0.384

0.427

0.38

0.147

0.893

0.722

2.388

0.479

0.261

0.427

HJ8716

0.859

1.133

0.693

0.444

0.413

2.363

0.236

0.303

0.36

0.344

0.6

0.119

0.207

0.19

0.406

0.565

0.414

HJ8720

0.256

0.457

0.293

0.293

0.155

1.214

0.976

0.065

0.032

0.156

0.145

0.323

0.354

0.635

0.382

0.12

0.308

1.329 0.492
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Table 4.2. Cluster analysis results for Sultartungnajokull, Skalafellsjokull, and
Heinabergsjokull. Average dates and standard deviations are indicated where more than
one unimodal distribution was used to assign an age. Year AD was calculated using the
age-gradient curve ofBradwell (2004).

Moraine Fragment Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3

Sultartungnajokull

SHM1L2 X

SHM2L2 Xd
SHM3L2 Xd
SHMOR1 X1
SHMOR2 X„
SHMOR3 Xd

Date A.D. 1823+10 1800+12 ca. 1850+10

Skalafellsjokull

SJ87LM1 xd
SJ87LM2 X
SJ87MORA X
SJ87MORB X

SJ87MORC Xd
SJ87MORD Xd
SJ87MORE X

SJ87MORF Xd
SJ87MORG X
SJ87MORH X

SJLMOA Xd
SJLMOB X

SJLMOC X
SJLMOD X

Date A.D. 1822+10 1867+8 ca. 1890+7

Heinabergsjokull

HJ8701 X
HJ8702 Xd
HJ8703 X„
HJ8704
HJ8705 Xd
HJ8706 Xd
HJ8707 Xd
HJ8708 X

HJ8709 X
HJ8710 Xd
HJ8711 Xd
HJ8712 X
HJ8714 Xd
HJ8715 Xd
HJ8716 x„
HJ8718 X
HJ8719 X„
HJ8720 X
HJ8721 Xd
HJ8722 X

Date A.D. ca. 1850+8 ca. 1900+6 ca. 1870+7

Xd moraines with uni-modal distributions used for dating
'SJHMORl was identified as a separate moraine within this cluster and represents the LIA maximum
moraine
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moraine fragments, as would be expected for moraines of a similar age along an

ice margin. This spatial coherence also appears to be similar for both glaciers and as

a result, are interpreted as mapped clusters that decrease in relative age in the
direction of retreat (dashed lines in Figure 4.5). The delineation of ice boundaries at

each site indicates, therefore, that the U2 clustering does reflect actual geomorphic

sequencing rather than being simply an artifact of the lichen distributions.

4.4.3 Skalafellsjokull

The U2 results from Skalafellsjokull identify the two outermost moraines as separate

clusters. Spatially, only -100 m separate the crest lines of these moraine fragments.
This result indicates relatively slow retreat rates from Skalafellsjokull's LIA
maximum. In contrast, the innermost moraine ridges of SJ87MORC, D, H, G and
SJLMOA cluster together. The spatial location of these moraines suggest that

Skalafellsjokull had re-advanced to almost the outermost LIA maximum ice limit
before retreating a horizontal distance of up to -170 m. Evidence for this post-LIA
maximum advance is interpreted from the intermingling of clustered moraines at

Heinabergsjokull (Figure 4.5). If this was the case, the U2 clustering results suggest

a rapid increase in the retreat rate of Skalafellsjokull following this post-LIA
maximum advance phase.

4.4.4 Sultartungnajokull

The behaviour of the higher elevation, steep Sultartungnajokull lobe appears to be

broadly sympathetic with the U2 clustered patterns identified for Skalafellsjokull.
The U" clustering suggests that the Sultartungnajokull margin deposited only three
sets of moraines during a -150 m retreat from its maximum LIA extent. The absence
of clearly defined inner-morainal ridges suggests that the rate of retreat increased
after the deposition of the outer LIA moraines, similar to Skalafellsjokull.

4.4.5 Heinabergsjokull

The spatial distributions of the U clustered moraines at Heinabergsjokull are more

complex than present at the Skalafellsjokull margin as the U2 clustering results show
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clustered saw-toothed shaped moraines inter-mingled with other clustered
moraines. The U2 cluster results for Heinabergsjokull also show no indication of the

rapid retreat evident at Skalafellsjokull.

Overall, the results of the U2 clustering results suggest that the ice margins of

Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull appear to have behaved in quite different
manners during retreat from their LIA maxima.

4.5 Discussion

In this discussion, previously published lichen and tephra dates detailed in Chapters 2
and 3, as well as historical records are used to corroborate the U2 clustering results
and validate the usefulness of the technique. Differences between Skalafellsjokull

(including Sultartungnajokull) and Heinabergsjokull are also distinguished even

though the two glaciers were laterally coalesced until ~AD 1940.

Previously published dates for the moraines of Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull
show that, as would be expected, younger moraines cluster in the direction of retreat,
further validating the U2 results (Figure 4.5). The moraine dates also suggest

decadal-scale separation between moraine crests at each site. Such closeness in age
9

indicates that the U statistic is useful to distinguish between depositional landforms
that are separated by only 10-20 years where the measurement error equates to a

maximum of ± 10 years. However, this resolution assumes that there are no changes
in lichen ecesis or growth rates. Despite this, the results indicate that the application
of the U2 statistic and CA to lichen size distributions is useful to distinguish between
moraine fragments in both space and time.

4.5.1 Skdlafellsjokull

The U~ clustering results from Skalafellsjokull are interpreted as indicating relatively
slow retreat from the LIA maximum followed by a phase of re-advance and then

rapid retreat. Lichenometric dating described in Chapter 2 shows that the two

outermost moraines date to ~AD 1820 (SJ87LM1) and AD 1870 (SJLMOD),

respectively. This validates an interpretation of initial, relatively slow retreat rates
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immediately following the LIA maximum advance in the early 19th century. In

contrast, the clustered innermost moraine ridges of SJ87MORC, D, H, G and
SJLMOA date to ~AD 1890 (see Section 2.3.1) which confirm the increase in retreat

rates, indicated by the U2 clustering results, after the ~AD 1870 re-advance.

Historical observations and anecdotal evidence of ice marginal behaviour further
corroborate this interpretation. Between the mid-18th to late 19th centuries, the

glacier margin fluctuated around an extended position on the sandur, and the
outermost moraines pre-date the supposed AD 1887 'LIA maximum extent' (c.f
borarinsson 1943; Evans et al. 1999) by more than 60 years. A recent review of
local literature and ethnography from southeast Iceland confirms that an early 19th
century limit corresponds to the LIA maximum extent (McKinzey et al. 2005). After
a period of retreat in the 1860s, the glacier then re-advanced in the 1870s to a second,

though smaller magnitude limit likely correlative to borarinsson's (1943) ~AD 1887
extent. Results from the present study reflect this advance/retreat/re-advance pattern,

whereby the spatial location of the U2 clustered moraines and their lichenometrically

assigned dates also suggest that Skalafellsjokull had advanced to almost the ~AD
1820 ice limit during the 1870s subsequent to the prior retreat phase. The U"

clustering results also indicate rapid retreat after the 1870s re-advance.

Tephrochronologically derived dates corroborate the U2 clustering interpretation. A
Katla tephra dated to the AD 1755 eruption is present a few meters beyond the
outermost moraine but is absent within this limit (see Section 3.3.1). This indicates

that ice margin was likely near the moraine during the mid-18th century or that

subsequent ice marginal oscillations have censored deposits of the AD 1755 tephra.
As a result, the U2 mapped moraine crests must have been deposited after AD 1755
but prior to AD 1873 as tephra sourced from an eruption of Grfmsvotn at this time is
the oldest tephra layer present between the inner moraines (SJ87LM1 through

SJ87MORD). The presence of the Grimsvotn 1873 tephra implies that this area was

ice free, corroborating the U2 clustering interpretation of rapid retreat from the AD
1870 advance phase. The tephra record also changes abruptly after SJ87MORD, as

the oldest tephra found inside the next moraine (SJ87MORH) is from an eruption of
Grfmsvotn in AD 1934. The absence of older tephras at this site indicates that either
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the glacier terminus was relatively stable in this position between ~AD 1870-

1930, or that tephras from eruptions of Grfmsvotn in AD 1873 and 1922 were

censored by glacio-fluvial processes (Section 3.3.1). A lack of statistical difference
between the moraine's lichen distributions suggests that it was unlikely that ice was

present at the position of moraine SJ87MORH for any length of time. It would seem

more likely, therefore, that the tephra record has been censored.

4.5.2 Sultartungnajokull

The behaviour of the higher elevation, steep Sultartungnajokull lobe appears to be

broadly sympathetic with the timing of fluctuations of Skalafellsjokull, although it

apparently reached its LIA maximum limit slightly earlier than the Skalafellsjokull
terminus proper. Lichen derived dates are unreliable for the outermost moraine

(SHMOR1) due to post-depositional disturbance (see Section 3.3.1). However, the

tephra record indicates that this moraine was deposited following the Katla 1755

eruption but before the Grfmsvotn 1873 eruption. The second LIA limit, as

identified by the U2 clustering, has been dated to a lichen derived age of ~AD 1800

(Section 2.3.1). This date confirms that the outermost moraine must have been

deposited prior to ~AD 1800. As a result, the terminus response to LIA climatic
deterioration for Sultartungnajokull appears to lead the terminus response at

Skalafellsjokull by at least 20 years.

The U2 clustering suggests that the Sultartungnajokull margin retreated only -150 m

from its maximum extent between the late 18th to mid 19th centuries. The absence of

clearly defined morainal ridges younger than AD 1850 suggests that the rate of
retreat increased after this time. An absence of moraines and limited till deposition
on the bare, steep bedrock surfaces for -1 km up-slope of the surveyed moraines
further indicates continue rapid retreat to the present day. In addition, there is a lack
of morainal evidence for a contemporaneous advance of Sultartungnajokull with

Skalafellsjokull during the advance phase in the early 1870s. This suggests that

Sultartungnajokull did not respond in exactly the same manner as Skalafellsjokull

post-LIA maximum advances. Unfortunately a lack of tephra deposits at

Sultartungnajokull precludes confirmation of this interpretation.
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4.5.3 Heinabergsjokull
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The spatial distribution of the U2 clustered moraines at Heinabergsjokull suggests a

different retreat pattern than Skalafellsjokull. The surficial lichenometric evidence
from the extant outermost moraine suggests that Heinabergsjokull reached its LIA
maximum ~AD 1850 (see Section 2.3.1), although examination of the tephra record
indicates that the true outermost and thus oldest LIA moraine has been destroyed by

post-depositional disturbances (Section 3.3.2). However, lichenometric dating shows

that, as with Skalafellsjokull, a second, smaller magnitude re-advance phase occurred
in the 1870s which culminated during the 1880s (moraines HJ8716 and 19) followed

by subsequent retreat in the early 20th century. Lichen dates of ~AD 1900 for the
innermost Heinabergsjokull moraines confirm this pattern.

The U2 results indicate that the 1870s-1880s Heinabergsjokull advance appeared to

have been spatially complex, as the relatively younger saw-toothed shaped moraines
are inter-mingled with older moraines. This complexity is interpreted as reflecting a

more digitate, radially crevassed advancing ice margin, similar to the moraine

depositional patterns present beyond the modern ice margin at Skalafellsjokull

(Sharp 1984). If the Heinabergsjokull ice margin was more digitate, then this

explains why some moraines dating to ~AD 1850 are partially breached by relatively

'younger' clustered moraines during the post-LIA maximum advance phase (Section

2.4). However, the U2 clustering results for Heinabergsjokull show no indication of
the rapid retreat evident at Skalafellsjokull following this advance. Given the tight,
and complex grouping of the Heinabergsjokull moraines indicated by the U

clustering results, it is suggested that there was likely a period of ice margin

stagnation prior to a rapid retreat phase that began -30 years later (i.e. early 20th
century) than the recession evident at Skalafellsjokull which commenced during the

early 1870s.

Additionally, potential stagnation of the Heinabergsjokull margin indicated by the U

clustering may explain inconsistencies in lichenometrically derived dates and the

tephras deposited between the northern and southern extensions of Heinabergsjokull
moraines (Section 3.3.2). The oldest tephras deposited in the northern
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Heinabergsjokull moraines date to Gnmsvotn 1922 whereas the lichen dates
indicate an age of ~AD 1850. However, the absence of older tephra deposits may

indicate that some residual ice was still present at the northern margin into the early
20th century. In contrast, the oldest tephra sampled from inside the outermost

moraine along the southern margin dates to Grfmsvotn 1873, consistent with a lichen
date of ~AD 1870-1880. Tephra layers dated from AD 1362-1755 found

immediately outside the northern LIA limit of the Heinabergsjokull moraines suggest

that at least part of the glacier margin reached its maximum extent around the same

time as Skalafellsjokull (see Section 3.3.2). However, no moraines located on the
sandur plain lichenometrically dated in Chapter 2 are older than AD 1850 in contrast

to dates of ~AD 1820 for the outermost Skalafellsjokull moraine. The discrepancy
between lichen and tephra derived dates for the Heinabergsjokull moraines suggests

either significant censoring of the moraine and tephra record by glaciofluvial

processes and/or a more complex spatially variable advance/stagnation/retreat

sequence than previously recognized, as indicated by the U2 results.

Therefore, the ice margins of Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull appear to have
behaved in quite different manners following retreat from their LIA maxima, as

indicated by the U2 clustering. Although these glaciers are adjacent to each other,
their contrasting topography is consistent with this conclusion and suggests that
climatic amelioration may impact their ice-front dynamics differently.

4.5.4 Glacial Geomorphology

The use of glacial geomorphic features, such as moraines, as indicators of change in
the rate or magnitude of climate driven glacial processes requires increasingly higher
resolution geomorphic data. This need is due, in part, to significant improvements in
the accuracy and precision of proxy climate records (e.g. the annually resolved
resolution of the GISP2 ice core records; Meese et al. 1994). Integration of more

highly resolved geomorphic data with these high resolution proxy climate records
over longer temporal scales may enhance process and landform synthesis. Although
confined to two Icelandic LIA glacier moraine suites, the results presented in this

study suggest that the resolving power of the U2 statistic has the potential to be a
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useful tool for providing this synthesis on longer time-scales, especially in

complex landform suites.

2
4.5.5 U statistic

Parametric treatments of lichen size data require the assumption of normal
distributions of the data. This assumption has been identified as a significant

problem in lichenometry, particularly with use of aging lichen populations

(McCarthy 1999). Aging populations are more susceptible to disturbances from, for

example, geomorphic processes such as glacial overriding and changes in micro-
environmental factors. These disturbances result in poly-modal lichen distributions
that may not be normally distributed and undermine the use of lichens as a dating
tool. McCarthy (1999) also notes that lichenometry assumes that lichens are no older
than the surface they are growing on and that growth patterns are radial over time. In

glacial environments these assumptions largely ignore the possibility of inheritance
of older, lichen covered boulders and the effects of population density or clast size on

thallus sizes (Gordon and Sharp 1983). Further problems arise with the assumption
that growing conditions remain constant over time and that environmental factors
affect all lichens in a similar manner. A significant advantage of the U statistic is
that it does not depend on normality of the parent population and can be applied to

any size-frequency distributions, irrespective of modality. The method of analysis
also intrinsically takes into account changing environmental effects, including

geomorphic processes, on lichen growth rates. The use of large sample sizes is also

advantageous as these samples are statistically a representation of the entire lichen

population for a given site. Therefore, the U" statistic may also be useful in

examining environmental change effects on lichen population structure. This may

ultimately lead to improvements in the use of lichenometry for dating geomorphic
surfaces.

4.6 Conclusion

The U statistic and CA approach used in this study was successful in identifying and

mapping the former LIA ice marginal limits of two Icelandic glaciers on the basis of
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their lichen size-frequency distributions. This is significant given their complex

spatial nature and the need to find effective ways to match moraine fragments in
order to reconstruct former ice margins. Although the U statistic cannot be used to

directly date geomorphic surfaces, interpretations of ice margin behaviour using the

mapped distribution of the clustered moraines were independently corroborated by
historical records and previously published dates. This corroboration suggests that
lichen size-frequency distributions are a reflection of the combined effects of
environmental and associated ice margin oscillations on lichen growth patterns and
that the U2 statistic can successfully identify and distinguish these differences. The

ability of the statistic to resolve these differences is a result of large sample sizes that

statistically represent the lichen population of each moraine fragment. As a result,
the success of the U2 statistical analysis suggests that it may be useful in identifying
associations between or separating other depositional landforms, such as rock
avalanche deposits, that support lichen populations and in locations where

independent dating control is not possible.
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Chapter 5: Sensitivity of southeastern

Vatnajokull outlet glaciers: application of a

positive degree-day mass balance model

5.1 Chapter aims

The overall aim of this chapter is to use a mass balance model as an explanatory tool
to investigate the mass balance sensitivity of Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull and

Lambatungnajokull (Figure 5.1). Lambatungnajokull, an outlet valley glacier also

descending from the southeastern margin of Vatnajokull and where a well-
constrained LIA glacial chronology has been determined (Bradwell 2001a; Bradwell
et al. 2006), is of particular interest as a comparative study site due to its smaller size
and similar climatic setting. Hence, the investigation of a range of possible

responses to LIA climatic change using mass balance modeling can be undertaken.

Glacier terminus fluctuations are related to climatic variability apparent in the
Icelandic instrumental record and to changes in net mass balance and equilibrium
line altitudes (ELAs or zone of zero net mass balance). These changes in turn may

be linked to potential temperature and precipitation changes (themselves possibly
related to variability in synoptic regimes) responsible for the LIA maximum glacial
extents during the late 18th to early 19th centuries. More specifically, as shown in

Figure 5.2, the study is designed to:

(1) create and implement a positive degree-day mass balance model driven

by temperature and precipitation:

(2) simulate a reference ('present-day') mass balance profile for Vatnajokull,

particularly the southeastern sector of the ice cap;

(3) assess the relative effects that changes in temperature and precipitation
have on the overall mass balance of Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull
and Lambatungnajokull;
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(4) investigate the potential effects of tephra cover on the net mass

balance of Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull;

(5) compare the different mass balance sensitivities of Skalafellsjokull,
Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull and concordant migration of
ELAs associated with snapshots taken from the instrumental climate
record;

(6) reconstruct a net mass balance time series corresponding to the
interannual changes apparent in the instrumental climate record, estimate

potential ELAs for the LIA maximum advance and assess the different
mass balance trends between the glaciers to help clarify individual
sensitivities to LIA climate change.

Figure 5.1. Location map of places and features in southeast Iceland, including
Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull, local weather stations
Holar and Fagurholsmyri where calibration data for the mass balance model were
derived for the period AD 1980-1990, and locations of long time-series weather
stations Stykkisholmur and Teigarhorn (AD 1823-present and 1873-present
respectively).
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Figure 5.2. The overall approach used in this modeling study. The aim is to use a
positive degree-day mass balance model to: (1) simulate a reference mass balance
profile for Vatnajokull; (2) examine the effect that changes in temperature and
precipitation have on the net mass balance ofSkalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull and
Lambatungnajokull; (3) investigate the potential effects of tephra fallout during the
LIA on glacier net mass balance; (4) compare the different net mass balance
sensitivities of Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull and the
relative shifts in ELAs associated with different climatic conditions (including actual
changes apparent in the instrumental climate record during the LIA period); (5)
reconstruct a net mass balance time series corresponding to the interannual changes
apparent in the instrumental climate record, and estimate potential ELAs for the LIA
maximum advance to provide insight about the ambient climate during the late 18th -
early 19th centuries.
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5.2 Introduction

Glacier mass balance is inherently linked to climate, as mass balance varies primarily
as a consequence of variations in temperature and precipitation. Implementing an

appropriate glacier mass balance model that parameterizes the relationship between

glacier mass balance and climate can be achieved using meteorological and measured
mass balance data (Johannesson et al. 1995). Once the model has been adjusted to

reproduce empirical mass balance data, altering the temperature and/or precipitation

inputs and calculating the subsequent changes in mass balance simulates the effect of
climatic change (Braithwaite and Zhang 1999). One often-used modeling approach
calculates ablation using the number of positive degree-days:

y,Temperature(>0° C) (1)
n

i.e. the cumulative amount of temperature greater than 0°C for a given time period

(n).

Positive degree-day models have previously been applied to study glacier mass

balance-climate relationships in the Swiss Alps, Greenland, Norway, Spitsbergen and
Iceland (Braithwaite and Zhang 2000; Braithwaite and Olesen 1989; Braithwaite

1995; Johannesson et al. 1995; Fleming et al. 1997; Johannesson 1997;

Adalgeirsdottir et al. 2004; Flowers et al. 2005). Iceland is well placed to study the

linkages between glacier mass balance and climatic change during the LIA due to its

sensitivity to both latitudinal shifts in the atmospheric Arctic Front and changes in
circulation of the North Atlantic (GuQmundsson 1998b).

One of the most obvious features of Icelandic glaciers, especially in southeast

Iceland, is the discontinuous mantle of tephra (i.e. volcanic ash) that covers glaciers
below the ELA. Glaciers such as Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull and

Lambatungnajokull lie in the direction of predominant wind-flow across southeast
Iceland and have been subjected to distal tephra fallout from volcanic eruptions

emanating from the Katla, Veidivotn and Grimsvotn systems throughout the LIA

(Larsen et al. 1998). Although the direct impacts of volcanic activity on glaciers are

well understood, the indirect impacts of distal tephra fallout and subsequent effects
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on glacier mass balance have been little studied. Tephra is often dark-coloured
which reduces albedo, thus enhancing absorption of shortwave radiation and

subsequent ablation when tephra cover is less than a few centimetres thick.
However, low thermal conductivity of a thicker deposit insulates the underlying ice
surface and may trigger short-lived glacier advances, as happened in the case of

Gi'gjokull, southern Iceland, following the Hekla eruption in AD 1947 (Kirkbride and

Dugmore 2003). Hence, tephra, like regular debris cover, may temporarily insulate
mass balance from climatic change, which may then influence the record of terminus
fluctuations (Nakawo and Rana 1999; Deline 2005; Larsen et al. 2005). Thus, it is

important to consider the potential impact that frequent distal tephra fallout had on

LIA glacier mass balance changes in localities like southeast Iceland.

5.2.1 Study area

Vatnajokull, the largest European ice cap (-8100 km2; Bjornsson et al. 1998;

SigurSsson 1998), is situated in southeast Iceland and comprises different types of

glaciers (Figure 5.1). The smaller and steeper outlet glaciers which drain the
southeast margin of the ice cap include Skalafellsjokull (-100 km2),
Heinabergsjokull (-85 km2) and Lambatungnajokull (-23 km2). The ELA in the
south and east of Vatnajokull lies at -1100 masl (Bjornsson 1979). Skalafellsjokull
and Heinabergsjokull are characterized by high-elevation accumulation areas (-1500

masl) and long tongues (-25 km) which terminate at -100 masl on the sandur plain

(Figure 5.3). Lambatungnajokull's accumulation area is also located at high altitude

(-1450-1500 masl), although this glacier is much smaller than the other two outlets,
and its terminus, constricted within a long, steep-sided valley, is located -400 masl.
The response time of Icelandic glaciers following changes in climate has been
estimated at -30 years (SigurSsson and Jonsson 195), whereby specific glaciological
characteristics (e.g. size, thickness, hypsometry, debris cover) may lessen or increase
this estimated time for the mass balance to reach a new equilibrium.
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Distance from ice divide (km)

Figure 5.3. Longitudinal surface profiles for Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull and
Lambatungnajokull. Note the differences between surface slopes of the glaciers,
especially along the two branches ofHeinabergsjokull.

In general, Skalafellsjokull exhibits the greatest ice thickness of the three outlets, and

passes over an ice-fall only a few km from the terminus at -300 masl (Figure 5.3).

Additionally, a portion of Skalafellsjokull flows into the Heinabergsjokull tongue.

Heinabergsjokull consists of two main branches that merge to form the lower trunk
of the glacier. The northerly branch flows over a steep, high elevation (-1100 masl)

ice-fall, whereas the southerly branch passes over an ice-fall at slightly lower
elevation (Figure 5.3). Additionally, the Heinabergsjokull terminus currently calves
into a proglacial lake, thus complicating the relationship between recent terminus
fluctuations and climate. Lambatungnajokull exhibits the most even, and steeply

sloped surface (Figure 5.3). Of the three outlets, Heinabergsjokull and

Lambatungnajokull are confined valley glaciers, although Heinabergsjokull formerly
coalesced with Skalafellsjokull during the LIA to form a broad, piedmont lobe that
extended outwith the confines of its valley.

Prominent nested moraines are abundant in the forelands and ice marginal locations
at all sites. These moraines, located between -1.8 (Skalafellsjokull) and >2 km

(Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull) from the present-day ice margins, have
been dated to the LIA period using a combination of lichenometry and
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tephrochronology. The LIA maximum extent at Lambatungnajokull occurred

during the late 18th century (Bradwell et al. 2006), whereas the maxima at

Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull occurred during the early 19th century

(Chapters 2 and 3). Ethnographic data, the local historical record and Icelandic
literature supports these conclusions (see Chapter 6). Skalafellsjokull,

Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull have significantly retreated following the
termination of the LIA (~AD 1900), although they have undergone subsequent,

though smaller magnitude, short-term fluctuations over the past 100 years.

These three glaciers were selected for mass balance modeling because they reside in
the same climatic setting, such that they all would have experienced the same LIA
climate changes. Yet, they also include glaciers of various sizes and shapes, as well
as being topographically constrained in different ways, which implies that their
individual responses to the same given LIA climatic change may be slightly
different. Hence, mass balance modeling should help to reveal individual glacier
sensitivities as the LIA climate changed.

5.3 Methods

5.3.1 General approach

A positive degree-day model was used to create a reference mass balance profile of

Vatnajokull for the period AD 1930-1990. Although Icelandic glaciers increasingly
retreated from their LIA maxima between ~AD 1850-1960, changes in climate

during the mid-20th century caused subsequent re-advances following the 1960s.

However, glacier recession resumed by the 1990s (Johannesson and Sigurdsson

1998). Hence, the record of terminus fluctuations implies that at least between AD

1961-1990 Icelandic glaciers were close to an overall equilibrium (Johannesson

1997).

The positive degree-day model computes annual surface ablation based on averaged

monthly means of temperature (AD 1961-1990), and accumulation is subsequently
derived assuming that precipitation (averaged mean annual values from AD 1930-

1960) is distributed evenly throughout the year. The positive degree-day model

approach was chosen in preference to an energy balance model (c.f Oerlemans 1992;
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Fleming et al. 1997; Mackintosh et al. 2002) because the quantity and diversity
of meteorological observations that are required for energy balance modeling are not

readily available for the study area. Additionally, a model driven solely by

temperature and precipitation allows reconstruction of potential glacier net mass

balance based on the available long time series of recorded Iceland temperature and

precipitation that span -the last 100 years of the LIA.

5.3.2 Data input and preparation

A ground surface digital elevation model (DEM) of southeast Iceland which covers

Vatnajokull was provided by Landmaslingar Islands at an original grid resolution of
90 + 20 m (Figure 5.4). The DEM, which uses the Lambert Conformal Conic map

projection and coordinate system WGS-84, was subsequently resampled to a 1 km

grid resolution and hypsometric curves of the three outlet glaciers were produced

(Figure 5.5).

Temperature grids were downloaded from Vedurstofa Islands (http://www.vedur.is)
and consist of Iceland-wide mean, maximum and minimum monthly data averaged
for the period AD 1961-1990 (Figure 5.6). Grids were produced at 1 km resolution

using recorded temperature data that had undergone kriging from 84 manual and 31
automatic weather stations (Gylfadottir 2003). Kriging, a method of statistical

interpolation, uses all available data to evaluate the interpolated value at a chosen

point and weighs it according to the distance from the point of interpolation. The
network of weather stations used to create the temperature grids were located across

all parts of Iceland, with the only notable exceptions north of Vatnajokull, part of the
central highlands and at higher elevations in the far northeast and northwest of the

country. However, the stations covered a broad range of elevation, from nearly sea-

level to >1000 mask The error resulting from the modeled Iceland-wide grids is
±1°C (Gylfadottir 2003).
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Figure 5.4. DEM of Vatnajokull at 1 km resolution with 100 m contours and ice
divides displayed. An inset of the three outlet glaciers is also shown. Data from
Landmcelingar Islands. An outline of Vatnajokull available from LandSat 1994
imagery was digitised and overlain onto the output maps to show ice cap geometry.
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Figure 5.5. Hypsometric curves for the three glaciers studied. Skalafellsjokull
exhibits the most area at high elevation (73.3%; Lambatungnajokull = 69.8%;
Heinabergsjokull = 61.6%), whereas Heinabergsjokull has the most area at low
elevation (38.4%; Lambatungnajokull = 30.2%; Skalafellsjokull = 26.7%). The
regional ElA ~1100 masl is also shown (Bjdrnsson 1979).

Figure 5.6. Mean annual temperature (°C) AD 1960-1990 across Vatnajokull. Data
from Vedurstofa Islands.
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These grids contain an inherent temperature lapse rate because the data were

interpolated across the topographic ground surface. Because the grids were available
on a monthly-time-scale, the temperature lapse rate was directly calculated for each
month and averaged to derive an overall mean annual lapse rate (-7°C km"1; Figure
5.7). Evolution of the lapse rate throughout the year is associated with the seasonal
distribution of temperature in Iceland, as the coldest months occur during March and
sometimes April (Hanna et al. 2004), and exhibit the lowest lapse rates of -5.5 °C
km"1 during the warmest months, July and August (Figure 5.7).

Figure 5.7. Variation in annual temperature lapse rate across southeastern
Vatnajokull as calculated from the monthly grids. Lapse rates are greatest during
the coldest months, March andApril (~ -0.85°C per 100 masl), and lowest during the
summer months of July and August (~ -0.54°C per 100 masl). Differences between
mean annual lapse rates of Johannesson et al. (1995) and Adalgeirsdottir et al.
(2004) and this study are shown. Discrepancies result from the location and time
period in which lapse rates were calculated.

The official precipitation map of Iceland, which displays averaged mean annual

precipitation for the period AD 1930-1960, was also provided by Vedurstofa Islands
and used as the basis for creation of the input grid of precipitation. The official

precipitation map is based on data recorded from fewer weather stations than the

temperature grids, as less were in operation during the early 20th century.

Nevertheless, precipitation data was recorded at 42 weather stations widely spread
across Iceland including coastal and some interior locations, although data from the
central highlands are especially lacking. Station elevations range from 4 to 386 masl
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(Vedurstofa Islands 1962). Using topographic maps and calculated precipitation

gradients, measured precipitation values were interpolated across Iceland using the

premise that precipitation increases linearly with elevation (Jakhelln 1976). Surfer
was used to digitize the official map of mean annual precipitation and kriging

subsequently employed to create the input precipitation grid at 1 km resolution

(Figure 5.8). The error around the interpolated precipitation grid values compared to

the original measured mean annual precipitation at the weather stations in southeast
Iceland (AD 1930-1960) is within a few tens of millimetres.

0 5 10 20 30 40
1 ■ —■ —■ Kilometers

Figure 5.8. Mean annual precipitation (mm) AD 1930-1960 across Vatnajokull.
Data from Vedurstofa Islands.

Map projection, spatial extent and resolution of the climate grids were treated in the
same manner as the DEM using a combination of Erdas Imagine and ArcGIS. All

grids were converted into ascii-text files using Arclnfo to allow manipulation in the
Java-coded model.

5.3.3 Model implementation

The positive degree-day model used in this study was adapted from the approach
used by Le Brocq (2003) and coded in Java using Eclipse 3 with six different classes
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(Appendix 5.1). These classes first upload raster-type data files containing
temperature, precipitation and ground surface elevation data, then manipulate these
data in order to calculate annual net glacier mass balance and subsequently test its

sensitivity to particular parameters. Output data were written to ascii-text files and

converted into grids using Arclnfo. The model performs all calculations on a cell-by-
cell basis across a grid -18,837 km2 (Figure 5.9).

Figure 5.9. Conceptual diagram of the positive degree-day model design used in this
study. All calculations are performed across each cell of the modeling domain.
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5.3.3.1 Standard deviation calibration and calculation

An integral component of implementing the model is the calculation of the standard
deviation of daily temperature around the monthly mean. This provides a measure of
the overall monthly variability of temperature which affects the number of positive

degree-days, and thereby ablation.

Daily temperature data from weather stations Holar and Fagurholsmyri (Figure 5.1)
were obtained from Vedurstofa Islands for the period AD 1980-1990 to calculate the
standard deviation of daily temperature across southeast Iceland for each month.

Temperature data from both stations are strongly correlated (R~ = 0.7624, daily, and

0.9913, monthly), which indicates that data from both Holar and Fagurholsmyri can
be used for regression analysis. The standard deviation of daily data about the

monthly mean shows a sinusoidal variation for the decade (Figure 5.10). Monthly
standard deviation exhibits a strong linear relationship with mean monthly

temperature (Holar R2 = 0.6985, Fagurholsmyri R2 = 0.6228 and both stations R2 =
0.6587; Figure 5.11). This suggests that daily temperature variability increases

during the colder winter months and decreases during warmer summer months. The

regression relationship derived using daily data from both Holar and Fagurholsmyri
stations is:

mSD = -0.2019 * x + 3.4467 (2)

where mSD is the monthly standard deviation and x is the mean monthly temperature

(Figure 5.11). This value was then utilised to calibrate the monthly standard
deviation calculation in the model, and thereby to generate the expected standard
deviation for each monthly mean temperature across the modeling domain. This

generated value is subsequently used in the calculation of the positive degree-day
sum.
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Figure 5.10. Standard deviation (SD) of daily temperature (°C) around the monthly
means for Holar and Fagurhdlsmyri, southeast Iceland, during the years AD 1980-
1990. Data from Vedurstofa Islands. The standard deviation appears as a normal
distribution throughout the year, and this provides a measure the distribution of
temperature per annum.

Linear (H6lar)
■ Linear (Fagurhdlsmyri)

— — Linear (Both stations)

3 4 5 6 7

Mean monthly temperature (deg C)

(H6lar) y - -0.2172x + 3.5807
R2 . 0.6985

(Fagurhdlsmyri) y - -0.1854x + 3.3044
R2 - 0.6228

(Both stations) y - -0.2019x + 3.4467
R2 - 0.6587

• H6lar

■ Fagurhdlsmyri

Figure 5.11. Monthly standard deviation against mean monthly temperature for
Holar and Fagurhdlsmyri between AD 1980-1990. Increased temperature
variability occurs during the colder winter months, whereas the variability reduces
during warmer summer months.
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5.3.3.2 Monthly positive degree-day sum calculation and

tuning, and calculation ofmonthly ablation

To calculate the monthly positive degree-day sum, a probability distribution function
was first used to generate the number of days per month during which a given

monthly temperature, x, (-20°C to 20°C) would occur (Le Brocq 2003) as follows:

where $ = the standard deviation and v = the mean monthly temperature.

The positive degree-day sum was determined by adding the number of days each
month when the temperature > 0°C. As a test, the generated positive degree-day sum
was compared to the actual positive degree-day sum between AD 1980-1990 at the
Holar and Fagurholsmyri weather stations. The error around the generated positive

degree-day sum is ~0-5% (Figure 5.12).

Various thresholds between 0.1-5%, or specified limits on the probability of the
number of days per month in which a given temperature may occur, were also used
to tune the calculated positive degree-day sum. Imposed limits provide an

examination of whether calculated probabilities for extreme temperatures (e.g. very

high temperatures during winter, or very low temperatures during summer)

unrealistically influence the positive degree-day sum. Excluding the smallest 2-5%
of the calculated probabilities largely underestimates the positive degree-day sum

(leading to an underestimation of ablation), whilst limits of 1-0.1% reproduce the
actual number of positive degree-day days at the Holar and Fagurholsmyri weather
stations with error estimates -0-5% (Figure 5.12). Therefore, it appears that

applying a limit on the probability of the number of days per month in which a given

temperature may occur is unnecessary.

(3)
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Figure 5.12. Comparison of the generated and actual positive degree-day sums for
(a) Holar and (b) Fagurholsmyri weather stationsfor the period AD 1980-1990. The
1:1 line is also shown. Different limits on the probability of the number of days in a
month when a given temperature may occur were also examined ('probability limits'
or PL). Imposed limits provide an examination of whether calculated probabilities
for extreme temperatures (e.g. very high temperatures during winter, or very low
temperatures during summer) unrealistically influence the positive degree-day sum.
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The link between ablation and the positive degree-day sum is the degree-day
factor (Braithwaite 1995). The degree-day factor determines the amount of melt

across the glacier per degree of temperature per day. Although various values have

previously been calculated for different parts of Iceland (e.g. Satujokull, central
Iceland = 0.0077 mwe°C"1d"1; Johannesson et al. 1995), the degree-day factor

specifically derived for Vatnajokull (0.0053 mwe°C"1d"1; Adalgeirsdottir et al. 2004)
was used in this model. A separate degree-day factor of 0.00445 mwe°C"1d"1 for
snow surfaces above the ELA on Vatnajokull (ASalgeirsdottir et al. 2004) was

trialled in a separate run of the model as snow has a higher albedo compared to ice;
thus, the amount of melt above the ELA will be lower because snow absorbs less

incoming radiation.

Apart from the individual run incorporating both degree-day factors for snow and

ice, the model assumes spatial coherence in the degree-day factor across Vatnajokull,

although this is certainly a simplification of reality given the different climatic

gradients across the ice cap from the more mild and wet southeast to the cooler and
more arid northwest. The northwestern sector may require a higher degree-day
factor. Because the overall aim of this project was to produce a mass balance model
that was representative of the southeast sector, this added complexity was neglected.

The overall formula used to calculate monthly ablation is as follows:

An = PDD Sum * DDF (4)

where An is the total ablation over the time period n (days per month), PDD Sum is
the positive degree-day sum or cumulative air temperature above 0°C during the time

period n and DDF is the degree-day factor for ice (mwe°C~1d~1; Braithwaite 1995).

5.3.3.3 Monthly accumulation

Snowfall occurs at temperatures <1°C, hence accumulation is parameterized using a

1°C threshold below which precipitation falls as snow (Johannesson et al. 1995).
The probability distribution function was used to sum the number of days per month
when temperatures were low enough for snowfall to occur (-20°C to 1°C), and then

multiplied by 1/12th of mean annual precipitation to derive monthly accumulation.
This assumes that precipitation is distributed evenly throughout the year which is an
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oversimplification of reality. Examination of the monthly time-series from the
Holar and Fagurholsmyri weather stations for the period AD 1980-1990 indicates
that annual precipitation totals are comparable (-1700 mm), but monthly
distributions exhibit considerable variability from year to year. Monthly
distributions are multi-modal over the decade with the least or greatest amount of

precipitation occurring at any time of the year. Thus, due to the unpredictability of

monthly precipitation and to preserve simplicity, the aforementioned assumption was

included. This certainly imposes a limitation on the model at the monthly time-scale,
as it is likely that winter accumulation may be too low, whereas summer

accumulation may be too high. However, at the annual time-scale (on which the
overall model output is derived), these potential inaccuracies may balance and the

resulting annual net mass balance values may effectively represent reality.

5.3.3.4 Monthly net mass balance and annual sums

Monthly net mass balance was determined by subtracting monthly ablation from

monthly accumulation. Annual values for the positive degree-day sum, ablation,
accumulation and net mass balance (mwe a"1) were calculated by summing the values
for all months:

4*, (5)
annMBn = 2_iaccumulationm -ablationm

m=1

where annMB„ is the annual net mass balance and m is the month.

5.4 A best-fit reference mass balance model

Sixteen model runs were implemented with the adjustment of different parameters as

outlined in Table 5.1. The purpose was to determine which one best reproduced both
measured mass balance data from the late 1990s at Breidamerkurjokull

(Adalgeirsdottir 2003; Adalgeirsdottir et al. 2004), a larger, lobate outlet of southeast

Vatnajokull, and previously determined ELAs across Vatnajokull (Figure 5.13;

Bjornsson 1979; Bjornsson et al. 1998; 2002). The output of the best-fit model
becomes the reference mass balance surface upon which ensuing climatic and tephra
fallout experiments are superimposed, and from which the net mass balance
reconstruction and LIA maximum ELAs are derived (Figure 5.2).
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Table5.1.Positivedegree-daymassbalancemodelrunoutputcomparisons. AuthorGridData Resolutionperiod
(AD)

Rundescription
Degree-day factor (DDF)*

Standard deviationft

Probability threshold (%)

Annualmass balancerange forSEIceland (mwea'1)

Annualnetmass balanceforwestern Breidamerkurjokull terminus(mwea"1)
Summermass balancerange (mwea"')

Wintermass balancerange (mwea"1)

Thisstudy1km1930-60
(precip); 1961-90 (temp)

(1)calibratedSD; (2)&(3)seasonal separation

0.0053

tCalibrated
(y=-0.2019x +3.4467)

NA

(1)-9.7to3.1
(1)-8

(2)-7.6to3.9; (3)-7.8to2.9
(2)-1.5to4.2; (3)-1.6to3.9

(4),(5)&(6) degree-dayfactor sensitivities

(4)0.0053+ (5)0.0053-Vr, (6)0.0077

tCalibrated
(y=-0.2019x +3.4467)

NA

(4)-13.9to3.9; (5)-4.7to3.3; (6)-14.2to2.8
(4)-11 (5)-3.2 (6)-12

(7)&(8)calibrated w/Holaronly

0.0053

tCalibrated
(y=-0.2172x +3.5807)

(7)NA; (8)0.01

(7)-9.7to3; (8)-11to0.9

(9)double precipitation

0.0053

tCalibrated
(y=-0.2019x +3.4467)

NA

-9.4to6.6

-7.9

(10)&(11) adjustedlapserate -0.56°Cper100 masl;double precipitation

0.0053

tCalibrated
(y=-0.2019x +3.4467)

NA

(10)-11.5to3; (11)-11.2to6.4
(10)-8.4 (11)-7.6

(12)critical probability+ doubleprecipitation
0.0053

tCalibrated
(y =-0.2019x +3.4467)

0.001

-9.4to6.6

-7.1

(13)separationof DDFiceand DDFsnow

DDFice= 0.0053; DDFsnow= 0.00445

tCalibrated
(y =-0.2019x +3.4467)

NA

-9.7to3.2

-8

AOalgeirsdottir200m1993-2002
et.al(2004)

0.0053

NA

NA

Measured(and modeled)--10
to6

Measured(and modeled)--8

(2)Summer=Apr.toSept.;Winter=Oct.toMar.;(3)Summer
=MaytoOct.;

Winter=Nov.toApr.

*0.0053(ice)and0.00445(snow)fromAdalgeirsdottiret.al(2004);0.0077fromJohanessonetal.(1995) ffrombothoftheHolarandFagurholsmyriweatherstations(AD1980-1990) $fromonlytheHolarweatherstation(AD1980-1990)
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Figure 5.13. Reference mass balance surface simulated using the positive degree-
day model created in this study. Modeled regional ELAs across all sectors of the ice
cap, apart from Dyngjujokull, the surging lobe in the far northwestern corner, are
reasonably reproduced c.f measurements by Bjornsson (1979); Bjornsson et al.
(1998; 2002) and modeled mass balance values closely conform to those measured
at Breidamerkurjokull in the southeast (Adalgeirsdottir 2003; Adalgeirsdottir et al.
2004). An inset of the outlet glaciers, Skalafellsjbkull, Heinabergsjokull and
Lambatungnajokull, is also shown. The modeled ELAs (delineated by the white line
showing 0 mwe a'1 net mass balance) are lowest at Skalafellsjokull (-1010 masl) and
Heinabergsjokull (-1025 masl), and highest at Lambatungnajokull (-1060 masl).
However, the greatest amount ofablation (-7 mwe a1) occurs at Skalafellsjokull and
Heinabergsjokull because they currently terminate at a much lower elevation (-100
masl) than Lambatungnajokull (-4 mwe a'1; 424 masl).
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5.4.1 Reference mass balance surface and model verification
Overall, model run number 1 which includes the calibrated standard deviation from

the Holar and Fagurholsmyri weather stations best simulates the 'present-day' mass
balance surface, and this is verified by measured mass balance values and ELAs
across the ice cap. Firstly, model output extracted for locations of stake
measurements at Breidamerkurjokull during the late 1990s compares well with

previously measured mass balance data (Adalgeirsdottir 2003; Adalgeirsdottir et al.
2004; Figure 5.14; Table 5.1). Measured mass balance varied substantially during
the 1990s, although it appears that some inaccurate mass balance measurements

located between 500-800 masl may have been taken during AD 1996-1997 (Figure

5.14). The Breidamerkurjokull mass balance curve derived using model data
conforms most closely to the minimum range of the measurement envelope. The
main discrepancy between model-derived and measured mass balance data occurs at

600 masl, where it seems that the model underpredicts mass balance by

approximately 0.5 mwe a"1. The lack of measured mass balance at this elevation

precludes confirmation of this difference. If the model value at 600 masl was

removed from the figure, the curve follows the AD 1997-1998 trend (Figure 5.14).

Figure 5.14. Comparisons of
modeled mass balance for
different elevations on
Breidamerkurjokull with
actual mass balance
measurements taken in the
late 1990s. Apparent
agreement depicted in this
figure provides an indication
of model performance. After
Adalgeirsdottir (2003) p. 16

-8 -6 -4 -2
Mass Balance (in a-1)
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Secondly, modeled ELAs across the southeast sector of Vatnajokull are between
1000-1100 masl, and those across the northern and northwestern sectors of the ice

cap are located at 1200-1300 masl, values that match regional ELAs measured by

Bjornsson (1979) and Bjornsson et al. (1998; 2002). The exception is at

Dyngjujokull (far northwestern lobe; Figure 5.13) where the modeled ELA is, in
some locations, up to 250 masl too high. Areas to the north and northwest of

Vatnajokull were not adequately covered by precipitation stations; here the potential
inaccuracies of the input precipitation grid may have rendered the modeled
accumulation too low for this sector of the ice cap, thus underestimating mass

balance and causing the modeled ELA across northwest Vatnajokull to be too high.

Thirdly, according to the model, Vatnajokull's overall accumulation area ratio, or
AAR, is 0.6 which matches calculations derived by Bjornsson et al. (2002) and

Ruyter de Wildt et al. (2003) and is indicative of steady-state mass balance (c.f
Porter 1975).

The largest mismatch between the reference mass balance model and empirical
measurements is the discrepancy between modeled maximum accumulation of -3.1
mwe a"1 and that of -6 mwe a"1 measured by ASalgeirsdottir (2003) and

ASalgeirsdottir et al. (2004) at the summit of Oraefi (Figure 5.13). The underlying
reason for this is that -4000 mm a"1 was the maximum precipitation value on the
official map of Iceland when creating the input precipitation grid for the model.
Hence, modeled maximum accumulation at the highest elevations on the ice cap

(>2000 masl) could never be as high as that measured by ASalgeirsdottir et al. (2004)

during the late 20th and early 21st centuries. Despite the possible underestimation of

high altitude mass balance, the modeled mass balance from at least 100-1300 masl
fits that measured at BreiSamerkurjokull. The highest elevation of the glaciers

specifically investigated in this study, Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull and

Lambatungnajokull, are -1500 masl, and thus only modeled mass balance >1300
masl is likely underpredicted due to the input precipitation grid values.

Another reason for the mismatch is that the positive degree-day model utilises input
climate data that spans the period AD 1930-1990, whereas the mass balance
measurements listed in ASalgeirsdottir (2003) and ASalgeirsdottir et al. (2004) were
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taken AD 1993-2002. The latter period is one in which both winter balance and

glacier mass turnover increased across the Northern Hemisphere (Meier et al. 2003).
For example, northern and western sectors of Vatnajokull, as well as the interior ice

cap, Hofsjokull, experienced predominantly positive mass balances during the late
1980s and early 1990s associated with increased winter precipitation and a warming
trend (Einarsson 1991; Dowdeswell et al. 1997). In Iceland, cold years are generally
associated with high pressure and decreased precipitation (e.g. -AD 1940-1950, the
late 1960s-mid-1970s, and -AD 1980-1990), and warm, wet years are associated
with low pressure (e.g. -AD 1991-2002; Hanna et al. 2004). Therefore, more

frequent cooler and drier years that characterised a significant proportion of the input
data used in the degree-day model may help to explain the overall lower modeled
maximum accumulation compared to the measurements taken during the late 20th -
early 21st centuries. Therefore, although modeled mass balance is not absolutely

comparable with measured mass balance (i.e. because the two date from different
time periods), the evidence presented above does provide a strong indication of
model performance. This indicates that the model may be used to satisfactorily
examine overall trends in mass balance between the three glaciers, although absolute
values can not be calculated.

5.4.1.1 Modeled net mass balance and ELAs at Skalafellsjokull,

Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull

Using ArcGIS, net mass balance was calculated for the reference mass balance model
run at each of Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull.
Associated ELAs were also determined by extraction of paired mass balance and
elevation values along each glacier centreline.

The overall mass balance range at Skalafellsjokull is -7 to 2.3 mwe a"1 (Table 5.2),
and the calculated net mass balance is 0.25 mwe a"1. The high elevation
accumulation area of Skalafellsjokull is extensive (-86 km2), and about half of the
total length of the glacier (-27 km) lies above the 1010 masl modeled ELA (Figures

5.3, 5.13). Both Skalafellsjokull's reference net mass balance and calculated AAR of
0.69 implies that the glacier is close to an overall steady mass balance state (c.f
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Porter 1975). Such an interpretation is reasonable according to the record of
terminus fluctuations at the glacier AD 1961-1990 (c.f. Johannesson 1997) given that
the glacier terminus stopped retreating during the mid-1960s and underwent advance
sometime between AD 1968-1984, with an additional advance of 80 m by AD 1995

(Sigurdsson 1998; 2002). Since then, the glacier has undergone little change in
extent.

Similarly to Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull's mass balance range is -7 to 2.3 mwe

a"1 (Table 5.2), although its calculated net mass balance is slightly negative at -0.11
mwe a"1. The accumulation area of the glacier is marginally higher on the plateau of
the ice cap than Skalafellsjokull, although its accumulation area is substantially
smaller (57 km"). The average ELA at Heinabergsjokull is approximately the same

as at Skalafellsjokull (1025 masl), although when separated, the ELA of the southern
branch of the glacier is 1010 masl, whilst the ELA at the northern branch is located at

1040 masl (Figure 5.13). About half of the total length of the glacier (-24 km) also
lies above the modeled ELA (Figures 5.3, 5.13). Recorded terminus fluctuations AD
1961-1990 at Heinabergsjokull are comparable to Skalafellsjokull but of lesser

amplitude (see Figure 1.13; Sigurdsson 1998; 2002) which, along with the calculated
net mass balance, suggests that the glacier is close to a steady-state (c.f Johannesson

1997). This is supported by a calculated AAR of 0.66 (c.f Porter 1975; Table 5.2).

Lambatungnajokull's mass balance range is - -4 mwe a"1 at -420 masl to 1.3 mwe a"1
at -1450 masl, and its calculated net mass balance is -0.08 mwe a"1 (Table 5.2). The

overall lower ablation at the terminus of Lambatungnajokull is due to its snout

residing at higher elevation than the other two outlets (-100 masl). Its accumulation
area is the smallest of the three glaciers (-19 km2), and Lambatungnajokull's
modeled ELA at -1060 masl is located -5 km from the ice divide (Figures 5.3, 5.13).
The record of terminus fluctuations at Lambatungnajokull between AD 1961-1990

(Bradwell 2001a), in addition to its calculated net mass balance and AAR (0.66), also

implies that the glacier is in approximately a steady-state (c.f. Porter 1975;
Johannesson 1997).
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Table 5.2. Key characteristics ofSkalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjbku.il and
Lambatungnajokull used in this study compared to previous studies, and pertinen t
predictions of the positive degree-day mass balance model.
Glacier Dimension This study Measured value*

Skdlafellsjokull SigurQsson (1998)
Location 64° 16' N, 15° 40' W 64° 16' N, 15° 40' W
Surface area (km2) 125.4 -100

Length along flow line (km) -27 -25
Terminus elevation (masl) 102 60
Maximum elevation (masl) 1507 1480
Surface gradient (masl km"') 51.5 NA

Model prediction Mass balance range (mwe a"') -7 to 2.3 NA
Model prediction Net mass balance (mwe a"1) 0.25 NA
Model prediction ELA (masl) 1010 1 loot

Accumulation area (km2) 86.3 NA
Model prediction AAR 0.69 NA

Heinabergsjokull SigurSsson (1998)
Location 64° 17' N, 15° 40' W 64° 17' N, 15° 40' W
Surface area (km2) 82.8 -85

Length along flow line (km) -24 -25
Terminus elevation (masl) 101 60
Maximum elevation (masl) 1521 1520
Surface gradient (masl km"') 58.8 NA

Model prediction Mass balance range (mwe a"1) -7 to 2.3 NA
Model prediction Net mass balance (mwe a"1) -0.11 NA
Model prediction ELA (masl) 1025 1 lOOf

Accumulation area (km2) 57 NA
Model prediction AAR 0.66 NA

Lambatungnajokull Bradwell (2001a)
Location 64° 29' N, 15° 17' W 64° 29' N, 15° 17' W
Surface area (km2) 29.7 -23

Length along flow line (km) -13 14.7
Terminus elevation (masl) 424 350
Maximum elevation (masl) 1438 1488
Surface gradient (masl km"1) 85.7 NA

Model prediction Mass balance range (mwe a"1) -4 to 1.3 NA
Model prediction Net mass balance (mwe a"1) -0.08 NA
Model prediction ELA (masl) 1060 1000(1 loot)

Accumulation area (km2) 18.7 13.6
Model prediction AAR 0.66 NA

*Based on aerial photo interpretation (1982) and 1:50,000 maps (AD 1945-46)

fBjornsson (1979)
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5.4.2 Reference mass balance sensitivity

5.4.2.1 Sensitivity to degree-day factors

Sensitivity of the reference mass balance surface was tested by varying the degree-

day factor (Table 5.1). Increasing the degree-day factor by 50% enhances ablation

by -40%, whereas decreasing the degree-day factor by 50% reduces ablation by
-50%. As a result, the ELA at all three glaciers shift either -200 m higher or -300-
400 m lower than the reference profile (Figure 5.15). Application of the degree-day
factor derived by Johannesson et al. (1995) for Saturjokull (0.0077 mwe°C~'d~1) was
also tried since it has recently been used by Flowers et al. (2005) for modeling

Vatnajokull mass balance. The resulting change in mass balance and position of the
EFAs was similar to the addition of +50% onto the original degree-day factor, and as

such, also overestimates melt. Johannesson et al.'s (1995) degree-day factor was
derived for an ice cap, Hofsjokull, in central Iceland using daily temperature records
under a colder and drier climatic regime than southeast Iceland, thus requiring a

higher degree-day factor to melt the glacier which indicates that it is not necessarily
transferable to Vatnajokull. Finally, applying a spatial separation of degree-day
factors above and below the EFA (i.e. using a separate degree-day factor for snow

c.f. ASalgeirsdottir et al. 2004) only increased accumulation by 100 cm at all three
outlets (Table 5.1), although the EEAs remained in the same positions (Figure 5.15).
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Figure5.15.Modeledannualmassbalancecurvesalongtheglacier centrelinesusingdifferentdegree-dayfactors(DDF)for(a) Skalafellsjokull,(b)Heinabergsjokulland(c)Lambatungnajokull.The redcurveshowsthemassbalancedistributionderivedfromthe referencemassbalancesurface.Thismodeledmassbalancecurve closelyapproximatesthemeasuredregionalELAof-1100maslby Bjo
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5.4.2.2 Sensitivity to temperature lapse rates

The temperature lapse rate inherited from the input temperature grids used in this

model, averaged over one year, is -7°C km"1 (Figure 5.7). Thus, the lapse rate

implicitly used in this study is 20% steeper than the best-fit -5.6°C km"1 lapse rate

determined by Johannesson et al. (1995) for Satujokull (central Iceland) and used by

ASalgeirsdottir et al. (2004) to model mass balance for southern/southeastern

Vatnajokull (Figure 5.7). Other temperature lapse rates have also been determined at

various locations for spring/summer seasons on the ice cap: -5.8°C km"1 at

Breidamerkurjbkull (May-September; de Ruyter de Wildt et al. 2003); and -6.3 to -

6.9°C km"1 at Lambatungnajokull (May - July; Bradwell 2001a). This suggests that

applying seasonal versus annual lapse rates and lapse rates derived for different
locations may significantly change the modeled mass balance values.

Model sensitivity to 'warmer air masses' moving across southeast Iceland was tested

by applying the lapse rate used by ASalgeirsdottir et al. (2004). Using the general
rule that warmer conditions are also wetter (Stotter et al. 1999), precipitation was

doubled in the model during a separate run (Table 5.1). The application of a lower

lapse rate on its own did not significantly change the location of the ELA at

Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull (Figure 5.16). The net

mass balance at these outlets using a different lapse rate is also similar to that

depicted in the reference mass balance surface and is within 0.2 to 0.3 mwe a"1 of the
reference net mass balance at all three glaciers. Hence, mass balance does not seem
to be very sensitive to change in temperature lapse rate. In contrast, the application
of a reduced lapse rate and doubled precipitation lowers the ELA at all three glaciers

by 285-450 m (Figure 5.16). This leads to a considerable difference of modeled net

mass balance (2.2 to 2.3 mwe a"1 greater than the reference net mass balance at all
three glaciers).

Overall, the reference mass balance appears to be more sensitive to the choice of

degree-day factor rather to than temperature lapse rate, as alteration of the former
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parameter causes the ELA at all three outlet glaciers to vary by hundreds of

meters, whereas variation of the latter induces changes of tens of metres.

5.4.3 Summary ofmodel performance

Vatnajokull's size, orography and maritime location induces variation of both ELA
and mass balance gradients across different sectors of the ice cap (Flowers et al.

2005). The positive degree-day model used in this study oversimplifies this

variability, especially in terms of using a spatially coherent degree-day factor across
the entire of Vatnajokull. Moreover, the potential propagation of errors through the
model from the input DEM, temperature and precipitation grids implies that the
modeled mass balance is underestimated, particularly as the maximum accumulation
was based on maximum precipitation values that may be up to 2 mwe a"1 lower than
measured during the late 20th - early 21st centuries at the highest elevations on

Vatnajokull. However, the focus of this study is on the development of an

appropriate reference mass balance surface for the southeastern sector, particularly

Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull where the model
simulates conditions best. In this light, the mass balance model is sufficient to be
used as an initial and satisfactory explanatory tool (c.f Hindmarsh 1993).

Thus, it is promising that the model closely reproduces the mass balance
measurements at BreiSamerkurjokull c.f. Adalgeirsdottir (2003) and ASalgeirsdottir
et al. (2004) and ELAs that agree with observations (Bjornsson 1979; Bjornsson et

al. 1998). At best, models can be confirmed by matching observational data that are
not used to calibrate model parameters, and the more such data agree with model

predictions, the greater the confidence that can be placed in the model (van der Veen

2002). Verification of the model output against the Breidamerkurjokull
measurements indicates that, although absolute hindcasting of glacier mass balance

changes through the end of the LIA can not be undertaken, they may be confidently
viewed as overall trends.
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Figure5.16.Modeledannualmassbalancecurvesalongtheglacier centrelinesfordifferenttemperaturelapserateswithandwithout accompanyingcombinationsofprecipitationat(a)Skalafellsjokull, (b)Heinabergsjokulland(c)Lambatungnajokull.Theredcurve displaysthemassbalancedistributionderivedusingtheoriginal implicitmeanannualtemperaturelapserateof-0.7°Cper100masl. Utilisationofalapserateusedinpreviousmassbalancemodeling studiesofVantajokulldoesnot,onitsown,inducelargeshiftsinthe ELA.However,usingtheprinciplethatwarmertemperatures(and hencelowerlapserates)areassociatedwithwetterconditions, precipitationwasalsovariedinconjunction.Thisscenarioinduces theELAsofallthreeoutletstodescendsubstantially.
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5.5 Model experiments

Once the reference mass balance surface was established, the sensitivities of

Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull to climate change and

tephra cover were investigated. Experiments were run by altering input climate data
or manipulating particular parameters to investigate resulting mass balance response.

These experiments included both prescribed climate changes and 'real-time'

snapshots deduced from the instrumental record, as well as simulation of a tephra
cover on the ice cap surface.

5.5.1 Prescribed climate changes

Experiments were designed to test the relative influence of temperature and

precipitation changes on individual glacier mass balance. Instrumental records for
the period AD 1873-2004 from Teigarhorn (eastern Iceland) and Stykkisholmur

(western Iceland; Figure 5.1) were examined to determine the interannual variability
in temperature (both stations) and precipitation (Teigarhorn only). Temperature is

strongly correlated between the two stations (r2- 0.8118; Figure 5.17), whilst

precipitation is not. Therefore, only the temperature series from Teigarhorn can be
reconstructed back to AD 1823 on the basis of the Stykkisholmur series (Figure

5.18). The Teigarhorn series shows that, at the interannual time-scale, the coldest

temperature corresponds to a ~2.7°C decline between AD 1880-1881, and the highest

temperature corresponds to a ~2.2°C rise between AD 1892-1893. Precipitation also
increased -95% between AD 1952-1953 and reduced -51% between AD 1948-1949.

Thus, a 'climatic envelope' of change was constructed using stepped intervals from -

3 to +2.5°C and -50 to +100% precipitation and subsequently superimposed

homogenously onto the input climate files in transient runs of the positive degree-day
model.
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Figure 5.17. Correlation between Stykkisholmur and Teigarhorn recorded
temperature (AD 1873-2004). Data available from Vedurstofa Islands.

Figure 5.18. Teigarhorn instrumental temperature (AD 1823-2004) and
precipitation record (AD 1873-2004). The Teigarhorn temperature series is
reconstructed < AD 1873 using the equation y = 0.9926 * x + 0.1257 which was
derived from the correlation between the Stykkisholmur and Teigarhorn records (AD
1873-2004) shown in Figure 5.17. A ten year running mean is demarcated by the
thick black line for both series. After a cold late 19th century, temperature abruptly
increased during the 1920s, and this demarcates the end of the L1A period. The
precipitation curve, although variable, generally follows the temperature curve, such
that warmer periods are wetter and colder periods are drier.
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Temperature change

Figure 5.19. Deviations from mean specific net mass balance (NMB) at
Skalafellsjokull (SJ), Heinabergsjokull (HJ) and Lambatungnajokull (U) for applied
temperature changes. Increased net mass balance is greatest at Skalafellsjokull for a
maximum temperature decline of -3°C, whereas increases in net mass balance for
Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull are of lesser, though similar, magnitude.
However, for a maximum temperature increase (+2.5°C), Skalafellsjokull responds
the least, and Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull appear most sensitive to
warmer temperatures.

Stepped changes, holding either variable constant, and resulting changes in mean

specific net mass balance and associated ELAs at Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull
and Lambatungnajokull are summarised in Table 5.3. More specifically, for a

maximum reduction in temperature (-3°C, run 1), the net mass balances become

positive at all three glaciers and increases by -1.5 to 2 mwe a"1 (Figure 5.19) whilst
the ELAs correspondingly descend between 385-550 m (Figure 5.20). The greatest

change in mass balance when the climate is cooled occurs at Skalafellsjokull, whilst

changes at Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull are of lesser though similar

magnitude (e.g. run 1 - mean specific net mass balance rises to -2 mwe a"1 for a

maximum temperature decline of -3°C). For a maximum temperature increase

(+2.5°C, run 11), net mass balances become negative and reduce between - -2 to -2.5
mwe a"1 (Figure 5.19), whilst the ELAs correspondingly rise by -400 m

(Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull). However, the entirety of

Lambatungnajokull lies in the ablation zone for this scenario (Figure 5.20). For a

maximum increase in precipitation (+100%, run 12), glacier net mass balances
increase by -2.5 mwe a"1 (Figure 5.21), whilst ELAs at Skalafellsjokull and
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Table 5.3. Positive degree-day mass balance model output for different climate
experiments.
Run Climate changes Skalafellsjokull - Heinabergsjokull - Lambatungnajokull -

net mass balance net mass balance net mass balance

(mwe a"1) & new (mwe a"1) & new ELA (mwe a"1) & new ELA
ELA (masl) (masl)* (masl)

Reference annual 0.25 (1010) -0.11 (1025) -0.08(1060)
mass balance surface

1 -3°C 2.11 (460) 1.81 (630) 1.83 (670)
2 -2.5°C 1.87(610) 1.56 (690) 1.58 (760)
3 -2°C 1.61 (700) 1.28 (800) 1.30 (830)
4 -1.5°C 1.31 (750) 0.98 (900) 1.00 (880)
5 -1°C 0.99 (850) 0.64 (1000) 0.67 (920)
6 -0.5°C 0.64 (920) 0.28 (1025) 0.30 (960)
7 +0.5°C -0.16(1070) -0.53 (1140) -0.50(1130)
8 +1°C -0.60(1150) -0.98 (1230) -0.94(1220)
9 +1.5°C -1.06 (1220) -1.46 (1260) -1.41 (1300)
10 +2°C -1.56(1280) -1.97 (1320) -1.90(1390)
11 +2.5°C -2.08 (1380) -2.50 (1380) -2.42 (X*)
12 + 100% precipitation 2.95 (705) 2.58 (830) 2.44 (770)
13 +75% precipitation 2.28 (750) 1.90 (930) 1.81 (840)
14 +50% precipitation 1.60 (830) 1.23 (980) 1.18 (880)
15 +25% precipitation 0.93 (910) 0.56(10250) 0.55 (940)
16 -25% precipitation -0.42 (1140) -0.78 (1260) -0.72(1180)
17 -50% precipitation -1.10(1310) -1.45 (1360) -1.3 (Xt)
18 AD 1949 (-0.7°C; - -0.66 (1210) -1.00 (1280) -0.89 (1280)

50.7% precipitation)
19 AD 1876 (-1.1°C; - 0.17 (1000) -0.16 (1100) -0.09 (1050)

30.3% precipitation)
20 AD 1885 (-1.5°C; - 0.25 (980) -0.07 (1090) 0.01 (990)

35.5% precipitation)
21 AD 1892 (-2.1°C; - 0.51 (900) 0.20 (1040) 0.28 (950)

37.3% precipitation)
22 AD 1881 (-2.7°C; 2.52 (440) 2.21 (610) 2.20 (600)

+17.5% precipitation)
23 AD 1937 (+0.5°C; 1.58 (850) 1.20 (970) 1.12(980)

+66.8% precipitation)
24 AD 1953 (+1.1°C; 1.66 (880) 1.27 (990) 1.17 (910)

+95.2% precipitation)
25 AD 1908 (+1.5°C; 0.56 (1000) 0.16(1090) 0.11 (990)

+68.1% precipitation)
26 AD 1875 (+2°C; -0.57 (1130) -0.98 (1230) -0.97 (1200)

+43.6% precipitation)
27 AD 1893 (+2.2°C; -1.29(1250) -1.70(1290) -1.66 (1320)

+21.4% precipitation)
*Mean ELA ofboth branches for Heinabergsjokull.
fMass balance negative across all glacier length.
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Figure5.20.Modeledannualmassbalancecurvesalongtheglacier centrelinesforappliedchangesintemperatureat(a)Skalafellsjokull,(b) Heinabergsjokulland(c)Lambatungnajokull.Thescaleofablation changesisgreateratthesnoutsofSkalafellsjokullandHeinabergsjokull thanLambatungnajokullbecausetheterminioftheformerarefoundat lowerelevation.However,duetoitshypsometry,LambatungnajokulVs entirelengthislocatedintheablationzoneforamaximumincreasein temperatureof+2.5°C.
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Lambatungnajokull lower by -300 m and Heinabergsjokull's descends -200 m

(Figure 5.22). For a halving of precipitation (-50%, run 17), net mass balances
become negative and reduces by - -1 to -1.5 mwe a"1 (Figure 5.21), whilst the ELAs

correspondingly rise -300 m (Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull). Again, the

entirety of Lambatungnajokull lies in the ablation zone for a maximum reduction in

precipitation (Figure 5.22).

Precipitation change

Figure 5.21. Deviations from mean specific net mass balance (NMB) at
Skalafellsjokull (SJ), Heinabergsjokull (HJ) and Lambatungnajokull (U) for applied
precipitation changes. Increased net mass balance is greatest at Skalafellsjokull for
a maximum precipitation increase (+100%), whereas increases in net mass balance
for Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull are of similar, though lesser,
magnitude. However, for a maximum precipitation reduction (-50%),
Skdlafellsjbkull responds the least, and Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull
appear most sensitive to drier climates.
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Figure5.22.Modeledannualmassbalancecurvesalongtheglacier centrelinesforappliedchangesinprecipitationat(a)Skalafellsjokull, (b)Heinabergsjokulland(c)Lambatungnajokull.Thescaleof accumulationchangesisgreaterintheaccumulationareasof SkalafellsjokullandHeinabergsjokullthanLambatungnajokull becausethemaximumelevationsoftheformerarehigherthanthe latter.TheentiretyofLambatungnajokullislocatedintheablation zoneforamaximumreductioninprecipitation.
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According to the summary presented in Table 5.3, a -3°C temperature reduction
has the same effect on net mass balance at all three glaciers as does a +75% increase
in precipitation, and a +1.5°C increase in temperature has a similar effect on net mass

balance as does a -50% precipitation reduction. Individual hypsometries of the
different glaciers appear to account for the different mass balance sensitivities in
relation to the prescribed climate changes. Approximately 73% of Skalafellsjokull
lies in the accumulation area which allows greater accumulation at higher elevation
in wetter or colder conditions, whereas nearly 40% of Heinabergsjokull lies in the
ablation zone indicating a larger area is prone to melting when the climate is warm.

Lambatungnajokull's overall smaller size and higher ELA render its mass balance

particularly sensitive to a 'hypsometric threshold,' as it entirely disappears under

very warm or dry conditions.

5.5.2 Instrumental record climate snapshots

Snapshots of the combined influence of temperature and precipitation on glacier
mass balance were extracted based on interannual climate variability derived from
the Teigarhorn time series between AD 1823-2004 (Figure 5.23). The rationale of
this experiment was to examine the way in which real climatic variability may have
affected glacier mass balance at Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull and

Lambatungnajokull during years of extreme temperature and precipitation.

For approximately the same net mass balance value as that deduced from the
reference mass balance profile, ELAs derived for the snapshot years may be higher
or lower than the reference EEAs dependent upon the ambient climatic regime

(Table 5.3). For example, Skalafellsjokull's net mass balance in AD 1885 is 0.25
mwe a"1 which is the same as that calculated from the best-fit mass balance model,

yet the associated ELA is 30 m lower than the reference (Figure 5.23). The climate

snapshot during AD 1885 involved a temperature decrease of -1.5°C and a

precipitation reduction of -35.5% (Table 5.3). Thus, it appears that, as long as it is
cold, even a substantial reduction in precipitation does not preclude a positive net

mass balance at Skalafellsjokull. The same is not true for Heinabergsjokull. For a

calculated net mass balance value of -0.07 mwe a"1 in AD 1885 which is similar to

the reference value (-0.11 mwe a"1), the corresponding ELA ascended 65 m above
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the reference (Figure 5.23). This demonstrates that colder temperatures may not

always offset the impact of reduced precipitation on Heinabergsjokull's net mass

balance. The trends in Lambatungnajokull's mass balance and corresponding ELAs

closely follow the pattern derived for Heinabergsjokull (Figure 5.23).

Figure 5.23. Snapshots of calculated net mass balance (NMB) at Skalafellsjokull
(SJ), Heinabergsjokull (HJ) and Lambatungnajokull (LJ) corresponding to
interannual climatic changes (i.e. temperature and precipitation together) apparent
in the Teigarhorn instrumental time series. Skalafellsjbkull is less sensitive to
change than the others, as its mass balance may remain positive in years when the
mass balance at Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajbkull are negative.

Overall, the experiment using real, interannual changes derived from the Teigarhorn
time series demonstrates that the interplay of both temperature and precipitation
affects net mass balance at Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull more than at

Skalafellsjbkull. This conclusion supports the view that Skalafellsjbkull is generally
the most 'secure' of the three outlet glaciers under any of the given climatic
conditions during the snapshot years, as its mass balance tends to remains positive

during years when the mass balance at Fleinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajbkull

may become negative, such as in AD 1876 and 1885 (Figure 5.23; Table 5.3). It also

appears that glacier mass balance in southeast Iceland is primarily governed by

temperature due to the maritime nature of the climate, such that any slight change in

temperature will largely affect the amount of precipitation falling either as snow

(colder conditions) or rain (warmer conditions), and that glacier hypsometry
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moderates the effect of a given climatic change. Moreover, it is clear from

Figure 5.24 that very different climatic regimes can induce similar ELA positions at

all three glaciers, and that using migration of ELAs alone to indicate the mass

balance state of a glacier may be misleading. For instance, cooler and dry conditions
in AD 1876 and 1885, and mild and very wet conditions in AD 1908 (Table 5.3),

produce ELAs that are approximately the same at the different glaciers, despite
different temperature and precipitation patterns. However it is worth reiterating that
these temporal ELA snapshots are derived using only one year of interannual

changes calculated from the temperature and precipitation records, hence it would be

expected that the cumulative impact of longer-term (e.g. decadal) mass balance and
climate trends would override any potential implications arising from these examples
of annual shifts in the ELA, especially in terms of terminus variations.

Figure 5.24. Comparison of the modeled ELAs for the instrumental climate record
snapshots and associated climatic regimes. Reference ELAs are shown by the
coloured, hashed lines for each glacier. Note that similar ELAs may be producedfor
different temperature and precipitation scenarios. However, it is noteworthy that
these ELA examples are shown using only one year of interannual climate data, and
it is the longer-term trends in mass balance, migration of ELAs and changes in
climate that would be of significance when linked to fluctuations of the glacier
termini.
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5.5.3 Tephra cover simulations

Although the combination of lichenometry and tephrochronology has narrowed the
window regarding the timing of LIA maximum advances at Skalafellsjokull,

Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull to the late 18th and early 19th centuries

(Chapters 2 and 3; Bradwell et al. 2006), decadal-scale dating resolution is unlikely
to distinguish between sub-decadal tephra-induced and longer-term climatically
controlled glacier advances. Nonetheless, frequent tephra deposition onto the outlet

glaciers may have at least temporarily affected mass balance response to LIA climate

change.

Coarse black tephra (>1 mm particle diameter) from the Grimsvotn eruption in AD
1873 occurs as a widespread layer -0.5 to 2.5 cm thick across southeast Iceland (see
Section 3.2). The deposition of this layer (G1873) was simulated by assuming that

manipulation of the degree-day factor in the model would correspond to the variation
of tephra thickness over time (Table 5.4), as ablation is predominantly affected by

tephra deposition onto a glacier. Snow melts more rapidly than ice for a given tephra
thickness, thus the degree-day factor above and below the ELA was adjusted

individually. Key tephra thicknesses include the critical thickness or the point at

which tephra cover changes from an insulator to an agent of enhanced melting (firn =

2.4 cm; ice = 0.6 cm), and the effective thickness or the thickness below which
ablation is maximized (firn = 0.3 cm; ice = 0.2 cm; Kirkbride and Dugmore 2003).

The model was run over eight years, and G1873 was set to 2.5 cm (maximum
thickness found in the study area) in 'year 1,' thus reaching well-over the critical
thickness above and below the ELA, and according to the assumption that tephra is

deposited evenly across the entire length of the glaciers. As of 'year 2,' snowfall

effectively buries the tephra layer above the ELA and has negligible impact in

subsequent years. The model also assumes that the initial G1873 thickness was

reduced according to melt rates measured at Gfgjokull, southern Iceland (Kirkbride
and Dugmore 2003, p. 421), for each successive year to replicate the homogenous
removal of tephra across all ablation areas by supraglacial meltwater (Table 5.4).
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Table5.4.Positivedegree-daymassbalancemodeloutputforthetephracoverexperiment. Year*

G1873 thickness (cm)

Appliedchanges(degree-dayfactor;DDF)
Skalafellsjokull-net massbalance(mwea'1)& newELA(masl)

Heinabergsjokull-net massbalance(mwea"1)& newELA(masl)$

Lambatungnajokull-net massbalance(mwea"1)& newELA(masl)

Referenceannualmassbalancesurface
0.25(1010)

-0.11(1025)

-0.08(1060)

1

2.5

DDF-3%aboveELA;DDF-65%belowELA
1.82(470)

1.68(560)

1.59(540)

2

1.23

DDFaboveELA;DDF-45%belowELA
1.36(740)

1.16(810)

1.10(760)

3

0.6

DDFaboveELA;DDF-10%belowELA
0.48(980)

0.15(980)

0.16(1000)

4t

0.3

DDFaboveELA;DDF+20%belowELA
-0.25(1090)

-0.69(1090)

-0.62(1130)

5t

0.2

DDFaboveELA;DDF+35%belowELA
-0.62(1150)

-1.11(1170)

-1.10(1205)

6

0.1

DDFaboveELA;DDF+35%belowELA
-0.62(1150)

-1.11(1170)

-1.10(1205)

7

0.05

DDFaboveELA;DDF+25%belowELA
-0.35(1090)

-0.80(1090)

-0.72(1130)

8

0.03

DDFaboveELA;DDF+10%belowELA
0.02(1030)

-0.37(1060)

-0.33(1080)

*Inyear1,Grimsvotn1873tephracoverissetat2.5cmthicknessacrosstheentireglacier.Inyear2,snowfallabovetheELAburiesthetephralayer,whereasbelowthe ELA,tephracoverreducesby50%eachsuccessiveyear.Thus,byyear8,tephracoverisonly0.03cmthickintheablationarea. jAfteryear3,thetephracoversurpassesitscriticalthicknessintheablationarea,andconsequently,changesfromaninsulatortoanagentofenhancedmelting.Byyear5, thetephracoverreachesitseffectivethicknesswhichcausesablationtobeatitsmaximum. tMeanELAofbothbranchesforHeinabergsjokull.
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In reality, once the tephra cover becomes thin and discontinuous, it may persist
for several decades before being completely removed (Kirkbride and Dugmore

2003). Furthermore, the ablation rate for glaciers in southeast Iceland under a

supraglacial mantle of tephra may be different to that where ablation rates were

measured (southern Iceland) due to potentially varying physical and thermal

properties of tephra from different sources (e.g. Hekla versus Grfmsvotn), and
differences in meteorological conditions (e.g. temperature, humidity, short- and long¬
wave radiation; c.f. Nakawo and Rana 1999). Hence, the model experiment
undertaken here only provides an initial insight into how tephra cover and mass

balance may be linked.

Insulation provided by the G1873 cover during the first year after deposition shows
an increase in net mass balance of -1.5 mwe a"1 at all three outlets and a

corresponding descent of -500 m of the ELA at Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull
and Lambatungnajokull (Table 5.4; Figure 5.25). This indicates that a tephra cover

of 2.5 cm initially offers an efficient barrier to melt. As tephra cover thins, though
still above the critical thickness in the ablation area, insulation begins to lose its

effectiveness, and the glacier's net mass balance reduces, whilst the associated ELAs
rise. Skalafellsjokull's net mass balance and migration of the ELA appears to

recover more slowly to its original state than the others when the tephra cover is

greater than its critical thickness (Figure 5.25).

After year 3, the tephra cover surpasses its critical thickness in the ablation area, and

consequently, changes from an insulator to an agent of enhanced melting. Thus, the

remaining G1873 tephra cover begins to rapidly enhance melt, and by year 5, the

tephra cover reaches its effective thickness which causes ablation to be at its highest.
At this time, net mass balance reaches a maximum reduction and decreases by - -1
mwe a"1 at all three glaciers with a corresponding rise in the ELA of -150 m (Table

5.4; Figure 5.25). Enhanced ablation remains high during year 6, although it rapidly
diminishes during years 7 and 8 as the G1873 layer increasingly thins, and recovery

to pre-tephra cover net mass balances and ELAs are approached. However, after the

tephra cover exceeds its effective thickness, Heinabergsjokull's net mass balance and

migration of the ELA appears to recover more slowly to its original state than the
others (Figure 5.25). These results imply that tephra deposition of 2.5 cm thickness
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onto Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull has a substantial,
but short-lived impact on glacier net mass balance, although it is interesting to

observe the varying influence of a supraglacial cover on the three different outlets.

effective tephra
thickness reached

(0.02 cm)

Figure 5.25. Diagrammatic changes in mean specific net mass balance (NMB) at
Skalafellsjokull (SJ), Heinabergsjokull (HJ) and Lambatungnajokull (LJ) with
evolution ofa tephra cover to simulate possible consequences of the Grimsvotn 1873
eruption. Skalafellsjokull experiences maximum increase in net mass balance whilst
the tephra cover is greater than its critical thickness (5.5 cm), and Heinabergsjokull
experience maximum ablation when the tephra layer is reduced below its effective
thickness (0.03 cm). Changes at Lambatungnajokull follow the pattern at
Heinabergsjokull.

5.6 Discussion

5.6.1 Glacier sensitivities

Climatic changes, and, in the short-term, periodic tephra deposition, lead to unique
variations in net mass balance at the three outlets. The response of a glacier to

changing climatic conditions is complicated by mass balance feedbacks, evolving ice

thickness, glacier hypsometry and debris cover. Overall, it is apparent that the

differing response of Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull is
controlled by their individual characteristics, particularly their hypsometries.

Figures 5.19, 5.21, 5.23 and 5.24 all suggest that Skalafellsjokull's mass balance is
the most sensitive of the three outlets to cold temperatures and increased
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precipitation. Skalafellsjokull's specific longitudinal profile and hypsometry
enhances the altitude-mass balance feedback during cold or wet periods (Figures 5.3
and 5.5). For instance, when times are cold such as during the late 19th century

(Figure 5.18) and the ELA is depressed, a greater area at higher altitude is available
for accumulation compared to Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull. This
feedback results in strongly positive net mass balance (Oerlemans 1989; Mackintosh

2000). However, when the climate warms or becomes more arid as occurred during
the 20th century (Figure 5.18), and causes the ELA to rise, Skalafellsjokull's thin,
unconfined margins may undergo initial rapid melt, but its overall large size and
smaller area at low elevation compared to the other two outlets provides a buffer.

Additionally, despite an initial substantial increase in net mass balance,

Skalafellsjokull's sensitivity to a supraglacial tephra layer after it has reached its
effective thickness is lower than at Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull (Figure

5.25). This again reflects the hypsometry of Skalafellsjokull, as its ablation area is
not as extensive for tephra to enhance melting relative to the other two glaciers.

Due to its large, relatively flat accumulation area above the ELA (Figure 5.5), a

substantial change in Heinabergsjokull's accumulation area also occurs as the ELA is
lowered during the colder parts of the late 19th century (c.f Furbish and Andrews

1984; Figures 5.18 and 5.24). However, the impact on net mass balance is of lesser

magnitude than at Skalafellsjokull because a greater proportion of Heinabergsjokull's
area is located at lower elevation. Overall, Heinabergsjokull's total area is relatively

equally divided between the accumulation and ablation zones. Thus, the glacier is

generally just as sensitive to warmer or drier conditions which cause the ELA to rise
and hence initiates an increase in the ablation area, as it is to colder or wetter

conditions which cause the ELA to lower and hence initiates an increase in the

accumulation area. However, it is the specific combination of temperature and

precipitation that is critical to Heinabergsjokull's net mass balance. An increase in
ablation may be offset during warmer periods if precipitation increases. Equally, an
increase in ablation may be offset during drier periods if temperatures decreases.

Moreover, Heinabergsjokull's sensitivity to warmer temperatures is enhanced
because its ablation area is restricted inside a valley. Thus, ice is confined at low
altitudes (-100 masl) where melting rates are high, and long-wave radiation
intensifies melting due to the effect of the valley sides (Mackintosh 2000). These
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effects are responsible for the high rates of ablation along a substantial length of
the glacier trunk. Hypsometry is also the governing factor on HeinabergsjSkull's

sensitivity to a supraglacial tephra cover thin enough to enhance ablation (Figure

5.25). When tephra insulates the ice from melting, HeinabergsjSkull's net mass

balance becomes strongly positive, though of a lesser magnitude than

SkalafellsjSkull, due to a smaller overall glacier area. However, once tephra has

surpassed its effective thickness, more area at lower elevation is available for
increased ablation compared to SkalafellsjSkull and LambatungnajSkull, and net

mass balance becomes strongly negative (Figure 5.25).

LambatungnajSkull's sensitivity to climatic changes and tephra cover is very similar
to the mass balance response of HeinabergsjSkull (Figures 5.23-5.25). However,

LambatungnajSkull is the most sensitive of all three outlets to climate change. This
is due to LambatungnajSkull's hypsometry, especially its smaller and lower elevation
accumulation area compared to SkalafellsjSkull and HeinabergsjSkull (Figure 5.5).

Additionally, like HeinabergsjSkull, the length of LambatungnajSkull also resides in
a long, steep valley, and intensified long-wave radiation from the steep valley sides
enhances ablation. Thus, LambatungnajSkull's ELA rises the highest of the three
outlets during warm or dry conditions and initiates a threshold response since the

glacier entirely disappears (i.e. negative mass balance along its entire length) under

very warm or dry regimes (Figures 5.20 and 5.22). Together, all of these effects are

likely to be responsible for the ~2 km extent that the glacier has lost since its LIA
maximum during the late 18th century (Bradwell 2001a; Bradwell et al. 2006), which
is more than the recession experienced at Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull.

LambatungnajSkull's hypsometry also induces an intermediary net mass balance

response between Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull when tephra fallout affects

glacier mass balance (Figure 5.25).

5.6.2 LIA maximum mass balance and ELA implications

The Teigarhorn time series was applied to the mass balance model to allow
reconstruction of net mass balance at Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull and

Lambatungnajokull over the past 180 years from AD 1823-2004. For the early

period of the reconstruction (i.e. AD 1823-1929), it appears that modeled net mass

balance is overpredicted by -0.5 mwe a"1 when compared to periods of known
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terminus advance at the three glaciers (Figures 5.18 and 5.26; also see below).
This is because the model was generated using 20th century climate data (AD 1930-

1990) that incorporates significantly warmer and wetter than conditions experienced

during the 19th century. However, although the reconstructed series appears to

underpredict the expected mass balance trend for the period of model construction
(AD 1930-1990) by -0.5 mwe a"1, sudden switches to positive balance states in the
1960s and 1990s match the known record of frontal variations at the three glaciers.
Based on such inherent limitations to the model, reconstructed net mass balances are

estimates rather than actual values although they provide a reasonable potential mass
balance trajectory over the 19th and 20th centuries.

Subsequent to the LIA maximum, episodic periods of relatively cold conditions
occurred throughout the 19th century as visible in the instrumental record (Figure

5.18). This type of climatic regime would have favoured periods of positive glacier
mass balance and overall larger volumes until the climate abruptly changed during
the early 20th century. The reconstruction shown in Figure 5.26 indicates an

oscillation in mass balance with a periodicity of between six to ten years. When

examining the longer-term trends, it is apparent that three main pulses of positive
mass balance occurred during the 19th century: -AD 1835-1842, 1858-1872 and
1881-1892 with prominent post-LIA maximum glacier advances occurring -1870
and 1890 at Skalafellsjokull; -1850, 1870 and 1890 at Heinabergsjokull; and 1850s,
-1870 and 1890 at Lambatungnajokull (Chapters 2 and 3; Bradwell et al. 2006). In

general, the pattern of positive mass balance pulses and the timing of terminus
fluctuations suggests that the glaciers responded to a combined direct ablation and

lagged precipitation effect. For instance, 19th century advances appear to follow a

decade or two of climatic deterioration (e.g. sustained cold temperatures with a

subsequent enhancement of accumulation), superimposed by an immediate decrease
in ablation at the terminus. However, the 1850s advance and Heinabergsjokull and

Lambatungnajokull do not appear to fit the reconstructed trends in glacier mass

balance. Given the potential dating errors (see Section 2.3.1), the reconstructed mass

balance series implies that the 1850s advance at Heinabergsjokull and

Lambatungnajokull may actually be as old as the 1840s. The mass balance series
also suggests that a contemporary advance at Skalafellsjokull may be missing from
the chronology. It is possible that the 1870s advance was more spatially extant and
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overran pre-existing moraines deposited a few centuries earlier, thereby leaving
an absence of evidence for a mid-19th century advance at Skalafellsjokull.

Alternatively, Skalafellsjokull's mass balance may take longer to respond to climatic

changes due to its hypsometry.
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Figure 5.26. Reconstructed net mass balance at Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull
and Lambatungnajokull based on application of the Teigarhorn instrumental climate
series to the positive degree-day model. Pulses of positive net mass balance
occurred multiple times through the end of the LIA, and X' denotes glacier advance
limits at Skalafellsjokull (blue), Heinabergsjokull (red) and Lambatungnajokull
(green). Persistent (>5 years) positive or negative NAO indices (NAOI) are also
shown (c.f Cook et al. 2002a).

The most pronounced reconstructed positive mass balance years were those of the
1860s and 1880s which corresponds to ~ -1.3°C drop in the long-term mean

temperature, whilst precipitation was relatively unchanged (Figure 5.18). It also

appears that, when compared periods of prolonged (>5 years) of negative NAO

phases, a connection exists with phases of 19th century positive glacier mass balance

(Figure 5.26). However, following the termination of the LIA, periods of positive
net mass balance at Skalafellsjokull between the 1920s and AD 1940 (or trends
towards zero net mass balance at Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull between
AD 1920-1930; Figure 5.26) seem to correlate with -40% increase in precipitation
relative to the long-term mean, rather than entirely to cold spells (Figure 5.18), and
these years coincide with persistent positive NAO phases. Hence, increased
accumulation, especially in winter, may have contributed to glacier advances during
the late 1960s-1970s (during extremely negative NAO years) and 1990s (during
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extremely positive NAO years) at all three outlets. The apparent coincidence
between glacier mass balance, terminus advance and negative NAO years seems to

'break down' during the 20th century and may be related to a shift to a different

prevailing climatic regime across Iceland in recent times (Figure 5.26).5 Overall, the
net mass balance reconstruction agrees with the hypotheses derived from the climate

change experiments, namely that Skalafellsjokull's mass balance is the most

enhanced under cold and wet climates, whereas Heinabergsjokull's and

Lambatungnajokull's mass balance are more at risk to warmer and drier regimes.

Although ELAs on their own may be miselading indicators of net mass balance or

climatic regime as determined from model experiments, examining potential

migration of the ELAs at Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull
in conjunction with proxy climate data may be useful for comparison with previous
studies where inferences have been made regarding the prevailing climate

responsible for the LIA maximum. Various ELA depressions and associated

temperature reductions for periods of LIA glacier maxima have been calculated

throughout Iceland. Caseldine and Stotter (1993) determined that during the
northern Icelandic LIA maximum of the early 19th century, summer temperatures

were reduced up to -2°C at Trollaskagi with a corresponding lowering of the ELA by

only 50 m. In contrast, GuSmundsson (1998b) and Mackintosh et al. (2002)

determined reductions in annual temperature of -1.5°C to -1.6°C corresponding to

-250 and 260 m depressions of the ELA at Eirfksjokull (central Iceland) during the
late 19th century, and Solheimajokull (southern Iceland) during the late 18th century,

respectively, when precipitation was held constant. Using calculations derived by
Caseldine and Stotter (1993) and Mackintosh (2000), Bradwell (2001a) calculated an

ELA depression of 130 m for a temperature decrease - -0.8 to -0.9°C at

Lambatungnajokull responsible for the LIA maximum advance in the late 18th
century.

ELA shifts at Lambatungnajokull simulated by the mass balance model were used to

predict potential temperature changes associated with the LIA maximum c.f
Mackintosh (2000) and Caseldine and Stotter (1993; Table 5.5).

1
This scenario will be examined in greater detail in Chapter 7.
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Table5.5.ReconstructedELA-climaticrelationshipsderivedforLambatungnajokullusingboth(a)prescribedtemperaturechangesand(b)snapshots fromtheinstrumentalrecordappliedtothereferencemassbalancesurfaceandusingmethodsbyMackintosh(2000)*andCaseldineandStotter(1993)f. (A)
AppliedModeledELAELAchange(masl)PredictedtemperatureDifferencebetweenPredictedtemperatureDifferencebetween temperature(masl)+(ELAlowers)&change(°C)c.f.appliedandpredictedchange(°C)c.f.Caseldineappliedandpredicted change(°C)-(ELArises)Mackintosh(2000)*temperature(°C)*andStotter(2003)ttemperature(°C)t
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Overall, the derived ELA-temperature relationships when precipitation is held
constant generally correspond to the mass balance model temperature experiments
(Table 5.5a). The simulated ELA depression of 140 m for a corresponding -1°C drop
in temperature using the mass balance model closely matches the findings of
Bradwell (2001a) and calculations based on Mackintosh (2000) and Caseldine and

Stotter (1993). However, a -2°C change in temperature as used in the mass balance
model simulates an ELA lowering of 230 m, although this should correspond to a

temperature decrease of ~ -1.5°C according to the methods of Mackintosh (2000) and
Caseldine and Stotter (Table 5.5a). An ELA decline >200 m more closely compares

to the derived LIA maximum ELA depressions at Eiriksjokull and Solheimajokull,

although uncertainty clearly remains regarding the associated temperature change

(i.e. between -1 to -2°C). If incorporating actual interannual climatic changes (e.g.
both temperature and precipitation), the predicted temperature changes associated
with potential ELA shifts are misleading (Table 5.5b). In general, an ELA

depression of >140 m at Lambatungnajokull is -50 m higher than that found in

Spitsbergen (Fleming et al. 1997), but is comparable to Norway (ELA depression up

to -130-150 m; Torsnes et al. 1993; Dahl et al. 2002).

5.7 Summary and conclusions

A positive degree-day mass balance model driven by temperature and precipitation
was created in order to simulate a reference ('present-day') mass balance profile for

Vatnajokull. Although the model does not incorporate the numerous climatic

complexities that the ice cap presents, it reproduces similar mass balance values to

those recently measured at Breidamerkurjokull and regional ELAs across the study
area.

Significant findings as a result of the modeling study include:

(1) A -3°C temperature reduction has the same effect on net mass balance at all
three glaciers as does a +75% increase in precipitation, and a +1.5°C increase
in temperature has a similar effect on net mass balance as does a -50%

precipitation reduction.
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(2) Individual glacier hypsometries primarily affect each glacier's mass

balance response to different climatic and tephra cover scenarios.

Skalafellsjokull's large accumulation area (-73%) enhances positive mass

balance when the climate is cold or precipitation increases, whereas the

larger ablation areas of Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull (-38% and
30% respectively), in addition to their confinement within valley walls,
enhances negative mass balance when the climate is warm or dry.

(3) Due to its potential to reach a hypsometric threshold under such conditions,

Lambatungnajokull is the most sensitive overall to climate change, whereas

Skalafellsjokull is the least sensitive. Heinabergsjokull's sensitivity closely
matches the trend at Lambatungnajokull.

(4) Tephra deposition onto glaciers in southeast Iceland may potentially

decouple mass balance from climate, at least in the short-term. Frequent

eruptions during the LIA, especially from the Gnmsvotn centre, may have
had a cumulative impact on glacier mass balance. This needs to be

investigated further.

(5) In general, a comparison of the pattern of positive mass balance pulses and
the timing of post-LIA maximum terminus fluctuations suggests that the

glaciers responded to a direct ablation change, coincident with a reduction in

temperature, that was superimposed onto a longer-term (decadal to

interdecadal) enhancement of accumulation.

(6) Reconstructed net mass balances for the 1860s and 1880s at Skalafellsjokull

(-2 mwe a"1), Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull (-1.5 mwe a"1 at

both glaciers) are related to a mean annual temperature reduction of - 1.3°C

together with -1.2 m a"1 precipitation (i.e. unchanged from the long-term

mean). Thus, even if precipitation is held constant, a small change in

temperature may have a large impact on glacier mass balance in maritime
locations such as southeast Iceland, not only due to changes in ablation, but
also most crucially, to changes in the amount of precipitation that falls as

snow.
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(7) According to ELA derivations, a prolonged temperature depression of at
least ~ -1°C during the LIA maximum of the late 18th to early 19th centuries
in southeast Iceland may have been responsible for a concordant >140 m

lowering of the ELA Lambatungnajokull, with ELA migration likely to have
been similar at Heinabergsjokull, and lower at Skalafellsjokull.
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Chapter 6 - Paper IV

Perception, history and science - coherence or

disparity in the timing of the Little Ice Age
maximum in southeast Iceland?

Chapter 6 is based on the paper by McKinzey, K.M., Olafsdottir, R. and Dugmore,
A.J. (2005) published in Polar Record 41: 319-334. It is reprinted with the

permission of Cambridge University Press.

The work involved in the production of this paper (research, design, fieldwork,

analyses, interpretation and paper production) was carried out by myself. R.

Olafsdottir not only assisted in the fieldwork, but also kindly performed all
translations from the questionnaires, interviews and local literature surveys. Both R.

Olafsdottir and A.J. Dugmore helpfully commented on the manuscript prior to

submission to Polar Record.

Preface

The preceding chapters have dealt with physical-based evidence of the timing and

expression ofLIA landscape and climatic changes in southeast Iceland. However, to

fully appreciate and understand the scope of the LIA, it is imperative to examine the

consequences that these impacts had on local populations. The residents of
southeast Iceland have long-lived within a dynamic environment that they have
learned to effectively mange. Therefore, this chapter adds a critical, though often

neglected, dimension of many LIA discourses by integrating local human

perceptions, historical records and scientific evidence to describe the impact that the
LIA had on life and livelihood in southeast Iceland. Furthermore, this chapter

provides a reflection on the meaning of the LIA 'maximumin examining what it

actually represents and how its notion as a 'turning point' may be interpreted

differently between the human experience and the landscape record.
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6.1 Introduction

Across historical, archaeological and environmental sciences, the LIA term has been
used with differing emphasis and sometimes different connotations. A fundamental
reason is that the LIA was not a time of uniform cold at either the regional or

hemispheric scale (see Jones and Mann 2004). Rather, the period encompassed
considerable climatic variability, and, as a consequence, glacier termini fluctuated
around advanced positions for several centuries, although the timing and magnitude
of expansion were not necessarily synchronous worldwide (e.g. Gellatly et al. 1988;
Karlen 1988; McKinzey et al. 2004a). The variability of climate during the LIA

commonly features in studies of historical climatology (Ladurie 1971; Lamb 1977),
and 'variability' rather than simply 'cold' may be seen as a key characteristic. In

addition, the temporal and spatial variations in climate, combined with different
environmental response rates and sensitivities to climate change, indicate that the
LIA record is complex (Chapters 2-5; Bradwell 2001a; Kirkbride and Dugmore

2001a).

When attempting to gauge the potential cultural, socio-economic impact of LIA
climate change on human beings, a number of issues are brought to light. Firstly, the
issue of significance that may be linked to problems of circularity: historical records
of certain events (such as harvest times) may be used to reconstruct details of LIA

climate, although these proxy records could also be used to argue for a climatic role
in the development of such events, e.g. the harvest timing, that may actually be
determined by other, non climatic factors. Secondly, the issue of quality illustrated

by status given to either an environmental proxy record of past changes or human

experience of the past. In this context, traveller's tales or farmer's diaries noting past

glacial positions may be argued to be 'superior' or 'inferior' to records derived from
other methodologies, such as lichenometrically-dated geomorphology. People,
socio-economic systems and facets of the natural environment may 'sense' climate

change in different ways, and these differences may be very revealing. Various
combinations of annual precipitation and summer temperature may strongly
determine glacier response (Oerlemans et al. 1998), but are these aspects of climate
that people necessarily notice? Conditions that are 'good for glaciers' may not

necessarily equate to conditions that are 'bad for people.' And are the most
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memorable climatic changes actually the ones that have the most profound
effects on human interactions with environment?

Thus, the degree of 'coherence' across different data sources relating to the LIA
becomes crucially important. One possibility is that the scale of LIA climatic
variation is such that nuances are swamped by the strength of the change. In this

case, human perceptions, written sources and environmental data should present a

strongly coherent, synchronized story. Alternatively, as data sources range from
'cultural' to 'environmental,' key periods of time may reveal distinct differences in
the perception of and sensitivities to change. Awareness of these nuances may be a

key factor in effective interpretation of past interactions between climate and people

(c.f Crumley 1994).

6.1.1 Study aims

Studies that integrate local perceptions about the landscape with scientific evidence
of change have been few in Iceland (e.g. Olafsdottir and Julfusson 2000). Therefore,
the aims of this study are two-fold.

(1) First, an ethnographic case study from Austur-Skaftafellssysla, southeast
Iceland (Figure 6.1), is used to explore the human dimension of the LIA

through perceptions of landscape and climate change (Figure 6.2) and to

describe the impacts that these changes had on life and livelihood.

(2) Second, we critically assess the coherence of environmental records of

glacier expansion, instrumental records of temperature and precipitation,

proxy records of sea-ice extent based on written sources, reconstructions of

contemporaneous synoptic conditions, the historical record and results from
the ethnographic survey. Additionally, environmental changes not directly
related to climate, such as volcanic eruptions, that may have impacted

personal welfare in the region are also discussed. This second aim not only

permits an analysis of the integration of the scientific record with mostly

qualitative indications of change, but also examines the way in which
different trajectories of perception may converge on similar conclusions

regarding both the LIA climate and environment (Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.1. Location maps of Iceland, Vatnajokull including its major southeastern
outlets and Orcefajokull, and the county of Austur-Skaftafellssysla. Key farms and
places are shown (named valleys and sandur are italicized). Volcanic centers
mentioned in the text are also displayed. Annotated map ofAustur-Skaftafellssysla
from the Landmcelinger Islands 1:750,000 (1945 edition) series.
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%

CLIMATE & LANDSCAPE
CHANGE PERCEPTION

Figure 6.2. A conceptual model which illustrates that perceived climatic and
landscape changes result from two different trajectories ofperception. The farmer's
perceptions are formed through personal experiences that may become incorporated
into the historical record, and from which the sea-ice record has been extracted.
Collectively, this information provides a meaningful interpretation of past climate
that has been passed down through written and oral transmissions. In contrast, the
scientific method utilizes the physical environment, including sea-ice records, as
indicators of change. This study presents an holistic approach which integrates all
sources of information relevant to the impact and magnitude of LIA changes in
southeast Iceland in order to assess whether these different perception trajectories
do, in fact, corroborate one another.

6.1.2 Study area

Due to its position astride the atmospheric Arctic Front (the convergence zone

between temperate-maritime and cold-polar air masses) and the oceanic Polar Front

(the boundary between warm waters of the Atlantic and cold Arctic waters;

Bjbrnsson 1979; Ogilvie 1992), Iceland is well-placed to experience climatic shifts
of the scale typical of the late Holocene. These climate changes are registered in the
fluctuations of Icelandic glaciers. Accurate age dating of glaciogenic deposits
associated with the former extent of ice margins provides a means of establishing the

timing of maximum terminus positions and allows inferences about the prevailing
climate to be made.
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Vatnajokull, the largest European ice cap (-8100 km2), is located in southeast
Iceland (Figure 6.1) and has been the focus of much geomorphologically-based
research into the timing and magnitude of LIA glacier fluctuations (e.g. Chapters 2
and 3; Gudmundsson 1997; Evans et al. 1999; Bradwell 2001b; 2004; Bradwell et al.

2006). Although these studies have narrowed the window regarding the timing of
the LIA glacier maximum in southeast Iceland to the late-18th to early-19th centuries,
little emphasis has been placed on local knowledge of the environment and human

perception of LIA climatic changes since Eorarinsson's pioneering study in 1943.

Austur-Skaftafellssysla, which, until recent decades was one of the more isolated
locations in the country due to fluctuations of the large Vatnajokull outlet glaciers,

jokulhlaups and frequent volcanic activity, has long experienced an intimate

relationship between its occupants and the marginal land on which humans have

depended for their survival (Torarinsson 1956b).

6.2 Methods

During autumn 2003, a questionnaire was distributed to 100 farmers in the county of

Austur-Skaftafellssysla (Figure 6.1). This sample represented 50% of all farmers in
the county selected as every second name on the register list. The questionnaire was

made up of open-ended questions aimed to focus on the recipients' own comments

and perceptions. It consisted of 3 sections, of which the first asked seven questions

regarding interpretation of climate change indicators (e.g. 'what makes a 'bad
season' bad?'), the second asked four questions regarding interpretation of historical

(environmental) events (e.g. the timing of the maximum historical advance of

Vatnajokull glaciers), and the third section one question (e.g. 'other information').

Twenty-five of the questionnaires were returned. All respondents were subsequently
interviewed during summer 2004. The interview involved a more detailed discussion
about individual interpretation and memories of historical environmental changes in
southeast Iceland. Each interview was conducted in Icelandic and responses were

later translated into English. The interview was structured around five questions,

although any description concerning the glaciers, i.e. extent, distribution, outlook,
difficulties of crossing or climbing, etc. was also noted. Information collected from
each technique was then assessed for reliability through comparison with each
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relevant questionnaire or interview, as well as across all questionnaires and
interviews.

Subsequently, an investigation into local Icelandic literature was undertaken to

compare the farmers' knowledge and perceptions to an independent study of
historical documents and data. The literature studied included travel books,

biographies, parish records and local researches. All of the data (questionnaire,
interview and literature) were classified into time periods from AD 1600 to 1900 in
order to recognize any 'synchroneity' in the diverse range of qualitative sources, as

well as to collate implications regarding climate, environmental changes and
fluctuations of the glaciers during the most critical LIA period (Table 6.1).
Assessment of environmental 'stability' in terms of significant changes to the

landscape and climate during a given period was used to gauge the overall impact on
the natural environment which subsequently influenced the way in which the local
human population responded. Overall, this plethora of information was then

compared to the scientific record available for the same time period.

6.3 Evidence for the LIA glacial maximum

6.3.1 Human perception ofclimate change indicators

As expected, the farmers' interpretation of climate change indicators suggests a deep

understanding that climate ultimately determined survival in Austur-Skaftafellssysla.

Hence, 'bad seasons' include any factor that reduces their personal well-being and
economic wealth, particularly with regard to haymaking and livestock, such as

prolonged winters, chilly springs with severe frosts and rainy or cool summers.

Critically, they perceive 'changeable weather' (variability) during all seasons to be

responsible for 'bad seasons' and 'bad years.'

Farmers note changes to the landscape after periods of 'bad weather.' These changes
include frost damage to grass swards which have a direct impact on the quantity and

quality of haymaking, and changes in the glacial rivers directly associated with
fluctuations of the glaciers. Although not a direct result of 'bad weather,' climatic
conditions that are responsible for jokulhlaups (glacier outburst floods) become a

significant hazard to life and livelihood in Austur-Skaftafellssysla, in terms of
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Table 6.1. Major environmental indications obtained from questionnaires, interviews
and literature study.

AD 1600 - 1700: implication = environment 'stable'

- Breidamerkursandur inhabited

- Rivers navigable

- Glaciers begin to expand and slowly advance

AD 1700 - 1750: implication = environment 'moderately stable'

- Rivers remain relatively navigable

- Glaciers continue to grow larger and advance quickens

AD 1750 - 1800: implication = environment 'unstable'

- Breidamerkursandur abandoned in AD 1750

- Jokulhlaups noted for the first time as a hazard (though details regarding where they emanated
from are lacking)

- Widespread and major glacier advance during later part of period (—1780s and 1790s) - some
reach their LIA maximum

- Breidamerkurjokull is 7.5 km from the coastline in AD 1756, although by AD 1794 it is 1880 m
from the coastline

AD 1800 - 1850: implication = environment 'unstable'

- Glacier retreat and obvious glacier moraines are noted for the first time

- Milder climate

- Vididalur inhabited AD 1835-1838 and AD 1847-1849

AD 1850 - 1900: implication = environment 'extremely unstable'

- Widespread glacier fluctuations with major advance during 2nd half of the period - others reach
their LIA maximum, or extend to nearly the same length as in the late 18th century

- The farm Fell is destroyed by flooding and subsequently buried by Breidamerkurjokull in AD
1869

- In AD 1874, Breidamerkurjokull is 228 m from the coastline

- Ice-dammed lakes Dalvatn and Vatnsdalur form and frequent jokulhlaups. In AD 1894
Heinabergsjokull extends onto the sandur, but still significant land between the glacier terminus
and the older (late 18lh- early 19th century) moraines
- Flaajokull almost crosses Kolgrafardalur. The farm Haukafell is moved because of steady advance
during the last decade of the 19th century
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property destruction caused by the flood itself and river channel movements. In

particular, changes across the county lowlands after a jokulhlaup from

BreiSamerkurjokull, Heinabergsjokull and Skalafellsjokull (Figure 6.1) are

remembered. Sandar (glacier outwash plains; singular 'sandur') in the county are

riddled with palaeochannels, glaciofluvial terraces and old lake shorelines which are

a reminder to the farmers of the destructive power of jokulhlaups.

'Bad years' of prolonged extreme weather impacts farmers mostly in terms of

changing wealth and mortality. Successive years of 'bad [cold]' winters and springs
are deadly for young livestock, and wet summers or cool autumns decrease the
fodder yield, thus threatening social status and the regional economy. Furthermore,
'bad years' are also characterized as successive short, cold summers and long, cold

stormy winters. One respondent mentioned that this part of Iceland (due to its
extreme environment) was traditionally poor during the historical period. 'People
were poor, had little clothing, hypothermia and pneumonia were common...' hence

population mortality was also perceived to increase during 'bad years.'

The farmers believe that they have 'good knowledge' of the landscape primarily
because of their constant interaction with the environment (e.g. annual sheep

gathering). Images of landscape are remembered by farmers as a mixture of mental

'maps' and oral descriptions of the land and travel routes throughout the county.

6.3.2 Ethnographic survey and local written sources AD 1600-
1900

6.3.2.1 AD 1600-1700

Our respondents' knowledge of this period mostly comes from oral transmittance and
historical travel books written about Breidamerkursandur (Figure 6.1; Eyfwrsson

1952; Porarinsson 1956b; Bjornsson 1998).' During the 17th century, farms and

vegetation was widespread on sandar and glacial rivers could usually be crossed.

Therefore, the environment seems to have mainly been 'stable.' However,
noticeable glacier advances began ~AD 1650, and ice began to block previously used
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mountain roads and traditional grazing routes that had been in existence since
before AD 1600.

Overall, most of our historical accounts describe the landscape around

Breidamerkurjokull (Figure 6.1), probably because of its role as a barrier to the only
route between west and east (Eyjaorsson 1952). Travellers into Austur-

Skaftafellssysla either had to cross the glacial river, Jokulsa, or hike across the

glacier itself. Either option was daunting, as Jokulsa was reputed to be one of the
most difficult and dangerous river to cross in the country, although during periods of

glacier advance, glacial rivers are usually smaller or of less volume than during

periods of retreat when substantial flows of melt water occur. Traversing

Breidamerkurjokull took several hours due to the development of crevasses, a

common characteristic of glacial advance. Therefore, the more advanced

Breidamerkurjokull became, the more difficult it became to cross, and farmers' trade
that took place in the villages of Papos or Djupivogur on the east coast was hindered.

By AD 1695 and 1698, the farms Fjall and Breida, established shortly after the

Viking settlement (AD 874) on the western part of Breidamerkursandur, were

abandoned along with their grazing lands due to encroaching ice (Porarinsson 1956b;

Bjornsson 1998). Fjall was located at the south-east foot of the mountain

Breidamerkurfjall and Breida somewhat farther east. Breidamerkurfjall is recorded to

have been surrounded by ice around AD 1700 (e.g. Bjornsson 1998).

6.3.2.2 AD 1700-1750

According to our survey and literature investigations, we interpret the environment to
have been 'moderately stable' during the first half of the 18th century. Most farms
remained intact, and according to the first population census taken in Iceland in AD

1703, the remaining farms in Breidamerkursandur contained 39 residents (Statistical
Bureau of Iceland 1960). However, it appears that glacier advance, as indicated by

Breidamerkurjokull, quickened during this period. For example, Breidamerkurjokull
was seen for the first time ~AD 1730 from the farm Reynivellir (Figure 6.1;
Pordarson 1993), and a county description of the area dating from AD 1744-49
described Breidamerkurjokull as 'large and horrible' (Syslulysingar 1744-1749).
The registry clerk also noted that the glacial rivers were not so dangerous or difficult
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to cross as later became dominant in the area descriptions. Furthermore,

prominent or notable moraines did not exist on Breidamerkursandur during this time,
and indications are given of moraines being absent from elsewhere on the sandar in

Austur-Skaftafellssysla. Overall, it does not seem as though the glaciers had much
social or economic impact on the residents of southeast Iceland during the first half
of the 18th century, apart from the difficulties of glacier crossings and the knock-on
effects in trade with the smaller communities farther east.

6.3.2.3 AD 1750-1800

Overall, a transition to environmental 'instability' may be inferred during this period.

Firstly, our respondents consider that glaciers in the region were at their 'greatest'

during the 2nd half of the 18th century. This interval included a visit of the Icelandic

pioneers in natural sciences, Eggert Olafsson and Bjarni Palsson, to Austur-

Skaftafellssysla in AD 1756 (c.f Olafsson and Palsson 1981), who described the

edge of Breidamerkurjokull as very steep, but crevasse-free. Such conditions
indicate continuing advance from earlier in the century. Breidamerkursandur had

already been abandoned by AD 1750 which implies reduced viability of the

previously prosperous farms. Olafsson and Palsson also confirmed the lack of
notable or prominent moraines around the edge of the glacier. Additionally, they
mentioned a glacier called Kalfafellsjokull (this name no longer exists) which
terminated close to the church farm, Kalfafellsstadur in Kalfafellsdalur (Figure 6.1).

They may have been referring to the present-day small ice-tongue, Brokarjokull,
which currently hangs over a spur -15 km distant at the valley head, or

Sultartungnajokull (also called Eyvindstungnajokull), a small lobe that diverges from
the south margin of Skalafellsjokull. Olafsson and Palsson further noted that

Heinabergsjokull (then coalesced with Skalafellsjokull) terminated adjacent to the
farm Heinaberg in AD 1756 (Figure 6.1).

During the summers of AD 1793 and 1794, the geologist Sveinn Palsson traveled

throughout Austur-Skaftafellssysla (c.f Palsson 1983). During his first visit, Palsson
observed that part of Breidamerkursandur was vegetated and that these fields were

used for grazing by the farmers in the districts of Hornafjordur and Oraefi. He also
noted that most of the rivers were 'calm and small' at this time. However, he
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mentioned that this situation had changed dramatically a year later during the
summer of AD 1794, and his writings imply significant climatic variability. For

example, he described 'turbulence' (crevasses) in many glaciers, thus suggesting

rapid advance, especially at Kviarjokull near the farm Kvfsker and at

Breidamerkurjokull (Figure 6.1). More specifically, Breidamerkurjokull probably
advanced 5.7 km between Olafsson and Palsson's reference in AD 1756 (terminus

7.5km from the coastline) and Sveinn Palsson's description in AD 1794 (terminus
1880m from the coastline). However, distances measured using the coastline as a

reference must be interpreted with caution because it is formed from 'soft sediment'

potentially subject to either aggradation (from glacial outwash) or erosion (from
coastal process). However, despite this caveat, BreiSamerkurjokull clearly advanced
a considerable distance between the mid- and late 18th century. Brennholar, a tenant
farm of Fell, was also abandoned in AD 1794 due to advancing ice (Bjornsson 1998;

Figure 6.1). Additionally, Palsson noted that local residents complained about

increasingly cold and foggy conditions in the time that BreiSamerkurjokull
underwent rapid advance towards the end of the century.

The second half of the 18th century also yields the first mention of jokulhlaups in

Austur-Skaftafellssysla by our respondents. Additionally, some referred to the 'great
sea-ice years' at the end of the 18th century, when, for example, it was possible to

walk on ice to the offshore island, Papey. A story has also been passed down from
the respondents which tells of a man who killed a polar bear with a home-made gun

during this period.

6.3.2.4 AD 1800-1850

It appears that the environment continued to be 'unstable' and variable during the

early 19th century. Overall, respondents refer to a period of milder weather which

they say allowed previously uninhabitable locations, such as VfSidalur, an isolated

valley near Vatnajokull (Figure 6.1), to be occupied and farmed during AD 1835-
1838 and again in 1847-1849 (Geirsson 1995). The literature also indicates that the

glaciers generally retreated during the first half of the 19th century. Ebenezer

Henderson, a traveller to Austur-Skaftafellssysla during AD 1814 and 1815 (c.f
Henderson 1957) specifically refers to moraines observed for the first time which
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indicates glacier retreat from the late 18th century advance. Henderson described
them as 'large loads of clay, sand and grassroots [that] have been mounded up and
thus formed a chain of small hills along the glacier edge.'

6.3.2.5 AD 1850-1900

According to our respondents and the literature investigations, environmental

'instability' appears to have been at its peak during the last half of the 19th century.

Glacier termini in Austur-Skaftafellssysla apparently fluctuated between AD 1850
and 1870, thus causing havoc for farmers and their fields due to the constantly

changing glaciers, rivers and sandar. For instance, Nils Ohlsson Gadde who traveled
across the area during summer AD 1857, described Breidamerkursandur as 'a vast

sand desert' and that the Breidamerkurjokull terminus changed position 'about every
fifth year' (c.f. Gadde 1983).

However, another period of major advance seems to have begun along the
southeastern margin of Vatnajokull ~AD 1870 to 1900. All respondents believe that,
with few exceptions, 'the glaciers reached the furthermost moraines' during this

period, thus referring to older outermost moraines deposited before the end of the
19th century. Breidamerkurjokull apparently was one exception, and it seems to have
reached its greatest extent ~AD 1870. The site of the farm Fell was destroyed by the

glacier in AD 1869 as the glacial river broke through the older moraines, and thus
was moved higher upslope for safety at this time. The tenant farms were also

destroyed around this time, as the grazing lands were then subsequently inundated by
ice (Bjornsson 1998). Additionally, William Lord Watts, who visited Austur-

Skaftafellssysla in AD 1874 recorded that Breidmerkurjokull was only 228 m from
the coastline, and farmers were anxious that the glacier would finally reach the coast

and 'completely cut off access from west to east' (c./.Watts 1962).

Forvaldur Thoroddsen, an Icelandic naturalist, who traversed Austur-Skaftafellssysla
in AD 1894 (c.f Thoroddsen 1959), wrote that Flaajokull had reached the outermost

glacier moraines by this time (Figure 6.1). This clearly indicates that Flaajokull had
been just as extensive sometime prior to the late 19th century and contradicts recent

investigations using lichenometrically-dated moraines (e.g. Dqbski 2002).

Furthermore, a local farmer informed Thoroddsen that Flaajokull had advanced and
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retreated on three occasions between AD 1882-1894 and had reached

approximately the same extent each time. During this time, the farm Haukafell was
moved farther west and to a higher elevation to 'escape' the advancing Flaajokull
which nearly closed the entrance to Kolgrafardalur ~AD 1900 (Benediktsson 1977;

Figure 6.1).

Thoroddsen (1959) also noted that in AD 1894, Heinabergsjokull (still coalesced
with Skalafellsjokull) extended onto the sandur, although it was a considerable
distance from the outermost moraines which were likely deposited around the
abandoned farm Heinaberg sometime during the late 18th century. Forarinsson

(1943) also recorded accounts by local farmers that Heinabergsjokull was close to

these 'outwash moraines' during the 1860s and 1870s. This implies that the glacier
had advanced to similar, but subsequently less-extended limits during the waning

stages of the LIA and does not corroborate a late 19th century LIA maximum (c.f
Evans et al. 1999). During the end of the 19th century, Heinabergsjokull had also
created an ice-dammed lake, Dalvatn, in Heinabergsdalur and another one in
Vatnsdalur (Figure 6.1), the latter which was full of water up to the col at 464 mask
As the glacier thinned and began to retreat during the late 19th and early 20th
centuries, either or both of these lakes would burst as a jokulhlaup (~1 per year in the
late summer or early autumn). One respondent stated that 'Myrar fa district of

Austur-Skaftafellssysla] was like an ocean.' These floods lasted for a couple of days
with a maximum runoff -3000 m3 sec _1 and obviously caused much damage to the

surrounding farms (Forarinsson 1956b). Floods emanating from Vatnsdalur, rather
than those spawned by a burst from Dalvatn, were perceived as the most dangerous.

Overall, the evidence for the last half of the 19th century implies an extremely
variable climate. For instance, Vi'didalur was resettled from AD 1883-1897 when

grazing was possible in the highland valley, although cold years, such as in AD 1884,
resulted in sea-ice which reached all the way to the village of Vfk on the south coast

and persisted until late summer (Jonsson 1954). Glacier retreat was extensive by the
turn of the 20th century, as one resident recalls that fishermen off the coast of Kvfsker
told of seeing 'black mountain tops' (the nunataks of Esjufjol; Figure 6.1) for the
first time protruding from Breidamerkurjokull in AD 1907.
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6.4 Synthesis of environmental indicators

Environmental data derived from proxy sources, including glacier chronology,
instrumental climate records, sea-ice indices, reconstructions of the North Atlantic

Oscillation (NAO) and volcanic frequency, have been collated to present a new

synthesis of environmental and climatic changes during the past few hundred years

(Figures 6.3, 6.4, 6.5). Previous glacier chronologies based on

tephrochronologically-constrained lichenometry (e.g. Chapters 2 and 3; Bradwell et
al. 2006) suggest a late 18th-early 19th century LIA glacier maximum in Austur-

Skaftafellssysla. However, the instrumental climate record, which began in AD

1823, shows significant climatic variability during the waning stages of the LIA in
the late 19th century. Reconstructions of Icelandic sea-ice extent based on indices

unequivocally sourced from documentary records and annals that span the last -1000

years indicate a generally strong correlation between sea-ice incidence and land
surface temperature (Bergf)6rsson 1969; Ogilvie 1984; 1992). Cold periods

involving extreme sea-ice conditions seem to develop most readily during negative
NAO years when westerly winds decrease due to a weakened pressure gradient
across the North Atlantic. Hence, Iceland becomes cold and more arid as the Polar

Front moves south (Glueck and Stockton 2001; Bradwell 2001a). During the LIA,
residents of Austur-Skaftafellssysla also had to cope with frequently occurring
volcanic eruptions that often deposited tephra (volcanic ash) across the area. Tephra

may act as an agent of environmental and cultural change, either directly from fallout
onto settlements (e.g. the Oraefajokull eruption in AD 1362; Porarinsson 1956b), as

well as indirectly, such as large-scale animal mortality and related famine caused by
fluorosis (e.g. the Katla eruption in AD 1755 and Laki in AD 1783; Vasey 1996).

To permit quantitative assessment of the most to least extreme periods of
environmental change between AD 1600 - 1900, environmental indicators were

ranked and divided by their relevant period (e.g. 50 or 100 years; Table 6.2). Ranks
were provided equally for each indicator (i.e. 1 = lowest/least extreme, to 5 =

highest/most extreme) so that all indicators maintained equal importance. For
indicators that could not be calculated, rank is based on qualitative interpretation.
The following sections describe LIA environmental change in southeast Iceland
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based on the collective information gained from a consideration of all indicators
used in this study separated into the same periods as that of the previous section.

Stykkisholmur mean annual temperature & cumulative departures from the mean (AD 1823-1999)

1820 1830 1840 1850 1860 1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000

Year AD

Teigarhorn mean annual temperature & cumulative departures from the mean (AD 1873-1999)

Figure 6.3. Trends in Stykkisholmur and Teigarhorn mean annual temperature for
AD 1823-1999 and 1873-1999, respectively, along with the cumulative departures
from the means. Note that the early 1920s was a critical 'turnaround' period, that is,
the end of the 'Little Ice Age,' after which climate in southeast Iceland became
significantly warmer. However, significant and widespread glacier retreat had
already begun by the end of the nineteenth century. Data from the Icelandic
Meteorological Office.
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Stykkisholmur mean annual precipitation & cumulative departures from the mean (AD 1857-1980)

Teigarhorn mean annual precipitation & cumulative departures from the mean (AD 1873-1970)

Figure 6.4. Trends in Stykkisholmur and Teigarhorn mean annual precipitation for
AD 1857-1980 and 1873-1970, respectively, along with the cumulative departures
from the means. Note that subsequent to the critical 'turnaround' period signalling
the end of the 'Little Ice Age' in the 1920s, the climate in southeast Iceland became
significantly wetter. Data from the Icelandic Meteorological Office.
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Figure 6.5. Combined environmental data between AD 1600 to 1900. Italicized
information inferredfrom contemporary local perspectives and historical documents.
Panel (A): eruption frequency per 20 year interval within the Vatnajokull system
(black dots/line = verified reports; grey dots/hash = unverified reports) from Larsen
et al. (1998). Panel (B): Solid line shows reconstructed sea-ice index from Ogilvie
(1992) and hashed line from Bergjpdrsson (1969). Panel (C): NAO reconstruction
(December through March) AD 1600 - 1900 by Cook et al. (2002a). The period
shown has been extractedfrom the original data set which included the entire period
AD 1400 - 2001. A 5 year running mean has been calculatedfor the subset of data.
Data available online through IGBP PAGESfWorld Data Center for
Paleoclimatology (NOAA/NGDC Paleoclimatology Program, Boulder CO, USA),
Data Contribution Series #2002-059. Grey vertical columns indicate LIA maxima at
various glaciers along the southeast margin of Vatnajokull, either
geomorphologically-dated and constrained by tephrochronology, or dated using
unequivocal historical sources.
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Table 6.2. Summary ofenvironmental change indicators between AD 1600 - 1900.
Ranks (italicized) were provided equallyfor each indicator (i.e. 1 = lowest/least
extreme, to 5 - highest/most extreme).

Period

(years
AD)

Volcanic

frequency
Sea-ice
index

NAO index

(negative)
Glacier
extent or

advance rate

Environmental

instability
Total*

1600-
1700

0.13; 2 2 0.606; 5 2 1 12 (11)

1700-
1750

0.24; 5 1 0.571; 2 3 2 13 (11)

1750-
1800

0.18; 3 5 0.592; 4 5 3 20 (17)f

1800-
1850

0.08; 1 3 0.531; 1 1 4 10(6)

1850-
1900

0.20; 4 4 0.580; 3 4 5 20 (15)t

*Numbers in brackets exclude ranks for the landscape stability indicator to illustrate the extent to
which local perceptions modify the scientific view ofchange.

fDenotes the period with the coldest temperatures during the LIA (i.e. 1780s) according to the sea-ice
record.

1Denotes the period with the coldest temperatures after instrumental records began (i.e. 1870s and

1880s).
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6.4.1 AD 1600- 1700

Sea-ice incidence gradually increased towards the end of the 17th century (c.f

Ogilvie 1992). Additionally, the NAO index was mostly negative during this period
and reached its lowest value in the LLA ~AD 1695 (c.f. Cook et al. 2002a).

However, positive indices also occurred around the 1650s. These proxies indicate
cold and dry conditions for most of the century which, when summers were short and

cool, were conducive to glacier expansion. Dendrochronologically reconstructed
mean April-September temperatures by Briffa et al. (2002) also generally show that
the 17th century was cold across northern Europe, with the most negative anomalies

(-1°C below the AD 1961-1990 mean) ~AD 1640, 1660-1670 and -1700.

Ethnographic and historical evidence supports the idea of a landscape that, although

beginning to change, remained relatively 'stable' throughout most of the century, and
the main indication of LIA climatic deterioration pertained to slow expansion and
advance of glaciers in Austur-Skaftafellssysla. Eruption frequency of the

Vatnajokull volcanic system was moderate (c.f Larsen et al. 1998), although the

impact of the Grfmsvotn eruption during AD 1619 was widespread (Torarinsson

1958). A tephra layer -0.5 to 1 cm thick relating to this event is found throughout
the county, as is a layer of the same thickness from the Katla eruption in AD 1625
(see Section 3.2). However, from the farmers' point of view, tephra deposition in
this order of magnitude was not detrimental to their livelihood, as fluorosis was not

mentioned as a hazard to livestock. Crucially, tephra fallout in Austur-

Skaftafellssysla may have occurred at a time which minimized potential problems
with fluorosis.

6.4.2 AD 1700-1750

Sea-ice incidence remained low early in this period, although it increased -AD 1740-
1750 (c.f. Ogilvie 1992). The NAO index was also variable until it reached a

negative phase -AD 1750 (c.f. Cook et al. 2002a). This suggests a further shift in
the climate since the previous century and, according to ethnographic and historical
evidence, was manifested as an increase in the rate of glacier expansion and advance
across the county during the first half of the 18th century. Northern European
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temperatures also remained cool during this period (Briffa et al. 2002). Thus,

according to ethnographic and historical records, the landscape was perceived to be

'moderately stable,' although an increasing trend towards change was observed.

Eruption frequency from the Vatnajokull system reached its peak during the LLA in
this period (Larsen et al. 1998), although tephra relating to these events was not

found in the Austur-Skaftafellssysla soils (see Section 3.2).

6.4.3 AD 1750-1800

The latter half of the 18th century was characterized by more variable temperatures

across northern Europe, although by the 1780s, another cold peak of similar

magnitude to those during the 17th century occurred (Briffa et al. 2002). According
to Ogilvie (1992), sea-ice incidence around Iceland reached its maximum value

during the 1780s (highest in AD 1782), thus indicating extremely cold years. The
NAO index was also negative throughout the period, especially during the 1780s (c.f
Cook et al. 2002a). Together, these proxies suggest that the sub-polar storm track

may have been displaced southward due to a blocking high pressure system across

the Greenland - Iceland sector. This scenario would have induced cold temperatures

and an expanded sea-ice cover, thus being conducive to glaciers in Austur-

Skaftafellssysla, including Lambatungnajokull, Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull,

possibly Flaajokull and outlets of Orasfajokull, reaching their LIA maxima between
the late 18th and early 19th centuries (Chapters 2 and 3; Bradwell 2004; Bradwell et
al. 2006). Additionally, ethnographic and historical evidence implies that a threshold
of landscape stability was crossed during the late 18th century, and glaciers
underwent a period of major expansion and advance. Jokulhlaups caused by an

expanded Heinabergsjokull are documented for the first time during this period

(Lorarinsson 1943). Despite moderate volcanic activity emanating from the

Vatnajokull system during the 2nd half of the 18th century (c.f. Larsen et al. 1998) and
the massive Laki eruption in AD 1783, tephra from these sources do not appear

within the county. However, tephra relating to the Katla eruption in 1755 appears

within Austur-Skaftafellssysla soils (see Section 3.2).
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6.4.4 AD 1800 -1850

This period encompasses the beginning of the Icelandic instrumental climate record,
and the Stykkisholmur series shows that temperatures were extremely variable

throughout the first half of the 19th century, which peaked ~1°C above the AD 1823-
1999 average -1830. The dendrochronologic record across northern Europe also
records extremely rapid change from a very cold period between AD 1810-1820 (-
1°C departure from the AD 1961-1990 mean), to a warmer spell slightly above the

long-term average -AD 1830 (Briffa et al. 2002). The Icelandic sea-ice index also
indicates variability and trends towards a minimum by the middle of the 19th century
(.c.f Bergjwrsson 1969). This evidence is supported by the NAO index which
fluctuated throughout the period with the only significant negative phase occurring
-AD 1830 (c.f. Cook et al. 2002a). The ethnographic and historical record implies
that landscape instability reached extreme levels and is related to the variability in
climate. Glaciers underwent significant retreat during the first part of the 19th
century releasing increased volumes of meltwater onto the sandur, then seemed to

have experienced a short-lived climatic equilibrium as they fluctuated around their
reduced extents for some time. Volcanic frequency from the Vatnajokull system was

low during the period (c.f Larsen et al. 1998).

6.4.5 AD 1850 -1900

The Stykkisholmur and Teigarhorn series shows that temperatures were below the

long-term means throughout the entire 2nd half of the 19th century and reached their
maximum departure during the early 1870s (Stykkisholmur) and -AD 1880 and 1890

(Teigarhorn). Precipitation varied according to both series, although the

Stykkisholmur record shows generally dry conditions, especially between -AD
1880-1882 and the Teigarhorn record displays wet years during the 1880s. Northern

Europe as a whole also experienced a prolonged cool spell (-0.5°C below the AD
1961-1990 mean) between -AD 1860-1890 (Briffa et al. 2002). Sea-ice incidence

around Iceland was variable and peaked during the 1860s and 1880s (c.f.

Bergjaorsson 1969). The NAO index also characterizes variability throughout the

period, although negative indices of shorter duration and lesser magnitude compared
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to the 1780s negative phase occurred during the 1870s (c.f Cook et al. 2002a). A

rapid transition to a prolonged positive NAO phase occurred during the 1880s. An
increase in storminess during the late 19th century is also apparent in the NA+ records
from the GISP2 ice-core (Dawson et al. 2002) and marine sedimentation records

(e.g. Hass 1996) across the North Atlantic which corroborates the NAO record.

Ethnographic and historical evidence implies a peak in landscape instability between
the 1870s and ~AD 1894 related to another major advance at Breidamerkurjokull

(LIA maximum), Lambatungnajokull, Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull and

Flaajokull. The Stykkisholmur and Teigarhorn time series were analysed using the
cumulative deviation from the long-term mean (c.f Bell 1981; Dugmore et al.

accepted) and reveal a rapid turning point in Icelandic climate to warmer and wetter

conditions ~AD 1920 (Figures 6.3, 6.4), although widespread and significant glacier
retreat was underway by the late 19th century. As a consequence of glacier thinning
and related weakening of ice impounding ice-marginal lakes, jokulhlaups became a

significant hazard to life and livelihood in Austur-Skaftafellssysla. Previously

prominent farms were abandoned as a result of jokulhlaup destruction to homesteads
and grazing land. Eruption frequency from the Vatnajokull system again increased,
and tephra from the Grfmsvotn eruption in AD 1873 is found throughout the county

as a layer ~1 cm thick (see Section 3.2). However, this eruption seemed to have had
little impact on human welfare, as farmers do not mention the fallout to have had any

serious consequences.

6.5 Life during the 17th - 19th centuries
The availability and quality of summer grazing and winter fodder are key factors in

determining the number and productivity of domestic animals in the North Atlantic.

Throughout the last few centuries, sheep-grazing has been the dominant land-use

strategy (Statistics Iceland 1997), and, although other livestock numbers sometimes

declined, sheep numbers in Austur-Skaftafellssysla varied the most during EIA

probably due to losses of grazing land and culling in times of hunger (Table 6.3;

Figure 6.6).
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Table 6.3. Critical periods apparent in census data throughout Skaftafellssysla
between AD 1695-1901.
Period

(years AD)
Change in
livestock
numbers

%

change
Population
change*

%

change
Change in
number of land

holdingst

%

change

1770-1801 -267 -10
1783-1784 -12,473

(sheep)
-873 (cattle)
-1717

(horses)

-95

-48
-76

1785-1795 -266 -53
1801-1802 -4973

(sheep)
-37

1809-1810 -3990

(sheep)
-24

1816-1817 -5408

(sheep)
-31

1835-1836 -8953

(sheep)
-41

1835-1840 -235 -7

1858-1859 -3461

(sheep)
-15

1861-1872 -288 -54

1881-1882 -12,693
(sheep)

-37

1880-1890 -299 -9

*Most of the data were not divided into Austur- and Vestur- Skaftafellssysla until the late 19,h century.
Thus, to maintain consistency, data are only usedfrom the entire region as a whole.
fLand holdings were subdivided in the original census data. Subdivisions have been added together
to show overall change.
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Census data for the county Skaftafellssysla AD (1695 -1901)

—♦— # cattle in Skaftafellssyslur
—a— tt horses in Skaftafellssyslur
• Skaftafellssysla land holdings
x Total Skaftafellssysla population

• it sheep in Skaftafellssyslur

■2 2000

XXX

;Tw ^ W
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!*;
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Year AD

Figure 6.6. Collated census data for the county ofSkaftafellssysla (both Vestur- and
Austur-) for the years AD 1695-1901. Black bars denote periods ofmajor glacial
advance. Data obtainedfrom Statistics Iceland (1997).

Mild conditions that preceded the LIA may have induced a misleading sense of

security for traditional farming practices, which meant that grazing regimes

previously used for generations may have been poorly suited to LIA climatic
extremes (Simpson et al. 2001). Climatic changes, particularly during the spring and

autumn, would have significantly impacted the length of the growing season and
dictated grazing pressure (Kirkbride and Dugmore 2005). A number of different

strategies were possible to help cope during periods of unpredictable climate, such as

manuring to enhance soil fertility, although others, such as exploitation of marine

resources, may have been crucially dependent on the wider socio-political situation.

Although the local community perceives climatic variability difficult to manage, it is
the times of prolonged extremes that most severely restrict their efforts to farm and
survive effectively (Dugmore et al. accepted).

Decreased mean annual temperatures, such as during the end of the 18th and 19th
centuries, reduced grass growth and potential grazing area. An approximate 1°C
decline in mean annual temperature may initiate a 10-20% decrease in the grazing

viability of rangelands (Haraldsson and Olafsdottir 2003) and reduce livestock

carrying capacity by 30% (Bergjiorsson 1985). Recent reconstructions of glacier
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equilibrium line altitude at Solheimajokull (an outlet of the Myrdalsjokull ice

cap) indicate that the overall cold peak between the 1780s-1790s corresponded to a

temperature decrease of 1.6°C compared to the 1960-1990 mean (Mackinstosh et al.

2002). Therefore, grazing potential and livestock carrying capacity may have been
reduced by -15-30% and -45% respectively during the late 18th century, and this

change is apparent in the census data (Table 6.3). Recent vegetation simulations

suggest that the reduction of biological activity may have even been as high as 40%
(Haraldsson and Olafsdottir in prep).

Among other factors, climatic deterioration during the LIA is known to have been
associated with farm abandonment throughout Iceland. In the eastern fjords, farms
located farthest inland and at highest elevations were the first to be abandoned as

conditions became increasingly harsh and access to wider resources from the
lowlands was potentially diminished (Sveinbjarnardottir 1992). As temperatures

decline during cold periods, increased cryogenic (freeze-thaw) processes at higher
elevations disturb vegetation and expose topsoil that is then susceptible to erosion.

Highland solifluction is known to have increased during the LIA (Kirkbride and

Dugmore 2005). This effect is eventually transmitted downslope if the period is

prolonged and of severe duration (Olafsdottir and Gudmundsson 2002; Haraldsson
and Olafsdottir 2003). Scars from these cryogenic processes are still visible in
lowland sites around Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull (see Section 2.4).

Likewise, glacier advances during the LIA period intermittently decreased the area of

potentially usable farmland across Austur-Skaftafellssysla. However, by the late 19th
9century when climate was generally more mild and glaciers undergoing retreat, in
addition to fewer epidemics and increasing trade routes, isolated land formerly
underutilized for grazing and habitation in eastern and southeastern districts, such as

Vididalur, had been resettled (Sveinbjarnardottir 1992).

Critically, the effectiveness of socially-constructed buffering strategies during the
LIA became paramount during times of climatic and environmental stress in
southeast Iceland. Humans were at most risk from starvation when strategies failed,

possibly triggered by cold summers when food stores had dwindled and people
became dependent on new pasturage to revive milk production. Animals were culled
to alleviate malnutrition and disease during prolonged years of hunger following the
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Laki eruption in AD 1783, as well as during AD 1802-1805 and during the 1880s

(Table 6.3; Vasey 2001; Grove 2004). However, food shortages were generally
lower by the 2nd half of the 19th century due to the availability of new technologies,

increasing imports or sowing of recently introduced crops like potatoes. Thus,

buffering mechanisms and coping strategies had significantly changed towards the
end of the LIA period. Additionally, the possibility of emigration to North America

during ~AD 1890 also provided another means of coping during times of hunger

(Vasey 2001).

Climate change is also intertwined with the development of social, economic and

political structures between the 17th - 19th centuries. For example, political power,
land ownership, farm size, livestock mixes, trade policies and the relative advantages

they could be used to promote, acted to gather wealth into the hands of an elite. This

tendency seems to have been exacerbated when interplayed with climatic
deterioration. Thus, increased pressure was put on the less economically

independent and tenant farmers, and powers of the elite were extended. However,
wealthier farms and their holdings created a critical buffer (e.g. replacement
livestock and dairy produce) to those less fortunate during short-term resource crises.
If the crises persisted, the more likely it became that the recipients lost their
economic independence, thus causing the wider pattern of landholdings to change,
such as during the end of the 18th and mid-19th centuries (e.g. Table 6.3; Figure 6.6).

Overall, a local economy was created that involved tenant farmers becoming

increasingly reliant upon a few major households. Initially, 'bad seasons' would
have first impoverished lower- and middle-ranking farmers and their social
mechanisms to cope, whereas successive 'bad years' during the LIA would have
elevated the economic and political status of a few major farms and church holdings

and, combined with potentially deliberate strategies of the elite, reduced the levels of
the most vulnerable tenant farmers and paupers (McGovern 1994; Vasey 2001).

However, even large, long-established farms, such as Breida and Fjall, eventually
succumbed to LIA glacier expansion, whilst others, like Fell and Haukafell, were

moved to safer ground which ensured preservation of economy.

Overall, LIA climatic deterioration increased pressure on the peoples of southeast
Iceland primarily through its impact on the land, either by reducing its extent or its
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productivity. Temperature decreases in particular acted to reduce the length of
the growing season, and thus significantly increased the pressure on vegetation

growing in marginal areas (Olafsdottir et al. 2001). By the end of the LIA, the

landscape in southeast Iceland can be perceived as being both reduced in area and

'exhausted,' in that formerly viable areas for grazing and hay production had either
been directly eroded by changes in the glaciers and rivers themselves (jokulhlaups

distinguished as the most threatening physical hazard), or had been inadvertently

degraded from increasing pressure on limited farming resources which promoted soil
erosion and loss of natural capital. From the scientific point of view, environmental

variability is usually discussed from a negative standpoint, i.e. that all changes are

detrimental to human beings. Yet, from a positive perspective, people survive

despite the hardships. Even during the most extreme years during the LIA,
concurrent cultural and socio-economic trends ensured that people living in Austur-

Skaftafellssysla survived with little loss of human life (Table 6.3). Moreover, they
were able to build a successful society.

6.6 The LIA maximum in SE Iceland - coherence or

disparity?

How is the LLA maximum 'interpreted' between different data sources, and how do
different lines of evidence and experience cohere or disagree? According to

implications regarding only environmental stability derived from the ethnographic

survey, the timing of the LIA maximum in southeast Iceland appears to have
occurred at the end of the 19th century rather than coinciding with the maximum

glacial extent (Table 6.2). This is not an issue of data quality, as respondents

provided as much detailed and relevant information regarding environmental and
climatic changes from the 18th as the 19th centuries. Therefore, it seems that the

landscape in southeast Iceland retains an environmental 'memory' of cumulative

impacts, and this has a subsequent influence on culture. Past climate is recorded in
the landscape as a record of accumulated physical effects to a greater or lesser extent

(Dugmore et al. accepted). For example, persistent climatic variability with

significant swings in temperature and rainfall will cause the natural environment to
remain unstable, e.g. glacier margins continually fluctuate, rivers periodically flood,
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slopes remain vulnerable to freeze-thaw processes and vegetation refrains from

effectively colonising grazing lands. If these unpredictable changes continue to

operate on short time-scales, the environment effectively remains unable to recover

to a state of economic viability for those living in the region. Extreme climatic

variability and consequential landscape instability between the early - late 19th
century did not permit the landscape in southeast Iceland to 'recover' from severe

environmental stress, in terms of climate and major glacial advance, that occurred

during the late 18th - early 19th centuries before it had to 'cope' with another pulse of
climatic deterioration during the latter half of the 19th century. This suggests that

landscape or environmental response in an already marginal location, such as Austur-

Skaftafellssysla, is in the order of decades to centuries. The 'memory effect,' or

impact of accumulated changes over a period of time, is very pertinent when

considering human societies because of cultural memories (personal experience, oral
histories and written records) that guide or influence human interactions with the
environment (Dugmore et al. accepted). Sequences of mutually contingent events

occurring in a particular order in a specific social and natural context has a profound
effect upon the resilience and flexibility of societies confronted with major changes
at any given moment in time (Crumley 1994). Thus, the sum total of environmental

impact accumulated during the previous -100 years caused the landscape to reach a

threshold of 'extreme instability' during the waning stages of the LIA and explains
the emphasis of cultural memory and oral history on changes that occurred during
that time.

However, if we include the entire range of scientific and ethnographic evidence

presented in this paper, then coherence exists across all of the sources of data, and
the timing of the LIA maximum shifts to the late 18th - early 19th centuries (Table

6.2). Residents in Austur-Skaftafellssysla displayed an exceptional understanding of
the scientific literature and previous research in their region, and most acknowledged
that glacier expansion during the late 19th century might not have been quite as

extensive as -100 years previous. Hierarchical classification of data sources may

lead to the misunderstanding of environmental change (Crumley 1994), such as the
confusion regarding the timing of the LIA glacier maximum in southeast Iceland.
This has apparently resulted from the misinterpretation of historical information
retold in Torarinsson's (1943) compendium regarding fluctuations of Vatnajokull
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glaciers. Forarinsson (1943) implied that the spatial extent of both the late 18th to
early 19th century and late 19th century advances were similar in many places, thus

raising the question whether or not the true LIA maximum limit across southeast
Iceland is identifiable. Information derived from our ethnographic survey and local
literature sources supports Forarinsson's (1943) conclusion of multiple periods of

spatially extant glacier advances, although it also indicates that the earlier period

pertained to the maximum LIA glacier limit. Moreover, it highlights the importance
of local knowledge and careful assessment of all types of data when reconstructing
former glacier limits.

6.7 Conclusion

The people of southeast Iceland have developed strategies to contend with both
climatic variability and accumulated climate change as expressed through glacier
fluctuations throughout their history. This study has highlighted the value of

ethnographic research in combination with field science when exploring the human
dimension of extreme environmental variability such as during the 17th-19th
centuries. Despite recent arguments regarding the validity of the term LIA (e.g.
Jones and Mann 2004), it is crucial that we do not forget that this period had real and

significant impacts on everyday life for those having to live through it, especially in

places like Iceland. Global compilations of data may show little significant

temperature change throughout the LIA period, but glacier and associated
environmental changes were a reality that the people of Austur-Skaftafellssysla had
to manage. Furthermore, the perceptions, memories and histories of local people

living in sensitive environments like Austur-Skaftafellssysla provide a rich and

critically underused resource for the numerous scientific investigations that draw
conclusions about the timing of the LIA maximum in Iceland. An exploration in the
coherence of data from many sources, both from the scientific record and the

ethnographic point of view, has shown that the more varied and integrated the
sources of information, the more complete our understanding and reconstructions of

past change.

Therefore, the main conclusions from our study are as follows:
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(1) LIA climatic deterioration significantly increased the pressure on

vegetation growing in marginal areas and affected grazing capacity, and thus,

farming viability, hence causing stress to farmers living in Austur-

Skaftafellssysla;

(2) However, it was the interplay of climate with concurrent cultural, social and
economic factors over the past few centuries that determined the strategies
which ensured effective survival and preservation of economy among the
local community;

(3) Different lines of evidence, ranging from cultural to physical, tend to 'sense'

change in different ways. This has a bearing on the interpretation of the LIA

glacial maximum in southeast Iceland. Hence, landscape in southeast
Iceland retains environmental 'memory' which reached a critical instability
threshold during the late 19th century and explains the emphasis of cultural

memory and oral history on changes that occurred during that time;

(4) An holistic approach which integrates all sources of information relevant to
the impact and magnitude of LIA changes shows coherence in the different

trajectories of perception and indicates that the LIA maximum in southeast
Iceland occurred during the late 18th - early 19th centuries.
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Chapter 7: Timing, expression and

consequences of the LIA maximum in southeast
Iceland

7.1 Chapter aims

The overall purpose of this thesis is to investigate the LIA glacial maximum in
southeast Iceland by integrating the glaciological, climatological and historical
evidence in order to enhance our current understanding about the timing, expression
and consequences of the LIA in the North Atlantic. Each previous chapter has
delivered a detailed component of the overall thesis aims as conceptually displayed
in Figure 1.1. The aim of Chapter 7 is to integrate these diverse results in order to
assess the significance of the southeast Iceland LIA glacial maximum at local,

regional and global spatial scales. Such an assessment shows the extent to which
Icelandic glacier fluctuations are indicators of changes in the state of the earth's

climate, as well as develops our insight into human-environmental interactions from
locations of climatic sensitivity.

The specific aims of this chapter are to:

(1) critically examine the results obtained from previous chapters and assess

their integrative significance regarding the LIA glacial maximum in
southeast Iceland;

(2) compare the relative synchrony between the timing of the LIA glacial
maximum in southeast Iceland with the wider Icelandic chronology;

(3) compare the timing of the Icelandic LIA glacial maximum and those
across the North Atlantic with maxima from other key maritime locations
such as Alaska, the Pacific Northwest and New Zealand;

(4) briefly examine possible LIA glacier-climatic linkages at the global

scale;
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(5) explore the impact of the LIA glacial maximum on residents of
southeast Iceland in terms of both climatic and environmental changes;

7.2 Integration of thesis results

7.2.7 LIA glacier chronologies

The resolution and reliability of any moraine chronology, whether based on historical
information or geomorphological dating, is dependent upon the precision and

accuracy of the dating control. Moreover, the existence of moraine assemblages in

glacier forelands may not only reflect climatic history, but may also result from the
individual sensitivities of different glaciers to climate change and the preservation

potential of glaciogenic landforms (Kirkbride and Brazier 1998; Kirkbride and

Dugmore in press). These issues have been of recent prominence in dating studies

throughout Iceland (e.g. Bradwell 2001b; Kirkbride and Dugmore 2001a; Casely and

Dugmore 2004).

Crucially, the choice of lichen dating method has a significant impact on the derived

timing of LIA maxima, especially at the Vatnajokull outlet glaciers, as seen in the
-100 year discrepancy in results between the conventional and population gradient

techniques obtained from the forelands of Skalafellsjbkull and Heinabergsjokull

(Chapter 2). Many problems inherent to lichenometric dating, such as the antiquity
and reliability of control points used in growth curve construction and complications
in the field, including substrate geology, environmental conditions, clast size and

periglacial activity, render the conventional lichenometric method restrictive at best

(Gordon and Sharp 1983; Maizels and Dugmore 1985; Caseldine 1987; Kugelmann

1991). The population gradient technique addresses some of these limitations

through examination of the shape of lichen population distributions (Caseldine 1991;
Bradwell 200lb; 2004).

Two key issues arise when comparing the results derived in this thesis using either
the Evans et al. (1999) or Bradwell (2001b; 2004) lichenometric approaches. Firstly,
the issue of site selection and age for dating curve production is paramount.

Locations within the Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull forelands used in

construction of the Evans et al. (1999) lichenometric dating curve are of disputable
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age (see Section 2.1.1). Furthermore, Evans et al. (1999) obtain 19th century

dates for moraines at Kviarjokull (Figure 7.1), when they acknowledge Lorarinsson's

(1956a) conclusions (based on tephrochronology) that these moraines are actually
several hundred years older. In contrast, Bradwell (2001b; 2004) ensured that
locations utilised for construction of his 'age-size' and 'age-gradient' dating curves

were incontrovertible. When tested against moraines of known age at Fjallsjokull
and Holarjokull (Figure 7.1), the evidence indicates that the Bradwell (2001b; 2004)
method reproduces the correct age assignments within 1-10 years for moraines at

least 150 years old. Secondly, the issue of constraint on the shape of the dating
curves between the Evans et al. (1999) and Bradwell (2001b; 2004) techniques is
critical. The Evans et al. (1999) curve is based on extrapolation, such that the older
the site, the less the statistical reliability of the age assignment because the shape of
the curve is unconstrained. The Bradwell (2001b; 2004) curves are based on

interpolation, such that the shape of the curve is strictly confined, thus rendering age

assignments more statistically reliable.

These concerns, in addition to the full discussion presented in Chapter 2, indicate that
the use of the Bradwell (2001b; 2004) lichenometric technique in this thesis is an

appropriate and reliable method for dating moraines at Skalafellsjokull and

Heinabergsjokull. However, the extremely fragmented nature of the moraines, as

well as the post-depositional disturbance apparent at some sites, yielded further

questions pertaining to the lichenometrically-derived conclusion that Skalafellsjokull
reached its maximum LIA extent during the early 19th century, with the maximum
limit of Heinabergsjokull occurring slightly later during the mid-19th century. Such

complications necessitated the inclusion of independent dating constraints on the
surficial lichen-derived record.

Tephrochronological investigations at Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull suggest
a more complex pattern of advance and retreat between the two glaciers than that
obtained using lichenometry alone (Chapter 3). Overall, the tephra evidence
corroborates an early 19th century maximum at Skalafellsjokull, as both the lichen
and tephra-derived moraine age estimates support one another. However, the tephra
record at Heinabergsjokull sheds new light on the glacier's LIA chronology.
Lichenometric results implied that Heinabergsjokull reached its LIA maximum
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extent during the mid-19th century, (i.e. -30 years after Skalafellsjokull),

although the underlying stratigraphic sequence around the extant outermost moraines
indicates that the farthest extension of the glacier during its LIA maximum remains
unknown. Unfortunately, landform censoring related to post-depositional destruction
of the true outermost moraines restricts the confirmation of absolutely dated LIA
maximum limits at Heinabergsjokull based on the surficial moraine record. Overall,
the apparently censored chronology implies that Heinabergsjokull reached its
maximum LIA limit before -AD 1850, possibly as early as Skalafellsjokull (-AD

1820) since they both reside in the same climatic setting, although individual

hypsometric characteristics of each glacier would have influenced the exact timing of
each glacier's maximum extent (Chapter 5).

Despite the obvious strengths of using a multi-parameter approach when

reconstructing the Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull LIA chronologies,

apparently 'anomalous' results were obtained between the lichenometric and

tephrochronological investigations for the northern extension of the Heinabergsjokull
moraines where older lichens were surrounded by underlying younger tephras (see
Section 3.3.2). Subsequent application of the U2 statistic to the suite of
lichenometric data, primarily in order to correlate fragmented moraines sequences

and hence reconstruct former ice marginal patterns, actually permitted reconciliation
of the discrepancies between the lichen and tephra studies (Chapter 4). A major
benefit of applying the U2 statistic is that the modality of the lichen data is irrelevant
which is in direct contrast to the criteria applied when using the lichen population

gradient method to date moraine surfaces. Thus, the 55% of lichen data originally
unable to be used for dating the moraines were then included when attempting to

associate 'like' moraine fragments based on the similarity of their lichen population
distributions. The U2 statistical results confirmed the overall sequencing of moraines

presented in Chapters 2 and 3, as well as indicated that some of the lichens located
on moraines across the 'anomalous' northern sector of the Heinabergsjokull foreland

are, in fact, older than the age of tephra in the same vicinity. This apparent

'discrepancy' in dating techniques is actually an artifact of retreat dynamics of the

glacier following its LIA maximum extent (see Section 4.5.3). More specifically, the

ability to cluster severely fragmented moraine suites based on the shape of their
lichen population distributions, in combination with sub-surface stratigraphic
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evidence, indicates that, even though the lichen and tephra results may sometimes

appear to diverge, an apparent 'mis-match' may have significant interpretation value
and reveal previously dismissed chronological details regarding the behaviour of an
individual glacier.

The seminal work of Lorarinsson (1943), which provides an overview of historical
records of Icelandic glacier fluctuations throughout the last few centuries, seemingly
contradicts the geomorphogically-derived glacier chronologies as his overriding
conclusion is that the southeastern Vatnajokull outlet glaciers reached their LIA
maxima during the late 19th century. However, as detailed in Chapter 2,
Lorarinsson's (1943) work may be interpreted in multiple ways. Information
contained within his work is often unclear due to a reliance on Thoroddsen's (1905-

1906; 1916-1917) ambiguous interpretations, both spatially and temporally, although
in a number of locations, it is the only information which currently exists. A careful
review of Lorarinsson's (1943) work and the sources contained within, as well as

supplementary investigations into local perceptions and literature of the residents of
southeast Iceland, was undertaken in this thesis. The outcome yielded a more

complete picture of LIA climate and landscape changes in southeast Iceland that
validated the Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull chronologies derived from the

geomorphological dating presented in this thesis (Chapter 6).

7.2.2 Modeling implications

Results of the mass balance modeling provide new insight into the sensitivity of

glaciers in southeast Iceland to climate change (Chapter 5). In particular, the

modeling exercise revealed how overall changes in mass balance are affected by

glacier hypsometry. Skalafellsjokull's large accumulation area helps to enhance a

positive mass balance state (e.g. when conditions are cold or wet), as well as to

buffer the glacier during times of negative mass balance (e.g. when conditions are

warm or dry). In contrast, Lambatungnajokull may entirely disappear under the
warmest or driest climatic scenarios, the only one of the three glaciers modeled to do
so. Trends in the response of Heinabergsjokull to the same climatic regimes follow
the pattern for Lambatungnajokull, though Heinabergsjokull's larger size and higher
elevation accumulation area helps to buffer the glacier from disappearing altogether.
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This suggests that, overall, Skalafellsjokull is the least climatically sensitive to

climatic changes, whereas Lambatungnajokull is the most sensitive.

Heinabergsjokull occupies an intermediary position along this 'sensitivity
continuum.' These modeling implications are in good agreement with the derived
LIA glacier chronologies at all three glaciers.

However, modeling and U2 statistical results appear to contradict inferred retreat

dynamics at Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull at first glance. For example, the

modeling exercise appears to suggest that Skalafellsjokull should retreat more slowly
when the climate warms, as its mass balance is slower to respond to increasing

temperatures than Heinabergsjokull. However, results from the U2 tests show that
retreat rates following the LIA maximum advances at both glaciers were the opposite
- i.e. that Skalafellsjokull's retreat rate was more rapid than Heinabergsjokull's

during the late 19th century (see Section 4.5). What the mass balance model and

glacier hypsometry fail to take into account is: (1) the degree of confinement of the

glacier terminus; and (2) the dynamic relationship between the bedrock topography

underlying each glacier and associated linkages with ice flow velocity as mass

balance changes. Even at the present time, Skalafellsjokull is largely unconfined in
its ablation zone, whereas most of the length of Heinabergsjokull is confined within a

steep-sided valley (see Figure 1.11). Despite the termini of both glaciers spilling out

onto the sandur during the LIA, Skalafellsjokull, due to the extent of its unconfined

trunk, retreated quickly, as its thin ice margins would have been prone to rapid

melting. Such extensive ablation would have become unsustainable once the thin

margins had quickly melted and the large proportion of ice in the accumulation zone

buffered persistently rapid retreat into the 20th century. In contrast, Heinabergsjokull

may have had two barriers in place that worked in tandem to initially delay rapid
retreat subsequent to its LIA maximum advance. Firstly, the confined nature of
much of the trunk meant that thicker ice was located at the terminus which

effectively protected the ice front from initial rapid retreat rates compared to

Skalafellsjokull. Secondly, a topographic 'pinning point' higher up

Heinabergsjokull's trunk may have hindered ice flow as mass balance fluctuated

during the late 19th century. This hypothesis is based on the existence of two

prominent ice falls halfway along the glacier tongue (see Figure 5.3). The northerly
branch of Heinabergsjokull flows over the highest elevation and steepest of the two
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ice falls. As mass balance switched from positive to negative states, the
accumulation of ice at higher elevations may have become retarded to such an extent

that ice flow velocity was largely reduced, and the previously advanced terminus

stagnated for a short time on the sandur plain before undergoing subsequent rapid
retreat.

Clearly, these hypotheses between Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull require
further investigation. One potential future option is to link the mass balance model

presented in Chapter 5 with an ice flow model that, most crucially, incorporates
bedrock topography. This would permit enhanced understanding of the variability in

velocity and overall ice dynamics as mass balance changes. However, it is important
to recognise that the apparent complexities regarding terminus fluctuations inferred
from the U" tests and mass balance modeling implications need not necessarily

suggest inconsistencies in the results presented in this thesis. Rather, they highlight
the complex response of the glaciers to climatic change, as well as point to possible
mechanisms governing differences in the exact timing of each glacier's LIA

chronology. Overall, it is significant that all of the chronological and modeling
evidence helps to justify an earlier LIA glacial maximum at Skalafellsjokull and

Heinabergsjokull than has formerly been thought, and which also appears to fit the

larger, emerging picture, especially across southeastern and southern Iceland

7.3 Timing of LIA glacial maxima - a question of

synchrony?

It is important to compare the timing of the southeast Iceland LIA glacier maximum
with other regions to help elucidate the way in which global climatic variability may

have been differentially expressed during the LIA, as studies have shown that the

timing of LIA glacial maxima differed significantly around the globe. The first task
is to delimit the extent to which the LIA glacial maximum in southeast Iceland is

representative of the country's overall chronology, and then to determine the degree
of synchrony between Iceland and the wider North Atlantic. Next, a comparison of
the North Atlantic LIA glacial chronology with those across other similar maritime

glaciated environments, such as Alaska, the Pacific Northwest and New Zealand
where the LIA glacial chronologies are well-constrained, permits the establishment
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of a geographical framework (c.f Matthews and Briffa 2005) which may

highlight potential factors responsible for inducing LIA glacier fluctuations in
locations dominated by ocean-atmosphere interactions.

7.3.1 The LIA glacial maximum in Iceland - the local scale

7.3.1.1 Southeast Iceland

According to Table 7.1, LIA glacial maxima of the Vatnajokull outlet glaciers
occurred over the time-span of at least 150 years between the mid-18th to late 19th
century. General historical accounts (c.f. Porarinsson 1943) of Icelandic glacier
extents between the 17th to 19th centuries are, in many cases, vague and primarily
based on descriptions of whether or not a glacier was in a generally advanced

position. This interpretation is significantly different to unequivocal evidence

indicating that a glacier had reached its LIA maximum limit. Additionally,
fluctuations of some outlets are not very well documented due to remote localities or

difficulty of access during the LIA period. However, in many locations,
Porarinsson's (1943) compendium is the only evidence that currently exists. In such
cases where independent tests of moraine age dating have yet to be undertaken, it is

necessary to take Porarinsson's (1943) interpretation at face value.

Overall, most of the Vatnajokull outlets are known to have advanced during the late
18th to early 19th centuries with a subsequent advance of slightly greater or lesser
extent during the late 19th century. As previously noted in Chapter 2, differentiation
between the absolute extent of these multiple advance phases may be open to

question in most locations, as historical accounts summarised in Porarinsson (1943)
state that glacier termini, such as at Lambatungnajokull, Flaajokull and

Heinabergsjokull (still coalesced with Skalafellsjokull), had reached their outermost
moraines during the late 19th century advance. Thus, these outermost moraines must

belong to an older, spatially extensive advance along the southeastern margin of

Vatnajokull that occurred prior to the late 19th century.

Previously, moraines lichenometrically-dated using the 'conventional' method

(average of the five largest lichens) have been used to conclude that LIA maxima at

glaciers such as Flaajokull, Heinabergsjokull and Skalafellsjokull occurred during
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the late 19th century (Jaksch 1975; Evans et al. 1999; Dqbski 2002), and this

appears to match the overall historical record put forth in Porarinsson (1943; Table

7.1). However, according to the lichen population gradient technique, LIA maxima
moraines at Lambatungnajokull, Skalafellsjokull (including the Sultartungnjokull

margin) and Heinabergsjokull actually date to the late 18th to early 19th centuries

(Chapter 2; Figure 7.1; Bradwell 2001a; 2004). The southeast Iceland

tephrochronological record corroborates this earlier LIA maximum recognised at

these glaciers (Chapter 3; Porarinsson 1958). Furthermore, an extensive review of
historical accounts from southeast Iceland, as well as local narrative and literary

sources, confirms a late 18th to early 19th century LIA glacial maximum at

Lambatungnajokull, Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull, and possibly Flaajokull

(Chapter 6). Moraines at Hoffellsjokull have not been dated, but Porarinsson (1943)

interprets the glacier to have reached its LIA maximum during the late 19th century,

although he acknowledges that Hoffellsjokull may have been just as big during
earlier advances. In contrast, investigations into historical sources unequivocally
indicate that BreiSamerkurjokull was at its LIA maximum during the late 19th
century (Chapter 6; Porarinsson 1943).

Despite little available information regarding the LIA fluctuations of the larger,
lobate outlets of the southwestern and northern sectors of Vatnajokull, historical
sources and some lichenometric and tephrochronological data suggest that these

glaciers were also at their LIA maxima during the latter half of the 18th century and

early into the 19th century. For instance, Skeidararjokull may have reached its
maximum LIA limit as early as the mid-18th century (Porarinsson 1943; SigurSsson

2005; Figure 7.1), although its response to climatological forcing may have been

complicated by the frequency of activity of the Grimsvotn volcano (up to 7-8

eruptions per century during the LIA) and subsequent jokulhlaups routed beneath the

glacier (Larsen et al. 1998). LIA advances of Dyngjujokull, Bruarjokull and

Eyjabakkajokull, the surging northern lobes, may also have been decoupled from
LIA climatic change due to internal instabilities within the glaciers themselves.

Despite this caveat, both historical and geomorphological dating suggests that
advance phases in the north between the late 18th to late 19th centuries were in-phase
with those along the southeastern margin of the ice cap (Table 7.1). Of particular
interest are the fluctuations of Bruarjokull, the largest surging glacier in Iceland,
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since it shares an ice divide with the southeastern outlets from Skalafellsjokull to

Lambatungnajokull. Ice divide migration could have potentially impacted the LIA

dynamics between Bruarjokull and the smaller, southeastern outlets due to changing
rates of ice supply to the respective termini during surging and quiescent phases

(Kirkbride and Dugmore 2001b). Torarinsson (1943) documents surges that
occurred at Bruarjokull ~AD 1775, 1810 and 1890 which correspond well with
advances at Skalafellsjokull, Heinabergsjokull and Lambatungnajokull, although
Eorarinsson (1943), Evans et al. (1999) and SigurSsson (2005) suggest that the

greatest extent of Bruarjokull occurred during the late 19th to early 20th centuries.
However, tephrochronological evidence obtained from a later study by Torarinsson

(1964) indicates that Bruarjokull was in a very advanced position during AD 1794,
and that its AD 1890 advance did not breach all of the moraines formed earlier in AD

1810. The oldest historical records from the neighbouring Eyjabakkajokull dating to

the 1890s suggest that the glacier was in an advanced state at the time (Torarinsson

1943; Table 7.1), and conclusions by Evans et al. (1999) support a late 19th century

advance of Eyjabakkajokull. However, this may be an underestimate given the

potential unreliability when using the conventional lichenometry method in southeast
Iceland. Post-LIA records indicate that Eyjabakkajokull also underwent periods of
advance and retreat during the 20th century relatively in-phase with fluctuations as at

Bruarjokull. Such similarity of behaviour between Bruarjokull and the adjacent

Eyjabakkajokull implies that the latter may also have experienced an earlier, more
extensive LIA advance prior to the 1890s, although this has yet to be confirmed.
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Table 7.1 Summary of LIA glacial maxima across Iceland according to the type of
dating method. Where more than one date is given and disagreement is apparent, the
more reliable is shown in bold. Reliability is judged on the potential errors and/or
mis-interpretations involved in each of the various dating methods (see text for further
details and examples).
Location LIA maximum Dating method Author(s)
Vatnajokull
iLambatungnaiokull late 19th C historical Forarinsson (1943)

late 18th C lichenometry* + Bradwell (2001a)

late 19th C
tephrochronology

Hoffellsjokull historical Forarinsson (1943)
JFlaajokull late 19th C historical Forarinsson (1943)

late 19lh C lichenometry Jaksch (1975)
late 19lh C lichenometry Evans et al. (1999)
late 19th C lichenometry D^bski (2002)
<Iate 19th C historical Chapter 6

iHeinabergsiokull late 19th C historical Forarinsson (1943)
late 19th C lichenometry Evans et al. (1999)
early (mid?) 19th C lichenometry* + Chapters 2, 3, 6

tephrochronology
historical

tSkalafellsiokul! late 19th C historical Forarinsson (1943)
late 19th C lichenometry Evans et al. (1999)
early 19th C lichenometry* + Chapters 2, 3, 6

tephrochronology
historical

iSultartunenaiokull mid-18th,h C historical Forarinsson (1943)
(mid?) late 18,h C lichenometry* + Chapters 2, 3

late 19th C
tephrochronology

B reidamerkurjokull historical Forarinsson (1943)
late 19th C historical Chapter 6

iFiallsiokull tOraefi) mid-19'h C historical Forarinsson (1943)
late 18th C lichenometry* Bradwell (2004)

Kviarjokull (Oraefi) late 18th or historical Forarinsson (1943)
late 19th C
late 19th C tephrochronology Gudmundsson (1998a)

:|:H61arjdkull (Oraefi)
late 19th C lichenometry Evans et al. (1999)
late 19th C historical Forarinsson (1956)
late 19'h C lichenometry Evans et al. (1999)
mid-19th C lichenometry* Bradwell (2004)

ijrSkaftafellsjokull date 19th C historical Forarinsson (1943;
(Oraefi)

mid-18th C
1956)

tSkeidarariokull historical Forarinsson (1943);

late 18th C
Sigurdsson (2005)

±Dvngiuiokullt historical Forarinsson (1943)
tBruariokullt late 19th C historical Forarinsson (1943);

late 18th- early 19th
Sigurdsson (2005)

tephrochronology Forarinsson (1964)

early 20th C lichenometry Evans et al. (1999)
Eyjabakkajokullf late 19th C historical Forarinsson (1943);

late 19th C
Sigurdsson (2005)

lichenometry Evans et al. (1999)
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southern Iceland
tMvrdalsiokull late 19lh C (eastern) lichenometry Evans et al. (1999)

late 18th to early 19th lichenometry* + Casely and Dugmore
C (western) tephrochronology (2004)

tEviafiallaiokull early to mid-18th C lichenometry* + Kirkbride and

tephrochronology Dugmore (2001a;
2006)

central Iceland

Eiriksjokull late 19,h C lichenometry Gudmundsson (1998b)
Langjokull late 19th C historical borarinsson (1943)
tReanabudaiokull early 18thC tephrochronology Kirkbride and

<mid-19,h C
Dugmore (2006)

iHofsiokullf historical borarinsson (1943)
northern/northwest
Iceland

tTrollaskaei mid-18th to mid-19th lichenometry* Caseldine (1991);
Peninsula C lichenometry Haberle (1991);

mid-18th C
Kugelmann (1991)

tDransaiokull historical Ey[:orsson (1935)
*population gradient lichenometric method

fsurge-type glacier(s)

tdenotes glacier where evidence exists for a LIA maximum before the late 19,h century (17 out of23
locations); underlined names indicate glaciers that may have reached their LIA maximum extent
either during the 18th century or early in the 19th century (14 out of23 locations)
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Figure 7.1. Dated LIA glacial maxima across Iceland, including insets of
Vatnajokull and southeastern Vatnajokull. The type of method used to date the
maxima are denoted as follows: h - historical records; I = lichenometry
('conventional' technique); I* = lichenometry (population gradient technique); t =
tephrochronology; I* + t = lichenometry (population gradient method) constrained
by tephrochronology. At the decadal to multi-decadal time-scale, it appears that the
Icelandic LIA glacial maximum occurred between the mid-18th to mid-19th centuries,
with an emphasis around the late 18th to early 19th centuries based on timing of the
most glaciers being farthest extended.

The steep glacier outlets flowing from Orasfajokull, technically a separate ice cap

which partially drains into the southernmost sector of Vatnajokull, show more

variation in the timing of their LIA maxima (Figure 7.1). Historically, it appears that

glaciers such as Fjallsjokull, Kvfarjokull, Holarjokull and Skaftafellsjokull reached
their LIA maximum extents between the mid- to late 19th century (Porarinsson 1943;
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1956a). To a degree, the lichenometric and tephrochronological evidence

supports the historical record. For example, chronological refinements based on the

population gradient lichenometric method indicate that Holarjokull's LIA maximum
occurred during the mid-1800s, although Fjallsjokull experienced an earlier LIA
maximum during the late 18th century (Bradwell 2004). Tephrochronological
constraint around the moraines at Kvlarjokull suggests that the maximum LIA
advance occurred by AD 1870, although the glacier fluctuated around this limit
between the late 18th to late 19th centuries (GuSmundsson 1998a).

According to the most reliable dating studies, which include a combination of

population gradient lichenometry, tephrochronology and historical sources, it appears
that the small to medium-sized outlet glaciers across southeastern Vatnajokull
reached their LIA maxima between the late 18th to early 19th centuries. The larger,
lobate glaciers, such as Breidamerkurjokull, may have longer response times than the
smaller glaciers, and thus could be expected to have reached their LIA maxima later,
such as during the late 19th century. However, the sparse historical records in
existence and few geomorphological dating investigations generally seem to indicate
that most of these larger glaciers also attained their LIA maximum extents during the
late 18lh to early 19th centuries. More multi-parameter dating studies around the

Vatnajokull margin would constrain this interpretation and the vague historical
records from some locations.

7.3.1.2 Iceland-wide LIA glacial maxima

According to Table 7.1, it also appears that, depending on the reliability of dating
control and amount of available evidence, LIA glacial maxima occurred across most

of Iceland between the mid-18th to mid-19th centuries. In southern Iceland, Evans et

al. (1999) utilised the conventional lichenometric technique to conclude that, at least

along the eastern margin, Myrdalsjokull reached its LIA maximum during the end of
the 19th century. However, more recently, population gradient lichenometry in
addition to the tephra record indicates that the LIA maximum along the western

margin occurred during the late 18th to early 19th centuries (Casely and Dugmore

2004; Figure 7.1). Evidence of pre-LIA glacier activity at Solheimajokull (Dugmore

1989) and Kotlujokull (Schomaker et al. 2003) implies that the overall dynamics of
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Myrdalsjokull may be complicated by volcanic eruptions from Katla due to loss
of ice during each event (up to 10% of the ice cap's volume), topographic changes in
the subglacial caldera or ice divide migration (Dugmore and Sugden 1991;

Sigurdsson 2005). However, the last large Katla eruption during the LIA occurred in
AD 1755, thus glacier advances post-dating this event remained unaffected by
volcanic activity. Dated moraines along margins of the adjacent Eyjafjallajokull ice

cap using the size-frequency lichenometric method (to generate a '1 in 1000 thallus')

tightly constrained by tephrochronology indicate a LIA maximum during the early to
mid-18th century (Kirkbride and Dugmore 2001a).

In central Iceland, evidence exists for a 19th century LIA maximum which is later
than across most of southern and southeastern Iceland (Table 7.1).

Geomorphologically-dated moraine studies are limited to Eirfksjokull and

Regnabudajokull, two small ice caps near Langjokull (Ligure 7.1). Based on

conventional lichenometry, Gudmundsson (1998b) concluded that Eirfksjokull
reached its LIA maximum during the late 19th century, potentially an underestimation
based on the reliability of the method. Historical records summarised in Eorarinsson

(1943) suggest that the much larger Langjokull ice cap also attained its greatest

extent during the late 19th century, although he additionally states that Langjokull
reached a similar extent during the late 18th century. However, recent

tephrochronological investigations around the margins of Regnabudajokull have
identified a LIA maximum ~AD 1700. This earlier maximum may be associated
with intensely cold temperatures due to advanced sea-ice during the 1690s (Ligure

1.7), although sea-ice incidence at this time was not as persistent as during the 1780s

(Ogilvie 1984; 1994). The disparity in timing of maxima between Langjokull and

Regnabudajokull also highlights the differences in response time and sensitivity to

climatic change between very small, local glaciers and large icefields (Kirkbride and

Dugmore in press). The Hofsjokull ice cap, consisting of both surging and non-

surging margins, seems to have undergone its LIA maximum before the mid-19th
century, as historical records have allowed identification of moraines formed in AD

1846. Prominent moraines beyond this limit, presumably older than the 1840s,

presently remain undated (Lorarinsson 1943). In contrast to most of the interior of

Iceland, both the historical record and various lichenometric methods, including the

population gradient approach, suggest that maximum LIA limits in northern and
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northwestern Iceland occurred between the mid-18th to mid-19th centuries at

glaciers located on the Trollaskagi Peninsula (Caseldine 1991; Haberle 1991;

Kugelmann 1991) and Drangajokull (EyJjorsson 1935; Table 7.1; Figure 7.1).

7.3.1.3 Summary of the LIA glacial maximum in Iceland

Despite potential limitations involved in the choice of dating method, a late 18th to

early 19th century LIA maximum may be more widespread than formerly thought.

Although Vatnajokull comprises both surging and non-surging glaciers and outlets of

many sizes, it appears that, based on evidence presently available, the ice cap

behaved relatively coherently during the LIA. As a whole, however, Vatnajokull

may have been responding to the overall cooler conditions since the mid-Holocene,
whilst the higher frequency terminus fluctuations of individual outlets superimposed
on this general trend may reflect shorter-term climatic forcing related to variability in

atmospheric-oceanic circulation over the past several centuries (Kirkbride and

Dugmore in press). The majority of smaller, more sensitive glaciers across northern
Iceland and the smaller outlet glaciers across southeast and southern Iceland reached
their LIA glacier maxima during the latter half of the 18th century, whereas the larger
outlets attained their maximum extents more towards the late 18th to early 19th
centuries. These differences in the timing of maxima may reflect the dynamic
contrasts in response time between small and large glaciers. Glaciers in the interior,

apart from Regnabudajokull, appear to have undergone later maxima during the late
19th century, although this may also be an artifact of dating reliability or 'continental'
versus 'maritime' climatic regime. Moreover, it appears that these smaller and

steeper interior glaciers in central Iceland may better preserve geomorphological

records, such that moraines deposited by older Holocene advances, pre-dating the

LIA, are being increasingly discovered (Kirkbride and Dugmore in press).

Unequivocally dated LIA maxima occurred during the late 19th century at locations
such as at Breidamerkurjokull and some of the Orrefajokull outlets.

Overall, Icelandic LIA glacial maxima occurred between ~AD 1700 and the late 19th
century depending upon individual glacier response times that are largely influenced

by hypsometry and mass balance gradients, and thus topographic and climatic

settings. However, in order to make subsequent regional chronological comparisons
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and investigate potential climatic linkages, a more constrained period for the

timing of the Icelandic LIA maximum is necessary. Obviously, such a generalisation

disregards the exact chronology and response time for each individual glacier, and,
as such, 'averages' the spread of the exact timing of LIA maxima across Iceland.

However, 17 out of 23 locations shown in Figure 7.1 reached maximum LIA limits
before the late 19th century which suggests a pervasive, coherent response to LIA
climatic forcing. Thus, in summary, it is possible, to conclude that, based on the

extant, published evidence, Iceland's LIA maximum occurred between the mid-18th
to mid-19th centuries. However, in terms of the period in which the most Icelandic

glaciers were, farthest advanced during the LIA, and hence the greatest amount of ice

extended, this window appears to have been centred around the late 18th to early 19th
centuries.

7.3.2 LIA glacial maxima across the North Atlantic - the

regional scale

Few glaciers unconnected to the Greenland Ice Sheet have been studied in terms of
their LIA maxima. However, those that have tend to suggest a LIA glacial maximum

during the mid-18th century. For instance, according to lichenometrically dated
moraines in eastern Greenland, Geirsdottir et al. (2000) discovered that the earliest

LIA glacial maxima related to small, localised glaciers residing in the Miki and I.C.
Jacobsen Fjords occurred during the 17th to 18th centuries. Lichen dates were derived

using linear growth curves constructed from other high latitude locations such as

central Alaska and Spitsbergen. However, cosmogenically-dated transitions of

particle size within marine sediment cores obtained from the same ijords span the
Holocene period, and those from the last 1000 years are correlative with a 17th to 18th
century advance (Geirsdottir et al. 2000). Inferences made from lacustrine sediment
cores adjacent to a slightly larger glacier, Nordre Qipisarqo Brae in southern

Greenland, advanced to its LIA maximum limit sometime shortly after AD 1750

(Kaplan et al. 2002). In western Greenland, glaciers on Disko Island and in the

Sukkertoppen area also appear to have reached their LIA maximum extents ~AD
1750 as determined mainly by historical evidence and conventional lichenometry

(Beschel 1961; Nesje and Dahl 2000). LIA glacial maxima from these independent
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ice masses seem to have been synchronous with the major outlet glaciers of the
Greenland Ice Sheet, although the smallest glaciers reached maximum extents earlier
than the larger glaciers or lobes of the ice sheet. Thus, the few extant studies suggest

that the timing of the overall Greenlandic LIA glacial maximum corresponds to the
mid- 18th century (Grove 2004; Figure 7.2).

The maritime glaciers of Norway reside in an extremely moist and mild environment
similar to Iceland with up to -2.5 m a"1 of precipitation and ~8°C mean annual

temperature at sea level on the Norwegian west coast. Glacier fluctuations in

Norway have been extensively investigated primarily through the implementation of
conventional lichenometry and, more recently, interpretations using lacustrine
sediments retrieved from pro-glacial lakes. Apart from glaciers in the Breheimen

region, all LIA maxima have been consistently dated to the mid-18th century, and in
most cases, precisely between AD 1740-1750 (Figure 7.2). These include glaciers

spanning 13 degrees of latitude, from Jostedalsbreen and Jotunheimen in south-
central Norway (Bickerton and Matthews 1993; Matthews 2005; Matthews et al.

2005), Folgefonna in western Norway (Bakke et al. 2005), and Lyngshalvoya and
Svartisen and Okstindan in northern/northwestern Norway (Ballantyne 1990;
Winkler 2003). These temperate glaciers are located mostly at lower altitudes (e.g.
<1500 masl), whereas glaciers in Breheimen are located at higher elevations and

postulated to be cold-based. The later LIA glacier maxima in Breheimen during the
late 18th to mid-19th centuries have been attributed to the response of glaciers with
different thermal properties and their location at higher altitudes (Shakesby et al.

2004).

Svalbard, an archipelago which belongs to Norway, is located between the Greenland
and Barents Seas within the Arctic Ocean (74-81°N and ~10-35°E). Svalbard's

climate is colder and more arid than Iceland with a mean annual temperature —5°C
and between 300 mm a"1 (south coast) to 1200 mm a"1 (north coast) of precipitation.

However, these overall climatic conditions are remarkably less severe than at other
locations of similar latitudes, such as in Greenland, due to the moderating influence
of the West Spitsbergen Current (Isaksson et al. 2005). Climate fluctuates between
extremes when either anticyclonic conditions bring persistently cold Arctic

temperatures, or cyclonic conditions bring more maritime conditions. Glaciers cover
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60% of the land on Svalbard, and those located on the west coast where

conditions are the most mild, glaciers are especially of a maritime-type (Werner

1993), though may be polythermal. These different properties imply that, although
often influenced by a maritime regime, Svalbard glaciers may respond differently to

climatic change than Icelandic glaciers, and thus suggest that periods of advance and
retreat may not necessarily be in-phase. Few investigations into the timing of LIA

glacier fluctuations have been conducted on Svalbard, but those that have, namely on

Spitsbergen, primarily used conventional lichenometry and information derived from
lacustrine sediments to show that LIA glacial maxima occurred at different times

throughout the 19th century (Werner 1993; Svendsen and Mangerud 1997; Snyder et
al. 2000; Figure 7.2).

Overall, the timing of LIA glacial maxima across Greenland and Norway appear to

have been relatively in-phase during the mid-18th century. Some maximum glacier
advances in Iceland were also underway at this time (see Section 7.3.1), although

many glaciers did not reach their greatest extents until at least a few decades later

(i.e. late 18th to early 19th centuries). Svalbard seems to have lagged further behind,
with LIA glacial maxima occurring throughout the 19th century.

7.3.3 LIA glacial maxima in other key maritime locations - the

global scale

7.3.3.1 Alaska and the Pacific Northwest

Oceanic conditions in the Gulf of Alaska maintain a mild and wet climate along the
Alaskan coastline. Individual glacier chronologies across Alaska show LIA maxima
between the 13th to early 19th centuries (Figure 7.2). However, glacier types vary

substantially across Alaska, including calving and land-terminating margins in,
maritime and continental climates.
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Figure7.2.RegionalLIAmaxima(indicatedbyredtext) across:(A)theNorthAtlantic:Greenland-NordreQipisarqo Brae(NQB);MikiandI.C.JacobsenFjords(M&ICJF); DiskoIsland(DI);andSukkertoppen(SK);Norway- Jostedalsbreen(JO);Breheimen(BR);Jotunheimen(JT); Folgefonna(FG);Lyngshalvoya(LS);andSvartisenand Okstindan(SO).(B)AlaskaandthePacificNorthwest:Alaska
-KenaiPeninsula(KP);GulkanaGlacier(GG);Prince WilliamSound(PWS);AhklunMountains(AM);andSeward Peninsula(SP);PacificNorthwest-MountRainier(MR); MountBaker(MB);SmallRiverGlacier(SRG);Moving Glacier(MG);TzeetsaytsulGlacier(TG);Mt.Waddington area(MW);andStrathconaProvincialPark(SPP).(C)New Zealand:MountCookNationalPark(MCNP);Cameron Glacier(CG);FoxGlacier(FG);andFJG(FJG).
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LIA maxima of land-based, maritime Alaskan glaciers, the same type as those
located in Iceland, were reached, in general, before the mid-17th century, with

widespread earlier extents attained, in some locations, in the mid-13th or early 15th
centuries (Figure 7.2). However, prevalent re-advances, though of smaller

magnitude than the earlier LIA maxima, also occurred late in the LIA during the last
half of the 19lh century (Calkin et al. 2001). This suggests that LIA maxima across

coastal Alaska may have preceded the Icelandic LIA maximum by -100-500 years.

Dendrochronology has been used at many sites to precisely determine both the onset

of glacier advance (dated tree-stumps buried in glacial outwash) and the timing of
LIA glacial maxima from trees growing on terminal and lateral moraines. Along the
Kenai Peninsula and in Prince William Sound, the largest magnitude LIA advances
culminated before AD 1500 (Wiles and Calkin 1993; Wiles et al. 1999). More

recently, Levy et al. (2004) have examined lacustrine sediments from proglacial
lakes and concluded that glaciers in the Ahklun Mountains reached their maximum
extents during the 13th century. Lichenometric dates inferred from a

dendrochronologically-constructed lichen growth curve reveal younger LIA glacial

maxima, such as during the mid-17th century, on the Seward Peninsula (Calkin et al.

2001). However, these glaciers include tiny and currently stagnating cirque glaciers
at high altitude which may imply different sensitivities and dynamics to climatic

change compared to the low elevation valley glaciers elsewhere in the region.

Maritime-dominated climatic conditions prevail along the entire Pacific Northwest.

Geomorphically-dated moraines (e.g. using dendrochronology, conventional

lichenometry and tephrochronology) in the Cascades and Olympic Mountains
indicate that maximum LIA advances during the 16th century were common, although

subsequent and smaller magnitude re-advances occurred during the mid-/late 18th
century, and the 1820s, 1850s and 1880s (Sigafoos and Hendricks 1972; Burbank
1981; Heikkinen 1984; Figure 7.2). Moreover, lichenometrically and

dendrochronologically-dated moraines at glaciers within the Mount Waddington area

generally reached LIA maxima before AD 1500, slightly earlier than the chronology
found at Small River Glacier suggests (Luckman 1995; Larocque and Smith 2003).
This indicates a pervasive early LIA glacial maximum in the Pacific Northwest

dating to the -AD 1500, over 200 years before the Icelandic LIA maximum.
However, later LIA maxima are apparent on Vancouver Island and at Tzeetsaytsul
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Glacier, during the early 18th to mid-19th centuries and ~AD 1700, respectively

(Smith and Laroque 1996; Smith and Desloges 2000; Lewis and Smith 2004a). Later

though smaller re-advances occurred across the Mt. Waddington area during the mid-
18th century and the early and late 19th century.

7.3.3.2 New Zealand

In New Zealand, glaciers are primarily located across the Southern Alps in the South
Island at ~47°S. The Southern Alps lie athwart the Southern Hemisphere westerlies,
which produce up to 15 m a"1 of precipitation at the highest elevations (2000-3000

masl; (Hooker & Fitzharris 1999), although orographic effects distribute more

precipitation to the western slopes than to the eastern slopes. Relatively mild mean

annual temperatures of up to ~11°C prevail along the west coast of the South Island

(Wardle 1980). Thus, the maritime glaciers, such as the Franz Josef and Fox, are

more highly sensitive to climate change due to their large accumulation areas, small
ablation areas, steep mass balance gradients and high mass turnover compared to the

glaciers east of the main divide (e.g. Tasman, Mueller and Cameron; Figure 7.2).
The Franz Josef Glacier in particular has been the focus of much research into
Southern Hemisphere glacier fluctuations. With regard to the timing of its LIA

maximum, discrepancies of up to 300 years, between ~AD 1450-1750, raised debate
as to whether or not the New Zealand chronology was in-phase with the Northern

Hemisphere (Lawrence and Lawrence 1965; Wardle 1973; Burrows 1990).

However, a more comprehensive study which integrated both the

dendrochronological and vegetation structure methods of previous studies has

recently confirmed that the Franz Josef Glacier reached its LIA maximum limit
before ~AD 1600 (McKinzey et al. 2004a), although the exact timing remains
uncertain.

The pattern of glacier fluctuations in other locations across the Southern Alps

generally provides support for an earlier LIA maximum. Regionally, LIA glacier
maxima occurred during the late 14th to 16th centuries, with subsequent but smaller

magnitude re-advances occurring in the early 17th century and ~AD 1800. These

periods are based on the use of dendrochronology and vegetation structure at the Fox
Glacier (Wardle 1973), conventional lichenometry and rock weathering rinds at the
Cameron Glacier (Burrows et al. 1990), and lichenometry, rock weathering rinds,
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radiocarbon dating and historical records at the Tasman and Mueller Glaciers

(Gellatly et al. 1982; Winkler 2000). The LIA maximum at the Fox Glacier may be
underestimated based on Wardle's (1973) analysis, and its chronology may be more

in-phase with the Franz Josef Glacier (McKinzey et al. 2004a). Apparent

disagreement between Gellatly's (1982) LIA maxima for the Tasman and Mueller
Glaciers ~AD 1370, and Winkler's (2000) Mueller Glacier maximum of AD 1725-

1730 arise from different statistical functions and fixed points used to calibrate lichen

growth curves, although independent radiocarbon dates by Burrows (1989) more

closely support Gellatly's (1982) interpretation. Glaciers east of the main divide
reside in a different climatic regime. Additionally, the Tasman Glacier exudes an

extraordinary debris cover, which may decouple its terminus fluctuations from a true

climatic signal. Thus, it is equally possible that glaciers on opposite sides of the
divide underwent asynchronous advances which would explain the 18th century dates

postulated by Winkler (2000). However, the overall regional similarity in timing of
advances before AD 1600 suggests that New Zealand glaciers responded relatively

coherently to LIA climatic deterioration, and that the New Zealand LIA maximum

predates the Icelandic LIA maximum by at least 150-350 years.

7.3.4 Summary of the timing of LIA glacial maxima between
the North Atlantic and the Pacific Ocean

It appears that glaciers along the Pacific Ocean attained LIA maximum extents

between at least 50 to 250 years prior to LIA maxima across the North Atlantic

(Table 7.2). It is possible that the 'missing' early LIA glacial maxima in the North
Atlantic may result from destruction of evidence due to, for example, glacier

overriding of previously formed moraines (Kirkbride and Brazier 1998). However,

early LIA maxima do not appear to have been ubiquitous in the North Atlantic

region, apart from occurrence at a few locations. In Iceland, for example, outlets of
the small Regnabudajokull ice cap underwent multiple advance phases over the past

several thousand years (Kirkbride and Dugmore in press), and Kvfarjokull, an outlet
of Orasfajokull, advanced during the 1200s (although this may actually reflect a

complicated relationship with volcanic activity; Gudmundsson 1998a). It may be
that the overall lack of evidence for widespread early LIA deposits in Iceland is due
to the lower preservation potential of older landforms, such that glacier type
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Table7.2SummaryofthetimingofLIAglacialmaxima(boldtext)acrossallmaritimelocationsmentionedinthetext.Prominentperiodsof smaller,post-LlAmaximumadvancesarealsoshown.(SeealsoFigure7.2). Location

LIAadvances

Greenland1'2

mid-18thC

I 1

1 1

1 1

-AD1880-1890

Iceland

mid-/late18thtoearly19
"Cj
1850s

|1870s 1

1880s-1890s

Norway

mid-18C

late18thC1
1

-AD1800-1850
1 1

1880s-1890s

Svalbard1,2

1I|throughout19thC 11

Alaska

<1500to16503
mid-17thC

■ 1

I 1

-AD1850-1900

PacificNorthwest
1500sto17004

~AD1750-18001
1

1820s|
|

1850s

>1 1|
1880s

NewZealand

<1500to1600
early17,hC

1

-AD1800'

11

Overallperiod

<17"1C

17thC

18'"C1

1

early19"'C\
1850s

11 11870s1
1880s-1890s

1=notwidelydated 2=glacierscomposedoficewithdifferentthermalproperties 3=theAD1650datepertainstoLIAmaximafromsmallcirqueglacierswithpotentiallydifferenticedynamicsthantheAlaskanvalleyglaciers 4=theAD1700datepertainstoLIAglacialmaximaonVancouverIsland,whilsttheearlierdatecorrespondstoLIAglacialmaximaonthecoastal mainland
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preconditions whether a complete archive is extant today (c.f Kirkbride and

Dugmore in press). This is especially important given the variability in size and type

of Icelandic glaciers. However, it is equally possible that Icelandic glacier advances
correlative to maxima across the Pacific did not occur for an underlying climatic
reason. Across Norway, some glaciers in south were initially believed to have

undergone advances during the 15th and 16th centuries (Matthews 1991; Evans et al.

1994), though more recent, multi-parameter dating evidence rejects (Matthews et al.

1996). Therefore, it would appear that early LIA glacial maxima across the Pacific

may have occurred in response to the same climatic trigger, although subsequent,
lesser magnitude re-advances during the 18th and especially throughout the 19th
centuries were relatively in-phase across all regions (Table 7.2). The New Zealand

chronology indicates that LIA glacial advances had largely ended by -AD 1800 with

only minor periods of re-expansion in the mid-18th or late 19th century at a few

glaciers coincident with those across large tracts of the Northern Hemisphere.

7.4 Expression of the LIA maximum in southeast

Iceland

Glaciers act as key environmental indicators, waxing and waning in relation to

changes in climate. Glacier response is primarily related to the climatic regime in
which the glacier resides and the mass balance gradient of the individual glacier.
Glaciers located in maritime climates are particularly responsive to variations in

temperature, as subtle warming or cooling largely impacts the proportion of

precipitation that falls as snow, and hence the potential accumulation and mass

balance state. Changes in synoptic climate are primarily responsible for temperature
and precipitation variability and are related to shifts in the patterns of large scale

atmospheric-oceanic conditions.

The purpose of this section is to permit an assessment of potential climatic conditions
associated with synoptic climatology and oceanic circulation across the North
Atlantic during the Icelandic LIA maximum as deduced from the glaciological

record, and to assess potential glacier-climate similarities across other regions that
are dominated by coupled atmospheric-oceanic processes. This exercise may point
to the climatic conditions linked to mass balance states of maritime glaciers across
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the globe and help to elucidate the apparent interhemispheric asynchrony in the

timing of LIA glacial maxima between the North Atlantic and the Pacific basin.

7.4.1 Climate in southeast Iceland during the LIA glacial
maximum

Mass balance reconstructions and ELA derivations presented in this thesis indicate
that the climate during the LIA glacial maximum in southeast Iceland during the late
18th to early 19th century was approximately 1 to 1.5°C colder than present.

Although instrumental records are only available after AD 1823, other indicators
such as sea-ice incidence and reconstructed North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) indices

yield information pertaining to the Icelandic LIA climate (Figure 7.3).

A strong relationship exists between terrestrial temperature conditions in Iceland and
sea-ice incidence, although cold temperatures are not always in phase with extreme

sea-ice incidence (Ogilvie 1984; 1992). In general, however, much of the historical
record tends to illustrate that the presence of sea-ice offshore and its seasonal
duration tends to significantly lower temperatures on land. Sea-ice incidence around
the Icelandic coastline became more prevalent during the 18th century (Begrjaorsson

1969), reaching a peak in the 1780s (Ogilvie 1992). The late 19th century also saw a

return to high sea-ice incidence (Figure 7.3). Although reconstructions of the NAO
index also exhibit much variability, it appears that the NAO was persistently negative

(>5 consecutive years) during many decades of the 18th and 19th centuries, especially
between ~AD 1750-1800 (e.g. Glueck and Stockton 2001; Cook et al. 2002a;
Luterbacher et al. 2002; Cook 2003; Figure 7.3). Interestingly, trends in sea-ice
incidence during the 1690s, 1780s and late 19th century appear to mimic the trend in
the state of the NAO. In general, climatic conditions across the North Atlantic
associated with a negative NAO index pertain to a weakened Icelandic Low, causing
more zonal airflow across the region and a migration of the storm track southwards.
These conditions induce colder, more arid conditions across Scandinavia, including

Iceland, whereas Greenland remains more mild (Thompson and Wallace 2001;
Hurrell et al. 2003; Nesje and Dahl 2003; Viles and Goudie 2003; Figure 7.4).

In turn, substantial changes in surface wind patterns may alter the heat and
freshwater exchange at the atmosphere-ocean interface which subsequently
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influences the oceanic thermohaline and horizontal gyre circulation (Wanner et
al. 2001). Reduced poleward heat transport and the formation of negative sea

surface temperature anomalies lead to the southward extension of sea-ice formation

particularly in the Denmark Strait between Greenland and Iceland. During

prolonged negative NAO conditions, the warm waters of the North Atlantic Current
tend to favour a more southerly circulation. Under such a scenario, sea surface

0

temperatures in the North Atlantic lower as cold polar water infiltrates the region,
and in conjunction with reduced storminess, allows the development of sea-ice to

expand southwards around Iceland (Hurrell et al. 2003; Smith et al. 2003).

Consequently under such conditions, Iceland remains effectively 'locked' in an

'Arctic' mode during extreme periods of sea-ice incidence, such as in AD 1782 when
ice surrounded all coasts throughout the summer (Figure 7.4).

Thus, it appears that the Icelandic LIA glacial maximum (i.e. when the most number
of glaciers were farthest extended) during the late 18th to early 19th centuries
occurred following the peak period of sea-ice incidence and a persistent (interannual
to decadal time-scale) negative phase of the NAO. During this time, the oceanic
Polar Front was displaced southward and a weakened Icelandic Low may have

developed off the southwest coast of Iceland (Figure 7.4; Table 7.3). Positive glacier
net mass balance and successive, though smaller magnitude, 19th century re-advances
also seem to correspond with similar climatic conditions when compared with proxy

records. However, exact correlation of Icelandic glacier fluctuations and climate
with the NAO is not straightforward. Iceland is the only landmass located near to the
centre of the Icelandic Low, such that reversals of climatic conditions correlated with

either the positive of or negative phase of the NAO have occurred throughout the

past few hundred years (Kirkbride 2002; Hanna et al. 2004; Table 7.3). More

specifically, climatic conditions (e.g. warm/wet or cool/dry) in Iceland associated
with one mode of the NAO may later become associated with the trend of the

opposite sign. Although periods of Icelandic glacier advance during the LIA appear

coincident with cold temperatures and persistent negative NAO phases, late 20th
century glacier advances appear linked to significantly increased precipitation after
the 1920s, particularly during winter (Kirkbride 2002, and generally positive NAO

phases. Bradwell et al. (2006) have recently suggested that this seeming 'reversal' in
the relationship between terminus advance and the state of the NAO between the LIA
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and the 20th century may be due to the breaching of a glaciological threshold.
This may have included significant changes in glacier hypsometry after the LIA and

subsequent response to particular climatic changes. Alternatively, it might simply be
that as the location of the Icelandic Low varies, either intense cold or increased

precipitation, associated with a negative or positive NAO phase respectively,
becomes predominantly favourable for increasing glacier mass balance. This is
demonstrated by the modeling experiments presented in Chapter 5. Despite the
obvious simplification of the complex correlations between Icelandic glacier
fluctuations and state of the NAO, a generalised pattern for the LIA emerges which

helps to illustrate conceptual relationships between Iceland and other locations across

the North Atlantic.

In contrast, the LIA glacial maximum in Norway, and possibly Greenland, is strongly
centred around AD 1750. Therefore, it seems that although at the multi-decadal to

century time-scales, the regional pattern of LIA glacial maximum across the North
Atlantic was relatively in-phase, shorter time-scale differences may be explained by
the response of local glaciers to climatic change. For example, such a pervasive

Norwegian LIA maximum shows significant correlation to preceding periods of

positive glacier mass balance when sea-ice incidence was low and the NAO index
was more persistently positive, especially during periods of the first half of the 18th
century (Figure 7.3). These conditions brought enhanced precipitation, particularly

during winter, generally mild conditions, and hence, a significant increase in
snowfall at high elevations (Appenzeller et al. 1998; Nesje and Dahl 2003; Chinn et

al. 2005; Nprdli et al. 2005), and remain responsible for late 20th century glacier
advances despite significant temperature increases.
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Figure7.3.Combined environmentaldatabetweenAD 1600to1900.(A):solidline showsreconstructedsea-iceindex fromOgilvie(1992)andhashed linefromBergporsson(1969). (B):WinterNAOreconstruction (DecemberthroughMarch)by Cooketal.(2002a).A5year runningmeanhasbeencalculated forthesubsetofdata.(Data availableonlinethrough1GBP PAGES/WorldDataCenterfor Paleoclimatology).Black horizontalbarsindicateLIA glaciermaximaalongthe southeastmarginofVatnajokull (seeSection7.3.1).(C): Teigarhorntemperature(AD 1823-1900)andprecipitation record(AD1873-1900)(see Section5.5.1).Atenyearrunning meanisdemarcatedbythethick blacklineforbothseries.(D): Reconstructednetmassbalanceat Skalafellsjokull,Heinabergsjokull andLambatungnajokullbasedon applicationoftheTeigarhorn instrumentalclimateseriestothe
Reconstmeted temperature

Recordedtemperature &precipitation
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positivedegree-daymodel developedinChapter5. Extensivesea-ice,aprevailing negativeNAO(i.e.>5consecutive years)andcoldtemperatures appeartocoincidewithperiodsof positivenetmassbalanceupto threetimesduringthe19'hcentury (rednumerals).TheIcelandic LIAglacialmaximumappearsto haveoccurredfollowingthepeak periodofsea-iceincidenceanda negativephaseoftheNAO(i.e. rednumeral1).
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Table 7.3 Conceptual linkages illustrating the simplified relationships between temperature,
precipitation, sea-ice incidence, NAO phase and glacier mass balance in Iceland during and after
the LIA period. The terms 'Arctic' and 'maritime' are used purely for descriptive purposes.

Temperature Precipitation Sea-ice incidence NAO* Glacier mass
balance

LIA period (19' century) - 'Arctic' mode
- - + -(GA) +

+ + - + (GB) -

2(f century - 'maritime' mode
- - + -(GA) -

+ + - + (GB) +

(GA) or (GB) = Greenland Above' or 'Greenland Below' conditions, related to the meridional pressure seesaw
between Greenland and Scandinavia (including Iceland). In the GA phase, Greenlandic temperature and
precipitation are above average, whereas in the GB phase, Greenlandic temperature andprecipitation are below
average (Wanner et al. 2001).
*The Arctic Oscillation (AO) fluctuates in phase with the NAO.

Table 7.4 Conceptual linkages illustrating the simplified relationships across the Pacific
between temperature, precipitation, states of the El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Aleutian
Low (AL), Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) or Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO), NAO
and glacier mass balance. Relationships derived for Iceland during the LIA is also shown for
comparison.

Temperature Precipitation ENSO AL PDO or

IPO*
Glacier mass

balance
NAOf

Alaska

- + - (El Nino) + + + +

+ - + (La Nina) - - - -

Pacific Northwest
+

+

- (El Nino)
+ (La Nina)

+ +

+

+

New Zealand

- + - (El Nino) NA + + +

+ - + (La Nina) NA - - -

Iceland - LIA 'Arctic' mode

- - + (La Nina) - NA + -

+ + - (El Nino) + NA - +

* The PDO relates to climate variability most strongly expressed in the North Pacific, whereas the IPO relates to
climate variability most strongly expressed in the South Pacific.
fAn initial positive association between El Nino events and the NAO, may, at the multi-decadal time-scale, evolve into a
negative association due to feedbacks in thermohaline circulation, sea-ice extent and atmospheric response.
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Figure 7.4. Schematic and simplified illustration ofocean temperatures and synoptic
climatic conditions across the North Atlantic during the Icelandic LIA glacial
maximum of the late 18th to early 19th centuries. A prevailing negative NAO, as
indicated by the position of the Icelandic Low (IL) and more zonal airflow (grey
arrows), led to intensely cold conditions and positive (+ve) glacier mass balance
(GMB). Cooler sea surface temperatures (SST) as indicated as the oceanic Polar
Front migrated southwards and induced the greatest LIA extent ofsea-ice during the

Overall, synoptic controls on Icelandic glacier mass balance and terminus
fluctuations appear to be more complicated than elsewhere across the North Atlantic

(Nesje and Dahl 2003). Moisture advection from the surrounding ocean may

maintain precipitation rates under both positive and negative NAO conditions
(Kirkbride 2002), with temperature changes acting to moderate the proportion of
snowfall and thereby the state of glacier mass balance. Thus, either 'Arctic' or
'maritime' modes, (used here purely as descriptive terms), may be conducive to

positive Icelandic glacier mass balance. Which mode is operating appears to be

primarily dependent upon the geographical location of the centre of the Iceland Low
and its contemporaneous association with either phase of the NAO index.

7.4.2 Climatic linkages across the Pacific

The Arctic Oscillation (or Northern Hemisphere Annular Mode) represents a larger-
scale mode of variability that encompasses the entire extra-tropical Northern

Hemisphere and is interpreted as the surface signature of the polar vortex aloft. Two

1780s.
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of its main low pressure centres are the Icelandic Low in the North Atlantic (also
linked to the NAO) and the Aleutian Low in the northern Pacific (Wanner et al.

2001; Hurrell et al. 2003; Figure 7.5). The NAO is strongly correlated with the
Arctic Oscillation and is viewed as its main regional expression. However, the

intensity and location of the Aleutian Low has also been identified as having a strong

synoptic effect on climate throughout the northern Pacific basin, and thereby position
of winter storm tracks, precipitation and surface temperature trends across

northwestern North America (Spooner et al. 2003). As the Aleutian Low intensifies,
the low pressure system and prevailing storm track migrate eastward into the Gulf of
Alaska bringing cool, wet climatic conditions to Alaska, and warmer, drier
conditions to the Pacific Northwest. In contrast, weakening of the Aleutian Low as it

migrates westwards diverts the storm track southward, and hence induces warmer

drier conditions across Alaska and cooler, wetter conditions, across the Pacific

Northwest (Anderson et al. 2005; Table 7.4).
Arctic Oscillation

Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation

Figure 7.5. Conceptual relationships between synoptic or coupled ocean-
atmospheric phenomenon affecting climate in the North Atlantic and the Pacific
Ocean. Hashed lines indicate the expression of a particular phenomenon at a
different spatial scale. The atmosphere generally shows a high-frequency response
to climate change, whereas the oceans tend to exhibit a delayed response.
Therefore, variability in atmospheric process tend to operate at sub-decadal time-
scales (e.g. the AO, NAO and ENSO), and oceanic processes tend to operate on
decadal to multi-decadal time-scales (e.g. the PDO and IPO). Prolonged changes in
oceanic processes may lead to a feedback in atmospheric responses (see text for
further details).
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However, variability of the Aleutian Low is not only linked to the Arctic

Oscillation, but also the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (Figure 7.5). In general, the
Pacific Decadal Oscillation relates to lower-frequency, decadal-scale climatic

variability that is influenced by alternating higher and lower sea surface temperatures

in the northern Pacific (Lewis and Smith 2004b; MacDonald and Case 2005).

Feedbacks between sea surface and atmospheric temperatures may occur and tend to

operate at longer time-scales. For instance, the positive phase of the Pacific Decadal
Oscillation leads to an intensification of the Aleutian Low, and a negative phase
leads to a weakened Aleutian Low (Spooner et al. 2003; Table 7.4). In addition, the
Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation, the Pacific-wide manifestation of the Pacific

Decadal Oscillation, also has a strong multi-decadal frequency which strongly

impacts climate in the South Pacific (Salinger et al. 2001; Salinger 2005; Figure 7.5).
Both the Pacific Decadal Oscillation and the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation are

highly correlated to the El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO). ENSO is the primary

global mode of climatic variability in the 2-7 year time band and strongly interrelates

coupled sea-surface temperature and atmospheric pressure anomalies derived within
the tropical Pacific. In its negative or El Nino phase, warm waters of the western

tropical Pacific migrate eastwards, and in its positive or La Nina phase, the tropical
Pacific cools (Salinger 2005). The Pacific Decadal Oscillation and Interdecadal
Pacific Oscillation are believed to be a long-lived manifestation of ENSO conditions

(Goudie et al. 2003; Figure 7.5), such that positive states relate to prolonged El Nino

conditions, and negative states relate to prolonged La Nina conditions (Trenberth and
Hurrell 1994; Table 7.4). Additionally, despite being far from well-understood,
several authors have documented the existence of teleconnections between ENSO

events and climatic changes in the North Atlantic (e.g Huang et al. 1998;
Bronnimann et al. 2005). In particular, exceptionally strong or prevailing ENSO (i.e.
El Nino) events have been determined as a possible trigger for displacement of warm
surface waters of the North Atlantic Gulf Stream farther towards the Arctic (Taylor
et al. 1998), due to reversals in the direction and strength of the equatorial trade
winds (Enfield and Mayer 1997). Moreover, previous studies have also determined
that changes in the Pacific related to ENSO may subsequently influence the state of
the NAO (Huang et al. 1998; Wanner et al. 2001). For example, warming of the
Pacific in El Nino years alters the pattern and magnitude of tropical rainfall, and
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hence atmospheric heating, which has a related impact on the spatial structure of
the NAO (Hoerling et al. 2001).

7.4.2.1 Alaska and the Pacific Northwest

It is the corresponding relationships between the state of the Aleutian Low, Pacific
Decadal Oscillation and ENSO that highlight the tendency for air temperature and

precipitation, and hence glacier mass balance, between Alaska and the Pacific
Northwest to be slightly out-of-phase with one another (Bitz and Battisti 1999;
Kovanen 2003; Lewis and Smith 2004b; Larocque and Smith 2005; Table 7.4). It

appears that maximum advances occurred only slightly earlier in Alaska than in the
Pacific Northwest (Figure 7.2). A strengthened Aleutian Low located eastwards in
the Gulf of Alaska brings cooler sea surface temperatures, and colder, wetter

terrestrial conditions conducive to positive glacier mass balance and terminus
advance earlier to Alaska than to the Pacific Northwest (Figure 7.6). Reconstructed
indices of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation support the view of an earlier LIA glacial
maximum in Alaska centred around significant positive phases ~AD 1450-1500 and

-1550-1600, with slightly later LIA glacial maxima in the Pacific Northwest centred
around negative phases -AD 1500 and throughout the 17th century (MacDonald and
Case 2005).

According to relationships between the Icelandic Low (i.e. state of the NAO) and the
Aleutian Low, LIA glacier mass balance and terminus fluctuations in the Pacific
Northwest and Iceland should be in-phase, whilst Iceland and Alaska should be out-

of-phase (Table 7.4). Apart from earlier LIA maxima across the Pacific Northwest,
smaller re-advances during the 18th and 19lh centuries, related to negative indices of
the Pacific Decadal Oscillation, are closely coincident with the Icelandic chronology

(MacDonald and Case 2005; Table 7.2). However, climatic conditions associated

with Icelandic and Pacific Northwest glacier advances are not necessarily identical.
Based on the emergent, though simplified, pattern of Icelandic glacier-climate

linkages during the LIA, Icelandic glaciers appear to have generally expanded during

negative phases of the NAO when cold, relatively dry conditions were often
associated with periods of extensive sea-ice. In contrast, glacier expansion across the
Pacific Northwest, unrelated to sea-ice incidence, was more responsive to cold and
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wet periods. This is due to the sensitivity of Icelandic climate to the presence of

sea-ice, whilst the North Pacific remains less responsive due to different ocean

circulation dynamics (Weaver et al. 1999; Smith et al. 2003). Prevalent phases of

glacier re-expansion across Alaska, related to positive Pacific Decadal Oscillation

indices, are not coincident with the Icelandic chronology, except for various smaller-
scale re-advances during the latter half of the 19th century (MacDonald and Case

2005; Table 7.2). Prolonged cold and wet conditions in Alaska, which allowed

glaciers to advance up to several kilometres farther than present, occurred during

predominantly positive phases of the NAO (~AD 1480-1500, 1515-1535 and 1580-

1615; Cook et al. 2002a; Cook 2003).

The apparent linkages between the Icelandic and Pacific Northwest LIA glacier

chronologies suggest that despite the intensity of cold 'Arctic' conditions, the
interannual nature of the NAO was not of sufficient duration to bring about major
terminus advance greater than -1.5 to 2 km beyond present-day extents. The multi-
decadal nature of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation indicates that the duration of both

cold and significantly wet periods across the Pacific Northwest during the LIA

permitted more extensive advances over many centuries. If Icelandic glaciers had
been under the simultaneous influence of both extreme cold and significantly
enhanced precipitation, then perhaps the LIA glacial maximum would have occurred
more in keeping with the early maxima across the northern Pacific.
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climatic conditions during the LIA maximum across Alaska and New Zealand prior
to ~AD 1600. (A) During prevailing El Nino and positive Pacific Decadal
Oscillation (PDO) conditions, a strengthened Aleutian Low (AL) located eastwards
in the Gulf of Alaska, brings cooler sea surface temperatures, and colder, wetter
terrestrial conditions conducive to positive (+ve) glacier mass balance (GMB)
earlier in Alaska, whilst opposite conditions prevailed across the Pacific Northwest.
(B) An enhanced low pressure (LP) system south ofAustralia, related to cooler sea
surface and terrestrial temperatures, as well as increased precipitation, indicates
strengthened southwesterlies associated with El Nino and positive Interdecadal
Pacific Oscillation (IPO) conditions, which, in turn, increased (+ve) glacier mass
balance (GMB).
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Fitzharris et al. (1997) demonstrate that hemispheric scale atmospheric circulation

patterns exert a strong control on New Zealand glacier mass balance through their
influence on temperature and precipitation patterns. ENSO strongly modulates

synoptic circulation over New Zealand. El Nino seasons and a positive Interdecadal
Pacific Oscillation state are generally characterised by more vigorous atmospheric

south-southwesterly circulation bringing cooler, wetter conditions across the country,

whereas La Nina seasons and negative phases of the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation
are generally warmer and drier due to weakened atmospheric circulation (Salinger et
al. 2001; Chinn et al. 2005; Table 7.4). Twentieth century advance phases of New
Zealand glaciers are associated with a strengthened low pressure system situated to

the south of Australia and related cooler sea surface and land temperatures and
increased precipitation (Hooker and Fitzharris 1999; Chinn et al. 2005).

Climatic and associated atmospheric-oceanic conditions responsible for Icelandic

glacier advances imply that the chronology between Iceland and New Zealand should
be out-of-phase, with the latter being more coincident with the Alaskan chronology.

Strengthened southwesterly airflow during the LIA, associated with El Nino events

and positive states of the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation, bring an influx of cool,
moisture laden air across the Southern Alps (Schulmeister et al. 2004), which, in

turn, may have led to maximum glacier extents before ~AD 1600 (Anderson 2004;

McKinzey et al. 2004a; Figure 7.6). LIA glacial maxima from other locations
influenced by changes in the Southern Hemisphere westerlies, such as the South

Georgia and South Shetland Islands in the sub-Antarctic region, as well as across

Patagonia and southern Chile in South America, also occurred as early as the 13th
century to ~AD 1600 evident from multi-proxy dating studies (Clapperton and

Sugden 1988; Luckman and Villalba 2001; Glasser et al. 2002; Koch and Kilian

2005). Additionally, other evidence of late Holocene climate change in New
Zealand corroborates an early LIA glacial maximum. The New Zealand speleothem
record suggests periods of prolonged cold temperatures ~AD 1400-1450 and 1600-
1650 (Wilson et al. 1979), and dendrochronological records indicate that the coldest
time in New Zealand during the LIA occurred in the early 16th century when

temperatures declined approximately -1.5°C (Cook et al. 2002b). Numerical
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modeling experiments have delimited possible climatic envelopes for equilibrium

lengths of the Franz Josef Glacier during the LIA, which agree well with the

dendrochronological reconstructions. Results indicate a minimum cooling of

approximately -1.2°C or precipitation increase of -60% responsible for the LIA
maximum extent (departures relative to AD 1970-1999 mean; Anderson 2004).

7.4.2.3 Implications

Three issues arise through the above comparative exercise which examines the

timing of widespread LIA glacial maxima and potential climatic associations
involved. Firstly, apart from New Zealand, overall glacial chronologies extracted
from global maritime environments indicate a general synchrony in the timing of
LLA glacier advances after ~AD 1700, although maximum extents tend to occur

earlier across the Pacific than the North Atlantic. This suggests that, despite
differences in the period in which the largest magnitude advances were reached,

underlying global climatic variability was relatively in-phase over the past few
hundred years. Thus, from this point of view, the overall glacier response to LIA
climate change was synchronous at the centennial time-scale, with the variations in
the timing of maximum advances attributable to individual glacier sensitivities and

regional climate asymmetries (e.g. concurrently cold and wet versus singularly cold

periods). Secondly, and from the opposite point of view, the disparate New Zealand
LIA glacial chronology (in addition to the earlier glacial maxima in general across
the Pacific) highlights the possibility that the underlying climatic variations were out-

of-phase at both the centennial and decadal time-scales, such that LIA glacier

response to climate change was globally asynchronous. Internal climate system

dynamics, such as atmospheric-oceanic teleconnections and feedbacks, may lead to

asynchronous glacial behaviour between the maritime environments examined,
whereas external forcing mechanisms, such as solar radiation variability or volcanic

eruptions, should lead to generally synchronous behaviour. Thirdly, a combination
of the abovementioned factors could yield partially in- and out-of-phase LIA glacier-
climate relationships around the globe.

Although extremely generalised, the synthesis of potential atmospheric-oceanic
mechanisms presented in this section points to the importance of secular changes in
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large-scale climate processes influencing 'out-of-phase' LIA glacier fluctuations.

Atmospheric variability operating at sub-decadal time-scales may have encouraged
the variable timing of LIA glacier maxima across different regions, whilst changes in
oceanic circulation that tend to operate on decadal to longer time-scales (and which

may be coupled with changes in the overlying atmosphere) likely influenced the
overall differences in regional LIA glacial chronologies. Thus, strong and persistent
El Nino - positive Pacific Decadal Oscillation/Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation
conditions conducive to LIA glacial maxima in Alaska and New Zealand would have

preceded the timing of the Icelandic LIA glacier maximum due to potential
feedbacks in global ocean-atmosphere processes. However, strong asynchrony in the

timing of LIA glacial maxima between New Zealand and the North Atlantic in

particular implies that such a pattern may be more complicated. For instance,

dendrochronological records also indicate that New Zealand was warm during the
1750s and in the early 19th century (Norton 1984; Palmer and Xiong 2004), when,

according to sea-ice proxies, Iceland was cold (e.g. Bergrjwrsson 1969; Ogilvie

1992) and glaciers were advancing towards their maximum LIA limits.

Unfortunately, the lack of conclusive records of sea-ice incidence around Iceland
before ~AD 1600 precludes comparison of temperatures with New Zealand during
the latter's LIA glacial maximum. However, Cook et al.'s (2002a) NAO
reconstruction indicates very strongly positive NAO phases in the 1460s, ~AD 1500-
1520 and 1560-1600 which implies possible concurrent warm temperatures across

Iceland. Such positive NAO indices did not occur again until the end of the 19th and
into the 20th centuries. Furthermore, according to dendroclimatological data

presented in Cook et al. (2002b), the end of the LIA in New Zealand was well

underway by the early 19th century, as the temperature trajectory began to rise ~AD
1800. This is in accordance with the regional glacial chronology, as most New
Zealand glaciers had completed their final advance phase around this time, though

subsequent, smaller magnitude terminus fluctuations were superimposed on the
overall trend.

To add to the complexity, the apparent asynchrony in LIA temperature and glacial

chronology between the South Pacific and the North Atlantic is also reminiscent of
the 'bipolar seesaw,' whereby cooling in the north suppresses thermohaline
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circulation and leads to warming in the south, or vice versa (Broecker 1998),

although this phenomenon appears to operate rather on millennial time-scales, such
as following the Last Glacial Maximum (e.g. Sugden et al. 2005). Broecker et al.

(1999) further hypothesize that, over the last millennium, an oscillation between deep
water production in the North Atlantic and the Southern Ocean implies the

possibility of colder conditions in the vicinity of Antarctica -AD 1000, notably
before the onset of LIA in the Northern Hemisphere. Such oscillations in the deep
ocean would accord with the longer-term time-scales indicative of the bipolar
seesaw. However, LIA temperature comparisons between Antarctic marine core data
and Greenland ice core records reveal a lag of only several decades between

lowering of sea surface temperatures in the Drake Passage (the main region where
the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans meet) and the GISP2 ice core record in Greenland,

which has been interpreted as a 'south leading the north' scenario for the late
Holocene period and possibly representative of bipolar oceanic linkages (Domack
and Mayewski 1999). As such, this lag may have influenced regional disparities in
terms of the timing of LIA glacial maxima. The temperature reconstruction by
Domack and Mayewski (1999) for the Antarctic Peninsula region also appears to

precede the late Holocene Northern Hemisphere reconstruction of Esper et al. (2002;
see Figure 1.4), although troughs in the Drake Passage sea surface temperature

record at -AD 1100, 1300, 1400 (most severe), early 16th century and during the
1600s also seem to accord well with the GRIP record shown in Figure 1.3. Whether
or not a bipolar seesaw was in operation during the LIA and was the driving factor
for apparent interhemispheric asynchrony in the timing of LIA climate and

subsequent glacial advances is still a matter under debate (e.g. Broecker 2000;

Keigwin and Boyle 2000; Seidov et al. 2001).

In contrast, support for the relatively 'in-phase' hypothesis regarding global-scale

glacier-climatic linkages is indicated by examining the possibility of external forcing

factors, such as variations in solar radiation or volcanism, to have similarly affected
Earth's climate during the LIA, and hence the timing of LIA glacial advances.
Indices of solar variability are numerous and include the number of sunspots, solar

irradiance, changes in the solar wind and hence the earth's magnetic field, and 14C
production. However, variability in the sun's radiation has been historically
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measured by counting the number of sunspots. Although the precise link
between sunspot activity and Earth's temperature has yet to be established (Pang and
Yau 2002; Grove 2004), it has generally been suggested that the number of sunspots
correlate with solar radiation intensity. Therefore, a higher number of sunspots
indicate a brighter sun and thus induce warmer temperatures at the earth's surface,
whereas fewer sunspots indicate a weaker sun and thus cooler global temperatures

(.c.f Eddy 1976). The coincidence of four periods of reduced solar activity during
the LIA support this theory, with the deepest troughs, for example, in the Northern

Hemisphere temperature records approximately coinciding with the Wolf, Sporer,
Maunder and Dalton Minima (Mann et al. 1998; Folland et al. 2001; see also Figures
1.3 and 1.4). Many authors attribute decadal- to millennial-scale climate changes

during the late Holocene to changes in the solar constant which would have had the

capability of altering average global climate between -0.5 to 2°C (e.g. Reid 1997;
Stuiver et al. 1997; Pang and Yau 2002; Grove 2004). Figure 7.7 strongly suggests

that LIA glacier fluctuations across maritime environments may have been linked to

sunspot activity, although two exceptions are notable. Firstly, the lowest extreme of

sunspot numbers, the Maunder Minimum of AD 1645-1715, appears to have
coincided more strongly with the timing of Alpine glacier LIA maxima (see Table

1.1) rather than those around the Pacific basin, as the latter, though roughly in-phase
with the Sporer Minimum (AD 1450-1550), occurred prior to the Maunder
Minimum. Secondly, sea surface temperatures from the Drake Passage (Domack and

Mayewski 1999), Greenland ice core data (see Figure 1.3) and
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Esper et al.'s (2002) Northern Hemisphere temperature reconstruction over the

past 1000 years all suggest that the LIA may have begun as early as ~AD 1100-1200
which is earlier than the Wolf Minimum. These exceptions imply that (1) climatic
and related glacier response associated with solar variability may have been

expressed differentially around the globe; and (2) that other forcing factors may have
initiated the LIA with solar variability modulating the impact.

Superimposed on the impacts of solar variability on LIA climate are the influences of

major volcanic events on global climate. Volcanic eruptions inject vast amounts of
ash into the atmosphere which tends to block solar radiation and thus cool the

planet's surface at sub-decadal time-scales. They also emit sulphur gas, which, when

reaching the stratosphere, transforms into sulphuric acid particles, further reflecting
the sun's rays and enhancing the reduction of incoming solar radiation and

temperature decline (Crowley 2000). Global volcanic frequency was high during the
LIA with numerous major eruptions occurring around the globe between ~AD 1400-
1900 (see Briffa et al. 1998; Atwell 2001). In particular, several eruptions of large

magnitude and global consequence were clustered during the late 18th - 19th centuries
(Ligure 7.7). Laki erupted in southern Iceland during AD 1783, and maximum

temperature decline across Europe and northeastern North America has been
estimated at ~ -1.3 to -1.4°C during the three years following the eruption

(Thordarson and Self 2002). The effects of Laki were felt as far away as

northwestern Alaska (Jacoby et al. 1999), though its impacts were negligible in the
Southern Hemipshere (Highwood and Stevenson 2003). Due to the nature of

atmospheric circulation, explosive eruptions occurring at lower latitudes are more

climatically effective, in that the atmospheric veil emitted from these events tend to

reach higher latitudes, thus increasing the likelihood of impacting global climate.
The massive AD 1815 eruption of Tambora in Indonesia induced an average global

cooling of -0.5 to 1°C (Grove 2004) and led to the 'year without a summer' in AD
1816 across northeastern North America and northern Europe, killing thousands due
to famine-related crises and starvation (Fagan 2000; Bradley et al. 2003). Krakatoa,
also in Indonesia, underwent a devastating eruption in AD 1883 having a similar

global impact as Tambora and perturbing climate over the next few years (Briffa et

al. 1998; Bradley et al. 2003). The Laki, Tambora and Krakatoa eruptions appear
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coincidental with widespread late LIA glacier advances around global maritime
environments (Figure 7.7). Eruptions such as these clearly affected hemispheric and

global temperatures, with Laki namely influencing Northern Hemisphere climate and
Tambora and Krakatoa documented to have altered the state of the climate around

the globe. However, it is difficult to attribute these later LIA glacier advances,

especially during the late 18th to early 19th centuries solely to the impact of

volcanically-induced atmospheric loading. Temperature decline as a result of
volcanic eruptions is generally short-term (i.e. a few years), and other potential
external mechanisms, such as sunspot minima, appear to be coincidental to the

period (Figure 7.7).

7.4.2.4 Summary

The examination of possible internal and external climatic drivers over the past 1000

years and their subsequent impact on the timing of LIA glacier advances
demonstrates much complexity and potential interconnectivity. However, large
uncertainties in the amplitude of various climate forcing mechanisms, the sensitivity
of climate to these various driving factors, and the different spatial and temporal
scales affected by various mechanisms render the attribution of LIA climate change

ambiguous (Lean and Rind 1999). Additionally, some authors have suggested that
the LIA was not an isolated event. Rather, the LIA may be an extension of the 1500

year Dansgaard/Oeschger cycles, thus implying an association with longer-term solar

variability and potential subsequent changes in oceanic circulation that transmitted
the solar signals globally (Bond et al. 1999; Bond et al. 2001). In general, however,
the comparison of possible internal and external causative mechanisms in Section
7.4.2.4 suggests that their mutual influence on global climate over the last
millennium may be more significant than the individual response.

Overall, what the comparison clearly does indicate is that glaciers across the North
Atlantic underwent later LIA maxima than those across many other parts of the

globe, although it remains impossible to state with certainty that North Atlantic

glaciers did not advance early in the LIA at a time correlative to those across the
Pacific. Recently, unequivocal records of earlier LIA Alpine glacier advances across

Europe during the 13th and 14th centuries have been found and were of similar
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magnitude as extents reached during the 17th centuries (Grove 2001; 2004). In

addition to the few locations across Iceland where such early LIA glacier advances
have been found, the 'absence of evidence does not equate to evidence of absence'

adage implies that it is possible a more widespread early LIA maritime Scandinavian

glacier advance may have occurred, and that the geomorphological evidence has
been lost due to subsequent erosion censoring (c.f Kirkbride and Brazier 1998;
Kirkbride and Dugmore in press). However, based on the majority of extant

evidence, the seeming asynchroneity in the timing of global-scale LIA glacial
maxima would appear to support the theory that mechanisms internal to the climate

system itself may have driven out-of-phase global glacier-climate linkages. External
influences likely compounded the response, with local glacier sensitivities to the

specific climatic changes being responsible for the smaller-scale differences in the

timing and magnitude of advance.

7.5 Consequences of the LIA maximum in southeast
Iceland

Natural modes of climatic variability moderate not only temperature and

precipitation, but also the frequency of occurrence of environmental events that

impact human activities and well-being (Thompson and Wallace 2001). It is the

shorter-term, high frequency changes that human settlements across the North
Atlantic islands have traditionally found difficult to predict and to effectively manage

(Dugmore et al. accepted). Even during the present-day, such changes can have a

significant impact on human society. For instance, an extremely negative NAO

phase during the 1960s, which induced a 1°C temperature decrease, cost the Icelandic

economy several millions of kronur in terms of lost fishing stock and livestock

production, despite modem advances in technology and improved farming practices

during the 20th century (Fridriksson 1969; Jakobsson 1969). Thus, locations such as

Iceland, where small, agrarian societies on the periphery of Europe and already on

the environmental fringe, were particularly vulnerable to LIA climate change

(Karlsson 2000).
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Icelandic agriculture is heavily dependent upon grazing and haymaking, and

grass yield depends on air temperatures both during the growing season and the

previous winter. Thus, decreased temperatures instigate lower grass yields, which, in

turn, affect livestock numbers and the productivity of grazing land (BergJ)6rsson

1985). Decreased mean annual temperatures, such as during the end of the 18th and
19th centuries, instigated a reduction in grass growth in southeast Iceland, and hence

impacted the potential amount of area available for grazing. Previous studies have
estimated that an approximate 1°C decline in mean annual temperature may initiate a

10-20% decrease in the grazing viability of rangelands (Haraldsson and Olafsdottir
2003) and reduce livestock carrying capacity by 30% (Bergjtorsson 1985). Glacier
mass balance and ELA reconstructions presented in this thesis indicate a LIA
maximum temperature depression of between ~1 and 1.5°C from present-day
conditions. Therefore, grazing potential and livestock carrying capacity in southeast
Iceland may have been reduced between -10 to 45% respectively during the late 18th
to early 19th centuries (Figure 7.8). This trend is apparent in the census data which
indicates a reduction of livestock numbers by 37-95 % between -AD 1780-1810

(Statistics Iceland 1997). The greatest loss occurred during the 1780s, when the
combination of the devastating Laki eruption in AD 1783 (and its impact on

incoming solar radiation) and severe sea-ice years (which began prior to the eruption
and persisted throughout the decade) clearly made life very difficult for the local

population.

Moreover, at least 30% of 18th century farmers also undertook fishing to supplement
both their personal food supply and potential income since ~l/3rd of Icelandic fish
catches were exported (Karlsson 2000). Increasing sea-ice incidence during the
second half of the 18th century and the effective 'freezing in' of Iceland during the
1780s would have effectively closed Icelandic fishing grounds and caused fish stocks
to migrate eastwards towards northern Norway, thus inducing lower catch yields,
fewer exports and increasing pressure on an already stressed society (Figure 7.8). As
a consequence of losses in agriculture and fishing, hunger and poverty became a risk
to many. LIA glacier fluctuations and associated environmental changes (e.g.

encroaching and overrunning by ice, flooding and sedimentation) would have
exacerbated already stressful farming conditions (Porarinsson 1956b).
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Figure 7.8. Generalised consequences of the LIA maximum in southeast Iceland as
possibly driven by changes in synoptic conditions and related sea-ice expansion. Not
only is the physical landscape affected by colder temperatures in particular, but also
diverse social, economical and political facets related to agrarian and marine-
resource dependent societies were impacted and shaped by the LIA maximum.
However, buffers (designated by the large double arrow) emplaced by contemporary
socio-economic and political structures helped the local population to survive
despite the hardships.

Among other factors, climatic deterioration during the LIA is also associated with

changing social, economic and political structures in southeast Iceland, including

buffering mechanisms, settlement patterns and distribution of wealth during the late
18th and 19th centuries (Statistics Iceland 1997). These facets of society, when

interplayed with climate change, focused power into the hands of a pre-established
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elite and increased pressure on the less economically independent tenant farmers.
As temperatures declined, inland farms or those located at high elevation in southeast
Iceland were the first to succumb to glacier expansion, increasing cryogenically-
induced soil erosion or inaccessibility to resources found amongst the lowlands
settlements (Sveinbjarnardottir 1992). These farms were intermittently re-occupied

during periods of milder climate in the 19th century. In hard times, wealthier farms
and their holdings created a critical buffer (e.g. replacement livestock and dairy

produce) to those less fortunate during short-term resource crises which became
more prevalent after AD 1750. The years following the Laki eruption in AD 1783
were especially difficult due to disease, malnutrition and starvation (Vasey 2001), a
situation worsened by rapid expansion of many Vatnajokull glaciers during the same

period. Conditions were so difficult and the standard of living so poor, that the

physical stature of Icelanders changed, with average male and female height

declining by 3 and 5 cm respectively between AD 1650-1800 (Karlsson 2000).

Overall, as little as a 1 to 1.5°C temperature reduction in southeast Iceland during the
LIA maximum significantly shaped the landscape as glaciers expanded, rivers
flooded and the sandur enlarged. This seemingly subtle change in temperature was

manifested spatially, as it shaped the way in which the population of southeast
Iceland lived, their society developed and their futures determined, although buffers
created by contemporary socio-economic and political structures ensured that the
local population survived with little loss of human life (Figure 7.8). Increasing
climatic variability following the LIA maximum prevented 'recovery' of the

landscape in southeast Iceland before the late 19th century when climatic conditions
were briefly nearly as severe as a century before. The landscape was thus
'exhausted' by the end of the LIA, in that formerly viable areas for grazing and hay

production had either been directly eroded by changes in the glaciers and rivers

themselves, or had been inadvertently degraded from increasing pressure on limited

farming resources which promoted soil erosion and loss of natural capital. Such

profound environmental impacts concentrated at the end of the 19th century may help
to explain previous conclusions implying widespread late 19lh century LIA glacier
maxima across the region.
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Complex societies living on the environmental fringe demonstrated both

vulnerability and resistance to LIA variability, such that they managed to adapt and
thrive despite the difficulties (Hinzman et al. 2005). Insight gained from the

perceptions, memories and histories of local people living in sensitive environments
like southeast Iceland not only improve the understanding of the scientific record of

change, but also affords a rich underused resource which should be regarded as a

meaningful contribution to any scientific discourse on LIA glacier-climate
reconstructions (Chapter 6).

7.6 Conclusions

The overall significance of the LIA glacial maximum as a 'turning point' or

culmination from one state to another in Earth's climatic history has become

apparent in this chapter, as it has provided a foundation for investigations regarding
the operation of the global climate system. Although results from the regional LIA

chronology investigation can not resolve the disparity in apparent timing and

magnitude of LIA glacier advances between the South Pacific and North Atlantic,
nor the mechanism(s) driving the asynchrony, they do highlight: (1) the possibility
of large scale climatic forcing, at least across the Northern Hemisphere, that may
have impacted widely-separated regions at similar times after ~AD 1700; and (2) that

dynamics in the Southern Hemisphere may be complicated by several factors, thus
the south Pacific LIA glacial chronology should not be expected to be in-phase with
the North Atlantic. In addition, differing glacier sensitivities to particular climatic
variables (e.g. summer temperature versus winter precipitation), sea-ice extent and
sea surface temperatures, shifts in synoptic regimes and linkages with either the
duration or intensity of the change significantly impacts correlation between regions.
External climatic influences, such as solar variability and atmospheric loading due to

volcanic eruptions, compound the impacts of changes internal to the climate system

itself.

The significance of the LIA maximum has also been revealed through the
examination of the human experience of the period. Changes in climatic parameters

have a meaningful impact not only on the physical landscape, but also on the human

population trying to effectively manage climatic variability. If environmentally
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'marginal' Western societies, such as in Iceland, can still be greatly impacted

economically by even recent climate changes of the past few decades, then

governments must carefully consider and plan for the future. It is in this respect that
lessons and strategies adopted by societies on the environmental fringe during the

LIA, a period from which documents and memories still abound, should have an

increasing emphasis, as it is conceivable that agriculture, fishing and infrastructure
across many parts of the globe will be considerably put under further pressure in the
near future.

Overall, integration of the diverse range of results obtained throughout this thesis
was undertaken in order to contextualise the significance of the LIA glacial
maximum in southeast Iceland and to better understand the linkages between the

timing, expression and consequences of the LIA in the North Atlantic.

The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) Despite potential limitations to the diverse methods undertaken in this thesis,
results are strongly coherent and point to an earlier LIA glacial maximum in
southeast Iceland than formerly thought.

(2) The timing of LIA glacial maxima at Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull,
as determined from lichenometry and tephrochronology, are in-phase with
those across southeast Iceland in general, and Iceland as a whole. The LIA

glacial maximum in Iceland occurred between the mid- 18th to mid-19th
centuries, with an emphasis around the late 18th to early 19th centuries in
terms of the timing when most Icelandic glaciers were farthest extended.

(3) Based on this generalisation, the timing of the LIA glacial maximum in
Iceland is only slightly later (-50 years) than that of Greenland and Norway

(mid-18th century), though as a whole, the North Atlantic region appears to

have experienced the LIA maxima at an approximately similar time. It is
between -50 to possibly several hundred years later than LIA maxima across

Alaska, the Pacific Northwest and New Zealand (as early as the 13th century
to -AD 1700).
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(4) Exact relationships between Icelandic glacier advance and the state of the
NAO are not perfect, as Icelandic glaciers may expand under either
warm/wet or cool/dry conditions. However, the Icelandic LIA glacial
maximum appears to be coincident with negative NAO conditions as

determined by proxy reconstructions. This implies that the Polar Front

migrated south, inducing cooler sea surface temperatures and the greatest

LLA extent of sea-ice during the 1780s, which brought seasonally prolonged
and intensely cold conditions conducive to positive glacier mass balance.

(5) Strong and persistent El Nino - positive Pacific Decadal
Oscillation/Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation conditions may help to explain
the much earlier LIA glacial maxima across the Pacific. Potential
teleconnections between Icelandic and Pacific Northwest LIA glacier

chronologies exist, though differing sensitivities to either the intensity or

duration of climate change may be responsible for the differences in timing
of LIA maxima. Feedbacks in global ocean-atmosphere processes, in
addition to impacts by external climate forcing mechanisms, may have led to

the globally complicated LIA signal and, at present, the attributable driving
factor can not be resolved.

(6) Besides having significant physical consequences across the landscape, a 1
to 1.5°C temperature reduction in southeast Iceland during the LIA
maximum of the late 18th to early 19th centuries significantly impacted the
human population and helped to shape the way in which their society
functioned. However, despite the hardships, contemporary socio-economic
and political structures ensured that the local population survived with little
loss of human life.
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Chapter 8: Thesis summary and conclusions

This thesis has led to the establishment of several important conclusions regarding
the timing, expression and consequences of the LIA glacial maximum in southeast
Iceland. Thesis aims (i.e. elucidating the timing, spatial manifestation, climatic
interactions and human impact of the LIA glacial maximum; see Section 1.1) have
been achieved through the combination of intensive empirical investigations, mass

balance modeling and human impact studies (Figure 8.1). Empirical evidence is
based on the geomorphological mapping of -45 km2 across southeast Iceland where

-12,000 lichens were measured on 40 moraine fragments (Chapters 2 and 4).

Twenty-five reference tephra profiles, in addition to another 15 pits around LIA

moraines, were sampled and layers geochemically analysed (n = 278; Chapter 3).
Glacier mass balance modeling includes the writing of 6 different Java classes which
consist of -1000 code lines of Java script (Chapter 5). Studies into the investigation
of LIA impacts on the human population of southeast Iceland incorporates the

writing of a 9 page questionnaire, as well as the analyses of 25 respondents and -50
hours of interviews (all translated between Icelandic and English). Additionally, 15

original Icelandic texts specifically relating to the glacial, climate and environmental

changes in southeast Iceland during the LIA period were critically examined

(Chapter 6).

Together, integrated glaciological, climatological and historical evidence permits
enhanced understanding of the significance of the Icelandic LIA glacial record.
These implications, related to the overall thesis aims are summarised in the following
sections.
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Figure8.1.Thethreeintertwinedfacetsofthisthesis(LIAchronology,expressionandconsequences)bychapternumber(indicatedbyRoman numerals).(A)ThebluelinedenoteslinkagesbetweenLIAchronologyandexpression;(B)theredlinedepictslinkagesbetweenLIAchronology andconsequences;and(C)thegreenlinehighlightslinkagesbetweenLIAexpressionandconsequences.
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8.1 Chronology of the LIA glacial maximum

Previous uncertainty regarding the reliability of lichenometrically dated moraines in
southeast Iceland has raised doubts about the often-cited late 19th century LIA glacial
maximum. A combination of population gradient lichenometry and

tephrochronology was undertaken in order to re-date LIA maximum moraines at

Skalafellsjokull (including the previously uninvestigated Sultartungnajokull) and

Heinabergsjokull, both of which had formerly been assumed to date to AD 1887
based on the conventional 'average of the 5 largest' method (thesis aims 1 and 2;

Chapters 2 and 3). Conclusions are as follows:

• The tephra record indicates that both Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull
were at their most extensive between AD 1755-1873, and the lichen

population gradient results narrow this window to the early 19th century. The

higher elevation Sultartungnajokull lobe of Skalafellsjokull probably reached
its LIA maximum during the latter part of the 18th century.

• The conventional lichenometric method is unreliable in southeast Iceland. It

utilises an extrapolated linear growth curve which overestimates lichen

growth (and consequently underestimates lichen age) over the past few
centuries, especially given the climatic variability during the LIA. The
method also relies upon finding the largest lichens amongst potentially

multiple populations. Multiple lichen populations are numerous across the

study area and may result from glacier dynamics or glaciofluvial activity.
Conventional lichenometric techniques do not address these issues.

• Tephrochronology reveals that moraines deposited on sandur in southeast

Iceland, such as in front of Heinabergsjokull, are likely to provide an

incomplete record due to censoring either through jokulhlaup destruction or

glacier overriding. Thus, a surficial moraine chronology based solely on

lichenometric dates may be unreliable.

Several other glacier forelands in southeast Iceland have not currently been dated

using a combined lichen population gradient/tephrochronological method.
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Additionally, 'unequivocally' dated LIA glacial maxima that rely on previous
historical summaries may be open to interpretation. Chronology results indicate that
a multi-parameter approach, including thoroughly examined historical documents,
should be used to re-examine other outlet glaciers sharing the same ice divide, such
as nearby Flaajokull and Hoffellsjokull, to establish whether or not the entire ice
mass behaved relatively coherently during the period between the late 18th to early
19th centuries. Previous results from Lambatungnajokull imply that coherence of
LIA maxima within this period is likely. Moreover, widespread late 18th to early 19th
century maxima across Iceland suggests a pervasive response to climatic
deterioration (Chapter 7).

8.2 Expression of the LIA glacial maximum

The climatic expression of the LIA glacial maximum in Iceland was revealed

through lichenometric, modeling and comparative approaches (thesis aims 3 and 4;

Chapters 4, 5 and 7).

A new statistical technique utilising lichen population data introduced in this thesis
has two important implications. Firstly, the statistical approach combining Watson's
U2 and cluster analysis showed that the presence of multiple lichen populations on

moraine surfaces, unusable for dating purposes, can actually be used to cluster
moraine groups on the basis of similar size-frequency distributions, and hence to

correlate moraines suites across an area and precisely reconstruct former ice margins.
This is highly significant given the difficultly of delineating contiguous ice margins
due to the severely fragmented nature of the moraines across southeast Iceland.

Secondly, once the pattern of former ice limits have been ascertained, the U

approach permits inferences to be made regarding potential ice marginal dynamics.
This leads to indications of differential retreat behaviour between the former

piedmont Skalafellsjokull and Heinabergsjokull lobe following the LIA maximum.

Moreover, these retreat dynamics can be used to confirm the chronological

sequencing of moraine assemblages derived using the multi-parameter approach
described above.

Application of a positive degree-day mass balance model and numerous modeling

experiments substantiates possible differential retreat dynamics of the southeastern
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Vatnajokull outlet glaciers and implies that the timing of LIA maximum advances
were likely reached within a few decades of one another. Moreover, the modeling

experiments also show that glacier hypsometry tends to control glacier sensitivity,
such that individual glacier responses to a given climatic change may be predictable.

However, exact linkages between ice dynamics inferred from statistical tests and

implications arising from the mass balance modeling can not be fully reconciled
without an understanding of the bedrock geomorphology which is currently
unknown. A coupled mass balance-ice flow model which incorporates the

topography of the underlying bedrock would be beneficial in resolving the different

dynamical characteristics of glaciers in southeastern Iceland.

Overall, the U2 statistic and mass balance modeling results in tandem highlight the

complex response of the glaciers to climatic change, as well as point to possible
mechanisms governing differences in the exact timing of each glacier's LIA

chronology. Future field-based measurements may be used to more rigorously
define parameters such as the degree-day factor, and thereby improve conclusions
derived from the modeling experiments. The mass balance model also suggests a

temperature reduction of -1 to 1.5°C during the LIA glacial maximum with

precipitation remaining relatively constant to the present-day. A negative NAO

phase during the late 18th - early 19th century, bringing colder terrestrial temperatures
across Iceland and associated with a southward expansion of sea-ice, appear to have

brought conditions conducive to widespread LIA glacier expansion. Such a scenario
was typical of the 1780s according to multi-proxy records and reoccurred, though
less severely, during the late 19th century. Multiple periods of reconstructed positive

glacier mass balance during the 19th century are correlative with these conditions.

Secular changes in climatic conditions related to Icelandic LIA glacier mass balance

(primarily temperature-driven) appear to have been opposite to those influencing

glacier advance across Norway and Greenland (e.g. mostly precipitation-driven in

Norway). However, glaciers across the maritime North Atlantic broadly attained
their LIA maxima between the 18th to 19th centuries. Relationships between the
Arctic Oscillation and Pacific-wide atmospheric-oceanic phenomenon imply that
Iceland's LIA glacial chronology is out-of-phase with the far northern and southern
Pacific. More specifically, maritime glaciers across the Pacific appear to have

undergone maximum LIA expansion up to several centuries before the North
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Atlantic. However, the Pacific Northwest chronology, at least after ~AD 1700,

closely resembles the Icelandic chronology. This suggests that the duration of the

change in climate, such as indicated by the nature of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation,
had a greater impact on LLA glacier expansion along the west coast of North
America than the intensity of the interannual character of the NAO and its possible

relationships with Icelandic glacier mass balance.

Disparity between the Icelandic and New Zealand LIA glacial chronologies and

temperature proxies indicate the likelihood of complicated, multiple mechanisms

driving apparent interhemipsheric asynchrony over the past several centuries. It
remains impossible at present to explicitly attribute the direct cause of the LIA to one

mechanism over the other. However, the extant evidence implies that forcing factors
linked to the internal dynamics of the climate system itself may have been

responsible for the LIA, though LIA climate variability was clearly compounded by
external factors. Local glacier sensitivities to the specific climatic changes appear

responsible for the smaller-scale differences in the timing and magnitude of advance.

8.3 Consequences of the LIA glacial maximum

An exploration of the human dimension of the LIA through perceptions of landscape
and climate change not only revealed their coherence with other proxy records of

glacier expansion in southeast Iceland, but also gave meaning to the often

scientifically-based assessment of the LIA glacial maximum (thesis aim 5; Chapter

6). Geography is crucial in places like southeast Iceland where residents have had to

subsist on marginal land for several centuries, squeezed between Vatnajokull and the
North Atlantic Ocean. Migration was not an option until the late 19th century, thus
the local population had to develop ways to mitigate LIA environmental changes.
The investigation demonstrated that although the environment and climate may

ultimately determine survival in a location like southeast Iceland, it is the effective

management of the landscape, in addition to interactions between different facets of

society, which ensured that the local population overcame the frequent hardships

during the 17th to 19th centuries.

Recent debate regarding the utility of the 'LIA' concept should be viewed from a

geographical context and accept that the LIA period was characterized by spatial
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variability in both climate and glacier response. Regional detail is very important, as

implications arising from a comparison of widespread LIA signals show how
smaller-scale patterns of change may potentially be geographically linked to provide

greater understanding about global climatic variability. Unfortunately, assumptions

regarding a globally-synchronous LIA pattern, or even the debate surrounding its

conceptual applicability, distract from the reality of those who lived through the

period. Since the termination of the LIA -100 years ago, global climate has changed

considerably. This suggests that the LIA was indeed a significant event in terms of
the climatic history of our planet, and, in turn, that the 20th century may be viewed as

a transition from one climatic state to another. Thus, we have a remarkable

opportunity to learn about landscape-climate-human interactions in unique locations
such as Iceland, as a better knowledge of the recent past is required for effective

planning and prediction of future changes.
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Appendix 5.1 Positive degree-day model code in Java.

//'SimlO' class inputs and outputs tiles created by Ross Purves
//Modified on 13 Oct. 2004 by KMM

import java.io.*;
import java.util.*;

public class SimlO {
//Instance variables
PrintStream out;

InputStream in;

//Constructor

public SimIO(){
this.out = System.out; //assigns system output to PrintStream variable out
this.in = System.in; //assigns system input to InputStream variable in
}

//Method
//Writes a String s to the monitor
public void write(String s){

System.out.println(s);
System.out.flushO;

}

//Method
//Reads an integer from the keyboard String s and returns an integer
public int readInt(String s) throws Exception(

//variable declaration

String readLine;
int i;

IIUse readKeyboard method to get the string
//Casts String s into integer
readLine = this.readKeyBoard(s); //assigns s to variable readLine
i = Integer.parselnt(readLine); //parses string s from readLine and assigns to integer i
return i; //returns value of integer i

}

//Method
//Reads a String s from the keyboard and returns a String
public String readKeyBoard(String s) throws Exception{

//Variable declarations

InputStreamReader isr;
BufferedReader br;
String inputLine;

//Need a stream and a reader to get the data
isr = new InputStreamReader(System.in); //data input read using InputStreamReader
and assigned to variable isr
br = new BufferedReader(isr); //isr temporarily stored into new variable br
this.write(s); //writes String s to the monitor
inputLine = br.readLine(); //reads String s from the keyboard and assigns to variable
inputLine
return inputLine; //returns the String

}
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//Method
//Writes a line to a named file

public void writeFile(String fileName, String s) throws Exception!
//Variable declarations
File outputFile;
FileOutputStream outputStream;
PrintWriter p;

//Instantiate object needed
outputFile = new File(fileName); //takes fileName and assigns to variable outputFile
outputStream = new FileOutputStream(outputFile); //takes outputfile and assigns to
variable outputStream
p = new PrintWriter (outputStream); //takes outputStream file and assings to variable
P

//Print line and flush to ensure line goes into file
p.println(s);
p.flush();

//Close stream so can read from file

outputStream.close();
}

//Method
//Print file to screen

public void displayFile(String fileName) throws Exception!
//Variable declarations
File inputFile;
FilelnputStream inputStream;
InputStreamReader inputStreamRead;
BufferedReader br;
String readLine;

//Instantiate objected needed
inputFile = new File(fileName); //takes fileName and assigns to variable inputFile
inputStream = new FilelnputStream(inputFile); //takes inputFile and assigns to
variable inputStream
inputStreamRead = new InputStreamReader(inputStream); //takes inputStream and
assigns to variable inputStreamRead
br = new BufferedReader (inputStreamRead); //takes inputStreamRead and assigns to
variable br (where temporarily stored)

//Read all lines from the file
while ((readLine = br.readLine()) != null) //while there are lines to be read from the
br (or lines exist)

System.out.println(readLine); //print lines to the screen

//Close stream so we can write to file

inputStream.closeO;
1

//Method
//Read a line from a file and return a String (line from file)
public String readFile(String fileName) throws Exception!

//Variable declarations
File inputFile;
FilelnputStream inputStream;
InputStreamReader inputStreamRead;
BufferedReader br;
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String readLine;

//Instantiate objected needed
inputFile = new File(fileName); //take fileName and assign to variable inputFile
inputStream = new FilelnputStream(inputFile); //take inputFile and assign to variable
inputStream
inputStreamRead = new InputStreamReader(inputStream); //take inputStream and
assign to variable inputStreamRead
br = new BufferedReader(inputStreamRead); //take inputStreamRead and assign to
variable br (where temporarily stored)

//Read a line from the file
readLine = br.readLine();

//Close the stream so can write to file

inputStream.close();

//Return the line
return readLine;

}

//Method
//Creates a new InputStreamReader
public InputStreamReader openReader(String fileName) throws Exception {

//Variable declarations
File inputFile;
FilelnputStream inputStream;

//Instansiate the objects we need
inputFile = new File(fileName); //takes fileName and assigns to variable inputFile
inputStream = new FilelnputStream(inputFile); //takes inputFile and assigns to
variable inputStream

//Returns a new InputStreamReader
return new InputStreamReader(inputStream);

}

//Method
//Reads all the lines from a file, and returns them as a Vector of String objects
public Vector getLines(String fileName) throws Exceptionj

//Variable declarations
BufferedReader br;
String s;
Vector lines;

//Instantiate objects needed
lines = new Vector(); //method to create Vector lines
br = new BufferedReader(openReader(fileName)); //reads fileName and assigns to
variable br (where temporarily stored)
s = br.readLine(); //Reads Vector line string s
while(s!=null){ //while string s is not empty

lines.addElement(s); //go through line element by element
s = br.readLine(); //reads the line from br and assigns to String s

}
return lines; //When no more data to read, returns the Vector of lines
}

//Method
//Parses (using spaces as delimiter) given line into a Vector of Strings
public Vector parseLine(String line, String delim){
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Vector strings = new Vector(); //method to take Vector lines and assign to variable
Vector strings
StringTokenizer st = new StringTokenizer(line, delim); //uses String Tokenizer (lines
with data delimted by spaces) and assigns to variable st
while (st.hasMoreTokens()) { //while st isn't empty

strings.addElement(st.nextToken()); //Vector strings goes through element
by element

}
if (strings.isEmptyO) IIIf no more data to read in, return a null strings = null;
return strings; //Returns strings when at end of each Vector line

}
} //End of class SimlO

//'Raster' class created by Ross Purves that reads in data from ascii txt fdes using methods
readHeader and readData
/♦Modified 13-21 Oct. 2004 by KMM*/

import java.util.*;

public class Raster}
//Declare private instance variables that need to be accessed during the entire programme
private float}] [] raster;

// private double}] [] raster; //use when applying temperature envelope experiment for non-whole
#s

private int nCols;
private int nRows;
private int xllCorner;
private int yllCorner;
private int cellSize;
private int noData;

//Constructor of a raster dataset
//Takes filename as an argument
//Loads raster data from the file into a floating array
public Raster(String fileName) throws Exception}

this.loadRaster(fileName);
}

//'Helper' (private) method
//Loads a raster

private void loadRaster(String fileName) throws Exception}
SimlO simlO = new SimIO(); //creates new instance of SimlO class
System.out.println(fileName);
Vector data = simlO.getLines(fileName); //Get all the data in the file

this.readHeader(data,simIO);
this.readData(data,simIO);

}

//Method

//Displays raster properties
public void report}) {

System.out.println("The
System.out.println("The
this.yllCorner + ").");
System.out.println("The

}

//'Helper' (private) method
//Reads the header of an ascii txt file

current array is " + this.nCols + " x " + this.nRows + ".");
bottom left corner is at (" + this.xllCorner + +

cellsize is " + this.cellSize);
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private void readHeader(Vector data, SimlO simlO) throws Exception!
/*The header is of the following form
NCOLS 161
NROWS 117
XLLCORNER 531402
YLLCORNER 373822
CELLSIZE 1000

NODATA_value -9999
*/

//Extract the different elements and set the instance variables
//Parse using spaces as delimiters
String s = (String) data.elementAt(O);
Vector line = simIO.parseLine(s," ");
//Extract the number of columns
this.nCols = Integer.parseInt((String) line.elementAt(l));

s = (String) data.elementAt(l);
line = simIO.parseLine(s," ");
//Extract the number of rows
this.nRows = Integer.parseInt((String) line.elementAt(l));

s = (String) data.elementAt(2);
line = simIO.parseLine(s," ");
//Extract x coord fromt bottom left corner
this.xllCorner= (int) Float.parseFloat((String) line.elementAt(l));

s = (String) data.elementAt(3);
line = simIO.parseLine(s," ");
//Extract y coord fromt bottom left corner
this.yllCorner = (int) Float.parseFloat((String) line.elementAt(l));

s = (String) data.elementAt(4);
line = simIO.parseLine(s," ");
//Extract grid cell size
this.cellSize = (int) Float.parseFloat((String) line.elementAt(l));

s = (String) data.elementAt(5);
line = simIO.parseLine(s," ");
//Extract no data values of -9999 and transform from integer into double
this.noData = (int) Float.parseFloat((String) line.elementAt(l));

//Set array size
this.raster = new float[this.nCols][this.nRows];

// this.raster = new doublefthis.nCols] [this.nRows]; //use when applying temperature
envelope experiment for non-whole #s

}

//'Helper' (private) method
//Adds data into array from files after bypassing header
private void readData(Vector data, SimlO simIO)throws Exception]

//First 6 rows of data (0-5) are the header
int startRow = 6;
Vector line;
String s;
float value;

//Loops through data - gets each line from the data file and parses it
//Data are integers but array stores floats, so they are cast
for (int j=0; j < nRows; j++) { //Row by row through entire array
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s = (String) data.elementAt(startRow+j);
line = simIO.parseLine(s," ");
for(int i=0; i < nCols; i++){ //Moves across columns

value = (float) Float.parseFloat((String) line.elementAt(i));
this.raster[i][j] = value;

)
}

}

//Method
//Retrieves raster array
public float[][] getRaster(){

// public double[][] getRaster(){ //use when applying temperature envelope experiment for non-
whole #s

return this.raster;
}

//Method
//Retrieves 11 x-coord

public int getxll(){
return this.xllCorner;

}

//Method
//Retrieves 11 y-coord
public int getyll(){

return this.yllCorner;
1

//Method
//Retrieves cell size

public int getCellSize(){
return this.cellSize;

}

//Method
//Retrieves value at array location
public float getValue(int i, int j){

// public double getValue(int i, int j){ //use when applying temperature envelope experiment for
non-whole #s

return this.raster[i][j];
}

//Method
//Retrieves raster width

public int getWidth(){
return this.nCols*this.cellSize;

}

//Method
//Retrieves raster height
public int getHeight(){

return this.nRows*this.cellSize;
}

//Method
//Retrieves number of rows in raster

public int getRows(){
return this.nRows;

}
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//Method
//Retrieves number of columns in raster

public int getCols(){
return this.nCols;

}
}//End of Raster class

//'MonthTemp'Class to read in monthly temperature data for SE Iceland
//Returns fdes with data read in as arrays using Raster.java
//Created on 19 Oct. 2004 by KMM

public class MonthTemps{
//Declare instance variables

public int nCols =161;
public int nRows =117;
public int xllCorner= 531402;
public int yllCorner = 373822;
public int cellSize = 1000;
public int noDath = -9999;

public float[][][] rasterData; //Creates 3d array of rasterData - temperature data per month
// public double[][][] rasterData; //use when applying temperature envelope experiment for non-

whole #s

public float[][] rasterData2d; //Creates 2d array of rasterData - temperature data
// public double[][] rasterData2d; //use when applying temperature envelope experiment for non-

whole #s

public String folder;
public String fileName;
public String month]];

//Constructor method
//Loads monthly temperature data into raster array consecutively from Jan - Dec
//Attaches relevant month file to new raster object
public MonthTemps(String type) throws Exceptionj

folder = "D:/PhD/PhD_project/degree_day_model/VJ_MonthFiles/";
month = new String! 12];
month [0
month [1
month [2
month [3
month [4
month [5
month [6
month [7
month [8
month [9

lan ;
: "feb";
"mar";
"apr";
"may":
"jun";
"jul";
"aug";
"sep";
"oct";

month [10] = "nov";
month [11] = "dec";

//

new float[12][161][l 17]; //assigns numbers of [i][j][k]

//use when applying

this.rasterData
dimensions
this.rasterData = new double[12][161][l 17];
temperature envelope experiment for non-whole #s

for (int i = 0; i < 12; i++){ //monthly loop
fileName = folder + type + this.month[i] + ".txt"; //take each
monthly file
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Raster testRaster = new Raster(this.fileName); //assigns monthly
raster to variable testRaster

//Retrieve array dimensions from Raster.java and applies to new
raster

nRows = testRaster.getRows(); //Retrieves nRows as an integer
nCols = testRaster.getCols(); //Retrieves nCols as an integer

//Stores array from 3D as 2D in new 12 monthly raster objects
rasterData2d = testRaster.getRaster(); //gets testRaster and assigns
to rasterData2d

for (int j = 0; j < nRows; j++) {//loops through rows
for (int k = 0; k < nCols; k++) { //loops through columns

rasterDatafi][k][j]= rasterData2d[k][j]; //assigns
data from rasterData2d to rasterData per month
rasterData[i][k][j]= rasterData2d[k][j] - 3; //I
simulates 'max temperature depression' during
the LIA record at Teigarhorn
rasterData[i] [k] [j]= rasterData2d[k][j] - 2.5; //2
simulates arbitrary stepped change in temperature
by every 0.5 deg C
rasterData[i][k][j]= rasterData2d[k][j] - 2; //3
simulates arbitrary stepped change in temperature
by every 0.5 deg C
rasterData[i][k][j]= rasterData2d[k][j] - 1.5; //4
arbitrary stepped change in temperature by every
0.5 deg C
rasterData[i][k][j]= rasterData2d[k][j] - 1; //5
arbitrary stepped change in temperature by every
0.5 deg C
rasterData[i][k][j]= rasterData2d[k][j] - 0.5; //6
arbitrary stepped change in temperature by every
0.5 deg C
rasterData[i][k][j]= rasterData2d[k][j] + 0.5; HI
arbitrary stepped change in temperature by every
0.5 deg C
rasterData[i][k][j]= rasterData2d[k][j] + 1; //8
arbitrary stepped change in temperature by every
0.5 deg C
rasterData[i][k][j]= rasterData2d[k][j] + 1.5; //9
arbitrary stepped change in temperature by every
0.5 deg C
rasterData[i][k][j]= rasterData2d[k][j] + 2; //10
arbitrary stepped change in temperature by every
0.5 deg C
rasterData[i][k][j]= rasterData2d[k][j] + 2.5 ;//l 1
simulates arbitrary stepped change in temperature
by every 0.5 deg C

rasterData[i][k][j]= rasterData2d[k][j] - 0.7; //22
simulate 1949 temp change

rasterData[i][k][j]= rasterData2d[k][j] - 1.1; //23
simulate 1876 temp change
rasterData[i][k][j]= rasterData2d[k][j] - 1.5; //24
simulate 1885 temp change
rasterData[i][k][j]= rasterData2d[k][j] - 2.1; //25
simulate 1892 temp change
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rasterData[i][k][j]= rasterData2d[k][j] - 2.7; //26
simulate 1881 temp change
rasterData[i][k][j]= rasterData2d[k][j] + 0.5; //27
simulate 1937 temp change
rasterData[i][k][j]= rasterData2d[k][j] + 1.1; //28
simulate 1953 temp change
rasterData[i][k][j]= rasterData2d[k][j] + 1.5; //29
simulate 1908 temp change
rasterData[i][k][j]= rasterData2d[k][j] + 2.0; //30
simulate 1875 temp change
rasterData[i][k][j]= rasterData2d[k][j] + 2.2; //31
simulate 1893 temp change

//Tests value in centre of array per month
System.out.println("Centre value is: " +
testRaster.getValue(nCols/2,nRows/2));

}
}//End ofMonthTemps constructor

//Acessor method to get data
public float [][][] getRaster(){

// public double [][][] getRaster(){ //use when applying temperature envelope experiment for
non-whole #s
return this.rasterData; //returns each monthly raster filled with rasterData
}

}//End ofMonthTemps class

//'AnnPrecip' Class to read in annual precipitation data for SE Iceland
//Returns files with data read in as arrays using Raster.java
//Created on 10 Nov. 2004 by KMM

public class AnnPrecip {
//Declare instance variables

public int nCols =161;
public int nRows =117;
public int xllCorner = 531402;
public int yllCorner = 373822;
public int cellSize = 1000;
public int noData = -9999;

float precipData[][] = new float[nCols][nRows]; //Creates 2D array of rasterData - annual
precip data

// double precipData[] [] = new double [nCols] [nRows]; //use when applying temperature
envelope experiment for non-whole #s

public String folder;
public String fileName;

//Constructor method
//Loads annual precip data into raster array
public AnnPrecipO throws Exception {

folder =

"D:/PhD/PhD_project/degree_day_model/precipitation/precipdata_working/";
fileName = folder + "vjprecip" + ".txt"; //calls precip file

Raster precipRaster = new Raster(fileName); //assigns precip raster to variable
precipRaster
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//Retrieve array dimensions from Raster.java and applies to new raster
nRows = precipRaster.getRows(); //Retrieves nRows as an integer
nCols = precipRaster.getCols(); //Retrieves nCols as an integer

for (int j = 0; j < nRows; j++) {//loops through rows
for (int k = 0; k < nCols; k++) { //loops through columns

precipData = precipRaster.getRaster(); //assigns data from
precipRaster to precipData array

//Tests value in centre of array per month
System.out.println("Centre value is: " + precipRaster.getValue(nCols/2,nRows/2));

}//End of AnnPrecip constructor

//Acessor method to get data
public float[][] getRaster(){

// public double[][] getRaster(){ //use when applying temperature envelope experiment for non-
whole #s

return precipData; //returns raster filled with precip data in rasterData
}

}//End of AnnPrecip class

//'MeltSum' class created by by KMM on 19 Oct. - 24 Nov. 2004
//Calculates monthly & annual PDD sum, melt, accumulation and mass balance

import java.io.*;

public class MeltSum {
//Declare instance variables and values

public int nCols =161;
public int nRows =117;
public int xllCorner = 531402;
public int yllCorner = 373822;
public int cellSize = 1000;
public int noData = -9999;
public int nMonths =12;
public int nTemps = 41;

double ddfice = 0.0053; // Adalgeirsdottir et. al (2004) ice DDF for Vatnajokull
// double ddfice = 0.00795; // Adalgeirsdottir et. al (2004) ice DDF + 0.00265 (ie. +1/2 of the

published DDF)
// double ddfice = 0.00265; // Adalgeirsdottir et. al (2004) ice DDF - 0.00265 (ie. -1/2 of the

published DDF)
// double ddfice = 0.0077; //Johanesson et al. (1995) ice DDF for Satujokull (central Iceland)

double ddfsnow = 0.00445; //Adalgeirsdottir et. al (2004) snow DDF for Vatnajokull
int nodays = 30; //average # days in month
int critElev = 1100;

//MeltSum variables
double stdev[][][] = new double[nMonths][nCols][nRows]; //3D array containing standard
deviation per cell per month
double prob[] = new double[nTemps]; //ID array containing generated probability of given
temperature occurring per cell per month per given temperature
double otherProb[] = new double[nTentps]; //ID array containing generated probability of
given temperature <1 deg C occurring per cell per month per given temperature

double numPDD[]= new double[nTemps]; //ID array containing number of PDD occuring per
cell per month (for temperature range -20 to 20 deg C
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float sumPDD[][][] = new float[nMonths][nCols][nRows]; //3D array containing sum of PDD
per month per cell

// double sumPDD[][][] = new double[nMonths][nCols][nRows]; //use when applying
temperature envelope experiment for non-whole #s
float annualSumPDD[][] = new float[nCols][nRows]; //2D array containing annual PDD sum

// double annualSumPDD[][] = new double[nCols][nRows]; //use when applying temperature
envelope experiment for non-whole #s
float monthMelt[][][] = new float[nMonths][nCols][nRows];//3D array containing melt per
cell per month

// double monthMelt[][][] = new double[nMonths][nCols][nRows]; //use when applying
temperature envelope experiment for non-whole #s
float annualMelt[][] = new float[nCols][nRows]; //2D array containing annual melt

// double annualMelt[][] = new double[nCols][nRows]; //use when applying temperature
envelope experiment for non-whole #s

float prelimAccum[][][] = new float[nMonths][nCols]fnRows]; //3D array containing
accumulation per month per cell

// double prelimAccum[][][] = new double[nMonths][nCols][nRows]; //use when applying
temperature envelope experiment for non-whole #s
float monthAccum[][][] = new float[nMonths][nCols][nRows]; //3D array containing
accumulation per month per cell by DDF snow

// double monthAccum[][][] = new double[nMonths][nCols][nRows]; //use when applying
temperature envelope experiment for non-whole #s
float annualAccum[][] = new float[nCols][nRows];//2D array containing annual accumulation

// double annualAccum[][] = new double[nCols][nRows]; //use when applying temperature
envelope experiment for non-whole #s

float monthmassBalance[][][] = new float[nMonths][nCols][nRows]; //3D array containing
monthly net mass balance per month per cell

// double monthmassBalance[][][] = new double[nMonths][nCols][nRows]; //use when applying
temperature envelope experiment for non-whole #s
float annualmassBalance[][] = new float[nCols][nRows]; //2D array containing annual net
mass balance

// double annualmassBalance[][] = new double[nCols][nRows]; //use when applying temperature
envelope experiment for non-whole #s

float[][][] meanTemps; //calls in 3D data-filled array meanTemps
// double[][][] meanTemps; //use when applying temperature envelope experiment for non-

whole #s

float[][][] maxTemps; //calls in 3D data-filled array maxTemps
// double[][][] maxTemps; //use when applying temperature envelope experiment for non-whole

#s

float[][][] minTemps; //calls in 3D data-filled array minTemps
// double[][][] minTemps; //use when applying temperature envelope experiment for non-whole

#s

float[][] annPrecip; //calls in 2D data-filled array precip
// doublet] [] annPrecip; //use when applying temperature envelope experiment for non-whole #s

float[][] testoutput; //calls in 2D data-filled array of vj dem
// doublet][] testoutput; //use when applying temperature envelope experiment for non-whole #s

public MeltSum() throws Exception ( //calculates PDD sum per cell per month and per annum;
same for melt

MonthTemps meanMonthTemp = new MonthTemps("vj_meantemp_"); //calls in
meanTemp files chronologically
meanTemps = meanMonthTemp.getRaster(); //gets the data from meanTemp rasters
and assigns to new variable meanTemps raster

MonthTemps maxMonthTemp = new MonthTemps("vj_maxtemp_"); //calls in
maxTemp files chronologically
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maxTemps = maxMonthTemp.getRaster(); //gets the data from maxTemp rasters and
assigns to new variable maxTemps raster

MonthTemps minMonthTemp = new MonthTemps("vj_mintemp_"); //calls in
minTemp fdes chronologically
minTemps = minMonthTemp.getRaster(); //gets the data from minTemp rasters and
assigns to new variable minTemps raster

AnnPrecip precip = new AnnPrecipO; //calls in annual precipitation file
annPrecip = precip.getRaster(); //gets the data from AnnPrecip raster and assigns to
new variable annPrecip raster

String folder;
String demfileName;
folder = "D:/PhD/PhD_project/degree_day_model/";
demfileName = folder + "grid_vjdem2" + ".txt"; //calls in Vatnajokull dem file
Raster demRaster = new Raster (demfileName);
testoutput = demRaster.getRaster(); //gets the data from VJ DEM raster and assigns
to new variable 2D array called testoutput

//Monthly loop to calculate standard deviation per cell per month
System.out.println("Calculating standard deviation...");
for (int i = 0; i < 12; i++){

for (int j = 0; j < nRows; j++){ //loops through columns
for (int k = 0; k < nCols; k++){ //loops through rows

stdev[i][k][j] = (-0.2019 * meanTemps[i][k][j]) + 3.4467;
//uses regression-calculated SD against MMT for Holar & Fagurholsmyri weathter stations (1980-
1990)
// stdev[i] [k] [j] = (-0.2019 *
(meanTemps[i][k][j]+(meanTemps[i][k][j]*0.20))) + 3.4467; //uses adjusted temp lapse rate &
regression-calculated SD against MMT for Holar & Fagurholsmyri weathter stations (1980-1990)

}
}

}//end of standard deviation calculation

//Monthly loop to calculate PDD sum and melt per cell per month
System.out.println("Calculating monthly PDD Sum and melt...");
for (int i = 0; i < 12; i++){

for (int j = 0; j < nRows; j++){ //loops through rows
for (int k = 0; k < nCols; k++){ //loops through columns

for (int x = 0; x < 41; x++){ //for temperature range of 41
degrees...from -20 to 20 deg C inch 0 deg C

//uses probability distribution function to calculate
numPDD per cell per month

prob[x] =
(1.0/(stdev[i][k][j]*(Math.sqrt(2.0*Math.PI))))*Math.exp(-0.5*(Math.pow((((x-20)-
meanTemps[i][k][j])/stdev[i][k][j]), 2.0)));
III prob[x] =
(1.0/(stdev[i][k][j]*(Math.sqrt(2.0*Math.PI))))*Math.exp(-0.5*(Math.pow((((x-20)-
(meanTemps[i][k][j]+(meanTemps[i][k][j]*0.20)))/stdev[i][k][j])> 2.0))); //uses adjusted lapse rate (ie.
difference in lapse rates b/w me and Tolly (2004)

numPDD[x]= prob[x] * nodays * (x-20); //ID
array b/c cell value = # days per per cell per month per given temperature

// if (prob[x] > 0.001){ //only uses the probabilities
that are > than the critical probability
// numPDD[x]= prob[x] * nodays
* (x-20);
// }
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if (numPDD[x] >= 0){ //only want POSITIVE
degree days to calculate melt

sumPDD[i][k][j] += numPDD[x]; //3D
array stored in sumPDD because adding
all x's together

// if (testoutput[k][j] > critElev ){
// //calculate amount of melt per cell per month

based on DDF for ice
// monthMelt[i][k][j]+= sumPDD[i][k][j] *
ddfsnow; //simulation of G1873 tephra cover 0 cm, yr 6 - buried by snowfall, no more effect
// }
// else monthMelt[i][k][j]+= sumPDD[i][k][j] * ddfice;
//simulation of G1873 tephra cover 0.078125 cm, yr 6 - DDFice+15%

//calculate amount of melt per cell per month based on
DDF for ice

monthMelt[i][k][j]+= sumPDD[i][k][j] * ddfice; //gives
monthly melt across area using PDD and DDF for ice

}//End of monthly PDD sum and melt calculation

System.out.println("Calculating monthly accumulation...");
for (int i = 0; i < 12; i++){

for (intj = 0; j < nRows; j++){ //loops through rows
for (int k = 0; k < nCols; k++){ //loops through columns

for (int x = 0; x < 22; x++){ //for temperature range of 21
degrees...from -20 to 1 deg C incl 0 deg C

//use prob distribution function to calculate
number of days per month when temp < 1 deg C
otherProb[x] =

(1.0/(stdev[i] [k] [j] *(Math.sqrt(2.0*Math.PI))))*Math.exp(-0.5*(Math.pow((((x-21 )-
meanTemps[i][k] [j])/stdev[i][k][j]), 2.0)));
// otherProb[x] =

(1,0/(stdev[i] [k][j]*(Math.sqrt(2.0*Math.PI))))*Math.exp(-0.5*(Math.pow((((x-21)-
(meanTemps[i][k][j]+(meanTemps[i][k][j]*0.20)))/stdev[i][k][j]), 2.0))); //uses adjusted lapse rate (ie.
difference in lapse rates b/w me and Tolly (2004)

prelimAccum[i][k][j] += otherProbfxj;
}
//calculate amount of accumulation per cell per month
monthAccum[i][k][j] = (prelimAccum[i][k][j] *

annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000; //multiply prob of # days at temps < 1 deg C by MEAN MONTHLY
precipitation and adjust to make in METERS;
// monthAccum[i][k][j] = ((prelimAccum[i][k][j] *
annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000)*2; //12 try doubling precip as Tolly's positive mass balance twice as great as
mine so far...(relates to NAO index/atmospheric conditions different b/w my temp data series (1960-
1990) and hers (1980-2000)
// monthAccum[i][k][j] = ((prelimAccum[i][k][j] *
annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000) + (((prelimAccum[i][k][j] * annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000)*0.75); //13 + 75%
precip
// monthAccum[i][k][j] = ((prelimAccum[i][k][j] *
annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000) + (((prelimAccum[i][k][j] * annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000)*0.50);//14 + 50%
precip
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H monthAccum[i][k][j] = ((prelimAccum[i][k][j] *
annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000) + (((prelimAccum[i][k][j] * annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000)*0.25); //15 + 25%
precip
// monthAccum[i] [k] [j] = ((prelimAccum[i][k][j] *
annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000) - (((prelimAccum[i][k][j] * annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000)*0.25);//16 - 25%
precip
// monthAccum[i][k][j] = ((prelimAccum[i][k][j] *
annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000) - (((prelimAccum[i][k][j] * annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000)*0.50); //17 - 50%
precip
// monthAccum[i][k][j] = ((prelimAccum[i][k][j] *
annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000) - (((prelimAccum[i][k][j] * annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000)*0.507); //22 -

simulates 1949 precip change
// monthAccum[i][k][j] = ((prelimAccum[i][k][j] *
annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000) - (((prelimAccum[i][k][j] * annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000)*0.303); //23 -

simulates 1876 precip change
// monthAccum[i][k][j] = ((prelimAccum[i][k][j] *
annPrecip[k] [j ]/l 2)/l 000) - (((prelimAccum[i][k][J] * annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000)*0.355); //24 -

simulates 1885 precip change
// monthAccum[i]fk][j] = ((prelimAccum[i][k][j] *
annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000) - (((prelimAccum[i][k][j] * annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000)*0.373); //25 -

simulates 1892 precip change
// monthAccum[i][k][j] = ((prelimAccum[i][k][j] *
annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000) + (((prelimAccum[i][k][j] * annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000)*0.175); //26 -

simulates 1881 precip change
// monthAccum[i][k][j] = ((prelimAccum[i][k][j] *
annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000) + (((prelimAccum[i][k][j] * annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000)*0.668); //27 -

simulates 1937 precip change
// monthAccum[i][k][j] = ((prelimAccum[i][k][j] *
annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000) + (((prelimAccum[i][k][j] * annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000)*0.952); //28 -

simulates 1953 precip change
// monthAccum[i][k][j] = ((prelimAccum[i][k][j]
annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000) + (((prelimAccum[i][k][j] * annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000)*0.681); //29 -

simulates 1908 precip change
// monthAccum[i][k][j] = ((prelimAccum[i][k][j]
annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000) + (((prelimAccum[i][k][j] * annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000)*0.436); //30 -
simulates 1875 precip change
// monthAccum[i][k][j] = ((prelimAccum[i][k][j]
annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000) + (((prelimAccum[i][k][j] * annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000)*0.214); //31
simulates 1893 precip change

}//End ofmonthly accumulation calculation

System.out.println("Calculating monthly mass balance...");
for (int i = 0; i < 12; i++){

for (int j = 0; j < nRows; j++){ //loops through rows
for (int k = 0; k < nCols; k++){ //loops through columns

monthmassBalance[i][k][j] += monthAccum[i][k][j]
monthMelt[i] [k] [j];

//calculate annual PDD sum, melt, accumulation and mass balance per cell
System.out.println("Calculating annual PDD sum, melt, accumulation and mass
balance...");
for (int i = 0; i < 12; i++){ //loops through months

for (int j = 0; j < nRows; j++){ //loops through rows
for (int k = 0; k < nCols; k++){ //loops through columns

*

*

*
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annualSumPDD[k][j] += sumPDD[i][k][j]; // 2D array
stored in annual PDD sum b/c adding all months together
annualMelt[k][j] += monthMelt[i][k][j]; //2D array stored
in annual melt b/c adding all months together
annualAccum[k][j] += monthAccum[i][k][j]; //2D array
stored in annual accumulation b/c adding all months
together
annualmassBalance[k][j] += monthmassBalance[i][k][j];

//2D array stored in annual net mass balance b/c adding all months together
}

}
}//End of annual calculations

//Prints ascii txt files of monthly & annual PDD sum, melt, accum and net mass
balance

printArray ("janpdd.txt", sumPDD[0]);
printArray ("febpdd.txt", sumPDD[l]);
printArray ("marpdd.txt", sumPDD[2]);
printArray ("aprpdd.txt", sumPDD[3]);
printArray ("maypdd.txt", sumPDD[4]);
printArray ("junpdd.txt", sumPDD[5]);
printArray ("julpdd.txt", sumPDD[6]);
printArray ("augpdd.txt", sumPDD[7]);
printArray ("seppdd.txt", sumPDD[8]);
printArray ("octpdd.txt", sumPDD[9]);
printArray ("novpdd.txt", sumPDD[10]);
printArray ("decpdd.txt", sumPDD[ll]);
printArray ("annsumpdd.txt", annualSumPDD);

printArray ("janmelt.txt", monthMelt[0]);
printArray ("febmelt.txt", monthMelt[l]);
printArray ("marmelt.txt", monthMelt[2]);
printArray ("aprmelt.txt", monthMelt[3]);
printArray ("maymelt.txt", monthMelt[4]);
printArray ("junmelt.txt", monthMelt[5]);
printArray ("julmelt.txt", monthMelt[6]);
printArray ("augmelt.txt", monthMelt[7]);
printArray ("sepmelt.txt", monthMelt[8]);
printArray ("octmelt.txt", monthMelt[9]);
printArray ("novmelt.txt", monthMelt[10]);
printArray ("decmelt.txt", monthMelt[l 1]);
printArray ("annmelt.txt", annualMelt);

printArray ("janaccum.txt", monthAccum[0]);
printArray ("febaccum.txt", monthAccum[l]);
printArray ("maraccum.txt", monthAccum[2]);
printArray ("apraccum.txt", monthAccum[3]);
printArray ("mayaccum.txt", monthAccum[4]);
printArray ("junaccum.txt", monthAccum[5]);
printArray ("julaccum.txt", monthAccum[6]);
printArray ("augaccum.txt", monthAccum[7]);
printArray ("sepaccum.txt", monthAccum[8]);
printArray ("octaccum.txt", monthAccum[9]);
printArray ("novaccum.txt", monthAccum[10]);
printArray ("decaccum.txt", monthAccum[l 1]);
printArray ("annaccum.txt", annualAccum);

printArray ("janmb.txt", monthmassBalance[0]);
printArray ("febmb.txt", monthmassBalance[l]);
printArray ("marmb.txt", monthmassBalance[2]);
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printArray ("aprmb.txt", monthmassBalance[3]);
printArray ("maymb.txt", monthmassBalance[4]);
printArray ("junmb.txt", monthmassBalance[5]);
printArray ("julmb.txt", monthmassBalance[6]);
printArray ("augmb.txt", monthmassBalance[7]);
printArray ("sepmb.txt", monthmassBalance[8]);
printArray ("octmb.txt", monthmassBalance[9]);
printArray ("novmb.txt", monthmassBalance[10]);
printArray ("decmb.txt", monthmassBalance[l 1]);
printArray ("annmb.txt", annualmassBalance);

printMassbalElev ("mbelev.txt");

}//End of MeltSum constructor

//Method to print data into new arrays including header
public void printArray (String fileName, float[][] monthArray)throws Exception(

// public void printArray (String fileName, double[][] monthArray)throws Exception{ //use
when applying temperature envelope experiment for non-whole #s

//Variable declarations to print monthArray
File file; //new instance of file
FileOutputStream fileStream = new FileOutputStream(fileName); //streams the file
for output
PrintStream stream = new PrintStream (fileStream); //variable stream readies the file
for printing
PrintWriter p = new PrintWriter (fileStream);

//Print lines and flush to ensure they go into header
p.println("NCOLS 161");
p.println("NROWS 117");
p.println("XLLCORNER 531402");
p.println("YLLCORNER 373822");
p.println("CELLSIZE 1000");
p.println("NODATA_value -9999");
p.flush();

for (int j = 0; j < nRows; j++){ //loops through rows
for (int k = 0; k < nCols; k++){ //loops through columns

stream.print (monthArray[k][j] + " "); //prints the data in each array
separated by a space

}
stream.println(); //returns to next line (row) of data ready for printing to a
file

}
}//End of printArray method

public void printMassbalElev (String fileName)throws Exception!
//Variable declarations to print monthArray
File file; //new instance of file
FileOutputStream fdeStream = new FileOutputStream(fileName); //streams the file
for output
PrintStream stream = new PrintStream (fileStream); //variable stream readies the file
for printing
PrintWriter p = new PrintWriter (fileStream);

//Print lines and flush to ensure they go into header
p.println("NCOLS 161");
p.println("NROWS 117");
p.println("XLLCORNER 531402");
p.println("YLLCORNER 373822");
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p.println("CELLSIZE 1000");
p.println("NODATA_value -9999");
p.flush();

for (int j = 0; j < nRows; j++){ //loops through rows
for (int k = 0; k < nCols; k++){ //loops through columns

if (testoutput[k][j] > 0){ //if dem elevation > 0 masl
p.println(annualmassBalance[k][j] + " " +
testoutput[k][j]); //print annual MB + elevation

}
}
p.flush(); //returns to next line (row) of data ready for printing to a file

}
}//End of printMassbalElev method

//Main method to drive the MeltSum class

public static void main (String args []) throws Exception}
MeltSum myMeltSum = new MeltSum();
System.out.println("Finished!");

}
}//End of MeltSum class

//'TephraCover' class created by by KMM on 11 April 2005
//Incorporates changing tephra cover by fiddling w/ DDF to see how mass balance changes

import java.io.*;

public class TephraCover {
//Declare instance variables and values

public int nCols =161;
public int nRows =117;
public int xllCorner = 531402;
public int yllCorner = 373822;
public int cellSize = 1000;
public int noData = -9999;
public int nMonths =12;
public int nTemps = 41;

double ddfice = 0.0053; // Adalgeirsdottir et. al (2004) ice DDF for Vatnajokull
int nodays = 30; //average # days in month
int critElev = 1100;

//TephraCover variables
double stdev[][][] = new double[nMonths][nCols][nRows]; //3D array containing standard
deviation per cell per month
double prob[] = new double[nTemps]; //ID array containing generated probability of given
temperature occuring per cell per month per given temperature
double otherProbf] = new doublefnTemps]; //ID array containing generated probability of
given temperature <1 deg C occuring per cell per month per given temperature

double numPDD[]= new doublefnTemps]; //ID array containing number of PDD occuring per
cell per month (for temperature range -20 to 20 deg C
float sumPDD[][][] = new float[nMonths][nCols][nRows]; //3D array containing sum of PDD
per month per cell

// double sumPDD[][][] = new double[nMonths][nCols] [nRows]; //use when applying
temperature envelope experiment for non-whole #s
float annualSumPDD[][] = new float[nCols][nRows]; //2D array containing annual PDD sum

// double annualSumPDD[][] = new doublefnCols][nRows]; //use when applying temperature
envelope experiment for non-whole #s
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float monthMelt[][][] = new float[nMonths][nCols][nRows];//3D array containing melt per
cell per month

// double monthMelt[][][] = new double[nMonths][nCols][nRows]; //use when applying
temperature envelope experiment for non-whole #s
float annualMelt[][] = new float[nCols][nRows]; //2D array containing annual melt

// double annualMelt[][] = new double[nCols][nRows]; //use when applying temperature
envelope experiment for non-whole #s

float prelimAccum[][][] = new float[nMonths][nCols][nRows]; //3D array containing
accumulation per month per cell

// double prelimAccum[][][] = new double[nMonths][nCols][nRows]; //use when applying
temperature envelope experiment for non-whole #s
float monthAccum[][][] = new float[nMonths][nCols][nRows]; //3D array containing
accumulation per month per cell by DDF snow

// double monthAccum[][][] = new double[nMonths][nCols][nRows]; //use when applying
temperature envelope experiment for non-whole #s
float annualAccum[][] = new float[nCols][nRows];//2D array containing annual accumulation

// double annualAccum[][] = new double[nCols][nRows]; //use when applying temperature
envelope experiment for non-whole #s

float monthmassBalance[][][] = new float[nMonths][nCols][nRows]; //3D array containing
monthly net mass balance per month per cell

// double monthmassBalance[][][] = new double[nMonths][nCols][nRows]; //use when applying
temperature envelope experiment for non-whole #s
float annualmassBalance[][] = new float[nCols][nRows]; //2D array containing annual net
mass balance

// double annualmassBalance[][] = new double[nCols][nRows]; //use when applying temperature
envelope experiment for non-whole #s

float[][][] meanTemps; //calls in 3D data-filled array meanTemps
// double[][][] meanTemps; //use when applying temperature envelope experiment for non-

whole #s

float[][][] maxTemps; //calls in 3D data-filled array maxTemps
// doublet][][] maxTemps; //use when applying temperature envelope experiment for non-whole

#s

float[][][] minTemps; //calls in 3D data-filled array minTemps
// doublet][][] minTemps; //use when applying temperature envelope experiment for non-whole

#s

float]] [] annPrecip; //calls in 2D data-filled array precip
// doublet][] annPrecip; //use when applying temperature envelope experiment for non-whole #s

float[][] testoutput; //calls in 2D data-filled array of vj dem
// doublet] [] testoutput; //use when applying temperature envelope experiment for non-whole #s

public TephraCover() throws Exception { //calculates PDD sum per cell per month and per
annum; same for melt

MonthTemps meanMonthTemp = new MonthTemps("vj_meantemp_"); //calls in
meanTemp files chronologically
meanTemps = meanMonthTemp.getRaster(); //gets the data from meanTemp rasters
and assigns to new variable meanTemps raster

MonthTemps maxMonthTemp = new MonthTemps("vj_maxtemp_"); //calls in
maxTemp files chronologically
maxTemps = maxMonthTemp.getRaster(); //gets the data from maxTemp rasters and
assigns to new variable maxTemps raster

MonthTemps minMonthTemp = new MonthTemps("vj_mintemp_"); //calls in
minTemp files chronologically
minTemps = minMonthTemp.getRaster(); //gets the data from minTemp rasters and
assigns to new variable minTemps raster
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AnnPrecip precip = new AnnPrecipO; //calls in annual precipitation file
annPrecip = precip.getRaster(); //gets the data from AnnPrecip raster and assigns to
new variable annPrecip raster

String folder;
String demfileName;
folder = "D:/PhD/PhD_project/degree_day_model/";
demfileName = folder + "grid_vjdem2" + ".txt"; //calls in Vatnajokull dem file
Raster demRaster = new Raster (demfileName);
testoutput = demRaster.getRaster(); //gets the data from VJ DEM raster and assigns
to new variable 2D array called testoutput

//Monthly loop to calculate standard deviation per cell per month
System.out.println("Calculating standard deviation...");
for (int i = 0; i < 12; i++){

for (int j = 0; j < nRows; j++){ //loops through columns
for (int k = 0; k < nCols; k++){ //loops through rows

stdev[i][k][j] = (-0.2019 * meanTemps[i][k][j]) + 3.4467;
//uses regression-calculated SD against MMT for Holar & Fagurholsmyri weathter stations (1980-
1990)

i
}

}//end of standard deviation calculation

//Monthly loop to calculate PDD sum and melt per cell per month
System.out.println("Calculating monthly PDD Sum and melt...");
for (int i = 0; i < 12; i++){

for (int j = 0; j < nRows; j++){ //loops through rows
for (int k = 0; k < nCols; k++){ //loops through columns

for (int x = 0; x < 41; x++){ //for temperature range of 41
degrees...from -20 to 20 deg C incl. 0 deg C

//uses probability distribution function to
calculate numPDD per cell per month
prob[x] =

(1.0/(stdev[i] [k] [j] *(Math.sqrt(2.0*Math.PI))))*Math.exp(-0.5*(Math.pow((((x-20)-
meanTemps[i][k][j])/stdev[i][k][j]), 2.0)));

numPDD[x]= prob[x] * nodays * (x-20); //ID
array b/c cell value = # days per per cell per month per given temperature

if (numPDD[x] >= 0){ //only want POSITIVE
degree days to calculate melt

sumPDD[i][k][j] += numPDD[x]; //3D
x's together

}
}

/*if (critElev > 1100) {
//calculate amount of melt per cell per month
based on DDF for ice

monthMelt[i][k][j]+= sumPDD[i][k][j] * 0.0037;
yr 1 - DDFice-13%
)
else monthMeltfi][k](j]+= sumPDD[i][k][j] * 0.0019;*/
yr 1 - DDFice-65%

array stored in sumPDD because adding all

//simulation of G1873 tephra cover 2.5 cm,

//simulation of G1873 tephra cover 2.5 cm,

/*if (critElev > 1100) {
//calculate amount of melt per cell per month
based on DDF for ice
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monthMelt[i][k][j]+= sumPDD[i][k][j] * ddfice;
//simulation of G1873 tephra cover 0 cm, yr 2 - buried by snowfall, no more effect

)
else monthMelt[i][k][j]+= sumPDD[i][k][j] * 0.0029;*/

//simulation of G1873 tephra cover 1.3 cm, yr 2 - DDFice-45%

/*if (critElev > 1100) {
//calculate amount of melt per cell per month
based on DDF for ice

monthMelt[i][k][j]+= sumPDD[i][k][j] * ddfice;
//simulation of G1873 tephra cover 0 cm, yr 3 - buried by snowfall, no more effect

}
else monthMelt[i][k][j]+= sumPDD[i][k][j] * 0.0048;*/

//simulation of G1873 tephra cover 0.6 cm, yr 3 - DDFice-10%

/*if (critElev > 1100){
//calculate amount of melt per cell per month
based on DDF for ice

monthMelt[i][k][j]+= sumPDD[i][k][j] * ddfice;
//simulation of G1873 tephra cover 0 cm, yr 4 - buried by snowfall, no more effect

}
else monthMelt[i][k][j]+= sumPDD[i][k][j] * 0.0064;*/

//simulation of G1873 tephra cover 0.3 cm, yr 4 - DDFice+20%

/*if (critElev > 1100){
//calculate amount of melt per cell per month
based on DDF for ice

monthMelt[i][k][j]+= sumPDD[i][k][j] * ddfice;
//simulation of G1873 tephra cover 0 cm, yr 5 - buried by snowfall, no more effect

}
else monthMelt[i][k][j]+= sumPDD[i][k][j] * 0.0072;*/

//simulation of G1873 tephra cover 0.2 cm, yr 5 - DDFice+35%

/*if (critElev > 1100) {
//calculate amount of melt per cell per month
based on DDF for ice

monthMelt[i][k][j]+= sumPDD[i][k][j] * ddfice;
//simulation of G1873 tephra cover 0 cm, yr 6 - buried by snowfall, no more effect

}
else monthMelt[i][k][j]+= sumPDD[i][k][j] * 0.0072;*/

//simulation of G1873 tephra cover 0.1 cm, yr6 - DDFice+35%

/*if (critElev > 1100) {
monthMelt[i][k][j]+= sumPDD[i][k][j] * ddfice;

)
else monthMelt[i][k][j]+= sumPDD[i][k][j] * 0.0066;*/

//simulation of G1873 tephra cover 0.05 cm, yr 7 - DDFice+25%

if (critElev > 1100) (
monthMelt[i][k][j]+= sumPDD[i][k][j] * ddfice;

}
else monthMelt[i][k][j]+= sumPDD[i][k][j] * 0.0058;

//simulation of G1873 tephra cover 0.03 cm, yr 8 - DDFice+10%
}

}
}//End of monthly PDD sum and melt calculation

System.out.println("Calculating monthly accumulation...");
for (int i = 0; i < 12; i++)(

for (int j = 0; j < nRows; j++)( //loops through rows
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for (int k = 0; k < nCols; k++){ //loops through columns
for (int x = 0; x < 22; x++){ //for temperature range of 21
degrees...from -20 to 1 deg C incl 0 deg C

//use prob distribution function to calculate
number of days per month when temp < 1 deg C
otherProb[x] =

(1.0/(stdev[i] [k] [j] *(Math.sqrt(2.0*Math.PI))))*Math.exp(-0.5*(Math.pow((((x-21 )-
meanTemps[i][k][j])/stdev[i][k][j]), 2.0)));

prelimAccum[i][k][j] += otherProb[x];
}
//calculate amount of accumulation per cell per month
monthAccum[i][k][j] = (prelimAccum[i][k][j] *

annPrecip[k][j]/12)/1000; //multiply prob of # days at temps < 1 deg C by MEAN MONTHLY
precipitation and adjust to make in METERS;

}
1

}//End of monthly accumulation calculation

System.out.println("Calculating monthly mass balance...");
for (int i = 0; i < 12; i++){

for (int j = 0; j < nRows; j++){ //loops through rows
for (int k = 0; k < nCols; k++){ //loops through columns

monthmassBalance[i][k][j] += monthAccum[i][k][j] -

monthMelt[i] [k] [j];
}

//calculate annual PDD sum, melt, accumulation and mass balance per cell
System.out.println("Calculating annual PDD sum, melt, accumulation and mass
balance...");
for (int i = 0; i < 12; i++){ //loops through months

for (int j = 0; j < nRows; j++){ //loops through rows
for (int k = 0; k < nCols; k++){ //loops through columns

annualSumPDD[k][j] += sumPDD[i][k][j]; // 2D array
stored in annual PDD sum b/c adding all months together
annualMelt[k][j] += monthMelt[i][k][j]; //2D array stored
in annual melt b/c adding all months together
annualAccum[k][j] += monthAccum[i][k][j]; //2D array
stored in annual accumulation b/c adding all months
together
annualmassBalance[k][j] += monthmassBalance[i][k][j];

//2D array stored in annual net mass balance b/c adding all months together
}

}
}//End of annual calculations

//Prints ascii txt files of monthly & annual PDD sum, melt, accum and net mass
balance

printArray ("annsumpdd.txt", annualSumPDD);
printArray ("annmelt.txt", annualMelt);
printArray ("annaccum.txt", annualAccum);
printArray ("annmb.txt", annualmassBalance);

}//End of TephraCover constructor

//Method to print data into new arrays including header
public void printArray (String fileName, f!oat[][] monthArray)throws Exception}



Appendix 301

// public void printArray (String fileName, double[][] monthArray)throws Exception} //use
when applying temperature envelope experiment for non-whole #s

//Variable declarations to print monthArray
File file; //new instance of file
FileOutputStream fileStream = new FileOutputStream(fileName); //streams the file
for output
PrintStream stream = new PrintStream (fileStream); //variable stream readies the file
for printing
PrintWriter p = new PrintWriter (fileStream);

//Print lines and flush to ensure they go into header
p.println("NCOLS 161");
p.println("NROWS 117");
p.println("XLLCORNER 531402");
p.println("YLLCORNER 373822");
p.println("CELLSIZE 1000");
p.println("NODATA_value -9999");
p.flush();

for (int j = 0; j < nRows; j++){ //loops through rows
for (int k = 0; k < nCols; k++){ //loops through columns

stream.print (monthArray[k][j] + " "); //prints the data in each array
separated by a space

1
stream.println(); //returns to next line (row) of data ready for printing to a
file

}
}//End of printArray method

//Main method to drive the TephraCover class
public static void main (String args []) throws Exception}

TephraCover myTephraCover = new TephraCover();
System.out.println("Finished!");

}
}//End of TephraCover class


